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Abstract

A Higgs boson with a measured mass of 125 GeV has been observed by both the ATLAS and
CMS experiments and found to be compatible with the predictions from the Standard Model
(SM). The now consolidated Higgs sector has become a topic of considerable study as a
potential portal to new physics. Several models beyond the SM (BSM) exist with non-trivial
Higgs sectors and predict the existence of additional Higgs bosons yet to be observed. One
such type of model is the Two-Higgs-Doublet-Model (2HDM) which extends the SM Higgs
sector in a minimal way, while another type which considers supersymmetry is the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). The implications of both models are considered
in the thesis.

This thesis presents two searches for additional Higgs bosons predicted by BSM models.
One search is for heavy neutral Higgs bosons decaying to a pair of tau leptons. The second
search is for charged Higgs bosons decaying to a tau lepton and a neutrino. No significant
excess is observed in either analysis and regions of the parameter space of the MSSM are
excluded.

This thesis also presents a reinterpretation of the measurement of the 125 GeV Higgs
boson cross-section in the context of the 2HDMs and MSSM. The measured 125 GeV Higgs
boson cross-sections are found to be compatible with the predictions of the SM, and are used
to constrain the 2HDM and MSSM parameter space.

Results from the direct searches, in terms of model-independent cross-section limits, and
the 125 GeV Higgs boson cross-section measurements are shown to provide complementary
constraints on the MSSM parameter space.
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Author’s Contributions

This thesis presents two searches: one for neutral [1], and one for charged [2], Higgs bosons.
This thesis also presents constraints on beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics from
precise measurements of the discovered 125 GeV Higgs boson [3]. The material presented
is a collaborative effort performed by members of the ATLAS collaboration. The thesis is
composed into four parts, with the content and author’s contributions summarised below.

Part I introduces the theoretical foundations of the Standard Model (SM) and the BSM
theories described in this thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the details of the SM and the phe-
nomenology of the SM Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Chapter 2 starts
by motivating the use of the Higgs sector as a portal to new physics. Two BSM models
with extended Higgs sectors are described: the Two-Higgs-Doublet-Model (2HDM) and the
Minimal Supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model (MSSM). The phenomenology of
the additional Higgs bosons predicted by these models at the LHC is presented. The section
concludes by summarising the corresponding legacy results by ATLAS during Run-1 of the
LHC data-taking period.

The author made contributions to producing the theoretical calculations of the neutral
MSSM Higgs cross-sections used throughout this thesis. In particular the author was involved
in creating, maintaining and validating the ROOT files which contain theoretical cross-section,
branching fraction and mass calculations for neutral Higgs bosons in the context of the MSSM.
Additionally, the author implemented the theoretical uncertainties in the calculations of the
pT reweighting scheme documented in Appendix A.1.

Part II is devoted to the experimental methodology. The discussion in Chapter 3 presents
a description of the LHC, followed by a discussion of the ATLAS experiment and its detectors.
The ATLAS data model is discussed in Chapter 4 with emphasis on object reconstruction,
which is intended as a resource for analysis chapters: in particular with regards to the selection
of data events and the determination of uncertainties of the analyses. Part II concludes with
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Chapter 5 dedicated to the statistical analysis of data, which is of particular importance to the
work the author conducted in this thesis.

In the context of the ATLAS detector, the author was involved in the commissioning of
silicon strip sensors for the new ATLAS Inner Tracker (ITk) which will be installed in time
for the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC). This work was included into
Ref. [4] and is not detailed in the thesis. The author was also involved in the monitoring of
the inner detector (ID) during several data-taking shifts in the ATLAS control room during
data-taking periods.

Part III documents three analyses. Chapter 6 presents a search for neutral heavy Higgs
bosons which decay to a pair of tau leptons within the ATLAS detector. Chapter 7 presents
a search for charged Higgs bosons which decay to a tau lepton and a neutrino within the
ATLAS detector. The details pertaining to the analysis in Chapter 7 are kept brief and an
emphasis is placed on the work by the author, as many details are similar to those described
in Chapter 6. Both searches are interpreted in the context of the MSSM. In both searches
the author was involved in the implementation of the statistical model used to extract the
results, in particular: the determination of the impact of uncertainties on the results, the
determination of the final event distributions and cross-section limits, and the implementation
of the interpretation of results in the BSM models. Additionally the author contributed to
the generation of event samples and maintaining of analysis code for early results from the
analysis in Chapter 6. The author was also involved in additional interpretations of this
analysis in the context of a Z′ search documented in Ref. [1], but which is not detailed in the
thesis.

Chapter 8 presents the reinterpretation of the precision measurements of the 125 GeV
Higgs couplings in the context of both the 2HDM and MSSM. The interpretation is dependant
on Higgs cross-section and branching fraction measurements, which are summarised. Here
the author contributed to the validation of the statistical framework used in the cross-section
measurements and the breakdown of uncertainties which impact the result. The primary
contribution is with regards to implementing and validating the BSM parameterisation and
extracting the constraints for BSM models from the Higgs boson measurements.

Part IV is the conclusion. The results from the Higgs searches and the Higgs precision
measurements are summarised and presented on an equal footing in the context of the MSSM.
A prospect study of the di-tau search at the HL-LHC concludes the discussion, for which the
author provided updated theory predictions and contributed to the analysis code.
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Chapter 1

The Standard Model of particle physics

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is the theory which describes the fundamental
particles of the universe and their interactions [5–8]. Up to this point, it has been shown
to be void of significant experimental inconsistencies. It is, however, considered to be an
incomplete theory, as it does not include the gravitational force or account for astrophysical
phenomena like dark matter or dark energy. Furthermore, its derivation is as a result of a
tapestry of theories which developed alongside experimental observations. Therefore, the SM
was not determined by some irreducible fundamental principles, and it falls short of being
a complete theory of everything. The high-energy physics community has spent enormous
effort in the search for hints of physics lying outside the predictions of the SM theory which
points in the direction of a more fundamental theory. No smoking gun has been found as of
yet.

A particularly interesting area of the current research is in the Higgs sector of the SM [9–
13]. The recently discovered Higgs boson remained elusive for decades after its prediction,
and the properties of the particle are still being explored at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [14]. As a consequence, exploring the Higgs sector as a portal to new physics is
an alluring prospect. In particular, searches for additional Higgs bosons that result from
an extended Higgs sector are actively conducted by the A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (AT-
LAS) [15] and Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [16] experiments at the LHC. Furthermore,
the discovered Higgs boson is actively probed for signs of new physics [17]. The SM and
Higgs mechanism are introduced in this chapter.
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1.1 Overview of the Standard Model

1.1 Overview of the Standard Model

The SM of particle physics is a theory that classifies the fundamental particles of matter and
describes their interactions [5, 6]. Its current structure was formulated in the 1970s after the
unification of the weak and electromagnetic (EM) interactions [18–20], and the incorporation
of the Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) mechanism [9–13] (sometimes referred to as the the
Higgs mechanism). The SM can currently account for practically all experimental data from
high-energy physics experiments. The theory is defined in the language of Quantum Field
Theory (QFT), in which particles are quanta of corresponding fields. The details of the
particle content of the SM are summarised in this section1. Natural units are used throughout
this thesis, such that the reduced Plank’s constant (h̄) and the speed of light (c) are equal to
unity, h̄ = c = 1. The elementary EM charge unit (e) is set to e =

√
4πα , where α ≈ 1

137 is
the fine structure constant. Quoted charges should be considered to be in units of e and the
unit symbol will be omitted in the text.

All matter in the SM is built from spin-1
2 particles known as fermions. The fermions are

grouped into six quarks: up (u), down (d), charm (c), strange (s), top (t) and bottom (b); and
six leptons: electron (e) and electron-neutrino (νe), muon (µ) and muon-neutrino (νµ ), and
tau (τ) and tau-neutrino (ντ ). Table 1.1 lists the fermion particle content of the SM, along
with representative quantum numbers that are defined in the discussion to follow2. Each
fermion has a corresponding anti-particle with inverted quantum numbers. Force interactions
between matter particles are described through the interchange of spin-1 particles, known as
the gauge bosons. The SM incorporates three fundamental forces via the interaction of gauge
bosons: the EM, weak, and strong force. The SM gauge bosons are summarised in Table 1.2.

The electroweak (EW) theory of the SM unifies both EM and weak interactions. The
EM interactions are between particles with EM charge (Q) through the exchange of massless
photons (γ). The corresponding coupling strength of interactions is α , which is proportional
to the probability amplitude of an EM process. The weak interactions occur between fermions
which have non-zero weak-isospin charge (IW ). Left-handed fermions in the SM have half-
integer weak-isospin, with longitudinal component I(3)W taking values of either 1

2 or −1
2 .

Left-handed fermions are arranged into weak-isospin doublets,(
u
d

)
,

(
c
s

)
,

(
t
b

)
,

(
νe

e

)
,

(
νµ

µ

)
,

(
ντ

τ

)
, (1.1)

1The discussion on the SM follows the literature in Refs. [5, 6], while many of the details pertaining to the
SM and beyond the Standard Model (BSM) Higgs mechanism follow the details in Refs. [7, 8].

2The quantum numbers presented here is not an exhaustive list, but have been chosen as they are relevant
for subsequent discussion.
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The Standard Model of particle physics

Table 1.1 The Standard Model fermions, listed with representative quantum numbers as
described in the text. The masses quoted are mean values from Ref. [21].

Fermions (spin-1
2 )

Quarks

Left-handed Right-handed

Gen Name Mass C Q I(3)W Y I(3)W Y

I
u 2.2 MeV R/G/B 2

3
1
2

1
3 0 4

3

d 4.7 MeV R/G/B −1
3 −1

2
1
3 0 −2

3

II
c 1.27 GeV R/G/B 2

3
1
2

1
3 0 4

3

s 96 MeV R/G/B −1
3 −1

2
1
3 0 −2

3

III
t 173.21 GeV R/G/B 2

3
1
2

1
3 0 4

3

b 4.18 MeV R/G/B −1
3 −1

2
1
3 0 −2

3

Leptons

I
νe < 2.2 eV — 0 1

2 −1 0 0

e 0.511 MeV — −1 −1
2 −1 0 −2

II
νµ < 0.17MeV — 0 1

2 −1 0 0

µ 105.7 MeV — −1 −1
2 −1 0 −2

III
ντ < 18.2 MeV — 0 1

2 −1 0 0

τ 1.776 GeV — −1 −1
2 −1 0 −2

Table 1.2 The Standard Model bosons: vector bosons mediate the gauge interactions in the
SM, while the Higgs boson is attributed to the BEH mechanism that gives particles their
mass. The masses quoted are mean values from Ref. [21].

Bosons

Vector (spin-1)

Interaction Mediator Mass Q

Strong gluon (g) 0 0

EM photon (γ) 0 0

Weak
W± 80.39 GeV ±1

Z 91.19 GeV 0

Scalar (spin-0)

BEH mechanism Higgs boson H 125.09 GeV 0

6



1.1 Overview of the Standard Model

where the upper and lower components have I(3)W = 1
2 and I(3)W = −1

2 , respectively, and
are separated by a unit of electric charge. The upper and lower components of weak-
isospin doublets are referred to as up-type and down-type particles, respectively. Right-
handed fermions have zero weak-isospin and are arranged into weak-isospin singlets. As
a consequence, the only fermions that interact via the weak force are left-handed fermions
(and right-handed anti-fermions). In the unified EW theory, the EM charge associated with a
particle is related to I(3)W and a quantum number known as hypercharge (Y ) via,

Q = I(3)w +
Y
2
. (1.2)

Quarks have an electric charge of Q = 2
3 (up-type) or Q =−1

3 (down-type) while down-type
leptons have Q = 1 and neutrinos have Q = 0. Their charge conjugate states represent the
corresponding anti-particles.

The weak interactions in the quark and lepton sector occur though the interchange of
massive charged (W±) or neutral (Z) bosons. The associated coupling strength of the weak
interaction (αW) is ∼ 10−6 at distances larger than approximately the width of a proton. The
Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix [22] provides the relationship between mass
eigenstates of quarks and their weak interaction eigenstates, allowing for up-type to down-
type transitions across quark generations. Similarly, the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata
(PMNS) matrix [23] provides the relationship between mass eigenstates of neutrinos and
their weak interaction eigenstates.

Quantum Chromodynamincs (QCD) is the theory describing the strong nuclear force,
where interactions occur between fermions which have colour charge (C, which can take
one of three values, green G, red R, or blue B), mediated by eight massless coloured gluons
(g). The only fermions which are coloured in the SM are the quarks. In QCD the gluons
themselves have colour charge and self-interact. All coupling strengths for the forces in
the SM are running, meaning that their values are dependant on the energy scale of the
interaction. Due to the gluon self-interactions, the coupling constant of the strong force (αS)
at low energy scales (large distances) is large, αS ∼ 1, driving the confinement of quarks into
colourless baryons. At high-energy scales (small distances) αS is reduced, leading to the
asymptotic freedom of the bare colour charge.

Lastly, in the formulation of the SM, particle masses stem from their interactions with
the vacuum of a scalar field, know as the Higgs field. The quanta of this field is the scalar
Higgs boson, whose properties are listed in Table 1.2. Much of the remainder of this chapter
is dedicated to establishing the Higgs boson as an essential component of the SM.

7



The Standard Model of particle physics

1.2 Particle interactions via local gauge invariance

The QFTs utilised to establish the SM are required to be invariant under particular symmetries
associated with the SM interactions. These symmetries are defined precisely for the strong,
described by the transformations from the group SU(3)C, and EW, described by the trans-
formations from the product group SU(2)L ×U(1)Y , interactions. The QFT of the SM is a
gauge theory in that it is required to be invariant under local gauge symmetry transformations.
Imposing this requirement on the Dirac equation for spinors (defined below) will result in
the desired vector bosons which mediate the SM interactions. The details surrounding this
formulation are discussed in this section, and lead us naturally to a discussion surrounding
mass terms in the SM Lagrangian.

Interactions in the theory are between spin-1
2 fermions which can be described mathemat-

ically by spinors,

ψ(x) =


ψ(x)1

ψ(x)2

ψ(x)3

ψ(x)4

 , (1.3)

composed of four complex fields, dependant on the space-time3 four-vector x, describing the
spin and momentum state of a particle/anti-particle. The Lagrangian of a spinor satisfying
the free-particle Dirac equation4 is,

LD = iψ̄γ
µ

∂µψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
kinetic

−mψ̄ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
mass

, (1.4)

where the first term is related to the kinetic energy, while the second is related to the mass of
the fermion.

Imposing local gauge invariance on the Dirac Lagrangian generally results in having to re-
define the covariant derivative ∂µ → Dµ by introducing a new gauge field with accompanying
gauge strength.

For example, imposing local gauge invariance generated by a U(1) symmetry requires
the covariant derivative ∂µ → Dµ = ∂µ + iqAµ . Here a new gauge field Aµ with coupling
strength q is introduced, which transforms as Aµ → A′

µ = Aµ − 1
q∂µ χ(x) under local gauge

transformations.

3x ≡ xµ where the indices represent space-time components, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, with µ = 0 being the time
component.

4γµ are the four gamma matrices, ψ̄ ≡ ψ†γ0 is the adjoint spinor, and ∂µ is the covariant four-derivative.
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1.2 Particle interactions via local gauge invariance

In the SM, local gauge invariance is imposed for transformations from the product
of groups SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×U(1)Y [6–8]. In order to impose local gauge invariance for
SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×U(1)Y , the covariant derivative is defined as [8],

Dµ = ∂µ +

SU(2)L×U(1)Y︷ ︸︸ ︷
ig′Y Bµ︸ ︷︷ ︸

U(1)Y

+ igT aW a
µ︸ ︷︷ ︸

SU(2)L

+ igstAGA
µ︸ ︷︷ ︸

SU(3)C

. (1.5)

Introduced here is a vector field Bµ from the U(1)Y interactions acting on hypercharge Y with
coupling strength g′. From the SU(2)L symmetry, three gauge fields are introduced: W k

µ with
k = 1,2,3. The generators T k with k = 1,2,3 are the three 2×2 Pauli matrices. The weak
interaction has coupling strength g, and acts only on left-handed fermions, i.e., associated
with weak-isospin (IW = 1

2 ), which are arranged into weak-isospin doublets: I(3)W = (1
2 ,−1

2).

Under the combined SU(2)L ×U(1)Y symmetry the required Bµ and W k
µ fields can be

related to physical observables. For the charged currents, W±
µ = 1√

2
(W 1

µ ∓ iW 2
µ ), where the

superscripts are indices. For the neutral currents,(
Aµ

Zµ

)
=

(
cosθW sinθW

−sinθW cosθW

)(
Bµ

W 3
µ

)
, (1.6)

where the physical photon (Aµ ) and Z boson (Zµ ) fields are expressed as linear combination
of W 3

µ and Bµ via the weak mixing angle θW , where tanθW = g′
g . This follows from the

relation of EM charge Q, hypercharge and weak-isospin in Eq. (1.2).

The SU(3)C group which acts on colour charge C is generated by the eight Gell-Mann
matrices tA with coupling strength gs. Eight gluon fields are required and invariant under
local gauge transformations, denoted GA

µ .

Replacing ∂µ in Eq. (1.4) with the Dµ of Eq. (1.5) generates the interaction terms of the
fermion spinors with the respective force carriers. Ignoring the fermion mass terms, the
kinetic Lagrangian for fermions can be expressed as,

Lfermion, kin. = iψ̄γ
µDµψ

= iψ̄γ
µ

∂µψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
kinetic

+ iψ̄γ
µ(ig′Y Bµ + igT aW a

µ + igstAGA
µ)ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸

interaction

, (1.7)

9



The Standard Model of particle physics

where a term is included for each fermion field: excluding right-handed neutrinos and with
right-handed fermions arranged into weak-isospin singlets. Furthermore, the new fields
required by the local gauge invariance from SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×U(1)Y symmetry introduce
corresponding kinetic energy terms for the gauge bosons in the Lagrangian5.

It should be noted at this point that although the local gauge invariance imposed on
Eq. (1.4) necessitates introducing gauge boson fields, these fields are not given a respective
mass term. In the case of the gluon and photon propagators this is not a problem. However,
since the weak bosons are known to be massive, terms of the form m2WµW µ need to be
introduced. These terms however violate local gauge invariance when introduced by hand
into the Lagrangian. Similarly, under the asymmetry between left- and right-handed fermions
in SU(2)L ×U(1)Y , the mψ̄ψ terms also violate the local gauge invariance. In the SM these
two issues are rectified by the BEH mechanism [9–13, 24], which generates the mass for
both the massive gauge bosons and fermions without violating gauge invariance.

1.3 The BEH mechanism

The BEH mechanism is introduced here as applied in the context of requiring a U(1) local
gauge symmetry, in which a massless gauge boson will acquire a mass. This will introduce
the concepts which are needed when applying the BEH mechanism in the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y
local gauge symmetry (following the description in Refs. [6–8]) required of the SM. It will
then be applied to generate fermion masses.

1.3.1 Symmetry breaking for the U(1) group

We assume that there exists a complex scalar field φ(x) which can be written as the complex
combination of two constituent fields: φ(x) = 1√

2
(φ1(x)+ iφ2(x)). The Lagrangian L of the

scalar field can be expressed as,

L = (∂µφ)∗(∂ µ
φ)−V (φ), (1.8)

5The gauge boson kinetic energy (Fµν ) terms are derived using to the commutator of the covariant derivative
in Eq. (1.5), [Dµ ,Dν ] =−igFµν .
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1.3 The BEH mechanism

where the first term is representative of the kinetic energy of a scalar particle, and the potential
energy of the field is assumed to be of the form,

V (φ) = µ
2(φ∗

φ)+λ (φ∗
φ)2, (1.9)

where (φ∗φ) and (φ∗φ)2 terms are identified as mass and self-interaction terms, respectively.
The parameters µ and λ are constants which describe the shape of the potential.

The Lagrangian in the form in Eq. (1.8) is not invariant under a U(1) local gauge
transformation: φ(x)→ φ ′(x) = eigχ(x)φ(x). This is due to the ∂µ derivatives acting on the
now space-time dependant χ(x). In order to attain local gauge invariance, the derivative
in the Lagrangian is replaced by Dµ = ∂µ + igAµ , where Aµ is a new gauge field required
to transform as Aµ → A′

µ = Aµ −∂µ χ(x), and g is the gauge coupling strength. Rewriting
Eq. (1.8) in the gauge covariant form with associated new field Aµ ,

L = (Dµφ)∗(Dµ
φ)− 1

4
FµνFµν −µ

2(φ∗
φ)−λ (φ∗

φ)2, (1.10)

where the kinetic energy associated with the new field is expressed in the term of the form
FµνFµν , with the tensor Fµν = ∂ µAν −∂ νAµ .

In order to apply perturbation theory to the Lagrangian in Eq. (1.10), a finite minimum in
the potential is required, in which case λ is required to be positive. The parameter µ2 would
represent a mass term whilst it is positive. This is however not a requirement, and setting
µ2 < 0 yields a minimum point in the potential where φ ̸= 0. Figure 1.1 is representative of
the scalar potential V (φ) in Eq. (1.9) with µ2 < 0. The minimum of the potential lies on a
circle in the complex plane with,

φ
2
1 +φ

2
2 =

−µ2

λ
= v2, (1.11)

where v is the non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the field. In the BEH mechanism
a particular point on the circle is chosen as the physical VEV of the field. This process is
known as spontaneous symmetry breaking. Without any loss of generality, the VEV can
be chosen to be on the positive real component of the field, (φ1,φ2) = (v,0), depicted in
Figure 1.1 as the red point.
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1
v

0
v

2
v

0

v

V(
)

Vmin

0

Figure 1.1 The potential energy of the complex field φ = φ1 + iφ2 as defined in Eq. (1.9)
with µ < 0. The red point is representative of choosing the physical vacuum expectation
value (VEV) in the positive real direction.

If we rewrite the field φ as a perturbation about its minimum, φ = 1√
2
(v+h(x)+ iξ (x)),

and expand the covariant derivative Dµ , the Lagrangian becomes,

L =
1
2
(∂µh)∗(∂ µh)−λv2h2

− 1
4

FµνFµν +
1
2

g2v2AµAµ

+
1
2
(∂µξ )∗(∂ µ

ξ )+gvAµ(∂
µ

ξ )−Vint., (1.12)
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1.3 The BEH mechanism

where three and four-point interaction terms between expansion fields h and ξ , and the vector
field Aµ , have been collected into in the Vint. term. Taking a closer look at the Lagrangian in
Eq. (1.12), the expansion of φ about its minimum after symmetry breaking has lead to three
important consequences: the massless gauge boson has picked up a mass term, with mass gv,
providing a mechanism which gives mass to vector bosons; the real component scalar field h
has become massive, with mass

√
2λv; there is a massless h field attributed to the imaginary

component of the expansion about the VEV, referred to in the literature as the Goldstone
boson. The Goldstone boson has a direct coupling with the massive boson (gvAµ∂ µh) which
seems to imply that the massive vector boson can spontaneously convert into a massless
scalar. However, this coupling is ultimately not physical, and can be eliminated by choosing
the correct gauge transformation, φ(x)→ φ ′(x) = e−iξ (x)/vφ(x), referred to as the unitary
gauge. This choice eliminates the Goldstone boson, and is equivalent to choosing the field φ

to be real: φ = 1√
2
(v+h(x)). Choosing the unitary gauge yields,

L =
1
2
(∂µh)∗(∂ µh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higgs kinetic

− λv2h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higgs mass

− 1
4

FµνFµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
gauge boson kinetic

+
1
2

g2v2AµAµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
gauge boson mass

+ g2vAµAµh+
1
2

g2AµAµh2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higgs and gauge boson interaction

− λvh3 − 1
2

λh4︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higgs self interaction

. (1.13)

This Lagrangian describes interactions of massive field h with an associated real physical
boson, the Higgs boson, with a now massive gauge boson attributed to requiring U(1) local
gauge symmetry. The scalar and vector boson mass terms are still present: mh =

√
2λv and

mA = gv. The AµAµh and AµAµh2 terms indicate three and four-point interaction vertices
between the vector and scalar boson. The h3 and h4 terms indicate the Higgs boson self-
interaction vertices. The coefficients in these interactions are related to their respective
coupling strengths.

In summary, starting with a theory for a complex scalar boson and requiring U(1) local
gauge symmetry lead to a required massless gauge boson, which becomes massive after
spontaneous symmetry breaking— the BEH mechanism. The initial and final degrees of
freedom (DOFs) of the theory remain the same: initially there are two DOFs for the real and
complex components of the field, and two for the polarisation of the massless boson. After
the boson acquires mass, its polarisation has three DOFs (i.e., −1, 0, +1), while the complex
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field has been absorbed by choosing the unitary gauge, resulting in four DOFs. The Higgs
boson mass is determined by v and λ , meaning that it needs to be ascertained experimentally:
the parameter v is present in the vector boson mass term, and can therefore be determined
by the observed boson mass, but the λ parameter defines the shape of scalar potential, and
needs to be measured. Additionally, the interaction terms of h with the vector boson (and
later bosons and fermions) do not depend on λ , so their strength is known, while the Higgs
boson self-interaction terms depend on λ and must be determined experimentally.

1.3.2 Electroweak symmetry breaking

In order to generate mass terms for the SM massive gauge bosons, W± and Z, spontaneous
symmetry breaking needs to be applied to the EW sector, SU(2)L ×U(1)Y , also referred
to as electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). The BEH mechanism follows in much
the same way as described above, but now requiring the covariant derivative Dµ from the
SU(2)L×U(1)Y term of Eq. (1.5). Two complex scalar fields are arranged into a weak-isospin
doublet,

Φ =

(
φ+

φ 0

)
=

(φ1+iφ2√
2

φ3+iφ4√
2

)
, (1.14)

with the usual one unit of electric charge separating the up and down components. Here, φ+

and φ 0 are complex scalar fields, each composed of two real scalar fields, leading to four
DOFs. There are also four accompanying massless fields, W k

µ (where k = 1, 2, 3) and Bµ ,
each with two polarisation DOFs: in total 12 DOFs. The corresponding scalar Lagrangian
for the complex scalar doublet is,

L = (DµΦ)†(Dµ
Φ)−µ

2(Φ†
Φ)−λ (Φ†

Φ)2. (1.15)

The minima of the potential with µ2 < 0, lies on a complex hyper-sphere,

(φ 2
1 +φ

2
2 +φ

2
3 +φ

2
4 ) =

−µ2

λ
= v2. (1.16)

The symmetry is spontaneously broken by requiring the minimum to be in the real positive
field direction, φ3 = v2. This choice is made as the neutral field must acquire a non-zero
VEV in order for the photon to be massless. As before, we can expand the fields about this
minimum, resulting in three Goldstone bosons, which are eliminated by choosing the unitary
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1.3 The BEH mechanism

gauge, i.e.,

Φ =
1√
2

(
0

h(x)+ v

)
. (1.17)

Using this form of the scalar doublet, the resulting kinetic terms in Eq. (1.15) yield mass
terms for the W k

µ and Bµ fields defined in Section 1.2. Specifically, the mass terms for the
W k

µ and Bµ fields appear as,

1
8
(gv)2(W 1

µW 1µ +W 2
µW 2µ)

+
v2

8

(
W 3

µ Bµ

)( g2 −gg′

−gg′ g′2

)(
W 3µ

Bµ

)
, (1.18)

which in terms of physical bosons yields the relations,

mW± =
gv
2
, mZ =

gv
2cosθW

, and mA = 0. (1.19)

Along with the vector boson masses, terms appear for interactions between the Higgs
and vector boson fields, which are of the form VV h and VV h2 for the three and four-point
vertices, respectively. There are also terms for the Higgs boson self-interactions: h3 and
h4. An example of the VV h and h2 Feynman diagrams are shown in Figures 1.2 (a) and (c).
Counting the resulting DOFs, three per massive boson, two for the massless photon, and one
real Higgs field, we end up with the twelve DOFs we started with, where the DOFs from
Goldstone bosons are said to have been eaten by the massive gauge bosons.

Experimental measurements of mW and g places the VEV of the Higgs field at a value of
v ∼ 246 GeV [21]. This immediately gives the coupling strengths for the hWW (gmW ) and
hZZ (gmZ/cosθW ) vertices.

1.3.3 Yukawa interactions

In the SM, fermions also acquire their mass through the BEH mechanism. Representing
the mass term in Eq. (1.4) in terms of left and right-handed chiral components, −m(ψ̄RψL +

ψ̄LψR) is not invariant under SU(2)L ×U(1)Y gauge transformations. To give fermions their
mass, Yukawa terms are added to the Lagrangian,

LYukawa =−Yf (ψ̄RΦ
†
ψL + ψ̄LΦψR), (1.20)
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H

W±, Z

W±, Z
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fL
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Y f√
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=

m f
v
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H

H

H

λv

(c)

Figure 1.2 Examples of Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson three-point vertices for (a) vector
boson, (b) Yukawa, and (c) Higgs self couplings with their respective coupling strengths in
the SM.

where a coupling strength Yf of the fermion to the Higgs doublet is introduced. After EWSB
the down-type component of the Higgs doublet acquires a nonzero field v+ h, while the
up-type is zero. In this case, only the down-type fermions (ψd) acquire mass, i.e., charged
leptons and down-type quarks,

LYukawa =− Ydv√
2

ψ̄dψd︸ ︷︷ ︸
fermion mass

− Ydh√
2

ψ̄dψd.︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higgs-fermion vertex

(1.21)
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1.4 The SM Higgs boson

Generating mass terms for up-type fermions can be achieved in a similar manner by intro-
ducing a conjugate complex scalar doublet6. In either case the Yukawa coupling Yf can be
expressed in terms of the fermion mass,

Yf =

√
2m f

v
, (1.22)

which will define the coupling strength of the Higgs-fermion vertex. The Higgs-fermion
interaction vertex is shown if Figure 1.2 (b).

1.4 The SM Higgs boson

As discussed in the previous section, the Higgs field generates mass for fermions and
massive vector bosons in the SM. The Higgs boson couplings to a SM particle are defined
by the VEV and are proportional to the mass of the particle. However, the mass of the
Higgs boson is a free parameter of the theory, and needs to be measured experimentally. A
Higgs boson was discovered in 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS experiments [25, 26] at the
LHC [14]. Experimental measurements of the discovered boson [27–31] have placed its mass
at mH = 125.09±0.24 GeV [21] and has been found to be consistent with a neutralscalar
required by the SM Higgs boson [9–13, 24]. The SM predictions for the cross-sections and
branching fractions of the production and decay modes of a 125 GeV Higgs boson produced
at the LHC are detailed in this section.

1.4.1 Higgs boson production and cross-sections

Figure 1.3 (a) shows state of the art predictions of the cross-section modes for a SM Higgs
boson produced in pp collisions for a range of centre-of-mass energies (

√
s) at the LHC.

Figure 1.3 (b) shows the Higgs boson production cross-sections at a fixed centre-of-mass
energy of

√
s = 13 TeV as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The dominant production

mechanism for a mH ≈ 125 GeV at the LHC is gluon-fusion (ggF), shown in Figure 1.4 (a)
at leading-order (LO). Though the gluon is massless, the ggF process dominates through
virtual top-quark loops, which couple strongly to the Higgs boson due to the large Yt. The
cross-section of this process is approximately 20–50 pb for

√
s = 8–13 TeV with theoretical

6Neutrinos are known to have small mass due to the observation of their oscillations. The way in which
their masses are generated is yet unknown: they may be Dirac, in which case their masses are generated as the
up-type quarks, or Mayorana, in which case they are their own anti-particle, or a mixture of the two, where
their masses may be generated by the seesaw mechanism [6].
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uncertainties on the order of 7%. The next dominant production is that of vector-boson-fusion
(VBF), shown in Figure 1.4 (b) at LO. This process has a cross-section of O(10−1) that of ggF.
It has a distinct signature as it will produce two quark jets along the beam-line (forward jets).
The next dominant production mechanism is vector-boson associated Higgs boson production
(V H), with either an associated Z or W±, shown in Figure 1.5. The next highest Higgs boson
cross-section is via Higgs boson production with associated third generation quarks. The
t-associated Higgs boson production (tt̄H) and b-associated Higgs boson production (bb̄H)
have comparable cross-section at

√
s = 13 TeV (∼ 0.5 pb). The convention is to denote

b-associated production as bb̄H since single b-associated Higgs boson production (bH) is
negligible7 [32]. Single t-associated Higgs boson production (tH) is produced with an EW
vertex in the Feynman diagram, as shown in Figure 1.7, and has a low cross-section of
∼ 90 fb at

√
s = 13 TeV.

ATLAS has observed several Higgs boson production processes and continues to provide
higher degrees of precision of their cross-sections. Most recent is the observation of tt̄H
production [33] with an observed statistical significance of 6.3 σ (standard deviations). The
CMS experiment has likewise recently observed tt̄H production with an observed significance
of 5.2 σ [34]. The latest combination of Higgs boson measurements by ATLAS is presented
in Section 8.1.2 for different production modes, the results of which are summarised in
Table 8.4, in which the ggF, VBF and V H productions are observed with a statistical
significance of over 5 σ . CMS has performed a similar analysis in Ref. [35] with results
compatible with the SM predictions. Higgs boson production via bb̄H and tH are yet to be
directly observed.

Although the Higgs boson cross-section increases as a function of the centre-of-mass
energy of the pp collisions, the increase in discovery sensitivity does not. This is due to
the cross-sections of other process also increasing. In particular, tt production at the LHC
dominates the total cross-section and generates a large source of background for Higgs boson
measurements and searches. Figure 1.8 shows a comparison of the measured cross-sections
of several processes by ATLAS at different centre-of-mass energies (

√
s = 7, 8, 13 GeV).

The total ggF Higgs boson cross-section is shown compared to other processes. The state
of the art cross-section predictions agree with observations within uncertainties. In most all
cases, the experimental uncertainties dominate.

7Inverting the roles of t- and b-quarks in Figures 1.7 (b)–(d) requires an initial-state t-quark, making this
process highly suppressed, while the process in Figure 1.7 (a) would still be attributed to single top-quark
production.
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Figure 1.3 Production mode cross-section of a SM Higgs boson with mass mH = 125 GeV at
(a) varying pp collision energies, and (b) with varying mass mH at fixed pp collision energy√

s = 13 TeV [36].
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Figure 1.4 Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via (a)
gluon-fusion (ggF) and (b) vector-boson-fusion (VBF).
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Figure 1.5 Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via
vector-boson associated Higgs boson production (V H) with associated (a) W± or Z, or (b, c)
Z bosons.
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Figure 1.6 Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via
t-quark associated tt̄H or b-quark associated bb̄H production.
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Figure 1.7 Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via
single t-quark associated production tH, along with an associated (subfigures a and b) light
quark or (subfigures c and d) W± boson.
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7,8, and 13 TeV pp collisions, of the total production cross-sections for some SM pro-
cesses [37]. Some markers are displaced horizontally for better visibility. Respective
references are shown in the legend.
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1.4 The SM Higgs boson

1.4.2 Higgs boson decay widths and branching fractions

In the SM, the Higgs boson branching fractions for decays to SM particles are proportional to
a given particle’s mass. As was noted in Section 1.3, the Higgs boson coupling strengths to
vector bosons are of the form gmW and gmW

cosθW
for the W± and Z interactions, respectively. The

fermionic Higgs boson coupling strengths are of the form m f /v. The branching fractions are
shown in Figure 1.9 (a) [36, 38] for a Higgs boson with mass ∼ 125 GeV, and in Figure 1.9
(b) for a wide range of Higgs boson masses. The dominant branching fraction for a 125 GeV
Higgs boson is H → bb̄ (∼ 58%). This signature is however very difficult to probe due to the
overwhelming QCD background. Although they have suppressed branching fractions, the two
most sensitive decay channels are the H → ℓℓℓℓ (∼ 0.01% with ℓ ̸= τ) and H → γγ (∼ 0.2%)
due to their final-states providing clean signatures. The H → γγ decay cannot occur directly
as the photons have no mass, and do not couple to the Higgs boson directly. The H → γγ

decay occurs in the SM through quark and vector-boson loops, as shown in Figure 1.10. It is
sometimes convenient to express such loop interactions as an effective coupling, as shown in
Figure 1.11. The latest results by ATLAS measuring coupling strengths of the Higgs boson
to SM particles will be presented in Section 8.2 as part of the work towards this thesis. In
particular, Figure 8.5 gives a direct comparison of the measured coupling strengths, which
should scale linearly, in the case of fermions, and quadratically, in the case of vector bosons,
with the particle mass. All measurements are found to be consistent with the SM prediction.
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Figure 1.9 Branching ratios of a SM Higgs boson with mass (a) mH ≈ 125 GeV [36], and
(b) mH ∈ [80,1000] GeV [38].
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Figure 1.10 Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson decay to γγ via
(a) quark and (b, c) W± boson loops.
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Figure 1.11 Representation of Feynman diagrams for the effective Higgs boson decay to γγ .
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Chapter 2

The Higgs sector beyond the Standard
Model

2.1 Shortcomings of the Standard Model

There are several open questions left by the SM which suggest that a theory beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) may exist [6]: including open questions about the nature of the flavour
sector, the forms of the CKM and PMNS matrices, the process in which the neutrinos acquire
mass, and the source of matter/anti-matter asymmetry in the universe after baryogenesis. The
discussion here only focuses on three potential shortcomings with the SM without attempting
to be absolute. The first is dark matter, which is a well established cosmological observation
that does not have an adequate particle candidate in the SM. Approximately 85% of the mass
of the visible universe is estimated to be composed of dark matter, with the remaining ∼ 15%
being visible matter [39]. The second problem in the SM is referred to as the hierarchy
problem. Corrections to the Higgs boson mass stem from fermionic loops (in particular from
the massive t-quark) which would make its mass huge, up to the Planck scale. In order to
have a light Higgs boson (as the discovered 125 GeV Higgs) these corrections need to cancel,
which in the SM requires a fine tuning of over 30 orders of magnitude. Another observation
which may suggest a theory exists beyond the SM is that of the running of strong and EW
couplings. It is observed that the EM and weak force are two components of the electroweak
force (SU(2)L ×U(1)Y ). In a similar manner one might expect the strong force to unify with
the electroweak force. Indeed the coupling constants of the SM theory seem to suggest
that the EM, weak and strong couplings might align at some high-energy scale, the Grand
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The Higgs sector beyond the Standard Model

Unified Theory (GUT) scale. This hints at the SM being an effective theory of some more
fundamental theory which unifies the forces at high-energy.

The Higgs sector is a relevant place to search for answers to these shortcomings. For
one, dark matter has mass, and if it obtains it via the BEH mechanism as in the SM, the
Higgs boson would directly couple to it. Given that the Higgs sector as defined in the SM,
with a single Higgs doublet, is the simplest possible structure required by the theory to
acquire massive particles, it seems appropriate to consider extensions of the Higgs sector.
The minimal8 approach to expanding the Higgs sector is to consider adding an additional
Higgs doublet, in so called Two-Higgs-Doublet-Models (2HDMs) [7, 40]. The additional
DOFs in these models will result in additional Higgs bosons, one of which would be the
discovered 125 GeV Higgs. The flexibility of the scalar mass spectrum introduced in Two-
Higgs-Doublet-Models (2HDMs) can contain additional sources of charge conjugation and
parity violation (CP-violation) required by baryogenesys.

An additional motivation for considering 2HDMs comes from supersymmetry (SUSY) [41–
43]. In SUSY models each fermionic degree of freedom has a supersymmetric spin-0 partner.
Similarly each gauge boson in the SM has a supersymetric spin-1

2 partner that is a fermion.
SUSY models require two Higgs doublets in order to generate mass terms for all particles in
the theory. SUSY also may provide answers to the three shortcomings in the SM discussed
above. The simplest possible SUSY model consistent with the SM is the Minimal Supersym-
metric extension to the Standard Model (MSSM). Even for the simplified case of the MSSM,
it is highly complex model with the most general form boasting up to 120 free parameters. It
is therefore common practice for the MSSM to be considered within specified benchmark
models, in which specific values of these parameters are chosen, to provide a framework
which is practical for interpreting results.

The proton has been observed to be stable with a proper lifetime greater than 2.3×1033

years [44]. In a general MSSM the proton is allowed to decay. This issue can be averted by
the requirement of conservation the R-parity quantum number [43], defined as,

R = (−1)2S+3B+L, (2.1)

where S, B and L are spin, baryon, and lepton quantum numbers of a particle. Requiring that
R-parity be conserved leads to stable protons. It also results in the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) being stable, providing a suitable dark matter candidate. The MSSM models
dealt within this thesis are R-parity conserving.

8Adding the fewest number of additional parameters.
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In the MSSM, SUSY partners to the fermions provide corrections to the Higgs boson
mass term that naturally cancel the problematic terms in the SM, and hence, no fine tuning is
required. The most important parameters in the correction stem from the stop sector. More
details on the Higgs mass in the MSSM are presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.3.1.

Finally, the additional particles provided by SUSY alter the running of the couplings in
a way that they converge approximately at the GUT scale. When additional particles from
the MSSM are included into the evolution of the running coupling constants, they appear to
unify at a singular point at O(1016) GeV, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Two-loop renormalisation group evolution of the inverse gauge couplings α−1 in
the Standard Model (dashed lines) and the MSSM (solid lines) [43]. In the MSSM case, two
limiting lines are shown for varying sparticle masses.

The study of the minimal extensions to the SM offer a fruitful phenomenology which
is motivated by the solutions to problems in the SM as stated above. The remainder of this
chapter will focus on introducing 2HDMs and the MSSM, both of which are used to interpret
Higgs boson precision measurements and Higgs boson searches in this thesis.
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2.2 Two-Higgs-Doublet-Models

Following the discussion in the previous section, it is worth considering a non-minimal
Higgs sector. A minimal extension to the SM Higgs sector is that of a 2HDM. In general,
the additional complexity in the Higgs sector allows for flavour-changing neutral currents
(FCNCs) at tree-level, which are experimentally disfavoured. The phenomenology of several
2HDMs which allow sufficiently suppressed tree-level FCNCs are discussed in Ref. [40]. A
simplified approach to studying 2HDMs is by using the result by Glashow and Weinburg [45],
which found that Higgs boson mediated FCNCs are absent, at tree-level, if all fermions
of a particular charge couple to only one Higgs doublet. Hence FCNCs can be explicitly
eliminated from the models by choosing appropriate Higgs-fermion couplings. Additionally,
in the simplified models, the Higgs sector is considered to conserve CP. Assuming two
Higgs doublets (Φ1 and Φ2), and the most general scalar potential9 V (Φ1,Φ2) satisfying the
simplifications above, the VEVs of each doublet (denoted as v1 and v2, respectively) can

each be assumed to be real and positive, with v =
√

v2
1 + v2

2 ≈ 246 GeV. After EWSB the
complex doublets can be written about their minimum,

Φa =

(
φ+

a

(va +ρa + iχa)/
√

2

)
, for a = (1,2), (2.2)

where φ+
a are complex fields, and ρa and χa are real fields. There are eight DOFs in this Higgs

sector, three of which are absorbed by the longitudinal polarisation of the three massive gauge
bosons (after choosing the correct gauge). The remaining five DOFs are physical scalar Higgs
fields with respective scalar bosons: two charged Higgs (H±), one neutral CP-odd Higgs
(A0), and two neutral CP-even Higgs (h0 and H0, where by convention mh0 < mH0). There
are six free parameters in the 2HDM Higgs sector, four Higgs masses (since mH+ = mH−),
the ratio of the VEVs (tanβ ≡ v2

v1 ), and the mixing angle of the neutral CP-even Higgs bosons
(α). The physical mass eigenstates of the Higgs fields can be written as linear combinations
of the above fields,

h0 = ρ1 sinα −ρ2 cosα, (2.3)

H0 =−ρ2 sinα −ρ1 cosα, (2.4)

A0 = χ1 sinβ −χ2 cosβ , (2.5)

H± = φ
±
1 sinβ −φ

±
2 cosβ . (2.6)

(2.7)

9The full form of the potential is given in Ref. [40].
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2.2 Two-Higgs-Doublet-Models

As with the SM the fermion and vector boson masses are defined by their relation to the VEV,
e.g., m2

W = g2v2

2 =
g2(v2

1+v2
2)

2 . Similarly, the coupling strengths are given by the respective
interaction terms of particle fields with the Higgs fields. In the vector boson sector, neutral
couplings of the form h0VV , H0VV , ZA0h0, and ZA0H0, are allowed. Notably missing from
the Lagrangian are A0VV terms. As a consequence, the strength of the Higgs di-boson vertex
can be expressed relative to the SM coupling strength gSM

HVV irrespective of the Higgs boson
mass,

ξ
H0

VV ≡ gH0VV

gSM
HVV

= cos(β −α), (2.8)

ξ
h0

VV ≡ gh0VV

gSM
HVV

= sin(β −α), (2.9)

where ξ has been defined as a scale factor to the Higgs-gauge coupling strength relative
to the SM. If h0 is assumed to be the discovered 125 GeV SM-like Higgs, H0 becomes
gauge-phobic at cos(β −α)≈ 0 (Eq. (2.8)), giving the SM limit where the h0VV vertex has
the SM coupling strength. The zero superscript is dropped from h0, H0 and A0, i.e., h denotes
the SM-like Higgs, H the heavy CP-even Higgs, and A the CP-odd, unless otherwise stated.

As discussed above, one way of guaranteeing no tree-level FCNCs from the Higgs sector
can be imposed by carefully coupling fermions with the same quantum numbers to the
same Higgs doublets. This allows for four such choices, which by themselves fix the Higgs-
fermionic couplings. The first choice is referred to as Type-I 2HDM, where all fermions
couple to one scalar doublet, Φ2 by convention, while vector bosons couple to the other, Φ1.
In Type-II 2HDM, all down-type fermions couple to Φ1, while up-type quarks couple to Φ2.
In both cases, all down-type fermions couple to the same Higgs doublet. The additional two
choices invert this requirement. In the Lepton-specific model, the up- and down-type quarks
couple to Φ2, while down-type leptons couple to Φ1. The last type is where down-type
leptons and up-type quarks couple to Φ2, while down-type quarks couple to Φ2, referred to
as the Flipped 2HDM. The models are summarised in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Coupling of 2HMD Higgs doublets to SM fermions in the four models without
FCNCs [40].

Model Type-I Type-II Flipped Lepton-specific
vector bosons Φ1 Φ1 Φ1 Φ1
up-type quarks Φ2 Φ2 Φ2 Φ2
down-type quarks Φ2 Φ1 Φ1 Φ2
leptons Φ2 Φ1 Φ2 Φ1
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The Higgs sector beyond the Standard Model

With the above four models defined, the 2HDM Yukawa couplings can be expressed in terms
of the SM Yukawa couplings Y f of Eq. (1.22). In the neutral Higgs sector10 the Yukawa
coupling terms are [7, 40],

L 2HDM (neutral)
Yukawa =− Yf√

2
(ξ

f
h f̄ f h+ξ

f
H f̄ f H −ξ

f
A f̄ γ

5 f A), (2.10)

where f are summed over fermion spinors, and ξ
f

φ
are scale factors for φ = h,H,A: they are

defined in Table 2.2, where ξ
φ
up, ξ

φ

down, and ξ
φ

ℓ are for up-type quarks, down-type quarks, and
leptons, respectively.

The ξ factors scale the corresponding coupling strengths of the 2HDM Higgs bosons to
SM particles with respect to the SM Higgs boson couplings. The terms will translate into
∝ ξ 2 scaling of the Higgs boson cross-sections and partial widths. However, determining
precisely the 2HDM Higgs boson cross-sections and branching fractions is dependant on the
Higgs boson mass spectrum, and the kinematically allowed processes. In general there are
no tight restrictions on the relative masses of the 2HDM Higgs bosons and the calculation
has to be performed for several reference values, as was done in Ref. [40]. However, if we
intend to explain the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson with such a model, we should assign
this boson to one of the CP-even neutral Higgs bosons. As stated above, it is usually assumed
that the lighter h is the discovered 125 GeV Higgs boson11. Since the h Higgs couplings
to SM particles are well defined in 2HDM, measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs boson
cross-section and branching fractions can be used to constrain the parameter space. This is
done in the coupling modifier framework in Sections 2.5 and 8.3, where the scale factors in
Table 2.2 directly scale the Higgs boson cross-section and branching fraction. Although this
is a simplified picture, since one should also consider modifications to the total cross-section
from processes like a heavy Higgs decaying to a pair of 125GeV Higgs bosons, H → hh, and
higher order loop corrections, it is found be adequate at the SM limit, i.e., cos(β −α)≈ 0.
The validation of this approximation is performed in Section 8.3.1.1.

10The charged Higgs boson introduces flavour-changing charged currents (FCCCs) to the Higgs Yukawa
terms, with their strengths dependant on ξ A

up, ξ A
down, and ξ A

ℓ . The quark terms include CKM matrix-elements.
The full expression can be found in Ref. [40] and is not repeated here.

11For one, no lighter scalar boson has as of yet been discovered. Secondly, it avoids the additional complica-
tion of having H as the 125 GeV boson: effects from decays like H → hh and H → ZA, which are highly mass
dependant, would need to be considered.
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2.3 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

Table 2.2 Relative coupling strength of the 2HDM Higgs-fermion Yukawa couplings [40].

Model Type-I Type-II Flipped Lepton-specific
Light CP-even h

ξ h
up cosα/sinβ

ξ h
down cosα/sinβ -sinα/cosβ cosα/sinβ -sinα/cosβ

ξ h
ℓ cosα/sinβ -sinα/cosβ -sinα/cosβ cosα/sinβ

Heavy CP-even H
ξ H

up sinα/sinβ

ξ H
down sinα/sinβ cosα/cosβ sinα/sinβ cosα/cosβ

ξ H
ℓ sinα/sinβ cosα/cosβ cosα/cosβ sinα/sinβ

CP-odd A
ξ A

up cotβ

ξ A
down -cotβ tanβ -cotβ tanβ

ξ A
ℓ -cotβ tanβ tanβ -cotβ

2.3 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

SUSY is a well motivated extension to the SM[41, 42]. It relates fermionic and bosonic
particle states via a space-time symmetry, resulting in super-multiplets containing particles
and their superpartners (sparticles). In SUSY models, each fermionic (bosonic) degree of
freedom in the SM has a boson (fermion) superpartner with the same quantum numbers.
This leads to several additional particles. For example, every quark in the SM can be either
left- or right-handed, so there are two spin-0 squarks (denoted12 q̃L and q̃R). Similarly there
are spin-0 superpartners for the down-type leptons and up-type neutrinos, the sleptons and
sneutrinos. For the SM vector bosons the superpartners are spin-1

2 gauginos, i.e., gluino, bino
and wino. Additionally, for each Higgs boson there is a spin-1

2 higgsino. The neutralinos (χ̃0)
and charginos (χ̃±) are mass eigenstates of the mixtures of neutral and charged gauginos
and higgsinos.

If SUSY is not a broken symmetry, the superpartners described above would be found
with the same masses as their corresponding SM particles. In this case, the fine tuning
corrections needed to keep the Higgs boson mass at the EW scale is not needed: particle
loop corrections to the Higgs boson mass would naturally cancel with their corresponding
sparticle loops. However, since sparticles are not observed with the same mass as particles,
SUSY is required to be a broken symmetry. For SUSY to solve the hierarchy problem as
discussed above, the SUSY breaking scale needs to be of O(1 TeV) [6–8]. Beyond this

12The q̃L/q̃R notation refers to the chiral state of their superpartner particles. The squark itself is spin-0 and
does not have a chiral state.
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scale, fine tuning of loop cancellations are again needed. Most recently, several searches
for sparticles have been performed at ATLAS and CMS [46, 47], placing constraints on TeV
scale sparticle masses. In several SUSY models the LSP candidate is stable and weakly
interacting, and is a suitable candidate for dark matter.

The Minimal Supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model (MSSM) [48] contains
two Higgs doublets Hd (I = 1

2 ,Y = 1) and Hu (I = 1
2 ,Y = −1) each with corresponding

vacuum expectation values, νd = ν cosβ and νu = ν sinβ , where tanβ = vu
vd

. The super-
symmetric scalar potential in the MSSM can be considered as a special case of the Type-II
2HDM. As with Type-II 2HDM, one doublet (Hu) couples to up-type quarks, while the other
(Hd) couples to down-type fermions. Goldstone bosons give mass to the massive gauge
bosons, resulting in an additional five scalar Higgs boson mass eigenstates, h, H, A, and H±.
Under CP-conservation the two CP-even Higgs fields are allowed to mix with mixing angle
α . This angle diagonalises the mass matrix of h and H and is explicitly dependant on β , and
the scalar and Z boson masses [48],

cos2α =−(
m2

A −m2
Z

m2
H −m2

h
)cos2β , (2.11)

sin2α =−(
m2

H +m2
h

m2
H −m2

h
)sin2β . (2.12)

Subsequently, the Higgs boson mass spectrum at tree-level can be described by a choice of
two free parameters, usually mA and tanβ [7, 48],

m2
H± = m2

A +m2
W , (2.13)

m2
H =

1
2
(m2

A +m2
Z +
√

(m2
A +m2

Z)
2 −4m2

Zm2
A cos2(2β )), (2.14)

m2
h =

1
2
(m2

A +m2
Z −
√

(m2
A +m2

Z)
2 −4m2

Zm2
A cos2(2β )). (2.15)

The resulting predicted Higgs boson mass spectrum places lower limits on the heavy CP-
even, CP-odd, and charged Higgs bosons: mH± ≥ mW , mH ≥ mZ and mA ≥ mh, making
them heavy. There is also an important upper limit on the lightest CP-even Higgs [7, 48]:
mh ≤ mZ|cos(2β )|, i.e., mh is required to be lighter than mZ at tree-level. However, radiative
corrections to mh push the upper limit to ∼ 135 GeV, consistent with the 125 GeV Higgs.
The most important parameters to the radiative corrections come from the SUSY sector: in
particular the stop mixing parameter (Xt), and the stop masses (mt̃1 and mt̃2) usually expressed
as MSUSY =

√mt̃1mt̃2 .
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At the decoupling limit (mA ≫ mZ) the lightest Higgs boson h attains couplings that are
SM-like. In particular, this limit corresponds to α ≈ β − π

2 for which the hVV couplings
approach their SM values (as in Eq. (2.8)). Accordingly the HVV coupling vanishes. At this
limit the masses of the heavy Higgs bosons become almost degenerate: mA ≃ mH ≃ mH± . In
the fermion sector, the resulting down-type couplings are proportional to tanβ , while up-type
couplings are proportional to cotβ . As a result, the production of MSSM Higgs bosons via
b-associated Higgs boson production, and decaying to down-type quarks or leptons (e.g., bb̄
or τ+τ−), is enhanced compared to the SM in large portions of the parameter space.

In the SM the production of Higgs bosons in association with b-quarks is suppressed by
∼ 2 orders of magnitude when compared to the dominant gluon fusion process, putting direct
bb̄H observations out of reach of the current experiment. However, dominant production
modes for the neutral Higgs bosons in the MSSM are gluon-fusion (ggF) and b-associated
Higgs boson production, the latter of which is enhanced at large values of tanβ . These
production modes are discussed in the context of the MSSM in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Al-
though at tree-level the MSSM Higgs boson mass spectrum is well defined without explicitly
selecting SUSY parameters, it is not possible to ignore the large radiative corrections needed
to relax the upper bound on mh. These corrections, stemming from SUSY masses and mixing
parameters, need to be defined. This results in several benchmark scenarios in the MSSM,
discussed in Section 2.3.1.

2.3.1 MSSM benchmark scenarios

In order to accommodate the measured 125 GeV Higgs, proposed MSSM scenarios should
provide a candidate Higgs boson with this mass. The 125 GeV Higgs boson is commonly
considered to be the lightest CP-even Higgs, where MSSM scenarios provide light Higgs
bosons with mh ∼ 125 GeV. As discussed earlier, corrections to mh from loop contributions
in the MSSM are crucial for attaining mh ∼ 125 GeV. In most scenarios the SUSY parameters
are constrained by requiring them to produce a Higgs mass of mh = 125±3 GeV [36]. The
3 GeV range is attributed to the uncertainty with which the Higgs boson masses are predicted
in the MSSM. In general: MSUSY = 1 TeV provides mh in this range with maximal Xt for
tanβ ≳ 10; while at tanβ ≲ 10, mh vanishes at tree-level and larger values of MSUSY are
generally needed [36].

The mmax
h scenario [49] was originally defined in order to provide conservative bounds

on tanβ at the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) [50, 51] and predates the Higgs boson
discovery: the mixing parameter Xt is defined at each tanβ value so as to maximise mh.
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This scenario is still used for interpretations in Run-2 of the LHC to serve as a comparison
to previous results, and to provide conservative constraints for the MSSM. The scenario is
updated [52] with higher precision experimental measurements of mt, and increased gluino
masses in accordance with updated mg̃ search lower limits. The resulting region not excluded
by experiment and compatible with mh = 125.09± 3 GeV is at values of tanβ < 10 (see
Figure 6.33 (b) for details).

The mmod+
h scenario [52] is a modified version of mmax

h , defined in light of the discovered
Higgs boson at 125 GeV. While the mmax

h maximised mh, tweaking the mixing parameter Xt

can easily produce values in the desired range of mh. There are two such variations, mmod+
h

and mmod−
h , depending on the chosen sign of Xt . Due to this definition they provide a wide

range of parameter space withing the allowed mh range (see Figures 6.33 (c) and (d)).

Interpretations in the mmod+
h , mmod−

h and mmax
h are presented in the context of the heavy

Higgs boson to di-tau search of Chapter 6 as part of the work for this thesis. In these
scenarios most SUSY particles are relatively heavy, while having relatively light neutralinos
and charginos (∼ 200 GeV) which reduce the heavy neutral Higgs boson branching fractions
to SM particles. Additional MSSM scenarios have been proposed, and are summarised
here, but are not used for interpretation in this thesis. Recently Ref. [53] introduced updated
benchmark scenarios intended to be used for the final Run-2 searches. The main updates are
from higher precision measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs boson total cross-section and
mass, as well as updated limits on SUSY particle masses. Most importantly, the precision in
the MSSM calculations of mh has improved, requiring a more constrained range on mh (∼ 1–
2 GeV). Additional MSSM models have been defined with different light SUSY particles,
such as the light-stop, and light-stau scenarios [52]. The tau-phobic scenario [52] reduces the
neutral Higgs boson branching fraction to down-type fermions, and also predicts low-mass
staus, with possible H → τ̃1τ̃2 decays. These scenarios have also been revisited in light of
new experimental constraints and higher precision calculations [53]. Scenarios with light
charginos, neutralinos or staus are provided, with the light-stop and tau-phobic scenarios no
longer valid in light of the most recent experimental constraints. A new scenario dubbed
m125

h sets all superpartners at high masses, providing a 2HDM-like model with MSSM
inspired couplings [53]. Ref. [53] also introduces alignment scenarios in which either h or
H are compatible with the measured Higgs boson cross-sections and branching fractions,
irrespective of the other MSSM Higgs boson masses, i.e., without assuming the decoupling
limit (mA ≫ mZ), allowing for valid parameter space at lower Higgs boson masses. A
scenario which allows CP-violation in the Higgs sector [53] is also provided for the first time.
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2.3 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

The final benchmark discussed takes a different approach to those defined above, and
is also used in interpretations in this thesis. As stated above, as tanβ approaches unity mh

vanishes and the SUSY masses are required to be much larger than O(1 TeV) in order to
attain corrections resulting in mh ∼ 125 GeV. Precise calculations in this case require an
Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach which is presently an area of active research [53].
An alternative to attaining predictive calculations at low tanβ is by using the hMSSM
scenario [36, 54, 55]. This scenario is used in interpretations for both the MSSM Higgs
boson searches (Sections 6.5.4 and 7.5) and the SM Higgs boson coupling reinterpretation
(Section 8.3.2.2) documented in this thesis. In the hMSSM, mh = 125.09 GeV is considered
as a fixed parameter of the model. In this implementation, instead of searching for SUSY
parameters that provide the radiative corrections needed to yield mh ∼ 125 GeV, these
corrections are determined from the fixed mh value. Several simplifications are made in the
hMSSM in order for this to be possible. All SUSY particles are assumed to be too massive
to affect the production (except for squark loop contributions) and decays of the Higgs boson.
Only the leading radiative corrections to tree-level masses are considered to be relevant:
those from stop and top loops. This treatment allows one to express the entire Higgs sector
in terms of mA, tanβ and mh, where the radiative corrections are now also expressed in
terms of these parameters. If it is assumed that this approximation is valid even for large
MSUSY, the hMSSM avoids any dependence on additional SUSY parameters. However, it
should be noted that at values of tanβ ≲ 1.5 and mA ≲ 200 GeV, requiring mh = 125 GeV
may translate to MSUSY at the GUT scale, yielding an undesirable MSSM13. Additionally,
although it is true that stop and top radiative corrections are dominant in the majority of the
phase-space, this assumption can break down at low values of tanβ [53].

Calculations for the Higgs masses, cross-sections, and branching fractions, are determined
in the context of the benchmark scenarios following the prescription in Ref. [36]. The masses
and Yukawa coupling of the Higgs bosons are computed with FEYNHIGGS [56–61] and their
resulting branching fractions calculated by combining calculations from HDECAY [62, 63],
FEYNHIGGS and PROPHECY4f [64, 65]. This is done for all scenarios with the exception
of the hMSSM, for which the Higgs masses and branching fractions are computed using
HDECAY only. Higgs boson cross-sections and branching fractions to SM particles are shown
in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 for neutral Higgs bosons in the hMSSM and mmod+

h , respectively. For
the mmod+

h the branching fractions to the LSP are also shown. The dominant cross-sections
for neutral Higgs boson production are ggF and b-associated production (bb̄φ ) which are
discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. An increase in the A boson cross-section via ggF is seen
at mA = 2×mt due to on-shell top-quarks entering the production, and is more pronounced

13The fine tuning of the Higgs boson mass is again required.
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at lower values of tanβ where ggF is enhanced. The undulations in branching fractions at
particular values of mA correspond to the mass points where decay modes such as A → Zh,
H → hh, H → Zh and H →WW (not shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3) become kinematically
available. The dominant production mode for charged Higgs boson production is dependant
on mH± and is discussed in Section 2.4.3.

2.4 BSM Higgs boson production

2.4.1 Neutral Higgs boson production via gluon-fusion

The ggF production of a neutral Higgs boson, φ = h/H/A, in the MSSM is predominantly
though virtual quark and squark loops as shown in Figure 2.4. The cross-sections for ggF
production are calculated using SUSHI [66], which includes next-to-leading-order (NLO)
supersymmetric-QCD corrections [67–72] predominantly due to stop and sbottom production
loops. Next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) QCD corrections for the top quark [73–77], as
well as light-quark EW effects [78, 79], are also included.

In the heavy Higgs boson to di-tau search in Chapter 6, the ggF samples are generated
assuming SM couplings and this underestimates the loop contributions from b-quarks at
high tanβ . This can ultimately impact the Higgs boson pT spectrum and subsequent signal
acceptance. As discussed in Ref. [36], at the limit where pφ

T → 0, a resummation procedure
is needed in order to obtain accurate results. An accurate calculation of the differential Higgs
boson pT cross-section is obtained by calculating top-quark-only and bottom-quark-only
loop contributions separately at appropriate scales [36, 80], Qt(mφ ) and Qb(mφ ), and then
adding the top-bottom loop interference calculation, which is performed at an interference
scale Qint(mφ ). There are currently plans to provide a tool to perform the Higgs boson pT

reweighting for ggF signal samples. Details of the reweighting scheme are documented in
Appendix A.1. Appropriate choices for the scales are shown in Figure A.1. A Higgs pT

distribution which takes into account the interference effects is shown in Figure A.2. The
individual contributions are reweighted by the respective Yukawa coupling in the MSSM.
These effects were not included in the results of Chapter 6 as they were found to cause
negligible impact on the final discriminant and signal acceptance within the mass range
considered, i.e., mA ≧ 200 GeV. The resummation procedure is utilised by a more recent
CMS search for heavy Higgs bosons decaying to di-tau [81], where the area in which the
final limits were effected is found to be below mA ∼ 130 GeV.
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Figure 2.2 Higgs boson cross-section and branching fractions in the hMSSM scenario.
Shown are h, H and A cross-sections via ggF and bb̄φ at (a) tanβ = 5 and (b) tanβ = 15.
The respective branching fractions are shown for A at (c) tanβ = 5 and (d) tanβ = 15 and for
H at (e) tanβ = 5 and (f) tanβ = 15. The hMSSM has no predicted LSP branching fraction.
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Figure 2.3 Higgs boson cross-section and branching fractions in the mmod+
h scenario. Shown

are h, H and A cross-sections via ggF and bb̄φ at (a) tanβ = 5 and (b) tanβ = 15. The
respective branching fractions are shown for A at (c) tanβ = 5 and (d) tanβ = 15 and for H
at (e) tanβ = 5 and (f)tanβ = 15. The branching fractions to LSP are shown.
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g

g

φ ≡ h/H/Aq, q̃

Figure 2.4 Leading-order Feynman diagram for a MSSM neutral Higgs boson produced via
gluon-fusion (ggF).

2.4.2 Neutral Higgs boson production in association with a b-quark

The enhancements of Higgs boson couplings to down-type fermions in 2HDM and MSSM
will enhance the bb̄H production cross-section with respect to the SM. Under certain condi-
tions (e.g., high values of tanβ in MSSM), bb̄H may even become the dominant production
process, warranting proper modelling and evaluation of its theoretical cross-section and
associated uncertainties. The four-flavour scheme (4FS) and five-flavour scheme (5FS) are
two methods for calculating the bb̄φ cross-section at different limits of the hard-scatter
scale [82]. A description and comparison of these two schemes, as well as solutions for
consolidating their differences, follows.

The production of bb̄φ in pp collisions involves the energy scale of the hard interaction
(Q). In the case where the hard-scatter scale is at the order of the mass of the b-quark, Q∼mb,
it becomes convenient to perform cross-section calculations in which the b-quark does not
appear in the initial-state partonic process. Calculations in this limit are therefore known to
be in the 4FS: they exclude the 5th quark flavour from initial-state partons. Instead, final-state
b-quarks in bbφ production are produced by gluons splitting into bb̄. The LO processes
for bb̄φ in the 4FS are shown in Figure 2.5. They involve gluon-gluon (Figure 2.5 (a)) or
quark-antiquark (Figure 2.5 (b)) initial-state interactions. The initial-state quark-antiquark
interactions in Figure 2.5 (b) is exclusively between light quarks. Both diagrams show g→ bb̄
splitting responsible for generating final-state b-quarks. The 4FS has the advantage of having
well defined final-state b-quark observables involving 0, 1, or 2 b-tagging events, due to the
final-state b-quark multiplicity of the LO diagrams (Figure 2.5). However, at scales where
Q >> mb, collinear divergences break down of the predictive power of calculations in the
4FS [82].
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Figure 2.5 Feynman diagrams of the LO bb̄φ production for the four-flavour scheme with
(a) gluon-gluon and (b) quark-antiquark initial interactions.

The divergences at high values of Q in the 4FS are remedied in the 5FS where the
b-quarks are assumed to be massless and can therefore be treated in the same way as light
initial-state quarks in the partonic process [82]. The LO bb̄φ process in the 5FS is shown
in Figure 2.6 (a). This 2 → 1 process has the benefit of being much simpler than the 4FS
LO processes, and hence it is feasible to calculate its radiative corrections beyond NLO
(Figure 2.6 (b)) and NNLO (Figure 2.6 (c)), while on the other hand the state of the art 4FS
calculations are limited to NLO precision. The level of simplicity of the 5FS does come
at the cost of final-state kinematics. Information of observables with non-zero b-tagged
multiplicities become available only at NLO and NNLO , which ultimately incurs additional
uncertainties in the kinematics and tagging of the b-quark.

b
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φ
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(c)

Figure 2.6 Feynman diagrams of the (a) LO, (b) NLO and (c) NNLO bb̄φ production for the
five-flavour scheme
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Calculations of the bb̄φ cross-section are performed in the 5FS using SUSHI based
on BBH@NNLO [83]. In the 4FS cross-sections are taken from the SM calculations and
reweighted by the corresponding MSSM Yukawa coupling vales as described in [84, 85].
Calculations of the bb̄H cross-section at a particular Higgs boson mass mH in the SM are
directly applicable to the cross-sections of all neutral Higgs [36] (i.e., bb̄φ for φ = h, H, A)
in a 2HDM, and to a good approximation in MSSM, by reweighting with the respective
Yukawa scale factors for the model.

Following the discussion above, the 4FS and 5FS have arguments which work for and
against either scheme. The 4FS prescription is valid up to Q ∼ mφ/4, after which large
collinear logarithms become important, and the 5FS provides better predictive power. The
Santander matching technique described in Ref. [82] proposes a pragmatic interpolation
between the two asymptotic limits at very light and heavy Higgs boson masses. It uses
a reweighting which combines the 4FS and 5FS, converging on using the 5FS at mφ →
∞ and the 4FS at the low limit mφ ∼ mb. The lower mass limit from which the 5FS
begins to take affect needs to be chosen at the point when logarithmic corrections become
sizeable. The choice of log(mφ/mb) = 2 is made, and leads to an equal weighting of the two
schemes at moderate values of mφ ∼ 100 GeV, where the two schemes yield the most similar
inclusive cross-sections. It leads to the following formula for the inclusive bb̄φ cross-section
(σSantander matched

bb̄φ
) [82],

σ
Santander matched
bb̄φ

=
1

1+ω
(σ4FS

bb̄φ
+ωσ

5FS
bb̄φ

) (2.16)

where
ω = log

mφ

mb
−2 (2.17)

Included here as an example is the effect of Santander matching in the hMSSM, calculated
as described in Ref. [36]. The total inclusive cross-sections of the Santander matched
bb̄φ production for the neutral Higgs bosons (h, H, A), along with the individual cross-
sections from 4FS and 5FS, are shown in Figure 2.7. Since in the hMSSM the SM-like
Higgs boson is mh = 125 GeV at all valid values of mA, σbb̄h is evaluated only at values
considered to be moderate in Santander matching. Therefore the Santander matched SM-like
Higgs boson cross-section in the hMSSM will resemble an average of the two schemes,
σbb̄h ≈ (σ4FS

bb̄h +σ5FS
bb̄h )/2. For H and A bosons, where mA ∼ mH , the matching shows the bb̄φ

cross-section of at moderate (mA ∼ 200 GeV) as an average of 4FS and 5FS cross-sections,
while for higher values of mA the calculation converges on the 5FS.
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Santander matching is currently used as the default inclusive cross-section prediction
for bb̄φ in MSSM interpretations by analysis at the LHC. One should note however that
the Santander matching scheme is by no means theoretically rigorous. Newer prescriptions
from the Large Hadron Collider Cross Section Working Group (LHCXSWG) recommend
the use of fully matched 4FS and 5FS prescription as documented in Refs. [86] and [87]. The
prescription combines the complete NLO 4FS calculation including top-loop interference
contributions with the resummation of the collinear logarithms presented in the 5FS. It
has been found to give slightly larger bb̄φ cross-sections with smaller uncertainties with
respect to Santander matching, although their central values do match within 1σ . The current
interpretations from limits on the bb̄φ cross-section can therefore be viewed as conservative
in regions where the bb̄φ cross-section dominates. The end of Run-2 analysis will have
updated recommendations from the LHCXSWG with the fully matched bb̄φ cross-section
calculations.
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Figure 2.7 Total cross-section of the neutral Higgs bosons (h, H, A) via b-quark associated
production at tanβ = 5 and as a function mA in the hMSSM model. Shown is a comparison
of the different b-quark associated four- and five-flavour cross-section calculations, along
with the Santander matched cross-section. The mA axis is split into lower and higher mA so
as to compare the cross-sections at different scales.
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2.4.3 Charged Higgs boson production

The leading production process of the charged Higgs boson at the LHC is dependant on
its mass mH± and can be classified into three regions. If mH± is light enough the primary
production will be through the decay of the top-quark, t → H+b, as shown in Figure 2.8 (a).
At low enough mass range, mH± ≲ 160 GeV, top-quark off-shell effects can be neglected,
and the H± cross-section can be simply determined from the tt cross-section multiplied by
the predicted t → H+b branching fraction, where both top-quarks are considered on-shell. In
the high-mass range, mH± ≳ 200 GeV, the dominant production is in association with a top-
quark, as shown in Figure 2.8 (b). Here there is no associated W± at LO and the final-state
is pp → t̄bH+. Here the heavy charged Higgs boson total cross-section calculation can be
performed in the 4FS and 5FS which are Santander matched [36, 88–91]. At the mass range
around the top mass, 145 GeV ≲ mH± ≲ 200 GeV, effects from non-resonant (Figure 2.8
(c)), single-resonant, and double-resonant top-quarks play an important part and the full
pp → H±W∓bb̄ process needs to be considered [92]. The recent work of Ref. [92] provides
cross-section calculations in the intermediate mass region performed at NLO precision. The
total cross-section for a charged Higgs boson from Type-II 2HDM is shown in Figure 2.9. In
order to obtain MSSM cross-sections for different scenarios, the 2HDM NLO cross-sections
are corrected by MSSM Yukawa coupling terms, as calculated with FEYNHIGGS, to take into
account SUSY-QCD effects. As with the neutral Higgs, the charged Higgs boson branching
fractions are calculated with FEYNHIGGS and/or HDECAY. The dominant decay mode for
H± at low-mass in the hMSSM and mmod+

h is H± → tb, shown in Figure 2.10 as a function
of mH± . In both models the H± → τν decay mode is important at higher values of tanβ .
In the mmod+

h benchmark, decays to SUSY particles become dominant at high-mass. Also
shown is the branching ratio to the light Higgs boson with an associated W±, which tends to
be increase at low tanβ but remains with a small branching fraction.
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Figure 2.8 Feynman diagrams of the LO charged Higgs boson production for the (a) light
(b) heavy and (c) intermediate (with non-resonant top-quark) mass range.
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Figure 2.9 Total cross-section at NLO precision for a charged Higgs boson from a Type-II
2HDM at different values of tanβ , showing the low, intermediate and high-mass range [92].
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Figure 2.10 Charged Higgs boson branching fractions in the mmod+
h and hMSSM scenario

for the most sensitive decay processes with mH± > 200 GeV.
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2.5 Constraints on BSM Higgs bosons in Run-1 of the LHC

Although the extended Higgs sector described above for 2HDMs and MSSM are minimal
extensions and are somewhat simplified models, they provide signatures which can be readily
probed at the LHC. Both the 2HDM and MSSM require additional Higgs bosons which are
directly searched for. Several searches for additional scalars have been performed in ATLAS
with the Run-1 and Run-2 datasets, and limits have been set on the cross-section of the
additional scalar bosons. These limits can then be compared to state of the art cross-section
predictions such as those described in the previous sections. As an example, Figure 2.11 (a)
show 95% confidence level (CL) limits from Run-1 in the hMSSM mA–tanβ plane. Shown
are constraints from direct heavy Higgs boson searches with up to

√
s = 8 TeV pp collisions

and 20.3 fb−1 data: A/H → ττ [93], A → hZ [94], H → VV [95, 96] and H± → τν[97].
Furthermore, the 2HDM and MSSM models become constrained via indirect measurements,
such as the 125 GeV Higgs boson coupling, which are incompatible with certain regions
of phase-space. The compatibility of the measured 125 GeV Higgs boson couplings to SM
particles was probed in Run-1 and used to place constraints on several BSM models [17].
Figure 2.11 (a) shows the limit placed in Run-1 on the hMSSM from reinterpretation of the
125 GeV Higgs boson coupling measurement. Figure 2.11 (b) shows the constraints from the
same Higgs coupling measurement on the Type-II 2HDM phase-space.

It is clear that to fully probe the BSM Higgs sector one relies on both SM measurements
and direct searches. This work has continued in Run-2. Direct searches for A/H → ττ and
H± → τν with 36.1 fb−1 Run-2 at

√
s = 13 TeV pp collisions are presented in this thesis.

Indirect limits on 2HDM and hMSSM from the latest 125 GeV coupling measurements with
up to 80 fb−1 Run-2 data is also presented. A total of 147 fb−1 of integrated luminosity was
recorded by ATLAS in Run-2 and is still being analysed at the time of writing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11 Run-1 expected and observed exclusion limits at 95% CL in the (a) hMSSM
from direct heavy Higgs boson searches and 125 GeV Higgs boson coupling measurement,
and (b) Type-II 2HDM from the 125 GeV Higgs boson coupling measurement [17].
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Chapter 3

Overview of the ATLAS Experiment

ATLAS [15] is one of the four main detectors at the four collision points around the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) [14] at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN).
This chapter briefly describes the LHC, the ATLAS detector, and its component detectors
and sub-systems.

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC [14] at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland, is the world’s most powerful man-made
particle accelerator. It is designed to collide proton beams (pp collisions) with up to a
14 TeV centre-of-mass energy and a peak instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1. It
is also designed to collide heavy ion beams with an energy of up to 2.8 TeV per nucleon.
The LHC houses two high luminosity general purpose detectors, ATLAS [15] and the
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [16], designed to take advantage of the full instantaneous
luminosity delivered by the LHC. There are two additional experiments situated at LHC
collision points: the Large Hadron Collider beauty experiment (LHCb) [98] is dedicated to
searches for new physics by probing rare b-quark decays; A Large Ion Collider Experiment
(ALICE) [99] is designed to probe the quark-gluon plasma created in heavy-ion collisions.
The LHC surpassed its design instantaneous luminosity in 2017, with ATLAS reporting
a peak delivered instantaneous luminosity of 2.1 × 1034 cm−2s−1 by the end of Run-2
data-taking in 2018 [100].
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During pp collisions two proton beams are accelerated up to 7 TeV each14, in clockwise
and anti-clockwise directions around a ring of circumference ∼ 27km, and made to collide
at the four interaction points. Proton beams are made up of proton bunches spaced 25 ns−1

apart, with ∼ 1011 protons in each bunch. The main LHC ring is injected with protons that
have been accelerated in pre-accelerators as shown in Figure 3.1. Protons are accelerated
to 1.4 GeV by a Linear Accelerator (LINAC) and the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB)
before passing to the Proton Synchroton (PS) where they are accelerated to 26 GeV. Protons
are injected into the Super Proton Synchroton (SPS) where they are accelerated to 450 GeV
before being injected into the main LHC ring. The LHC makes use of 1300 dipole magnets
at 8.7 TeV to ramp the proton energy up to 7 TeV, while quadrupole magnets focus the proton
bunches.

The first operational run of the LHC (Run-1) lasted from late 2009 till early 2013. During
that time, ATLAS recorded 4.7 fb−1 at

√
s = 7 TeV, and 20.1 fb−1 at

√
s = 8 TeV, centre-of-

mass pp collision data deemed good for physics analysis. The LHC then went on its planned
first long shutdown (LS1) to undertake upgrades in preparation for subsequent running at a
higher centre-of-mass energy. During the second operational run (Run-2), from mid 2015 till
late 2018, the LHC provided pp collisions with a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 13 TeV. A

cumulative distribution of the total integrated luminosity recorded by ATLAS during Run-2
is shown in Figure 3.2 (a), in which a total of 139 fb−1 of data is considered good for physics
analysis.

When two proton bunches are made to collide at the interaction point, several interactions
will occur between the component protons. The profile of the number of interactions per
event (pileup) recorded by ATLAS for different years during Run-2 data-taking is shown in
Figure 3.2 (b). An average of 33.7 pileup interactions per event are observed.

The LHC began its second long shutdown (LS2) in 2019 in which planned upgrades
to both the LHC and its detectors will take place, with the Run-3 period of data-taking
scheduled for 2021. During Run-3, the LHC is planning to run with centre-of-mass energy of
between 13 TeV and 14 TeV till the third long shutdown (LS3) at the end of 2023. Upgrades
for the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) [101] are planned during LS3.
The HL-LHC is scheduled to commence in 2026 and is planned to increase the instantaneous
luminosity of collisions by up to seven times the design value of the LHC, and is expected to
be operational till 2038. A total of 3000–4000 fb−1 of data is projected to be derived by the
combined LHC and HL-LHC running periods.

14This is the design energy. The highest energy ever reached per proton beam at the LHCis 6.5 TeV.
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The two Higgs boson searches presented in this thesis (Chapters 6 and 7) are performed
with an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data at

√
s = 13 TeV, recorded by

ATLAS during 2015 and 2016. The Higgs boson cross-section measurements presented in
Chapter 8 include Run-2 data recorded during 2015, 2016 and 2017, with up to 79.8 fb−1

of data. The full Run-2 data are currently being analysed at the time of writing. A prospect
study with the full expected HL-LHC dataset is presented in the concluding Chapter 9.

 7

Figure 3.1 A schematic representation of the LHC accelerator complex [102], including the
main accelerators which ramp up the proton energy before being injected into the LHC.
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Figure 3.2 The (a) integrated luminosity and (b) mean number of interactions per event
(pileup) recorded by ATLAS during pp collisions in the Run-2 data-taking period [100].

3.2 The ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS detector [15] is a general purpose particle detector designed to provide excellent
tracking and energy measurements of particles stemming from the interaction point, where
protons beams from the LHC collide. The physics goals for which it was designed include
the search for the SM Higgs boson, and searches for BSM physics like SUSY. Driven by its
ambitious physics agenda, ATLAS was designed to meet several requirements, including:
fast and radiation-hard electronics and sensors, a large detector acceptance, good tracking and
vertexing of charged particles, high-resolution calorimetry for precise energy measurements,
good muon identification and momentum resolution, and a highly efficient triggering system
with high levels of background suppression. It meets these goals by comprising a modular
design with several independent sub-detectors and systems which are shown in Figure 3.3.

ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction
point at the centre of the detector. The x-axis points in the direction to the centre of the LHC
ring, and the y-axis points upwards. ATLAS is comprised of several sub-detectors arranged
as concentric cylinders around the interaction point. A cylindrical coordinate system is
generally used, with radius r and azimuthal angle φ used in the transverse plane, where φ

is measured around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ ,
measured from the positive z-axis, as η =− ln tan(θ/2). Angular distance is measured in
units of ∆R ≡

√
(∆η)2 +(∆φ)2.

The inner detector (ID) [104, 105] is the innermost detector and designed to provide high-
precision momentum resolution and reconstruction of charged particles in a high luminosity
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environment. The ID is surrounded by a solenoid magnet which provides in a 2 T magnetic
field, bending the trajectories of charged particles. The ID is a combination of the silicon
pixel sensor (Pixel) [106] and the semiconductor tracker (SCT) [104, 105] in the inner
part of the ID, with the straw-tube transition radiation tracker (TRT) [107] comprising the
outer layer. Energy measurements are provided by the electromagnetic calorimeter (EM-
Cal) and hadronic calorimeter (Had-Cal) found outside of the solenoid magnet, each made
from different technologies depending on their position in the detector. Liquid-argon (LAr)
sampling calorimeters [108] make up the EM-Cal, providing a coverage of |η |< 3.2. The
barrel Had-Cal is a scintillator-tile calorimeter [109] with a large barrel and two extended
barrel cylinders, providing a coverage of |η |< 1.7. Hadronic calorimetry is provided by LAr
calorimeters in the end-caps, covering a pseudorapidity range of 1.5 < |η |< 3.2. Forward
LAr calorimeters provide both hadronic and electromagnetic calorimetry up to |η |< 4.9. The
calorimeters are surrounded by the muon spectrometer [110] comprised of high-precision
tracking and triggering chambers. A system of toroidal magnets provides strong bending
power which allows for precision muon momentum measurements. A Trigger and Data
Acquisition (TDAQ) [111, 112] system is used to identify and record interesting events in a

Figure 3.3 An computer generated cut-away view of the ATLAS detector [103], showing the
main sub-detectors and magnets.
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high-rate environment. These systems are briefly described in the following sections, while
more details can be found in Ref. [15].

3.2.1 The inner detector (ID)

The inner detector (ID) [104, 105] measures the properties of charged particles and recon-
structs their trajectories (tracking) up to a pseudorapidity of |η |< 2.5 [15, 113]. It is made
up of independent sub-detectors, the Insertable B-layer (IBL) [113–115], the Pixel, SCT and
TRT, each arranged as concentric cylinders around the beam axis in the barrel region, and
as disks perpendicular to the beam axis in the end-cap regions, as shown in Figure 3.4 (a).
A zoomed in view of the barrel layers of the Pixel, SCT, and TRT detectors are shown in
Figure 3.4 (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4 A cut-away image of the ATLAS ID, where (a) shows both barrel and end-cap
detectors [116], and (b) shows a zoomed in view of the layers of the barrel ID [113], showing
the IBL.

3.2.1.1 The silicon pixel sensor (Pixel)

The Pixel detector [106] is required to have high-resolution capabilities in a highly dense
particle environment at small radii from the interaction point. It achieves this by housing a
high density of pixel sensors channels. In Run-1 the Pixel detector was made up of three
barrel layers, located at radii of 50.5 mm (B-Layer), 88.5 mm (Layer 1), and 122.5 mm
(Layer 2) centred around the beam axis, and two end-caps with three disc layers each. This
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included of total of 1744 modules which read out 80 million pixel sensors, each having a
typical pixel size of 50×400 µm2 and thickness 250 µm. The spatial resolution provided by
the pixel sensors are typically 10 µm in R–φ and 115 µm in z (R) in the barrel (disc). During
LS1 the Insertable B-layer (IBL) [113–115] was installed at a radius of 33.25 mm, adding
an additional 12 million pixel sensors of dimension 50×250 µm2. It improves tracking by
providing an additional measurement point, and mitigates the possible loss of hits expected
with higher instantaneous luminosity [113]. The radii of the four Pixel barrel layers are
shown in Figure 3.4 (b).

3.2.1.2 The semiconductor tracker (SCT)

The SCT [104, 105] consists of 4088 modules of silicon strip detectors arranged in four
concentric barrels and two end-caps of nine disks each, covering a total surface area of 60
m2. A single barrel silicon strip sensor is a p-on-n silicon sensor with 768 read-out strips
each with 80 µm pitch. Each barrel sensor has a total surface area of 6.36×6.40 cm2. Two
such sensors are wire-bonded together to form 12 cm long strips, making up a single side
of a SCT module. An example of a SCT barrel module is shown in Figure 3.5, made up
of two back-to-back layers, each with a pair of strip sensors. The layers are rotated with
a stereo angle of 40 mrad with respect to each other to provide position measurements in
R–φ . End-cap sensors are more complicated in design due to their required layout on discs.
The pitch of the readout strips of a end-cap sensor will vary depending on its position in the
SCT. Like the barrel sensors, each end-cap sensor has 768 read-out strips. The SCT typically
provides four space points (with two hits per module) per track and offers a total coverage of
|η |< 2.5. In total the SCT has approximately 6.3 million channels, and provides a spatial
resolution of 17 µm in R–φ and 580 µm in z (R) in the barrel (disc) modules.

3.2.1.3 The transition radiation tracker (TRT)

The TRT [107] is made up of drift tubes of 4 mm diameter of length 144 cm (37 cm) for
the barrel (end-caps) filled with a xenon or argon based gas mixtures. The walls of the
straw tubes are made from Kapton films coated with carbon-polyimide, aluminium and
polyurethane layers. Charged particles crossing TRT straws ionise the active gas mixture,
producing electrons which drift towards a 31 µm diameter gold-plated tungsten wire. The
anode wire collects a detectable signal current which is amplified, shaped and discriminated
on. In the barrel, straws are placed parallel to the beam-line and cover a radius from 554
mm to 1082 mm. The end-cap straws are arranged perpendicular to the beam-line and cover
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Figure 3.5 Schematic view of an SCT barrel module [117]. Two silicon strip sensors per
side are wire-bonded to create 12 cm long strips. The hybrid assembly houses the read-out
chips of the module.

827 mm < |z|< 2774 mm and a radius from 617 mm to 1106 mm. The TRT provides a total
coverage of |η |< 2 with ∼ 30 space points per track, with ∼ 130 µm resolution.

3.2.1.4 Tracking and vertexing in the inner detector (ID)

Tracking in the ID [118, 119] is comprised of many components working together to provide
charged-track flight-path information and momentum measurements. The tracking software
in the ID has a modular design comprised of features like track extrapolation, fitting and
vertexing. The tracking logic can be divided into different steps. The first step is data pre-
processing: raw data from signals in the ID are converted into geometrical information. Hits
in the silicon detectors are then clustered, where clusters from the two-sided SCT modules
are converted into a single space-point. Timing information from the TRT is used to create
calibrated drift circles. A track finder is then run, having different strategies for different
applications. The default track finding looks for combinations of space points in the Pixel
layers and first SCT layer, and extrapolates track candidates into the remaining layers of the
SCT [120]. The track candidates undergo a fit, with quality selection being used to prune
ambiguities, outlier clusters, and fake tracks. The remaining tracks are extrapolated into the
TRT and refit. The primary vertex is determined from an iterative χ2 fit of tracks associated
within a region in z along the beam line [121]. Algorithms are run on the final tracks to
reconstruct secondary vertices and photon conversions.

A variety of track-defining variables are provided at the user end, that include local track
coordinates from individual detector modules. The most relevant track-defining variables
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Table 3.1 Track reconstruction efficiencies and absolute systematic uncertainties for both
loose and tight tracks in Run-2 data, adapted from Ref. [122].

Track Selection loose tight

η Range |η |< 0.1 2.3 ≤ |η | ≤ 2.5 |η |< 0.1 2.3 ≤ |η | ≤ 2.5

Track efficiency (%) 91 73 86 63

Systematic uncertainty (%) .4 2.2 .5 2.6

for subsequent discussions are: the transverse impact parameter (d0), which is the transverse
plane distance from the closest point of the track to the z-axis; the longitudinal z position of
the closest point of the track to the z-axis (z0); the polar (θ ) and azimuthal (φ ) angles of the
associated track vector; and the charge-signed curvature of the track ( q

p ).

Tracking performance in early Run-2 data [122] is studied for tracks having pT > 400
MeV, |η |< 2.5 and passing either a loose or tight selection criteria. The selection criteria
depends on requirements on the number of hits associated to a given track in each of the
sub-detectors of the ID. The track reconstruction efficiencies for loose or tight tracks are
shown in Table 3.1 for regions in which track efficiencies are associated with their lowest
(|η |< 0.1) and highest (2.3 ≤ |η | ≤ 2.5) systematic uncertainties. The resolution of the track
impact parameter in Run-2 is shown in Figure 3.6 compared to that of Run-1. The observed
d0 resolution [122] is ≲ 120 µm for tracks with pT ∼ 1 GeV and |η | ∼ 2.5, improving to
∼ 20 µm for central tracks with pT ≳ 6 GeV. Similarly the resolution of the longitudinal
impact parameter (z0) is ∼ 70 µm for pT ≳ 6 GeV, increasing to ≲ 700 µm for low pT and
large |η |.
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of the Run-1 and Run-2 (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal impact
parameter resolution in the central region of the detector as a function of track pT [123].
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3.2.2 Calorimetry

Both the EM-Cal and Had-Cal are sampling calorimeters [108, 109], in which high density
layers of absorbing material prompt particle showers which are measured in active detector
layers. The EM-Cal makes use of layers of lead to prompt bremsstrahlung (e → eγ) or
pair production (γ → ee), producing cascading EM showers which are characterised by the
radiation length (X0) of the material involved. The Had-Cal uses high density material which
prompts strong nuclear interactions to occur, producing cascading particle showers which
have wider spreads than that of the EM showers, and have interaction lengths an order of
magnitude greater than X0. The calorimeters cover a range of |η |< 4.9, with high granularity
EM calorimeters used in a range that matches the coverage of the ID, so as to optimise
the reconstruction of electrons and photons. Coarser granularity is used in the rest of the
coverage as is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for jet and missing transverse energy
(Emiss

T ) reconstruction. The layout of the ATLAS calorimeter is shown in Figure 3.7. The
typical resolution of the calorimeter component are shown in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.7 A computer generated view of the ATLAS calorimeter [124], showing the different
components of the EM-Cal and Had-Cal.
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Table 3.2 Typical calorimeter component resolution, adapted from Ref. [125].

Calorimeter Resolution (%)

EM-Cal σ(E) = 10√
E
⊕0.7

Had-Cal σ(E) = 50√
E
⊕3

forward calorimeter (FCal) σ(E) = 100√
E
⊕10

3.2.2.1 The electromagnetic calorimeter (EM-Cal)

The EM-Cal is divided into the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter (EMB-Cal) (|η |< 1.475),
with a small gap in coverage (4 mm) at z = 0, and two electromagnetic end-cap calorimeters
(EME-Cals) (1.375 < |η | < 3.2), each divided into outer (1.375 < |η | < 2.5) and inner
(2.5 < |η |< 3.2) barrels. The EM-Cal is made up of lead absorber plates separated by layers
of LAr detectors which operate at a temperature of ∼ 90 K. The LAr detectors are made
from accordion-shaped kapton gaps filled with LAr and provide a continuous symmetry
in coverage over φ . Ionised gas in the gaps is collected by copper electrodes to produce a
signal. In the range of |η |< 2.5 the EM-Cal is segmented into three active layers, shown
in Figure 3.8, and provides a higher granularity than in the region 2.5 < |η | < 3.2 which
only has two active layers. A pre-sampler is placed in the region of |η | < 1.8 to correct
for the energy lost in the material before the calorimeter, also shown in Figure 3.8. The
channels of the EM-Cal are individual cells with varying geometry, as shown in the figure.
EM calorimetry in the range 3.1 < |η |< 4.9 is provided by the FCal described in the next
section.

3.2.2.2 The hadronic calorimeter (Had-Cal)

The bulk of the Had-Cal consists of scintillator tile calorimeters which are divided into a
barrel (|η |< 1) and two extended barrels (0.8 < |η |< 1.7). The tile calorimeter makes use
of steel absorbing layers separated by active plastic scintillating tiles, covering a range which
extends from 2.28 m to 4.25 m radially with a total of 500 000 tiles. The hadronic end-cap
calorimeter (HEC) consists of two wheels of LAr calorimeters situated behind the EME-Cal
at each end-cap. The HEC has a coverage of 1.5 < |η |< 3.2 providing some overlap with
both the tile and forward calorimeters. The HEC is made from copper plate layers separated
by 8.5 mm gaps with LAr which provides the active sampling material. The FCal provides
both hadronic and EM calorimetry in the range 3.1 < |η | < 4.9. At this extreme forward
region the FCal is required to be able to deal with high radiation densities. The FCal is
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Figure 3.8 A schematic representation of a section of the LAr EM-Cal barrel region, showing
different layers and the radiation length (X0) of their material, as well as their constituent
cells and their coverage in η ×φ [15].

made from a matrix of copper plates with drilled holes housing an electrode structure. The
electrodes are made from a copper tube with a co-axial rod. The gap between the rod and
tube is filled with LAr which is the active sampling material. The FCal is split into three
modules. The innermost module provides EM energy measurements as the rods are made
from copper. Tungsten rods are used in the two subsequent modules, providing a material
with higher absorption length, suitable for hadronic energy measurements.

3.2.2.3 Clustering

Signals from calorimeter cells are used to create clusters of energy deposits in the calorimeter
in order to provide information about candidate particles. Two main clustering algorithms are
used: a sliding window algorithm which forms a cluster by summing cells within a clustering
window, and topological cell clustering [126] which iteratively sums adjacent cells. Both
methods are discussed in more detain in the context of the High-Level trigger (HLT) in
Section 3.2.5.2 (page 68).
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3.2.3 The muon spectrometer (MS)

A layout of the muon spectrometer (MS) [110] is shown in Figure 3.10. The MS is instru-
mented by triggering and high-precision tracking chambers. Muon tracks are deflected by
the superconducting barrel toroid magnets in the range |η |< 1.4, while two smaller end-cap
toroid magnets deflect tracks in the range of 1.6 < |η |< 2.7. The transition region muons
(1.4 < |η | < 1.6) are deflected by both barrel and end-cap toroid magnets. The precision
measurement of muon tracks is provided by two types of muon chambers. In the barrel
region, track measurements are made in chambers arranged into three cylindrical layers
around the beam axis. Three layers of chambers are arranged perpendicular to the beam
axis per end-cap side. A total of 354 240 Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs) are grouped into
chambers which are used over almost the entire |η |< 2.7 range to provide precision tracking.
Each tube has a resolution of 80 µm. The exception is the innermost barrel layer where the
2.0 < |η |< 2.7 range is covered by Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs) which can withstand
the demanding rates. The CSCs offer a resolution of 60 µm. The triggering chambers cover
a range of |η |< 2.4. Resistive Plate Chambers (RCPs) are used in the barrel region while
Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs) cover the end-cap regions. The triggering capabilities of the
muon chambers are discussed in Section 3.2.5.

Figure 3.9 A computer generated view of the ATLAS muon system [15], showing the
different components of the MS and the toroid magnets.
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3.2.4 Magnet systems

Figure 3.10 A schematic view of the ATLAS magnetic system [127], showing the solenoid
(green), and barrel (blue) and end-cap (red) toroids.

The magnet systems in ATLAS provide a bending plane for the trajectories of charged
particles, from which their momentum can be deduced. The magnetic system is made up of
two primary components each running at a temperature of ∼ 4.5 K. The first is the solenoid
magnet which surrounds the ID. It is just 45 mm thin so as to minimise the radiative thickness
prior to the calorimeters. The solenoid is 5.3 m long and 2.5 m in diameter and weighs 5.4
tonnes, storing an energy of 40 MJ, and providing a 2 T axial magnetic field to the ID. This
allows for the precise measurement of charged particles with a pT of up to ∼ 100 GeV.

The second component of the magnetic system is that of the toroid magnets, which can
be split into a barrel and two end-cap regions. Each region has eight coils, radially assembled
around the beam axis. The axial length of each barrel coil is 25.3 m while the end-cap coils
are 5 m. The toroid system has an average field of 0.6 T and allows for the measurements of
muons with pT up to 6 TeV.

3.2.5 Trigger and data acquisition

The TDAQ system [111, 112] is responsible for the triggering of events considered interesting
for physics analysis in the ATLAS detector while maintaining manageable rates of data
acquisition. A schematic overview of the TDAQ is shown in Figure 3.11. It consists of
a two stage process: a hardware-based Level-1 trigger (L1), and a subsequent software-
based High-Level trigger (HLT). In Run-2 the read-out rate of the L1 trigger is constrained
to a maximum of 100kHz (240 GB/s), while HLT runs on average at 1000 Hz (2.4 GB/s).
Regions-of-Interest (RoIs), that are identified at L1, are passed on to the HLT where additional
algorithms are run. The L1 trigger is composed of the Level-1 calorimeter trigger (L1Calo)
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and Level-1 muon trigger (L1Muon), that feed into the Central Trigger Processor (CTP). The
CTP is responsible for applying preventative dead-time (a window of time during which
no data is collected). Simple dead-time is applied to avoid overlapping read-out windows
by limiting the minimum time allowed to pass between two consecutive L1 accepts. The
nominal simple dead-time in Run-2 is15 set to 100 ns. To avoid the on-detector front-end (FE)
read-out electronics from being overwhelmed, the number of L1 accepts per number of bunch
crossings is limited, known as complex dead-time. Upon receiving a L1 acceptance signal,
data from the FE read-out electronics are parsed to their detector-specific Read-Out Drivers
(RODs) for processing, and subsequently collected by the Read-Out System (ROS). Events
are buffered at the ROS and processed by the HLT. Events passing the HLT are collected in
on-site local storage and exported to Tier-0 for offline reconstruction. Both the L1 and HLT
can be assigned prescale factors that disable the triggers for a certain fraction of accepts. The
trigger prescale factors can be varied during data-taking to accommodate for different rate
constraints at a particular instantaneous luminosity. Further details of the L1 and HLT are
provided in what follows.

Figure 3.11 The ATLAS TDAQ system in Run 2, highlighting the triggering and data-
flow [112].

A description of the triggering algorithms used for particular physics objects are described
in the respective subsections of Section 4.3. The trigger rates from different groups of trigger
objects are shown in Figure 3.12 from a representative run recorded in July 2016 as a function

15Equivalent to four bunch crossings, since the nominal bunch spacing in Run-2 is 25 ns.
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Figure 3.12 Physics trigger group rates at (a) L1 and (b) HLT as a function of the number of
luminosity blocks which correspond to on average 60s per luminosity block in a representative
run taken in July 2016 [128]. Overlaps between trigger groups are included in the total rate.

of the recorded luminosity block. Each luminosity block corresponds to approximately 60 s
of data-taking. Rates decay exponentially with decreasing luminosity during an LHC fill,
while periodically increasing due to change in the trigger prescales used to optimise the
bandwidth usage. Due to energy resolution effects, triggers have a region in which they are
not fully efficient, referred to as a turn-on curve, right around their online pT requirements.
Examples of trigger turn-on curves can be seen for single electron, single muon, and single
tau lepton triggers in Figure 4.2 (b), Figure 4.3 (b) and Figure 4.5, respectively. Within this
region, the efficiency of the data recorded is reduced. Scale factors are provided to match
the efficiency of triggers modelled in simulation to those observed in data. Although these
trigger scale factors still serve to match the efficiency in simulation to data before the turn-on
curve, they tend to carry large uncertainties in this region due to the low statistics. Therefore
it is common practice to select objects that are on the efficiency plateau of the trigger, as
done in the analyses in this thesis.

3.2.5.1 Level-1 trigger (L1)

The L1 trigger is seeded by L1Calo and L1Muon, which are trigger systems based on the
calorimeters and muon spectrometers, respectively. The L1Calo is seeded by analogue signals
from ∼7000 trigger towers in the calorimeters, each with a granularity of φ ×η = 0.1×0.1.
Figure 3.13 shows a schematic representation of trigger towers, input to the L1Calo. Analog
signals from the trigger towers are digitised and calibrated in a pre-processor and transmitted
in parallel to both the Clustering Processor (CP) and the jet/∑E processor (JEP). Here ∑E
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refers to the total summed energy. The CP is responsible for identifying electron/photon and
hadronic tau candidates based on energy thresholds and isolation conditions. A RoI in the CP
is identified as a 2×2 trigger tower cluster in the EM-Cal, as shown in Figure 3.13, where
one combination of two nearest neighbour towers exceeds a predefined energy threshold.
The isolation ring in the EM-Cal surrounding the RoI, and core and isolation Had-Cal towers
directly behind the RoI, can be used to place isolation criteria at trigger level. RoIs are
identified by the JEP as 4×4 or 8×8 trigger tower clusters with a ∑E from the EM-Cal and
Had-Cal above a predefined threshold. A 2×2 cluster with maximum energy is identified
as the cluster’s core. They are used to seed jet triggers and calculate the global ∑E used in
Emiss

T triggers.

Figure 3.13 Schematic representation of a trigger tower that seeds the L1Calo algo-
rithms [112]. Shown are the RoI and isolation regions in the EM-Cal, as well as the
respective inner core and isolation regions in the Had-Cal.

The L1Muon is seeded from the RCPs and TGCs in the barrel and end-cap regions,
respectively, that provide triggering and position information for muons. In Run-1 a sig-
nificant fraction of the L1Muon accepts in the end-cap region where attributed to events
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with slow particles originating at large z along the beam pipe, as shown in Figure 3.14. A
new coincidence requirement that takes into account end-cap inner and forward inner TGCs,
introduced in Run-2 [111, 112], mitigate these background sources.

Figure 3.14 Schematic representation of the MS with different η sections being highlighted.
The RCPs and TGCs that seed the L1Muon are shown. A source of background to L1Muon
are from slow particles originating at large z along the beam pipe, an example of that is
shown by the red arrow [112].

Both the L1Calo and L1Muon accepts are parsed to a Level-1 topological trigger (L1Topo)
that was introduced in Run-2 [111]. L1Topo identifies interesting events based on the
kinematic and geometric attributes of the input, motivated by physics-based signatures. It
includes refined calculations of global quantities, such as Emiss

T . Events passing the L1Calo,
L1Muon, and/or L1Topo are parsed to the CTP that makes the final L1 trigger decision based
on the dead-time requirements.

3.2.5.2 High-Level trigger (HLT)

The HLT is a software-based trigger that provides fast-object and event reconstruction in
order to refine trigger decisions. The time that it takes the HLT to process an event depends
on the pileup conditions of the event and the trigger menu used at the time. Generally
the HLT is split into two stages: an initial fast-reconstruction stage that eliminates a large
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portion of events, and a second slower more precise reconstruction stage. During the HLT
processing, several algorithms dedicated to tracking in the ID and MS, and clustering in the
calorimeters, are implemented and tuned to their target signature. Some brief description of
these algorithms is presented below. The HLT reconstruction can be performed on a RoI or
full-event basis, depending on the final topology targeted. All events passing the HLT trigger
that are intended for physics analysis are written to a dedicated event stream called Main.
Additional streams dedicated to calibration, monitoring, and detector performance.

Fast track reconstruction in the ID, at the level of the HLT, consists of pattern recognition
algorithms tuned for the particular trigger; precision tracking borrows heavily from the
offline track reconstruction techniques. Tracking is a computationally expensive process and
takes up on average 40% of the HLT CPU time. As such, tracking algorithms are mostly
applied to RoIs and not performed on the full event. The tracking dedicated to hadronic tau
lepton and b-jet triggers are run on larger RoIs than that of the muon and electron triggers.
Both hadronic tau lepton and b-jet tracking in the HLT therefore use multi-stage tracking to
moderate CPU processing time. The details of the tau and b-jet tracking used for triggering
are discussed in more detail in Sections 4.3.6 and 4.3.5.

In the HLT, calorimeter information is reconstructed into cells and clusters in order to
provide information about candidate particles. Since the HLT has access to the full detector
granularity, the algorithms improve the accuracy of energy and position measurements
performed at L1. The first stage of the HLT reconstruction in the calorimeter is the conversion
of raw calorimeter data into a collection of cells. For well-separated objects (electrons,
photons, muons, taus) cell reconstruction is performed within RoIs identified at L1. The full
calorimeter raw data is unpacked for the reconstruction of calorimeter cells for jets and Emiss

T

objects. In either case, the calorimeter data is accessed from the data collection buffer, as
needed. Cells are used as inputs to clustering algorithms, which create clusters of energy
deposits in the calorimeter. Two such clustering algorithms are used. A sliding window
algorithm forms a cluster by summing cells within a clustering window. The algorithm
scans a grid of cell towers and aligns the window with an orientation that provides a local
maximum of transverse energies. A barycentre at each layer in the calorimeter is calculated
and all cells within a fixed window of its position are included in the cluster. An alternative
clustering method is that of topological cell clustering [126]. This method is seeded by a
single calorimeter cell, and iteratively adds cells, satisfying energy threshold conditions,
to form a cluster. Seed cells are identified by satisfying energy thresholds significantly
above that of the expected noise. Topological cell clustering provides performance similar
to the clustering in the offline reconstruction, although it is significantly slower that the
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sliding window algorithm. The resulting topo-clusters are used for tau, jet and Emiss
T object

reconstruction in the HLT.

The HLT muon track reconstruction is split into fast- and precision-reconstruction
stages [112]. The fast reconstruction is seeded from RoIs defined at L1. Drift time and
position information from the MDTs chambers in the RoI are used to fit MS-only tracks using
muon track look-up tables. These tracks are extrapolated back to match tracks in the ID and
are refit to provide a combined muon candidate. The precise tracking starts from the MS-only
and combined muon candidates identified in the previous stage. A tracking algorithm, similar
to the one used in the offline muon track reconstruction, makes use of information from
additional trigger chambers and precision muon chambers within the respective RoI. An
extrapolation of MS-only tracks back into the ID is again used to match ID tracks. If the
matching fails, an inside-out approach is tried where ID tracks are extrapolated to the MS and
matched to MS tracks. This second attempt at combined muon reconstruction is significantly
slower than the outside-in approach, and is used to recover a fraction of muon objects (∼ 5%).
Muon trigger menus generally make use of combined muon candidates, although MS-only
muons are also triggered since they can be useful for exotic signatures.
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Chapter 4

ATLAS Data

Collision events are observed in the ATLAS detector as electronic signals that are later
reconstructed into charged tracks and neutral energy deposits and subsequently classified as
belonging to physics objects. This chapter describes the data chain of recorded and simulated
data events in the ATLAS detector, and the reconstruction algorithms used in subsequent
analysis chapters.

4.1 Distributed computing and the ATLAS data model

The ATLAS experiment makes use of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) which
provides most of the computational resources the experiment requires [129]. The WLCG is a
network of computer centres from across the world comprised into a hierarchical multi-tier
computing infrastructure. Computing centres are categorised into four Tiers, depending
on the role that they play. The ATLAS Tier-0 site [130] is the local CERN data centre
through which all of the recorded data from the experiment passes. Within ATLAS, the
Tier-0 centre is mainly responsible for prompt processing of the raw data coming from the
online TDAQ system, writing of raw and reconstructed data to tape, and distributing the data
to off-site Tier-1 centres. Tier-1 sites are primarily used to archive raw data, reprocess data,
and provide access to processed versions of the data. They also provide some computing
resources to analysis groups for data analysis. Tier-2 sites provide additional storage and
computing resources and are used for generating event simulation samples. Tier-3 sites
are primarily comprised of local institute clusters and provide local user-end storage and
computing resources.
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The raw event data recorded by the TDAQ system are initially in a byte-stream (RAW)
format. The RAW data format is reconstructed at Tier-0 into a representation of physics
objects, as described in Section 4.3, and stored in the Event Summary Data (ESD) format.
The ESD format contains sufficient information to allow for the re-calibration of the event
reconstruction: track re-fitting, jet calibration, particle identification, etc.. The ESD format is
subsequently reduced into the Analysis Object Data (AOD) format which contains a summary
of the reconstructed event, and contains sufficient information for common analysis tasks.
The AOD format is compatible with the ROOT [131] data framework commonly used for
data storage and analysis by the particle physics community.

4.2 ATLAS simulation

In order to generate simulated data, i.e., Monte Carlo (MC), the data model requires additional
steps. The simulation of events from a particular physics process is performed by event
generators which simulate the incident parton interactions and subsequent showering of
final-state particles. The event simulation process is further described below. The resulting
simulated events are stored in the Event Data (EVNT) format, and contains the particle
information as produced by the MC generator. This information is commonly referred to as
MC truth level information. EVNT data are then processed through the detector simulation
step, either full (GEANT 4 [132]) or fast (ATLFASTII [133]) simulation, simulating the
detector acceptance and response, and producing a collection of interactions, or hits, with the
detector. The data is stored in the HITS data format. This format subsequently undergoes
digitisation in order to convert detector hits into the electronic signals read out by the TDAQ
system, resulting in a similar RAW format (also containing MC truth information) to that
used in the online data-taking. The RAW format is then reconstructed into ESD and AOD
formats.

4.2.1 Event generators

The role of a MC event generator is to simulate events produced from the interactions
occurring in the particle detector. The discussion here focuses on the description of pp
collisions within the ATLAS detector. In a high-energy pp collision, a parton from each of the
two approaching protons are involved in an interaction with large momentum transfer, referred
to as the hard-scatter process. The hard-scatter process determines the main characteristics
of the event and produces outgoing final-state particles. Short lived intermediate particles
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can be created in the hard-scatter, and need to be considered. Additionally, partons from the
protons which are not involved in the hard interaction may also undergo soft scattering or
radiate partons and produces final-state particles. This process, comprising of the final-state
particles not directly involved in the hard-scatter, is referred to as the underlying event (UE).
Due to QCD confinement, final-state quarks and gluons are not directly observable within
the detector, and undergo hadronisation: the fragmentation of coloured partons into colour-
neutral hadrons, and the decay of unstable hadrons. Similarly, Quantum Electrodynamincs
(QED) radiation from initial or final-state partons will be produced. This results in parton
showers (PSs): cascades of particles such as hadrons, photons and electrons which traverse
the detector.

There are many event generators available for simulating high-energy pp interactions.
These generators make use of parton distribution functions (PDFs) to define the flavour
and momentum probability distributions of the partons from the incoming protons. The
cross-section of a particular interaction is determined from the matrix-element (ME) cal-
culation of the initial and final-state interaction and the proton PDFs. The simulation of
subsequent showering of final-state partons is performed by simulating QED and QCD
radiation, and making use of fragmentation models. In practice, different event generators
have varying performance when simulating different physics processes, and need to be tested
and cross-checked against data. It is not uncommon for the ME calculations and PS to
be performed separately with different generators. The specific generators used to model
particular processes in the analysis chapters will be mentioned therein.

4.3 Object reconstruction

The raw ATLAS data (and event simulation) is a collection of digitised signals from different
detector systems. The signals need to be reconstructed into physics objects (a representation
of detector signals as particles) so that they can be conveniently used for physics analyses.
Large fractions of data available to ATLAS include well understood processes that are not
of interest. In order to record interesting events, a dedicated TDAQ system is in place
to control the data acquisition rates (Section 3.2.5). The TDAQ system is reliant on fast
object reconstruction in order to make decisions on which events are interesting and should
be recorded. This is referred to as online reconstruction. Recorded data is subsequently
reconstructed by the offline reconstruction algorithms at Tier-0 where the reconstruction
algorithms are not constrained by the latency requirements of the TDAQ.
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When measuring event rates and cross-sections a thorough understanding of the efficiency
with which physics objects are reconstructed, within the detector, is vital. The efficiency of a
certain object is composed of several components, associated with the object’s reconstruction
εreco., identification εid., isolation εiso., and triggering εtrig. efficiencies. Several working
groups within ATLAS are tasked with the development of object reconstruction, identification,
triggering, etc., with groups dedicated to objects such as electrons, muons, photons, jets, tau
leptons (taus for short), and missing transverse energy. The working groups also provide
the measurement of the object efficiencies, and their respective uncertainties, to be used by
analyses within ATLAS. They will also provide recommended calibrations and corrections
that can be used to address object mis-modelling.

The details of the reconstruction, identification, isolation and triggering of physics objects
used in subsequent physics analysis chapters are discussed here. A schematic representation
of the different layers of the ATLAS detector used to reconstruct different physics objects is
shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 A computer generated view of the ATLAS detector showing the active detector
layers used for particle reconstruction [134].
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4.3.1 Electrons

Electron candidates, referring to objects which are candidates for either e+ or e−, are selected
by matching EM-Cal clusters to tracks fit from hits in the ID [135]. Clusters in the EM-
Cal are seeded by a sliding window search in η × φ for longitudinal towers which have
a total cluster transverse energy of ET > 2.5 GeV. Qualifying clusters then provide RoIs
within which ID tracking algorithms are run. Tracks are reconstructed by using pattern
recognition based on hits in the ID, where the pattern finding algorithm allows for energy
loss in subsequent layers of the ID. Tracks are fit from several ID hits using a χ2 fit. The
resulting tracks are extrapolated into the EM-Cal. The tracks and calorimeter clusters are
then matched by considering the distance in η ×φ between the track position in the middle
layer of the EM-Cal, and the barycentre of a EM-Cal cluster. The electron candidate is
then the resulting matched track and EM-Cal cluster 16. Electron candidates are removed
if they fail to have any precision silicon hits and are considered as photon candidates. The
experimental effects on the cluster energy are taken into account by performing an energy
calibration using simulated events. The electron four-momentum is then computed from the
energy from the calibrated cluster and the primary track associated with the original cluster.

General sources of backgrounds to reconstructed electrons include non-prompt electrons,
from photon conversion or heavy flavour hadronic decays, and charged hadronic particles17,
like π±’s. Consequently, dedicated identification algorithms are used to assess the quality
of the electron candidates. The baseline electron identification algorithm makes use of a
likelihood based multivariate method18. Signal and background probability distribution
functions (PDFs) are built for a set of discriminating variables which are sensitive to the
separation of signal and background reconstructed electrons. An electron candidate is then
assigned a probability of being either a signal or background object, calculated from a
likelihood ratio derived from the candidate’s properties. Three working points are provided,
listed here in order of increasing background rejection, loose, medium and tight. The
working points are all based on the same likelihood discriminant. Events selected by the
tight (medium) working point are a subset of events selected by the medium (loose)
working point (i.e., loose ⊇ medium ⊇ tight). The signal efficiency for an electron
candidate with ET = 25 GeV is in the range of approximately 75% to 90%, depending on

16When several tracks are matched to a single cluster, the ambiguity is resolved by identifying a primary
track based on the cluster-track distance, and number and location of pixel hits

17The TRT offers good discrimination from charged hadrons through the detection of transition radiation
photons.

18An alternative electron identification, using a cut based method as opposed to the likelihood method, is also
provided—with respective loose, medium, tight working points—although it is not used in Run-2 analyses
and generally reserved for cross checks.
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the working point, and increases as a function of ET. Figure 4.2 (a) shows the electron
reconstruction and identification efficiencies for different working points as a function of
ET, measured for data and MC in Z → ee events. The difference between the data and MC
efficiencies is provided as a scale factor to correct MC.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2 Measured efficiency in Z → ee events for data and MC of (a) the electron
reconstruction and identification at different working points, and (b) the 24 GeV medium
electron trigger [135].

Along with the electron identification requirements introduced above, electron isolation
techniques are designed to provide additional background rejection. Analyses targetting
prompt electrons in the final-state can benefit from requirements on the electron isolation
in order to further discriminate against converted photons and hadronic electron sources.
Variables which quantify the isolation of the electron are based on either calorimeter or
tracking information in a cone around the electron. Working points for the electron isolation
requirements are defined on a fixed basis (i.e., with a constant threshold on the discriminating
variables) or varying with the electron ET. The gradient isolation working point provides
approximately 90(99)% efficiency for electrons with ET = 25(60) GeV.

Reconstructed electrons are used at the decision level in the HLT, seeded by calorimeter
RoIs at L1. Figure 4.2 (b) shows the efficiency in Z → ee events of the ET = 24 GeV medium
electron trigger for data and MC.
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4.3.2 Photons

Photons yield similar signatures in the EM-Cal to that of electrons, i.e., sliding window
clusters matched to tracks in the ID, and their reconstruction proceeds in parallel [136].
Prompt photons in ATLAS are identified as electromagnetic showers in the EM-Cal which
are isolated from other particles in the event [136]. Due to the possible photon conversion
into electron-positron pairs (γ → e+e−) within the ID, photon candidate EM-Cal clusters
are matched to tracks originating from a conversion vertex. These photons are identified
as converted photons. Alternatively a prompt photon reaching the EM-Cal (unconverted
photons) will have a signature shower without an associated track in the ID.

The energy of reconstructed photons is measured from deposited clusters in the EM-Cal,
calibrated to take into account energy loss in the ID layers, as well as the energy leakage into
the Had-Cal. The calibration is performed using a combination of simulation and data-driven
studies. The calibrated energy of the photon candidate, and the position of the barycentre
of clusters within the RoI in the second EM-Cal layer, is used to calculate the ET of the
candidate photon.

Photon identification algorithms [136] are used in order to identify prompt photons
from other sources, such as from hadronic decays, or QCD jets, which can mimic prompt
photon signatures. Prompt photons tend to produce narrower energy deposits in the EM-Cal
compared to jet backgrounds. Additionally, jet showers misidentified as photon candidates
tend to have higher levels of leakage into the Had-Cal, compared to those from prompt
photons. Sources of non-prompt photons are rejected by the photon identification algorithm,
which uses EM shower shape information to discriminate sources of background to prompt
photons. Isolation and identification working points are available, though they are not
explicitly relevant to the subsequent discussion in this thesis and are not detailed here.

4.3.3 Muons

Muons have an average proper lifetime of 2.2 µs and are stable within the detector material
of ATLAS. They are charged leptons and their trajectories can be mapped by the tracking
systems within ATLAS. Due to their large mass, above three orders of magnitude that of the
electron mass, they produce minor deposits of energy in the calorimeters. The MS described
in Section 3.2.3 is responsible for reconstructing muon trajectories outside of the calorimeters.
Muon candidates are therefore composed of tracks determined from hits in the MS, which
tend to be matched to tracks in the ID. The muon reconstruction [137] starts with a search
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for hits in MS layers aligned with the trajectory of a muon in the bending plane. Precise
momentum and η measurements are provided by the MDTs and CSCs, with the triggering
detectors providing (η ,φ) position measurements. Muon track candidates are built from
χ2 fits of hits from segments in the different layers. Hits with large χ2 contributions are
excluded and refit until the tracks pass predefined qualifying criteria.
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Figure 4.3 Measured efficiency in (a) Z → µµ and J/ψ events for data and MC of the muon
reconstruction efficiency for the medium identification working point [137], and (b) Z → µµ

and J/ψ events for data with the 2016 unprescaled muon L1 and HLT trigger in the barrel
region [112].

Four types of reconstructed muons are provided in Run-2 [137]. Only those relevant
to this thesis are commented on here. The bulk of muons are combined muons where a
global fit of ID and MS tracks is performed by extrapolating MS tracks back into the ID,
i.e., an outside-in approach. Muon candidates without ID tracks, which are compatible with
originating from the interaction point, are reconstructed as extrapolated muons. They are
used to extend the muon acceptance at high η where the ID coverage is limited.

The muon identification [137] aims to identify prompt muons from non-prompt muon
backgrounds, such as muons decaying from charged hadrons. In particular, muons from
charged hadronic decays inside the ID will produce signature kinked tracks that tend to have
poor fit quality, and incompatible momentum and charge dispersion in the ID and MS. As
such, the muon identification relies on applying quality requirements on muon candidates. In
particular, the quality and number of ID and MS hits associated to muon candidate tracks
are used to select high quality candidates. Additionally, several variables are used for muon
identification, including variables associated to the spread of the candidate’s charge and
momentum in the ID and MS, and the quality of the χ2 fit. Three working points are provided
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for the nominal muon identification, loose, medium and tight19. The medium working
point is the nominal selection for muons in most analyses, and is optimised to reduce sources
of uncertainty associated with muon reconstruction and calibration; only combined and
extrapolated muons are considered. The efficiency in data and MC of the medium muon
working point is shown in Figure 4.3 (a).

In addition to the muon identification described above, further background rejection for
prompt muons originating from heavy resonances is provided by isolation requirements
on muon candidates. Isolation variables are constructed in isolation regions surrounding
the muon candidates, by removing energy (or momentum) contributions attributed to the
muon and taking into account pileup and UE effects. The tracking isolation variable piso

T

sums the pT of tracks within a cone which shrinks as a function of the total muon (pµ

T),
∆R = min(10 GeV/pT

µ ,0.3). The calorimeter isolation variable E iso
T has a fixed isolation

region of ∆R = 0.2. Seven isolation working points are identified for Run-2 [137], applying
selections on piso

T and E iso
T which depend on pµ

T and efficiency requirements of the working
point. The loose and tight isolation working points are defined to have fixed 99% and
96% efficiency, respectively. The gradient and gradient-loose working points provide
varying efficiencies with respect to pµ

T , with > 90% and > 95% efficiency for pµ

T = 25 GeV,
respectively, increasing to 99% for pµ

T = 60 GeV. The remaining three working points are
defined by either using fixed cuts on the isolation variables (fixed-cut-loose), using only
the track based isolation (loose-track-only), or both (fixed-cut-tight-track-only).

Muon triggers have already been described in Section 3.2.5.2. The efficiency of the L1
and HLT muon trigger with medium identification is shown in Figure 4.3 (b) as measured in
Z → µµ events. The L1 muon trigger efficiency is ∼ 70% in the barrel region compared to
∼ 90% in the end-caps due to material from toroid magnets and the support structure.

4.3.4 Jets

Due to colour confinement in QCD, coloured final-state partons in pp collisions, i.e., gluons
and quarks, are observed experimentally as colourless hadrons. This process is referred to as
parton showering and results in collimated sprays of colourless particles, known as jets. It is
modelled via fragmentation models. How a jet is defined within an experiment is dependant
on the algorithms used to group particles into jets and define their combined momentum.
Sequential clustering algorithms are currently preferred to define jets as they are they are

19An additional working point which is optimised for heavy resonant W ′ and Z′ searches to high pT muons
is also provided. It targets muon candidates with pT > 100 GeV.
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infra-red and collinear (IRC) safe [138]: under collinear splitting, or soft emission, of partons,
the resulting jets identified do not change. Sequential clustering algorithms cluster particles
from initial candidates, and iteratively add additional particles into the jet. The default jet
definition used in ATLAS Run-2 reconstruction makes use of the anti-kt algorithm [139]
with radius parameter R = 0.4. The algorithm uses the distances di j and diB defined as,

di j = min(
1

(pi
T)

2 ,
1

(p j
T)

2
)×

∆R2
i j

R2 ,

diB =
1
pi

T
, (4.1)

where ∆Ri j is the angular distance between particles i and j, and pi
T is the transverse

momentum of particle i. The algorithm constructs all di j and diB combinations and finds the
minimum quantity. If a di j is found as the minimum, the set of particles i j are combined. If a
diB is found as the minimum, particle i is identified as a jet and removed from the algorithm.
The process is repeated until all particles have been clustered into a jet, or the desired number
of jets are found. From Eq. (4.1) it can be seen that this algorithm will prefer to cluster
around high pT (hard) objects first, and will iteratively add softer objects into the jet. The
resulting anti-kt jets are circular jets, of varying circumference, that tend to be clustered
around hard particles. They are robust against soft jets from UE and pileup due to their hard
particle dependence, but are poor at resolving jet substructure.

In Run-2 reconstruction, jet objects are seeded from topological cell clusters20 in the
calorimeter [126]. The reconstruction of topo-clusters is calibrated to account for the expected
noise levels in Run-2 conditions. Their energies are calculated at the EM scale, defined as
the calibrated energy scale of EM particles. The resulting clusters are used as input into
the anti-kt algorithm, implemented in the FASTJET package [140], which reconstructs jet
objects. At this stage, the energy associated with a reconstructed jet does not correspond
to the true energy of the particle jet, and a dedicated calibration of the jet energy scale
(JES) is required to correct for experimental effects. The difference in the reconstructed
and true jet energy can be quantified by measuring the jet energy response, which is the
average ratio of the reconstructed jet energy over the true jet energy, determined from
MC simulation experiments. There are several effects that need to be accounted for when
calibrating JES. The reconstructed jet energy needs to take into account the energy loss in
the inactive detector regions, due to jet components falling outside the detector acceptance,
and due to soft jet components that are skipped by the clustering algorithm due to threshold

20See Section 3.2.5.2
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requirements. Additionally, the calorimeters have different energy responses for hadronic
and electromagnetic showers. The jet energy response is also dependant of pileup conditions.
Since additional particles from pileup will be included into jet reconstruction, the result will
on average be an increase in the reconstructed jet energy. To account for these effects the
JES calibration is done in several steps [141]. First the jet direction is corrected to point to
the hard-scatter vertex, and the four-momentum of the jet is recalculated. Next, per-event
level pileup subtraction is used to remove the average excess energy within the area of the
jet [142], with a residual pileup correction determined from MC studies. The resulting jet
energy response is made to be independent on the number of primary vertices in the event.
The absolute JES calibration is then performed from MC truth studies to correct the jet
four-momentum to that of the truth jets. Tracking, jet shape and MS information is used to
reduce flavour dependence of the response and improve jet resolution. Finally, a residual
scale factor is applied to the reconstructed jet energy so as to match the reconstructed MC jet
energy resolution.

While the effects from pileup are on average subtracted on an event-by-event basis, as
discussed above, local fluctuations may result in reconstructed jets which originate from
pileup. Tracking based variables are defined and used in a multivariate discriminant in
order suppress reconstructed jets from pileup. In particular, the fraction of the total pT from
tracks associated to the jet which originate from the primary vertex, as well as the jet energy
(post JES calibration), provide an effective handle for pileup background suppression. The
resulting multivariate discriminant is known as the jet vertex tagger (JVT) [143] and provides
pileup jet suppression with hard-scatter jet efficiencies which are stable with respect to pileup
conditions.

There are several additional background sources which may deposit energy in the
calorimeters and be reconstructed as jets. These include upstream beam backgrounds,
cosmic-ray showers and calorimeter noise. A dedicated jet cleaning tool [144] is provided
in order to veto events which are suspected to have sources of bad jets. This is done with
predefined loose-bad and tight-bad working points, the former providing high event
efficiency while the latter provides high jet purity. Jet cleaning is applied at analysis level
after the objects selection and overlap conditions have been applied, and prior to calculation
of Emiss

T .

The nominal jet reconstruction for jet triggers at the HLT resembles that of the offline
reconstruction. The jet reconstruction at the HLT is highly flexible, and can be performed on
a RoI basis and/or without the different components of JES calibration. Common triggers
provided include different jet multiplicities passing a variety of energy thresholds.
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4.3.5 b-jets

Many important signatures from SM and BSM physics have final-state b-quarks. The
resulting hadrons have a mean lifetime of ∼ 1.5ps and will therefore generally travel several
millimetres within the ATLAS detector volume before subsequently decaying. This results in
a secondary vertex displaced from the primary interaction point, characterised by tracks with
large transverse and longitudinal impact parameters. Additionally, a b-hadron tends to have
a large invariant mass with respect to its decay products, resulting in decay products with
high pT and subsequently wider jets and higher track multiplicities than those associated
with light quark hadrons. These features are used to identify jets from b-hadrons (b-jets)
using dedicated b-tagging algorithms [145, 146]. The b-tagging algorithms are seeded from
reconstructed jets, and make use of reconstructed tracks and the position of the primary
vertex. The identification of b-jets was improved substantially in Run-2 by the inclusion of
the IBL [114]. One such algorithm, MV2 [146], combines the output of several b-tagging
classifiers in a boosted decision tree (BDT) regression. It is trained on simulated tt events,
with resulting b-jets as the signal, and c-jets and light quark jets considered as background.
Variations of the regression discriminant exist as MV2cXX, where the trailing XX are numbers
which indicate the fraction of c-jets in the background sample used for training. For example,
MV2c10 is trained against a sample comprised of 10% c-jets, and 90% light quark jets21.
Several working points are provided which offer a varying performance in b-jet efficiency
and background rejection. The recommended algorithm for Run-2 is MV2c10, whose working
points and performance are shown in Table 4.1 [146]. The b-jet triggers used in Run-2 adopt
the same b-tagging algorithms used offline.

Table 4.1 Working points for the MV2C10 b-tagging algorithm, showing the expected b-jet
efficiency, and background rejection, estimated from tt events [146].

BDT Cut Value b-jet Efficiency [%] c-jet Rejection Light-jet Rejection τ Rejection
0.9349 60 34 1538 184
0.8244 70 12 381 55
0.6459 77 6 134 22
0.1758 85 3.1 33 8.2

21This naming scheme was defined in Ref. [147]. However, for the more recent versions, which are used in
the subsequent analyses, the fractions only match approximately. For example, in MV2c10 in Ref. [146] the
training background sample was set at 7% c-jets and 93% light quark jets.
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4.3.6 Taus

Taus (τ-leptons) are an important signature to many SM and BSM analyses. The short
lifetime of taus results in a proper decay length of ∼80 µm, decaying within the LHC beam
pipe and well before reaching the IBL [21]. Taus decay ∼ 65% of the time into hadrons,
predominantly neutral (π0) and charged pions (π±) of several multiplicities. Due to charge
conservation, most hadronically decaying taus decay with 1 or 3 charged particles (or prongs),
subsequently denoted as τ1-prong and τ3-prong, respectively. The remaining 35% are attributed
to leptonic decay modes, i.e., electrons (τ− → e−ν̄eντ ) and muons (τ− → µ−ν̄µντ )22,
distributed approximately evenly between the two modes. Hadronically decaying taus are
denoted as τhad, while leptonically decaying taus are τlep, with τe and τµ denoting decays
to electrons and muons, respectively. Table 4.2 shows the individual decay channels of
taus and their respective decay rates. In practice τlep candidates are indistinguishable from
prompt electrons and muons from the interaction point. Therefore, ATLAS analyses rely
on muon and electron reconstruction algorithms in order to identify τlep candidates. Tau
reconstruction within ATLAS exclusively refers to the reconstruction of τhad. In practice,
the energy associated with the accompanying neutrino in hadronic decays is lost as missing
energy, and only the visible decay products are used in the reconstruction. The reconstructed
tau candidate is therefore usually referred to as τhad-vis, to allude to the fact that the invisible
component is not taken into account, while the τ notation is reserved for the true tau lepton.

All anti-kt jet candidates are initially considered as τhad-vis candidates and seed the τhad-vis

reconstruction algorithm [148, 149]. Jets associated with τhad decays have particular features
which can be used to distinguish them from other jet sources. In particular, they tend to
produce energy deposits which are culminated and have low-multiplicities of associated
tracks. The tau reconstruction is seeded by jets which are required to have pT > 10 GeV
and |η | < 2.5 with a veto on transition region jets (1.37 < |η | < 1.52). A tau vertex is
chosen from a selection of vertices from candidate tracks within a cone of ∆R < 0.2 of the
jet candidate. The vertex from the track with highest momentum fraction is chosen as the tau
vertex. The tracks must pass quality criteria and have a transverse plane distance d0 < 1mm,
as well as be within |∆z0 sin(θ)| of the tau vertex23. Isolation (0.2 < ∆R < 0.4) and core
(∆R < 0.2) regions are defined as cones around the resulting tau candidate. The vector sum
of topo-clusters within the tau core region is used to define the tau direction with respect to

22Leptonic tau decays are a flavour changing processes induced though a virtual W± boson, i.e.,

τ
− →W−

ντ → ℓ−ν̄ℓντ

.
23See Section 3.2.1.4
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Table 4.2 Average tau lepton decay branching fractions (B) in percentage [21]. Charged
hadrons are represented by h± and are either pions or kaons.

Decay mode B[%]
Total τlep 35.2
τ− → e−ν̄eντ 17.8
τ− → µ−ν̄µντ 17.4
Total τhad 64.8
τ− → h−ντ 11.5
τ− → h−π0ντ 26.0
τ− → h−π0π0ντ 9.5
τ− → h−h+h−ντ 9.8
τ− → h−h+h−π0ντ 4.8
Other τhad 3.2

the tau vertex. A correction to the tau energy response is applied by using the local cluster
energy calibration of topo-clusters associated with the tau, and subtracts an amount of energy
which is proportional to the number of reconstructed interaction vertices in the event, in order
to compensate for the expected energy contribution from pileup. As with the jet calibration,
the energy response is corrected to visible tau energy from MC truth events—excluding
neutrino decays. The calibration is done in bins of |η | and number of prongs. The full tau
energy scale (TES) calibration [149] includes additional correction scale factors which are
extracted through a tag-and-probe analysis in Z → τµτhad events, where the reconstructed mZ

distribution is matched to simulation by correcting the tau energy. This is done independently
for τ1-prong and τ3-prong candidates.

The tau identification algorithm [149] is an important tool which can be used to reject
backgrounds from quark- and gluon-initiated jets. It employs the use of a BDT to create a
multivariate regression discriminant that can be subsequently used to attain certain levels
of tau efficiency and purity. Input variables to the BDT are corrected so as to not be pileup
dependent. The variables used include variables related to the candidate’s calorimeter cells,
clusters, shower shape and tracks. Additionally, a method which provides the reconstruction
of the individual constituent particles of the tau decay, i.e., charged and neutral hadrons,
known as tau particle flow (TPF) [150], is used to provide variables related to reconstructed
pions and their respective energies. The BDT is trained on Z/γ∗ → ττ simulated signal
samples against multijet background samples from data. Three working points are provided,
loose, medium, and tight, which are defined to provide tau efficiencies which are con-
stant with respect to the tau pT. The targeted combined reconstruction and identification
efficiencies for τ1-prong (τ3-prong) candidates are 60% (50%), 55% (40%), and 45% (30%)
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for loose, medium, and tight working points, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.4. A
dedicated electron discrimination is also provided in order to reject jets from electrons faking
tau candidates [149]. Here, τ1-prong candidates which have a reconstructed electron within
their isolation cone are vetoed. The electron has to pass an identification working point
requirement which is tuned to yield 95% efficiency for hadronic taus.
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Figure 4.4 Measured τhad-vis identification efficiencies, and combined identification and re-
construction efficiencies, in MC for (a) τ1-prong and (b) τ3-prong passing different identification
working points as a function of the τhad-vis pT [151].

At L1, tau candidates are triggered by identifying RoIs in clusters of 2×2 trigger towers
in the EM-Cal, as discussed in Section 3.2.5.1 [112]. Isolation requirements are placed on the
L1 tau triggers, with ET < 60 GeV, to yield a 98% efficiency when run on simulation. The
large number of jets having similar properties to τhad decays makes moderating tau trigger
rates very challenging. At the HLT a ∆R < 0.2 cone is paced around the L1 RoI direction. A
tau energy calibration scheme is used to calculate the energy from topo-clusters of calorimeter
cells within the cone. Energy threshold requirements are then applied on the tau candidates. A
fast multiple stage tracking is then used to reconstruct ID tracks. The multiple stage tracking
offers a way to moderate the high CPU time required to perform tracking in the large RoIs
required by effective tau triggering. The fast tracking is followed by the nominal precision
tracking described in Section 3.2.5.2. Reconstructed tau candidate variables are defined
analogous to the ones used in the offline tau identification classifier. These variables are used
in a BDT regression to provide a single score used for tau identification. The same trained
BDT is used on offline and online tau reconstruction to preserve the correlations between
different tau identification working points. The BDT is trained separately for tau candidates
with 1 and 3 associated charged tracks. The primary tau triggers used for physics analysis
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4.3 Object reconstruction

include single tau triggers with high ET thresholds, or tau triggers with an accompanying
electron, muon, tau, or Emiss

T trigger accept. The measured efficiencies in data and MC for a
single τhad-vis trigger with a pT threshold of 25 GeV is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Measured τhad-vis trigger efficiencies in data and MC for (a) τ1-prong and (b)
τ3-prong passing a HLT with a τhad-vis pT threshold of 25 GeV [149].

4.3.7 Emiss
T reconstruction

In the pp collisions in ATLAS the individual partons of crossing protons carry varying
fractions of the proton energy. As such, the longitudinal component of the energy of a hard
parton collision will vary. On the other hand, the transverse energy fraction carried by partons
is minimal compared to the collision energy. Therefore, the transverse components of the
energy of all objects that arise from a parton collision are expected to be zero, or very close
to it. In practice, however, the energies from particles which escape detection in ATLAS
(such as neutrinos) are missed, in which case this sum can be significantly larger than zero.
The reconstruction of missing transverse energy (Emiss

T ) is therefore an important proxy for
measuring the energy of particles that escape detection.

In ATLAS the Emiss
T reconstruction [152, 153] has to take into account the full event

information, in which all reconstructed particle objects described in Sections 4.3.1– 4.3.6
are considered. The default Emiss

T reconstruction is the track soft-term (TST) Emiss
T and is

comprised of two components: a hard-term composed of fully reconstructed and calibrated
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objects, i.e., electrons, photons, muons, taus and jets; and a soft-term, which is composed of
tracks which are not associated to the hard-term objects, but which have a coincidence with
the hard-scatter vertex24. The vector definition Emiss

T is,

Emiss
T =−∑

i∈hard objects
pppi

T −∑
j∈soft tracks

ppp j
T. (4.2)

The first sum in Eq. (4.2) is a vector sum of all reconstructed (hard) objects in the event,
meeting some predefined quality criteria. In order to avoid double counting of detector signals,
a procedure which removes overlapping objects is in place. In particular, all reconstructed
particles, with the exception of muons, will have some ambiguity with a defined jet object 25.
The Emiss

T reconstruction therefore requires a sequence in which objects are included into the
calculation. In a default reconstruction, priority is given first to reconstructed muons, then
electrons, then photons, followed by hadronic taus, and finally jets. At each step, objects
which belong to two or more classes are assigned the object definition with highest priority,
while their overlapping objects are removed. The second term in Eq. (4.2) is the vector sum
of the soft components of Emiss

T . This component is intended to capture energy from soft
emission from hard objects, as well as objects which do not satisfy the threshold requirements
of the reconstructed particles. For the TST Emiss

T it is composed of the vector sum of the pT

from all tracks not associated with hard objects included in Emiss
T which stem from the hard-

scatter vertex. Both hard- and soft-terms have little pileup dependence. For the hard-term
this is as a result of being constructed from calibrated objects, which already account for
pileup effects. For the soft-term it is as a result of the hard-scatter vertex association, which
to a large extent removes effects from additional interactions in the same bunch crossing. The
default Emiss

T reconstructions outlined above is not intended to be a blanket Emiss
T definition,

and flexible support is provided for analysis level Emiss
T definitions.

Emiss
T triggers are seeded from the L1 JEP as described in Section 3.2.5 with dedicated

algorithms which reconstruct calo-based Emiss
T from cells, jets, or topo-clusters.

24The hard-scatter vertex is considered to be the primary vertex in an event with the highest scalar pT sum of
associated tracks.

25Only combined muon candidates are considered in the Emiss
T calculation. Due to their signals in the MS,

they can be readily distinguished from jet signals
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Chapter 5

Statistical Methods

High-energy physics is reliant on the ability to test different hypotheses. An experiment
aiming to make a measurement of an observable, or discover or exclude the existence of a
new particle, must design analysis in a way that allows the testing of different hypotheses. In
the simplest example one can test a null hypothesis Hnull versus an alternative hypothesis Halt.
For the purpose of discovering a new particle not predicted by the SM, the null hypothesis
would be identified as the SM prediction. To establish a discovery one would need to reject
Hnull in favour of an alternative hypothesis, in this case some BSM prediction. This is done
by defining a test statistic, a quantity dependant on parameters related to the hypothesis26

which quantifies the probability of observing a particular dataset. Predefined conditions of
the test statistic have to be defined in order to either fail to reject Hnull, or reject Hnull in
favour of Halt. The condition pertaining to a discovery is when Hnull is rejected at a statistical
significance (referred to in the following as just the significance) of 5σ or above27. In the
presence of a lack of evidence for the alternate hypothesis, Halt is excluded at 95% CL28. In
the section that follows, the test statistics and inference methods used within the analyses
discussed in Sections 6–8 are presented. Concepts belonging to the validation of fitting
likelihood functions, the estimation of uncertainties for measurements and cross-section
limits, and the Asimov dataset are also described.

26This is following a frequentist definition of the test statistic, giving a probability of observing a dataset
based with respect to a given hypothesis. An alternative approach is based on Bayesian hypothesis testing,
where inference is made on the probability of the hypothesis given the data. Although Bayesian statistics
are widely used in particle physics they are not relevant in the analyses discussed in the text. The preceding
discussion will be limited to discussing the frequentist treatment.

27Significance level is defined by the quantile of a normal Gaussian distribution and is defined in Eq. (5.12).
28CL is defined as α = 1− p-value, defined in Eq. (5.11)
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5.1 The likelihood function

The test statistic for both searches and measurements are based on the likelihood function.
The binned likelihood L (xxx|µ) for a dataset xxx is the probability of observing xxx for a given
hypothesis Hµ

29. Here xxx = {xi} is the set of the number of events in all considered bins of
the desired distributions. For any given bin in a distribution, the expected number of signal
and background events are determined by the corresponding cross-sections and integrated
luminosity (taking into account the detector response). The total number of events, n, for a
particular process is then given by,

n = L ·σ · ε ·A, (5.1)

where L is the integrated luminosity delivered by the accelerator, σ is the predicted cross-
section of the process, and ε and A are the efficiency and geometrical acceptance of the
detector. It is common practice to parameterise the total expected number of events in the
i-th bin of a distribution as,

ni = µ · si +bi, (5.2)

where si and bi is the expected number of signal and background events in the i-th bin,
respectively, and µ is the signal strength parameter which globally scales the signal, given
by,

µ =
σobs

σSM
, (5.3)

where σSM is the signal cross-section as predicted by the SM 30 and σobs is the observed
cross-section. The binned likelihood is defined as the product of the Poisson distribution for
each bin,

L (xxx|µ) = ∏
i∈bins

e−ni
nxi

i
xi!

(5.4)

= ∏
i∈bins

e−(µ·si+bi)
(µ · si +bi)

xi

xi!
. (5.5)

29In a likelihood function the dataset xxx remains fixed, and it is the hypothesis parameters which vary. The
notation L (xxx|µ) chosen here is commonly used and reads as: the likelihood of xxx under the hypothesis Hµ

30For measurements or searches where the signal is defined by the SM this definition results in agreement
with the SM where µ = 1. For searches of BSM particles there is of course no σSM . For such a case one
could define µ in terms of an expected BSM cross-section, σBSM . This does not introduce a dependence on
a particular BSM model as the cross-sections in Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.3 cancel. The BSM signal MC templates
are usually normalised to represent the number of events expected with σBSM = 1pb, and the signal strength is
directly interpretable as a multiplicative factor, i.e., σBSM(µ = X) = Xpb.
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In the case where we are interested in measuring the signal strength, µ can be considered to
be the parameter of interest (POI). The likelihood function will in general also depend on
additional parameters which are not of immediate interest, referred to as nuisance parameters
(NPs), but which must be accounted for in the analysis. In the presence of a set of NPs,
θθθ = {θ j}, the likelihood function takes on additional terms attributed to different sources of
uncertainty. NPs are generally, although not exclusively, parameterised in terms of Gaussian
probability distributions with an expected value θ 0

j and standard deviation σ
θ 0

j
determined

via an auxiliary measurement. The true value of any θ j ∈ Gauss(θ 0
j ,σθ 0

j
) is not considered

to be known a priori but is estimated31 from xxx. In the presence of NPs the binned likelihood
function is written as,

L (xxx,θθθ 0|µ,θθθ) = ∏
i∈bins

e−ni(µ,θθθ)
µ

ni(µ,θθθ)
i
xi!

× ∏
j∈systs

e
(θ j−θ0

j )
2

σθ j (5.6)

= ∏
i∈bins

Poisson(xi|µ · si(θθθ)+bi(θθθ))× ∏
j∈systs

Gauss(θ 0
j |θ j,σθ j), (5.7)

where Poisson and Gauss represent Poisson and Gaussian distributions, respectively. In the
interest of readability and brevity the implicit dependence on the dataset and nuisance pa-
rameters will be omitted from the following text, such that L (µ,θθθ) implies L (xxx,θθθ 0|µ,θθθ)32.

Maximising the likelihood function in terms of its free parameters µ and θθθ yields their
estimated values with respect to a particular dataset. An unconditional33 global34 fit of the
likelihood function of the dataset xxx and set of NPs θθθ

0 is at the points µ̂ and σ̂σσ , also known
as the maximum-likelihood estimators (MLEs) of the parameters. Alternatively, by using
a conditional fit where a subset of parameters is set to particular values, the MLEs of the
remaining parameters serve as their best estimates under those conditions.

31These estimates are extracted by maximising the likelihood of the data with respect to a set of parameters,
the details of which will be discussed later in the text.

32The expanded form will henceforth be limited in use to cases where different sets of xxx,θθθ 0 are used, and the
explicit form is beneficial to the reader.

33The term unconditional refers to all parameters being allowed to vary in the fit. Conversely a fit where one
or several parameters are fixed to specific values is considered to be a conditional fit.

34The term global refers to all regions and bins of interest being considered in the fit. Conversely a fit where
one or several bins or regions are not included is referred to as being local.
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5.2 Test statistics and hypothesis testing

The Neyman-Person lemma [154] states that the likelihood-ratio test

qNP =−2log
L (Halt)

L (Hnull)
(5.8)

is the most powerful hypothesis test one can perform when comparing two hypotheses, Hnull

vs. Halt. For testing the hypothesis Hµ we turn to test statistics based on the profile likelihood
ratio, λ (µ) [155],

λ (µ) =
L (µ, ˆ̂

θθθ)

L (µ̂, θ̂θθ)
, (5.9)

where the µ̂ and θ̂θθ in the denominator represent the MLEs of µ and θθθ after performing an
unconditional fit, while the ˆ̂

θθθ in the numerator are the MLEs of θθθ from a conditional fit with
µ fixed. Since the denominator corresponds to the maximum value of the likelihood function
it follows that 0 ≤ λ (µ)≤ 1, where λ (µ)→ 1 implies some good agreement of Hµ with the
data. Several test statistics are defined for different purposes related to hypothesis testing in
high-energy physics [155].

5.2.1 Hypothesis testing for the purpose of measurement

The test statistic tµ is defined as,

tµ =−2logλ (µ), (5.10)

where λ (µ) is the profile likelihood ratio defined in Eq. (5.9). With tµ one can test the com-
patibility of different values of a POI, µ . Higher values of tµ correspond to an incompatibility
of Hµ with the data. To quantify the level of disagreement with data for a particular value of
µ a p-value is defined as,

pµ =
∫

∞

tµ,obs

f (tµ |µ)dtµ , (5.11)

where tµ,obs is the observed value of the test statistic tµ from the data, and f (tµ |µ) is the
probability distribution function (PDF)35 of tµ under the assumption of Hµ . An inference test
can then be performed by defining a particular threshold value α for which any hypothesis Hµ

with pµ < α can be rejected. One usually converts the p-value into an equivalent significance

35More on how the PDFs are constructed is given in Section 5.3
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value, Z, via,
Z = Φ

−1(1− p), (5.12)

where Φ−1 is the quantile of the standard Gaussian distribution. Under this definition the 5σ

significance required for a discovery translates to a p-value36 of p = 2.87×10−7. For the
exclusion of a signal hypothesis, a p-value of 0.05 (95% CL) is usually used, corresponding
to Z = 1.64.

The test statistic tµ is a simplified case of test statistics based on the profile likelihood
function. It is primarily used for testing two-sided measurements of the POI µ , where both
µ < µ̂ or µ > µ̂ may result in small p-values, showing incompatibility with data. In cases
where the presence of signal can only increase the mean event rate to what is expected from
background processes, i.e., µ ≥ 0, downward fluctuations of the data are not considered
evidence for rejecting Hnull. An alternate test statistic for positive signal, ˜tµ is defined as,

t̃µ =−2log λ̃ (µ), (5.13)

where,

λ̃ (µ) =


L (µ, ˆ̂

θθθ)

L (µ̂,θ̂θθ)
µ̂ ≥ 0

L (µ, ˆ̂
θθθ)

L (0,θ̂θθ)
µ̂ < 0

. (5.14)

Under the definition of t̃µ a negative value of the MLE µ̂ will result in the denominator of
λ̃ (µ) to be taken as the conditional maximum likelihood at µ = 0.

5.2.2 Hypothesis testing for the purpose of exclusion

For statistical exclusion of the background-only hypothesis, i.e., µ = 0 so that H0 ≡Hnull, in
favour of an alternate hypothesis with positive signal, µ ≥ 0, the test statistic q0 is used,

q0 =

{
−2logλ (0) µ̂ ≥ 0
0 µ̂ < 0

, (5.15)

with λ (0) as defined in Eq. (5.9). This is a special case of the test statistic t̃µ with µ = 0. Like
with t̃µ , the data shows lack of agreement with the hypothesis only for upward fluctuations
of the signal strength, µ̂ > 0.

36The probability with which the observed data can be attributed with a fluctuation under the Hnull.
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The test statistic qµ is defined for setting upper limits on the signal strength parameter µ ,
namely,

qµ =

{
−2logλ (µ) µ̂ ≤ µ

0 µ̂ > µ
. (5.16)

Larger values of qµ would be related to higher levels of discrepancy between the data and the
hypothesis Hµ . There is an upper bound on µ , µ̂ > µ , below which the test statistic qµ = 0.
This ensures that upward fluctuations of the data well above the tested value of µ do not
serve as evidence against Hµ . This condition on qµ (when testing Hµ ) is complimentary to
that set on q0 (when testing H0) in Eq. (5.15). The p-value p0 is associated with q0, given as,

p0 =
∫

∞

q0,obs

f (q0|0)dq0, (5.17)

while pµ corresponds to qµ , given as,

pµ =
∫

∞

qµ,obs

f (qµ |µ)dqµ . (5.18)

Here f (q0|0) denotes the PDF of the test statistic q0 under the assumption of H0 , while
f (qµ |µ) denotes the PDF of the test statistic qµ under the assumption of Hµ . An alternate
test statistic for exclusion of Hµ for positive signals, µ > 0, is q̃µ , defined to be,

q̃µ =


−2log L (µ, ˆ̂

θθθ)

L (0,θ̂θθ)
µ̂ < 0

−2logλ (µ) 0 ≤ µ̂ ≤ µ

0 µ̂ > µ

. (5.19)

Finally, when considering exclusion limits, the CLs method [156] is recommended37. It
has an added advantage over qµ (and q̃µ ) as it avoids exclusion in background dominated
regimes. It does this by taking into account the p0 value in a test statistic, CLs, defined as,

CLs =
CLb+s

1−CLb
, (5.20)

where CLb+s and Cb are p-values attributed to the signal-plus-background and background-
only hypotheses, respectively38. The CLs is then tested against a particular confidence level

37As long as there is no clear evidence for Hµ , exclusion limits using CLs are recommended [156].
38This is just a different convention of notation for the p-values attributed to q0 and qµ .

Equivalently, CLs =
pµ

1−p0
.
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α . The CLs prescription serves as a conservative approximation of limits placed with CLb+s

(e.g., qµ ) with CLs converging the CLb+s in the limit of negligible backgrounds.

5.3 The asymptotic approximation

Section 5.2 introduced the p-values used for hypothesis testing. The p-values defined
in Eqs. (5.11), (5.17) and (5.18) are all dependant on the PDFs of their respective test
statistic under a particular hypothesis. The PDFs f (tµ |µ), f (q0|0) and f (qµ |µ) can each
be determined by running an ensemble of toy experiments39. Each toy experiment will
provide a single point measurement of the test statistic. By running several thousand toy
experiments we can construct the required PDF. However, this approach is very often not a
viable technique as generating thousands of toys to obtain a single PDF is computer intensive.
Furthermore the technique becomes even less attractive for exclusion limits, where several
Hµ hypotheses are tested, or under increasingly complex models, such as those used in
combinations of analyses channels.

When the determination of PDFs via toy experiments is not realistically possible (or
desirable) one can use the asymptotic approximation [155], leading to analytic forms of the
PDFs [155]. Generally one would like to be able to obtain the analytic form of f (qµ |µ ′)
for cases where µ ′ is not necessarily equal to µ: the test statistic qµ under the assumption
that the true distribution pertains to µ ′. An equivalent statement can be made for f (tµ |µ ′)
and f (q0|µ ′). The asymptotic approximations are based on results from Wilks [157] and
Wald [158] which gives the analytic form of the test statistic at the large sample limit,

−2logλ (µ) =
(µ − µ̂)2

σ2 +O(1/
√

N). (5.21)

Here N is the dataset size and µ̂ is a Gaussian distribution with mean µ ′ and standard
deviation σ . Eq. (5.21) leads to analytic forms for the PDFs of test statistics in Section 5.2,
as well as for p-values. Details are outlined in Ref. [155], of which the main results are
summarised here.

39A particular toy experiment would constitute generating a random data set within the predefined likelihood
model, xxxtoy. One would then compute the test statistic (e.g., qtoy

µ ) via performing the respective fits in the profile
likelihood ratio.
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At the large sample limit the cumulative distribution of f (tµ |µ) is40,

F(tµ |µ) = 2× (
∫ tµ

−∞

f (tµ |µ)dtµ − 1
2
) (5.22)

= 2Φ(
√

tµ)−1, (5.23)

where Φ is the cumulative distribution of a Gaussian with unit variance and zero mean. The
p-value is therefore given as,

pµ = 1−F(tµ |µ) = 2(1−Φ(
√

tµ)). (5.24)

A similar approximation can be found for the positive signal test-statistic t̃µ [155]. Under the
asymptotic approximation the test statistics tµ and t̃µ become χ2 distributed with n number
of DOF equal to the number of POIs. This allows us to place confidence intervals at 1−α

CL, defined as the region where,

−2logλ (µ)< F−1
χ2

n
(1−α), (5.25)

where F−1
χ2

n
is the quantile of the χ2 distribution with n-DOF.

For the purpose of discovery the asymptotic approximation yields a cumulative distribu-
tion,

F(q0|0) = Φ(
√

q0), (5.26)

with p-value

p0 = 1−F(q0|0), (5.27)

from which one can obtain a simple formula for the significance for excluding H0, Z0 =
√

q0.
The cumulative and p-value functions for the test statistic for exclusion limits, qµ , has the
same form as Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27) when using the large sample approximation, leading to
the significance Zµ =

√qµ . Excluding Hµ is achieved at 1−α CL when the p-value is found
below a specified threshold α . The upper limit on µ is the largest pµ found such that pµ ≤ α .
Hence the upper limit µup can be found numerically as the value of for which pµ = α ,

µup = µ̂ +σΦ
−1(1−α), (5.28)

40Two sided bands.
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where σ is the variance of µ̂ . The exclusion test statistic for positive signals q̃µ has a similar
approximation to that of qµ [155].

5.4 The Asimov dataset

It is usually desirable to quote the expected sensitivity of an analysis. This can be useful
when making projections for prospective experiments, such as those performed in Part IV
for the HL-LHC, or when comparing the measured significance to an expected median
significance. The expected sensitivity and variance of a result under a hypothesis Hµ from
a dataset generated with Hµ ′ can be extracted using a representative dataset known as the
Asimov dataset.

The Asimov dataset is an artificial dataset defined to yield the true parameter values when
used to evaluate the estimators of all parameters in the model. Practically the Asimov dataset
is created by the following procedure: One performs a unconditional fit to an observed dataset
and extracts the MLEs41. The signal strength parameter µ is then set to the desired data
hypothesis42 µ ′. The effect of setting all parameters to their post fit values, as well as µ = µ ′,
is propagated into the observable distributions. The Asimov dataset is then extracted from
these distributions. A subsequent unconditional fit to the Asimov dataset should43 then return
µ̂ = µ ′. The profile likelihood ratio with respect to an Asimov dataset is therefore [155],

λA(µ) =
LA(µ,

ˆ̂
θθθ)

LA(µ̂, θ̂θθ)
=

LA(µ,
ˆ̂
θθθ)

LA(µ ′, θ̂θθ)
, (5.29)

where LA(µ) = L (xxxµ ′|µ) is the likelihood of the Asimov dataset, xxxµ ′ , given hypothesis Hµ .

The Asimov dataset discussed above can be used for several purposes, summarised
here from Ref. [155]. Firstly it can be used to estimate the median significance of a test
statistic. The median significance med[Z0|µ ′] of the discovery test statistic q0 assuming a
signal strength µ ′ is given as,

med[Z0|µ ′] =
√

q0,A, (5.30)

41In the case where there is no observed dataset, such as in prospect studies, the Asimov dataset is extracted
by performing an unconditional fit to the nominal values of all parameters, θθθ

0. This may result in constraints of
the uncertainties σθθθ due to the expected statistics, although the post fit values of the parameters will remain
unchanged from their nominal values.

42In general one may wish to not only set µ to a particular value, but also some subset of θθθ . However the
usual case is to test different values of µ .

43This is not necessarily the case when there is no significant sensitivity of measure µ accurately.
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where q0,A =−2logλA(0). For upper limits, where one excludes Hµ , the median exclusion
significance assuming µ ′ = 0 is,

med[Zµ |0] =√
qµ,A for qµ,A, and (5.31)

med[Zµ |0] =
√

q̃µ,A for q̃µ,A, (5.32)

with qµ,A = −2logλA(µ) and q̃µ,A = −2log λ̃A(µ). Under statistical fluctuations the sig-
nificance obtained from data is not necessarily the median significance in Eqs. (5.30) and
(5.31). It is therefore also useful to quote uncertainty bands on the median significance
corresponding to ±Nσ variation on µ̂ , where σ is the variance of µ̂ . Uncertainty bands on
the median discovery significance are given as,

Z0(µ
′+Nσ) = med[Z0|µ ′]+N, (5.33)

Z0(µ
′−Nσ) = max[med[Z0|µ ′]−N,0]. (5.34)

using Eqs. (5.28) and (5.31) the median for the upper limit µup at 1−α CL can be written
as,

med[µup|µ ′] = µ
′+σΦ

−1(1−α), (5.35)

with the ±Nσ uncertainty bands are given as,

bandNσ = µ
′+σ(Φ−1(1−α)±N). (5.36)

The variance σ of µ̂ with data from hypothesis µ ′ can be obtained from the Asimov dataset,
either by using the second derivatives of LA(µ), or by using the approximation σ = µ2

qµ,A
.

5.5 Fit results and diagnostics

As described in Section 5.2, hypothesis testing in the context of many high-energy physics
searches and measurements is reliant of fits of likelihood functions. By extracting MLEs
the fits are used to obtain results and their respective uncertainties. Running diagnostics
of the fits is an important part of validating the results, and one is usually interested in
understanding the flexibility of the likelihood model, and its success in fitting the data. In
the analysis chapters of this thesis the statistical models are implemented in workspaces:
files in a ROOT [131] data format which house a collection of ROOSTATS [159] based data
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structures, primarily used for working with statistical models, such as likelihood functions.
A workspace can house several statistical models, including their categories, likelihoods,
histogram templates, NPs, POIs, etc. Aspects regarding the determination of results and
uncertainties, and performing fit diagnostics, are summarised here so that they may be
referenced in later chapters.

5.5.1 Types of nuisance parameters

Sources of systematic uncertainties in likelihood functions are parameterised as NPs, as
shown in Eq. (5.6). In a binned likelihood this is done by building template histograms of the
discriminating distributions for ±1σ of the pre-fit systematic effect. In general a systematic
uncertainty is depicted as a single number θ j which can describe the effect of the systematic
uncertainty on the final discriminating distribution. In the case where one is only interested
in the effect of θ j as a normalisation uncertainty, the parameterisation is intuitive: a change
in the value of θ j translates to a difference in the total number of events of any process
affected by θ j. When also considering the shape effects of the systematic uncertainty θ j, the
effect is usually parameterised as the morphism between template histograms from ±1σ

of θ j. A particular value of θ j then corresponds to some interpolation between these two
histograms, whereby both normalisation and shape effects are taken into account44. The
template histograms from which systematic effects are derived are susceptible to statistical
fluctuations, and it is not uncommon to smooth the systematic effect over several bins of
the template. It is also common practice to prune systematic effects which have negligible
variation 45.

Normalisation factors are NPs which are free (unconstrained) parameters, in the same
way as the POI. These are multiplicative factors affecting some background or signal process
with no attached prior. Their uncertainties are usually heavily constrained post-fit by statistics
in the dataset. In some cases specific regions are designed to specifically target constraining
normalisation NPs.

MC statistics affect the signal and background template histograms with a corresponding
statistical uncertainty. These uncertainties are implemented as an additional NP in the k-th
template bin, γk, which scales the total background in that bin.

44One may also choose to only consider shape effects of a systematic uncertainty, where the total number of
events would be held constant.

45In the analyses in Sections 6 and 7, uncertainties are pruned when the maximum difference of (θ j) from
the nominal template is less than 1%.
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5.5.2 Pulls, constraints and correlations

The unconditional and conditional likelihood fits will produce a set of MLEs for all parameters
which are profiled in the fit. The pull ∆θ j of a particular NP θ j is defined as the difference of
its MLE from the its initial value θ 0

j over its standard deviation σθ j ,

∆θ j =
θ̂ j −θ 0

j

σθ j

. (5.37)

One would expect the pull ∆θ j to be non-zero when θ j is responsible for correcting the
model to fit the dataset in question. However, one does not expect very large pulls, generally
greater 1σ , in models which are flexible enough to model the dataset adequately. Large pulls
in a particular NP may require some additional investigation. Some examples of pull plots
can be found throughout this thesis, e.g., in Figure 6.19

The post-fit uncertainty σθ j is calculated from the covariance matrix, which includes
correlation coefficients. A matrix of parameter correlations is usually used to understand
which parameters parameterise the degrees of freedom within the model in a similar way
(see Figure 6.21 for an example). In the presence of sufficient statistics, the uncertainties of
parameters may become constrained. (Anti-)Correlation of parameters can further result in
reduced post-fit uncertainties.

The impact of a NP of the measurement µ̂ can be determined in order to rank the set of
NPs in terms of their effect on the result. Each NP is fixed to their ±1σ pre-fit and post-fit
values. A conditional fit is done where this NP is held constant and the impact is extracted as
the difference in the central value of µ ,

impact(θ j) = ∆µ
± = ˆ̂µ

θ 0
j ±σθ j

− µ̂, (5.38)

where ˆ̂µ
θ 0

j ±σθ j
is the MLE where all parameters except θ j have been profiled. It is common

practice in measurements of µ to summarise the impacts of dominant NPs in a ranking plot.
Ranking plots are used in the Higgs combination to quantify the importance of NPs, as in
Figure 8.3.

When quoting a final set of results of the measurement µ̂ , the impact of NPs on the result
tend to be summarised by quoting the breakdown of groups of similar NPs. The procedure
here is different to that of the ranking plots described above. Here we fix a sub-group of
NPs, θθθ g ⊂ θθθ , to their nominal post-fit values and repeat the fit. One then takes the quadratic
difference of the total error on µ from the conditional and unconditional fit as the impact
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of θθθ g on the result. The total statistical uncertainty is obtained in the same way by fixing
all systematic uncertainty based NPs in the fit (e.g., Table 8.5). Similarly, when quoting the
effect of θθθ g on the exclusion upper limit µup the upper limit is recalculated while holding the
set θθθ g fixed to their nominal values (e.g., Figure 6.30).
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Chapter 6

Search for a heavy Higgs boson decaying
to a pair of tau leptons

The coupling of the 125 GeV Higgs boson to the fermionic sector has been established
with the observation of H → ττ at ATLAS and CMS with Run-1 data [31, 160, 161], and
more recently with Run-2 data [162–164]. The H → ττ analysis has also been used to
constrain the CP quantum numbers of the Higgs boson, found to be consistent with the SM
expectation [165]. However, it remains possible that the discovered Higgs boson is part of
an extended Higgs sector. The search for a heavy resonant scalar to a pair of tau leptons
(di-tau) is well motivated. As described in Section 2, large portions of the 2HDM and MSSM
parameter space have a Higgs sector with increased couplings to down-type fermions. The
extended Higgs sector has three neutral (h, H, A), and two charged (H±) Higgs bosons (see
Section 2). Several searches for heavy neutral Higgs bosons decaying to a pair of tau leptons
(H/A → ττ) have been performed by ATLAS and CMS with Run-1 data [93, 166] with no
deviations to the SM prediction found. In Run-2, the CMS experiment searched for heavy
(mA > 90GeV) and low-mass (25 GeV < mA < 70 GeV) H/A → ττ at

√
s = 13 TeV pp

collisions with an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1[81, 167]. In both cases no evidence of
a scalar resonance was observed.

This chapter details the latest search for a neutral Higgs boson to a pair of tau leptons, as
detailed in Ref. [1], using 36.1fb−1 of pp collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV
using the ATLAS detector. The search is performed for a Higgs with a mass within the
range of 0.2–2.25 TeV. The dominant production modes for the neutral Higgs (h/H/A) in
the 2HDM and MSSM is gluon-fusion (ggF) and b-associated production. The b-associated
production will be referred to in the following as bb̄φ , but should be considered to be inclusive
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of single-bottom production, i.e., bφ . The production processes are detailed in Sections 2.4.1
and 2.4.2. The leading-order Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure 2.4 (page 39) for ggF
and Figures 2.5 and 2.6 (page 40) for bb̄φ . While the 2HDM production modes are not
dependant on SUSY particles, squark loop contributions are relevant in the MSSM.

The final-state tau leptons can decay either hadronically or leptonically46: their branching
fractions are shown in Table 4.2 (page 83). In the analysis, the di-tau final-state is considered
to decay fully hadronically (τhadτhad), or semi-leptonically (τlepτhad). The fully leptonic
(τlepτlep) decay mode is not considered. Events are also categorised as those with zero
(b-veto) or at least one (b-tagged) b-jet, in order to increase the sensitivity to bb̄φ production.
The search for the di-tau final-state is used to place cross-section limits on a ggF and bb̄φ

produced heavy resonance decaying to di-tau, which are interpreted in the context of the
MSSM.

In this chapter the event samples used in the analysis, including recorded data or simulated
events, are detailed in Section 6.1. The object and event selection of the analysis are detailed
in Section 6.2. The background estimation techniques are presented in Section 6.3 and the
uncertainties related to the analysis are presented in Section 6.4. The results are presented in
Section 6.5. Subsidiary material can be found in Appendix B.

6.1 Event samples

Data with events within luminosity blocks that are recorded while all detector subsystems
are operating in good conditions is considered. The luminosity blocks considered are
filtered using a recommended good run list (GRL) which includes the 2015 and 2016
data-taking periods with a total integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 [168]. Jet cleaning is
applied on an event-by-event basis [144] in order to exclude events which are suspected of
having reconstructed jets which do not originate from the interaction point, i.e., attributed
to hardware problems, cosmic showers, or beam induced backgrounds. Any event which is
flagged with the loose-bad jet cleaning working point is excluded. The primary vertex of
each event is chosen as the vertex candidate with the highest sum of the squared transverse
momenta of all associated tracks. Only events which contain at least one primary vertex with
at least two associated tracks are included.

46Already introduced in Section 4.3.6 is the notation τlep, which represents a τ-lepton decay to an electron or
a muon and neutrinos, and τhad, which represents the decay to one or more hadrons and a neutrino.
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Several sources of background are present in the final selection of the analysis. Both the
τlepτhad and τhadτhad channels have sizeable contributions from multijet events which pass
the event selection. The multijet contribution in both channels is estimated from data-driven
techniques. Additionally, several sources of background are attributed to non-multijet events.
This includes backgrounds in which a quark- or gluon-initiated jet is misidentified as a
reconstructed hadronic tau, τhad-vis (see Section 4.3.6), predominantly from W+ jets and tt.
They are modelled via a data-driven technique in the τlepτhad channel, and simulation with
data-driven corrections in the τhadτhad channel. The remaining background contributions,
which have real τhad-vis objects in their final-state, arise from Z/γ∗+jets, W+ jets, tt, single
top-quark and di-boson (WW , WZ and ZZ). These sources are estimated from simulation
events normalised to their theoretical cross-sections as summarised in the following.

Z/γ∗+jets events are generated using the POWHEG-BOX v2 [169–172] event generator
and the CT10 PDF set [173]. Final-state partons are interfaced with PYTHIA 8 [174, 175]
to model the parton shower (PS), using the AZNLO [176] set of tune parameters and
the CTEQ6L1 [177] PDF set. The photon emission from charged particles are modelled
with PHOTOS++ 3.52 [178]. The samples are re-scaled to their estimated cross-sections:
calculated at NNLO in QCD with VRAP 0.9 [179] and the CT14NNLO [180] PDF set,
with NLO EW corrections calculated with MCSANC 1.20 [181] and MRST2004QED PDF
set [182].

W+ jets events in the τhadτhad channel are modelled using up to NLO matrix-elements
using COMIX [183] and OPENLOOPS [184], and are generated with the SHERPA 2.2.0 [185,
186] event generator. The PS is modelled with SHERPA using the ME+PS@NLO recom-
mendation [187]. In the τlepτhad channel, the W+ jets is generated using the same prescription
as the Z/γ∗+jets: using the POWHEG-BOX v2 generator with PYTHIA 8 PS. The W+ jets
cross-section is determined at NNLO precision with FEWZ [179, 188, 189].

Background with top-quarks originate from single top-quark or pair produced tt processes.
Single top-quark production can occur via s-channel or t-channel processes, or in association
with a W± (Wt-channel)47. Events from tt, and single top-quark s-channel and Wt-channel,
are modelled using the POWHEG-BOX v2 event generator with the CT10 PDF set. Single
top-quark t-channel events are modelled with the POWHEG-BOX v1 event generator with
the CT10F4 PDF set. The PS for all top backgrounds is modelled with PYTHIA 6.428
using the Perugia set of tune parameters [191] and the CTEQ6L1 PDF. The tt normalisation
is calculated at NNLO with next-to-next-leading-logarithm (NNLL) precision using the
TOP++2.0 [192] program. The total single top-quark cross-section used are calculated at

47Feynman diagrams for these processes can be found in Ref. [190].
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NLO for the t- and s-channel from Ref. [193, 194], and at NLO+NNLL for the Wt-channel
from Ref. [195].

Di-boson background is generated at up to NLO using SHERPA 2.1.1 using the CT10 PDF
set and interfaced with with the SHERPA for PS modelling by following the ME+PS@NLO
recommendation. The event yield from the resulting samples is used, corrected with regards
to the recommended αQED value [21].

Gluon-fusion (ggF) produced Higgs boson events are generated at NLO using POWHEG-
BOX v2 with the CT10 PDF set. Events are interfaced with PYTHIA 8.210 [196] for the
PS modelling using the AZNLO set of tune parameters and the with the CTEQ6L1 PDF
set. The simulation of bb̄φ events is done at NLO in the four-flavour scheme (4FS) using
MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO 2.1.2 [197, 198] with the CT10NLO_NF4 PDF set [180]. Events
are interfaced with PYTHIA 8.210 for the PS modelling using the A14 [199] set of tune
parameters and the with the NNPDF2.3LO PDF set [200]. Signal samples are generated for
15 different Higgs mass points, from 200 GeV to 2.25 TeV: [200 GeV, 250 GeV, 300 GeV,
350 GeV, 400 GeV, 500 GeV, 600 GeV, 700 GeV, 800 GeV, 1000 GeV, 1200 GeV, 1500 GeV,
1750 GeV, 2000 GeV, 2250 GeV].

All simulated events are overlaid with simulated minimum-bias event in order to model
the effect of pileup. The minimum-bias events are generated with PYTHIA 8, using the
A2 set of tune parameters [201] and the MSTW2008LO PDF set [202]. All generated
samples, with the exception of the bb̄φ signal samples, undergo full simulation through the
ATLAS detector using GEANT 4 [132, 203]. The bb̄φ signal samples are simulated using the
ATLFASTII [133] fast simulation. All simulated events undergo the object reconstruction
outlined in Section 4.3.

6.2 Analysis strategy

6.2.1 Baseline selection

Particles are reconstructed following the descriptions given in Section 4.3, with particular
details related to identification, isolation, selection, and Emiss

T reconstruction procedures
provided in this section. The object preselection is mostly common to both the τlepτhad

and τhadτhad channels, with a few differences in the combinatorials of the selected objects.
Refined channel dependent selection criteria are discussed in their specific sections. To get
the correct efficiency of the object selection in MC, the recommended scale factors from
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subsidiary measurements for object reconstruction, identification, isolation and triggering
are applied.

The analysis makes use of reconstructed leptons. As is common practice within ATLAS,
the term leptons here is used to refer to reconstructed electrons and muons, and excludes
reconstructed taus48. Reconstructed electron candidates are selected with ET > 15 GeV and
pseudorapidity |η |< 2.47, to ensure quality reconstruction. Electrons that are reconstructed
in the transition region between the barrel and end-cap calorimeters (1.37 < |η | < 1.52)
are not included; they result in large uncertainties related to the rate that electrons are
misclassified as (or fake) taus. Electrons which fake tau candidates are referred to as
e → τhad-vis fakes. All reconstructed electrons must satisfy the loose likelihood-based
identification working point. Muon candidates are required to have a pT > 7 GeV and to be
within the detector acceptance (|η |< 2.5). Only muons which pass the loose identification
requirement are considered. All reconstructed leptons which pass the baseline selection up to
this point are considered as objects used in the overlap removal procedure discussed below.
In the τlepτhad channel the selected reconstructed lepton candidate is additionally required
to pass a medium likelihood-based identification working point49 as well as the gradient
isolation requirement.

Jet candidates are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm and calibrated at the EM
scale with JES corrections described in Section 4.3.4. Only jets with pT > 20 GeV and
|η | < 2.5 are considered. A requirement on the JVT discriminant is applied for jets with
pT < 60 GeV and |η |< 2.4 to provide suppression of background pileup jets. All jets passing
the aforementioned criteria are considered as potential b-jet candidates. Jets stemming from
b-quarks are identified by the b-tagging algorithm MV2c10 [146]. A jet with a MV2c10
regression discriminant score (wMV2c10) greater than 0.824 is classified as a b-jet. This
working point provides an average b-jet efficiency of 70% in tt events and rejects c-jets,
τhad fakes, and light quark jets at approximately 13:56:380 parts per every b-jet accepted,
respectively [146].

Reconstructed τhad-vis candidates are required to have a pT > 25 GeV and |η |< 2.5, with
taus falling in the transition region between the barrel and end-cap calorimeters being vetoed.
The tau candidates must have either one or three associated tracks and an associated electric
charge of ±1. In the τhadτhad channel the transverse mass requirement for τhad-vis candidates
is increased to pT > 45 GeV, in order to be closer to the pT requirements from the lowest

48This is due to the tau leptons not being observed directly within the detector material, i.e., decaying prior
to reaching the detector.

49In the case that the selected lepton is a muon, this imposes the requirement that it must be a combined or
extrapolated muon (see Section 4.3.3).
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pT unprescaled tau trigger used in this channel. Taus which fail the electron veto criteria
are rejected. The τhad-vis candidate in the τlepτhad channel is selected as the one with highest
pT, sometimes referred to in the following as τ1. The two τhad-vis candidates in the τhadτhad

channel are the two candidates with highest (leading) and second highest (sub-leading) pT,
referred to here as τ1 and τ2, respectively. All remaining tau candidates are considered to be
jets. The τhad-vis candidates selected at this point are used in the overlap removal procedure
outlined below. The τ1 is required to pass the medium tau identification criterion, and the τ2

in the τhadτhad channel must pass the loose tau identification.

Any ambiguity in the object selection above is resolved by a dedicated overlap removal
procedure. Objects with a geometric overlap are removed in the following order: jets within
a ∆R = 2.0 cone of the selected τhad-vis candidates are removed; jets within a ∆R = 4.0 cone
of an electron or muon are removed; any τhad-vis within a ∆R = 2.0 cone of an electron
or muon is removed; electrons within a ∆R = 2.0 cone of a muon are excluded. The size
of the ∆R = 4.0 cone for the jet-lepton overlap requirement was selected based on the ∆R
distribution at the baseline selection.

All selected objects are used in the Emiss
T calculation which includes the track soft term,

as discussed in Section 4.3.7. A special case is that of the anti-isolation region in the τlepτhad

channel, in which the lepton isolation requirements are inverted. In this case the nominal
Emiss

T calculation would calibrate the anti-isolated lepton as a jet. The Emiss
T calculation in

this region is therefore re-run to consider the anti-isolated leptons with the lepton energy
scale instead, so as to not bias the Emiss

T calculation in this region.

6.2.2 Ditau mass reconstruction

An important discriminant in the search for a heavy resonance is related to the invariant mass
of the object. In ATLAS pp collisions, an unknown portion of the energy of the incoming
hadrons will be lost in down the beam line, i.e., the z-component. However, by design, the
vector sum of transverse components of energy are expected to cancel under energy and
momentum conservation laws. In the case of a heavy resonance φ with mass mφ decaying
to a pair of particles, a transverse mass variable mT can be defined which is invariant under
Lorentz boost, i.e., mT is identical in both the lab- and φ -frame. If φ decays into daughter
particles d1 and d2 with invariant mass md1 and md2 and transverse energy and momentum
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(Ed1
T ,pppd2

T ) and (Ed2
T ,pppd1

T ), the transverse mass is defined as [21],

mT =

√
(Ed1

T +Ed2
T )2 − (pppd1

T + pppd2
T )2

=
√

m2
d1
+m2

d1
+2(Ed1

T Ed2
T − pppd1

T · pppd2
T ). (6.1)

In the relativistic limit E2 ≈ ppp · ppp and md1 ∼ md2 ∼ 0 such that mT can be written as,

mT =

√
2pd1

T pd2
T (1− cos∆φ(d1,d2)), (6.2)

where pd1
T and pd2

T are scalar magnitudes of the transverse momentum, and ∆φ(d1,d2) is the
angular separation of the daughters in the transverse plane. Eq. (6.2) is the mT definition
used throughout this analysis, often denoted as mT(d1,d2) which denotes the corresponding
objects being used. Eq. (6.2) has the property that two objects which have large angular
separations in the transverse plane will yield lower values of mT.

The final discriminating variable in the φ → ττ search presented here is the total trans-
verse mass mtot

T , defined as,

mtot
T =

√
m2

T (E
miss
T ,τ1

vis)+m2
T(E

miss
T ,τ2

vis))+m2
T(τ

1
vis,τ

2
vis), (6.3)

where τ1
vis and τ2

vis are the visible tau decay products (in the case of τlepτhad channel, one of
these terms will relate to the lepton candidate) and Emiss

T is the missing transverse energy
of an event. Alternate mass reconstruction techniques exists and were also investigated.
An additional variable that can be used is the total visible mass mvis, which is the vector
sum of pppτ1

vis and pppτ2
vis . The mvis variable does not take into account important information

provided by Emiss
T which is related to the energy carried by neutrinos in tau decays, and does

not provide optimal separation against background. It is however still a useful variable for
providing information on the event topology, and used in the τlepτhad channel to suppress
Z → ℓℓ background events.

Additionally, dedicated mass reconstruction algorithms, which attempt to recover the
invisible components of the tau decay, were investigated. The Missing Mass Calculator
(MMC) [204] is an algorithm, tuned on SM (mH = 125 GeV) H → ττ simulation, that
parameterises the resonant mass (mMMC) based on the visible tau decay products and the
Emiss

T of the event. The Matrix-element Oriented Sampling Calculator (MOSAIC) [205] is
another such algorithm, which uses a matrix-element based technique to achieve similar
results as the MMC. Both algorithms were explored but subsequently abandoned in favour
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of mtot
T . For one, while mtot

T is computationally trivial to calculate, the MMC and MOSAIC
algorithms are CPU intensive. When considering that the reconstructed mass would have
to be recalculated, per event and for every systematic variation in the analysis, they caused
substantial delays in the analysis turn-around time. In addition to this, the algorithms do not
have full coverage of event topologies, and fail to produce results in a few cases (although
this is only at a level of ∼ 1− 3%). More importantly, mMMC and mMOSAIC did not offer
any improvement to the analysis sensitivity. The reason being that mtot

T has the property
that it tends to reconstruct the mass of events with jets misclassified as taus (referred to
as jet → τhad-vis fakes) at a lower values, yielding a larger signal separation to this type of
background than what mMMC and mMOSAIC provide.

6.2.3 Event selection

6.2.3.1 Event selection in the τlepτhad channel

Events in the τlepτhad channel are selected by single lepton triggers. The triggers considered
are the lowest pT unprescaled triggers with varying isolation and identification requirements,
and are different for the 2015 and 2016 data-taking periods. The single lepton triggers used
in the 2015 and 2016 data-taking periods are shown in Table 6.1 [112, 206]. An event is
required to pass any trigger in the set of its respective period. In order to mimic the different
trigger conditions for 2015 and 2016 in MC, each simulated event is assigned a random run
number for which the running trigger menu is considered, and the event is applied a scale
factor to mimic the running time of the trigger.

Events must have at least one identified τhad-vis candidate and one electron or one muon
candidate. Events with more than one lepton passing the baseline criterion are rejected
(dilepton veto) in order to reduce Z/γ∗ → ℓℓ background events. The electron or the muon in
the event are required to match geometrically with the HLT object that triggered the event. In
order to ensure that the triggered objects are on their trigger efficiency plateau, offline objects
are required to have slightly higher pT than their geometrically matched trigger object. For
the different muon pT triggers considered, the offline matched object is required to have
pT > 55 GeV, if the muon is matched to mu50, or pT > 30 GeV, if the muon is matched
to mu20_iloose_L1MU15 or HLT_mu26_ivarmedium (see Figure 4.3 (b) on page 77). For
each set of electron triggers, the high pT triggers are intended to recover efficiency of the
lowest pT electron trigger. It is therefore sufficient to require that the matched electron has
pT > 30 GeV in order to be on the efficiency plateau (see Figure 4.2 (b) on page 75).
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The final selection in the τlepτhad signal region (SR) proceeds as follows: For the
τhad-viscandidate selected in the baseline selection, a |η | < 2.3 selection is applied in or-
der to reduce e → τhad-vis fakes background. The lepton (ℓ) and τhad candidates are required
to have opposite sign charge, and must have an angular separation in the transverse plane,
∆φ(ℓ,τhad-vis) > 2.4. The ∆φ(ℓ,τhad-vis) requirement ensures that the decay products are
back-to-back, as would be expected from the heavy resonant signal. Since in the τlepτhad

channel the lepton is associated with an additional neutrino decay, e.g., τ− → ντℓ
−ν̄ℓ, the

Emiss
T is expected to be aligned with the lepton. The SR therefore imposes a requirement

on the transverse mass mT(pppℓT,Emiss
T ) (Eq. (6.2)) to be less than 40 GeV. This requirement

results in the lepton and Emiss
T directions being approximately aligned in the transverse

plane, and reduces backgrounds stemming from W+ jets and tt processes. In order to reduce
e → τhad-vis fakes stemming from Z → ee events, a veto on events where mvis is between
80 and 110 GeV is applied in the τeτhad channel. A summary of the τlepτhad signal region
selection is shown in Table 6.3 on page 118.

Table 6.1 Trigger list for the τlepτhad analysis corresponding to the lowest unprescaled
triggers in 2015 and 2016 data [112, 206].

Period Single electron triggers Single muon triggers
2015 e24_lhmedium_L1EM20VH mu20_iloose_L1MU15

OR e60_lhmedium OR OR mu50
e120_lhloose

2016 e26_lhtight_nod0_ivarloose mu26_ivarmedium
OR e60_lhmedium_nod0 OR OR mu50

e140_lhloose_nod0

6.2.3.2 Event selection in the τhadτhad channel

The preselection in the τhadτhad channel is defined in such a way that is orthogonal to the
τlepτhad channel by rejecting events which contain an electron or a muon passing the loose
identification. Events are triggered by the lowest pT unprescaled single tau triggers used
during the 2015 and 2016 data-taking periods [112, 206]. They are shown in Table 6.2.
In data, events are required to pass the lowest unprescaled trigger used at the time. In
MC events, events are weighted with respect to the integrated running time of each lowest
unprescaled trigger during the data taking periods considered. The τ1 candidate is required to
be geometrically matched (within ∆R < 0.2) to the object that fired the trigger. Additionally,
its transverse momentum, pτ1

T , is required to be at least 5 GeV above the online pT requirement
of the matched trigger. The offline pτ1

T requirement of the respective single tau trigger, as well
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as their approximate contribution to the total luminosity recorded in the analysis, are shown
in Table 6.2. The pτ2

T is required to be greater than 65 GeV. Leading and sub-leading τhad-vis

candidates must have a back-to-back topology in the transverse plane, ∆φ(τ1,τ2)> 2.7, and
have opposite charge.

Table 6.2 Trigger list for the τhadτhad analysis corresponding to the lowest unprescaled
triggers in 2015 and 2016 data [112, 206]. The approximate relative contribution to the total
luminosity, in which the trigger was used as the lowest unprescaled trigger, is also shown.

Single tau triggers Offline pτ1
T [GeV] Fraction of total luminosity [%]

HLT_tau80_medium1_tracktwo_L1TAU60 > 85 15

HLT_tau125_medium1_tracktwo > 130 25

HLT_tau160_medium1_tracktwo > 165 60

6.2.3.3 Final categorisation

The final categorisation in the τlepτhad and τhadτhad channels is the split of events with at
least one (b-tagged category) or zero (b-veto category) b-tagged jets. This split is to increase
the sensitivity to MSSM neutral Higgs boson which can either be produced via ggF or
b-associated production.

6.2.3.3.1 Distributions for the final selection The τlepτhad SR mtot
T distributions are

shown in Figure 6.1 for the b-veto and b-tagged categories before being fit to data (pre-fit).
In the τlepτhad channel, important sources of backgrounds are W+ jets in the b-veto and tt in
the b-tagged categories. The contribution from jet → τhad-vis fakes (referred to as fakes in the
plots) is determined from the data-driven estimates described in Section 6.3.1. Also shown
are backgrounds which are modelled with MC, including50 Z → ℓℓ, Z → ττ , di-boson and tt,
and the heavy Higgs signal. The total systematic uncertainties related to MC, detector, and
data-driven estimates are shown. There is some over-estimation of the data compared to MC.
The MC distributions are however shown pre-fit, and the background yield is expected to be
corrected after the distributions have been fit to data (post-fit).

An important contribution in the b-tagged region is the contribution of real ℓ and τhad-vis

backgrounds from tt events. The tt background has large theoretical uncertainties which
are implemented as differences in the choice of generator, scale and showering used (see

50The contribution of W+ jets background with true τhad-vis is negligible.
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Section 6.4.3 for details). In light of the large uncertainties, an additional top control region
is introduced (CR-T), which is included in the final statistical fits in order to constrain the
tt uncertainties. The CR-T is defined in the same way as the τlepτhad b-tagged SR, with a
high mT selection in order to increase the tt contamination: mT(pppℓT,Emiss

T )> 110(100) GeV
in τeτhad(τµτhad) categories. Figure 6.2 shows the mtot

T distributions in CR-T for the τeτhad

and τµτhad categories.

Figure 6.3 shows the mtot
T distribution of the b-tagged and b-veto regions in the τhadτhad

channel. In both cases the dominant background is attributed to events with two jet→ τhad-vis

fakes, from the multijet background. In the b-veto category there are contributions from
W+ jets (W (→ τν)+jets, in which one τhad-vis is real, while the other is a jet → τhad-vis

fake) and Z → ττ , with some small contributions from tt events. In the b-tagged category
there is a considerable tt component. The normalisation mis-modelling in this region can
therefore be corrected post-fit, after the tt uncertainties have been constrained. There is also a
sample category (“Other”) which is inclusive of the remaining backgrounds, which includes
W (→ ℓν)+jets, Z(→ ℓℓ)+jets and di-boson.

6.2.3.3.2 Signal acceptance and efficiency The detector acceptance (A) and acceptance
times efficiency (A× ε) for a scalar boson of varying mass, produced via ggF or bb̄φ , are
shown in Figure 6.4. Also shown are the fraction of ggF and bb̄φ events which have a
b-tagged jet. The detector acceptance is determined by a MC truth level (page 71) analysis of
the resulting events reconstructed in simulation. The signal efficiency is determined from the
final number of simulated signal events in the SR after applying the object and event selection.
The τlepτhad channel is found to have a larger acceptance at low mφ , while at higher mass
the τhadτhad channel is dominant, as it has a higher branching fraction. The signal efficiency
increases as a function of mφ as the signal moves away from the selection thresholds. There
is minimal contamination of ggF in the b-tagged category, while around 50% to 75% of bb̄φ

events end up in the b-veto category. There is a slight decrease in efficiency at very large mφ

as the di-tau objects are merged into a single jet object: the current selection requires two
isolated tau objects. Uncertainties on the signal acceptance are discussed in Section 6.4.3.
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Figure 6.1 Distributions of mtot
T variable in the b-veto (a) τeτhad and (b) τµτhad and b-tagged

(c) τeτhad and (d) τµτhad SRs [207]. Shown are the data, the different background components,
the heavy Higgs signal normalized to 1 pb, and the respective uncertainties. The fakes
background component refers to the data-driven background estimate. Backgrounds which
are modelled with MC are shown: Z → ℓℓ, Z → ττ , di-boson and tt.
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Figure 6.2 Distributions of the mtot
T variable in the τeτhad and τµτhad CR-T [207]. Shown are

the data, the different background components, the heavy Higgs signal normalized to 1 pb,
and the respective uncertainties. The fakes background component refers to the data-driven
background estimate. Backgrounds which are modelled with MC are shown: Z → ℓℓ, Z → ττ ,
di-boson and tt.
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Figure 6.3 Distributions of the mtot
T variable in the τhadτhad (a) b-veto and (b) b-tagged

SR [208]. Shown are the data, the different background components, the heavy Higgs signal
normalised to 1 pb, and the respective uncertainties. The multijet background component
refers to the data-driven background estimate. Backgrounds which are modelled with MC are
shown: Z → ττ , W+ jets, tt and others (W (→ ℓν)+jets, Z(→ ℓℓ)+jets and di-boson). The
multijet background is estimated from the data-driven fake-factor method. The full statistical
and systematic uncertainties are shown.
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Figure 6.4 Acceptance (A) and acceptance times efficiency (A × ε) for a scalar boson
produced via (a) gluon–gluon fusion and (b) b-associated production and the fraction of
events entering the b-tagging category for (c) gluon–gluon fusion and (d) b-associated
production [1]. The acceptance is calculated with respect to the full di-tau branching fraction.
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6.3 Background estimation

The background contributions in the τlepτhad and τhadτhad SRs can be thought of as falling
into one of two categories. The first category is the background contribution from sources
with real prompt taus (and leptons for the τlepτhad channel) that are successfully reconstructed
and pass the aforementioned selection criteria. In the τlepτhad and τhadτhad analyses, these
backgrounds are estimated from MC simulation, with scale factors and data-driven corrections
applied in order to correct mis-modelling. The second category is attributed to objects that
fake the reconstructed taus or leptons. Here the modelling of rates at which simulated
objects are misidentified as taus and leptons have varying degrees of performance, and the
analyses turn to data-driven estimations for these backgrounds. The composition of real and
fake backgrounds are different in the τlepτhad and τhadτhad SRs, and the estimation of these
backgrounds are therefore performed independently in each channel. The estimation of real
and fake backgrounds are detailed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 for the τlepτhad and τhadτhad

channels, respectively.

Common amongst the background estimation techniques is the definition of control
regions (CRs), which are designed to select events with a high purity of the background
being studied. From the CRs the background composition is studied, and fake-factors or
fake-rates (which will be defined later) are measured and used to estimate the background
contribution in the SR.

6.3.1 τlepτhad background estimation

The dominant source of background in the τlepτhad channel is attributed to events with
jet → τhad-vis fakes. These events can be divided into those where the reconstructed lepton
comes from a real lepton, predominantly stemming from W+ jets (tt) in the b-veto (b-tagged)
category, and those where the reconstructed lepton comes from a misidentified jet (jet → ℓ

fakes), predominantly stemming from multijet events. These backgrounds have dedicated
selection criteria designed to suppress their contributions in the τlepτhad SR. The BDT based
tau identification requirement on the leading-τhad-vis (medium) suppresses the jet → τhad-vis

fakes. Furthermore, the isolation requirement on the lepton candidate (gradient isolation) is
intended to suppress jet → ℓ fakes. To the opposite end, one can create orthogonal regions to
the SR by inverting these requirements. For example, inverting the tau identification results in
a region which is expected to be enriched with jet → τhad-vis fakes, and similarly inverting the
lepton isolation will provide a region enriched with jet → ℓ fakes. A data-driven combined
fake-factor method is developed for the τlepτhad channel, in which these orthogonal regions
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are used to study the background composition and extract an estimation of fake background
sources. Several CRs are defined to this end.

An important component of the background contribution in the τlepτhad SR and CRs are
sources of backgrounds with real tau and lepton candidates. The main contributions are from
Z → ττ in the b-veto category, and tt in the b-tagged category, with smaller contributions
from Z → ℓℓ, diboson, and single top-quark processes. Their contributions in the SR and
CRs are estimated from simulation. A simulated event is only considered if the reconstructed
tau and lepton are both truth matched: attributed to a real tau and lepton by the MC truth
level information (page 71). All recommended scale factors relating to object reconstruction,
identification, energy resolution, triggering, etc., are applied to the events. Other sources
of backgrounds which are determined from simulation include µ → τhad-vis and e → τhad-vis

fakes: The former make a small contribution and are sufficiently well modelled by simulation.
The latter have recommended scale factor corrections (determined in Z → ℓℓ events) that are
applied to MC events where the τhad-vis candidate is matched to an electron at truth level.

In order to estimate the contribution of jet → τhad-vis fakes in the τlepτhad SR, a CR
(referred to as CR-1) is defined with the same selection criteria as the SR, but with an inverted
tau identification criteria. The selected tau candidate in CR-1 must have a tau identification
BDT score (wtau-id-bdt) of > 0.35, referred to here as the very-loose tau identification, and
fail the medium tau identification working point. This very-loose requirement ensures
that the quark- and gluon-initiated jet composition and the kinematics in the CR are not
too dissimilar to that in the SR. Events in CR-1 can be converted into an estimation of the
jet → τhad-vis background in the SR by determining a transfer rate in an orthogonal fakes
region. However, as mentioned above, the jet → τhad-vis background events in the τlepτhad

channel will either have an accompanying real or fake (jet → ℓ) lepton, predominantly
from W+ jets and tt (collectively referred to here as non-multijet) or multijet backgrounds,
respectively. These sources have different compositions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets,
with higher fractions of gluon-initiated jets in multijet backgrounds. Since quark-initiated
jets are typically narrower and produce fewer hadrons than gluon-initiated jets, they tend
to fake τhad-vis candidates more frequently, resulting in significantly different fractions of
jet → τhad-vis fakes. As such, the contributions of multijet and non-multijet backgrounds in
the jet → τhad-vis estimation are performed separately.

The definitions of all control and fakes regions used to extract background templates
and transfer rates are shown in Table 6.3. A schematic representation of the combined
fake-factor method as used in the τlepτhad channel is shown in Figure 6.5. The details of
the method, and the relative regions, are described in the following sections. The combined
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fake-factor technique is outlined by the following: The jet → τhad-vis transfer rates (referred
to as fake-factors) are determined in two fake regions (multijet and non-multijet components),
and applied to events in CR-1 in order to estimate the jet → τhad-vis background in the SR.
The relative contribution of the multijet background in CR-1 is determined by applying a
jet → ℓ fake-factor, calculated from an additional fakes region, to events from a multijet pure
CR (referred to as CR-2). The relative component of multijet and non-multijet is determined
from the fraction of data-driven multijet events in CR-1 with regards to data, also known
as rQCD. The multijet and non-multijet fake-factors are weighted with respect to rQCD to
produce a combined fake-factor that is applied to events in CR-1 to estimate jet → τhad-vis

fakes in the SR.

6.3.1.1 Backgrounds with jet → ℓ (and τhad-vis) fakes (multijet)

In order to estimate the number of events from multijet background in the SR (NSR
multijet) from

that in CR-1 (NCR-1
multijet), a multijet fakes region (MJ-FR) is defined, as shown in Figure 6.5.

The MJ-FR follows the same event selection as the union of the SR and CR-1, i.e., without
any requirement on the medium τhad-vis identification, with the exception that the selected
lepton is required to fail the gradient isolation criterion. The lepton isolation is inverted
in order to increase the purity of the jet → ℓ fakes, attributed to multijet background in
the analysis. Within the MJ-FR, a CR is defined (CR-2), where events are required to fail
the medium τhad-vis identification. The selection for MJ-FR and CR-2 are summarised in
Table 6.3 and Figure 6.5.

In order to estimate the contribution of multijet background in CR-1, a lepton fakes
region (L-FR) is defined. Any event in the L-FR must satisfy the following selection:
Exactly one lepton is selected, as with the SR selection, which is trigger matched. However,
no requirement on the offline lepton isolation is imposed on the candidate. The event
must contain at least one (two, not counting the b-tagged jet) selected jets for the b-veto
(b-tagged) categories. The event must not have any τhad-vis candidates passing the loose
τhad-vis identification. The transverse mass mT(ℓ,ET) of the event must be less than 30 GeV.
The mT requirement eliminates contributions from W+ jets and tt events, and shifts the L-FR
closer to the SR. Similarly the requirement on the multiplicity of additional jets also rejects
true lepton backgrounds in favour of multijet events.

The multijet background contribution in the SR is calculated as follow, see Figure 6.5:
First, a multijet background estimation in CR-1 (NCR-1

multijet) is determined by applying the
lepton fake-factor ( fL) to data events in CR-2. The contribution from events from non-
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Figure 6.5 Schematic of the fake-factor background estimation in the τlepτhad channel [1].
The fake-factors, fMJ, fW and fL, are defined as the ratio of events in data that pass/fail the
specified selection requirements, measured in the fakes regions MJ-FR, W-FR and L-FR,
respectively, as defined in the text.

Table 6.3 Definition of signal, control and fakes regions used in the analysis [1]. The symbol
ℓ represents the selected electron or muon candidate and τ1 (τ2) represents the leading
(sub-leading) τhad-vis candidate.

Channel Region Selection

τlepτhad SR ℓ (trigger, isolated), τ1 (medium), q(ℓ)×q(τ1)< 0, |∆φ(ℓ,τ1)|> 2.4,
mT(pℓ

T,Emiss
T )< 40GeV, veto 80 < m(pℓ,pτ1)< 110GeV (τeτhadchannel only)

CR-1 Pass SR except: τ1 (very-loose, fail medium)
CR-2 Pass SR except: τ1 (very-loose, fail medium), ℓ (fail isolation)
MJ-FR Pass SR except: τ1 (very-loose), ℓ (fail isolation)
W-FR Pass SR except: 70 (60)< mT(pℓ

T,Emiss
T )< 150GeV in τeτhad(τµτhad) channel

CR-T Pass SR except: mT(pℓ
T,Emiss

T )> 110(100)GeV in the τeτhad(τµτhad) channel,
b-tagging category only

L-FR ℓ (trigger, selected), jet (selected), no loose τhad-vis, mT(pℓ
T,Emiss

T )< 30GeV
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6.3 Background estimation

multijet backgrounds in CR-2 are taken into account by subtracting the expected number of
simulation events (NCR-2

non-multijet) from data (NCR-2
data ),

NCR-1
multijet = fL × (NCR-2

data −NCR-2
non-multijet). (6.4)

The fL fake-factor is determined in the L-FR by calculating the ratio,

fL =
NL-FR, pass-ℓ-iso

data −NL-FR, pass-ℓ-iso
non-multijet

NL-FR, fail-ℓ-iso
data −NL-FR, fail-ℓ-iso

non-multijet

, (6.5)

where NL-FR, pass-ℓ-iso
data (NL-FR, pass-ℓ-iso

non-multijet ) and NL-FR, fail-ℓ-iso
data (NL-FR, fail-ℓ-iso

non-multijet ) are the number of
events in data (non-multijet MC) that pass and fail the lepton isolation, respectively. The
lepton fake-factor is determined in Section 6.3.1.1.1.

The relative component of multijet events in CR-1 is determined by the factor rQCD,

rQCD =
NCR-1

multijet

NCR-1
data −NCR-1

true-τ MC
, (6.6)

where NCR-1
true-τ MC is the true τhad-vis MC in CR-1. Thus, the data-driven multijet contribution

is scaled with respect to total expected jet → τhad-vis fake background in CR-1. The multijet
fraction is determined in Section 6.3.1.1.2.

The multijet fake-factor ( fMJ) is determined in the ML-FR and weighted by rQCD before
being applied to events in CR-1 (after true background subtraction) in the combined fake-
factor. The fMJ fake-factor is determined in the MJ-FR by calculating the ratio,

fMJ =
NMJ-FR, pass-τ-id

data −NMJ-FR, pass-τ-id
non-multijet

NMJ-FR, fail-τ-id
data −NMJ-FR, fail-τ-id

non-multijet

, (6.7)

where NMJ-FR, pass-τ-id
data (NMJ-FR, pass-τ-id

non-multijet ) and NMJ-FR, fail-τ-id
data (NMJ-FR, fail-τ-id

non-multijet ) are the number
of events in data (non-multijet MC) that pass and fail the τhad-vis medium identification,
respectively. The multijet fake-factor is determined in Section 6.3.1.1.3.

6.3.1.1.1 Calculation of the lepton fake-factor The lepton fake-factors are calculated
in the L-FR by first subtracting the contribution of real lepton backgrounds in MC from
data templates. The data templates are parametrized in terms of the lepton |η |. This is
chosen as fL is expected to vary as a function of η , with varying performance of the muon or
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electron isolation at different regions of the detector. The lepton fake-factors are calculated
independently in b-tagged and b-veto categories. Furthermore, they are separated into two
lepton pT bins for the τµτhad channel, high (pT > 55 GeV) and low (pT < 55 GeV) muon pT,
in order to account for the separate pT muon triggers used. Since the electron trigger scale
factors are provided as a combined scale factor, this is not done in the τeτhad channel.

Uncertainties in the calculation of fL factors include the statistical uncertainties attributed
to limited statistics in the data and simulation (used in MC subtraction), although this effect is
considerably small. Further uncertainties on the true lepton background subtraction are taken
into account by varying the normalisation of MC in the L-FR by 20%. An uncertainty in
which the mT threshold value used to define the L-FR is also considered. The corresponding
fL factors are shown in Figure 6.6 for τeτhad channel, with the corresponding envelope
uncertainties. The total uncertainty in fL is found to be between 5–50%.

τeτhad, b-veto

fL

|η |
(a)

τeτhad, b-tagged

fL

|η |
(b)

Figure 6.6 Fake-factors ( fL) from the τeτhad [207], determined in the L-FR, as a function of
lepton |η | in (a) b-tagged and (b) b-veto categories.

To predict the multijet events in CR-1, fL is applied to events in CR-2 (Eq. (6.4)), as
shown in Figure 6.5. The contribution in CR-2 from real muon and electron backgrounds is
very small, and subtracted as in Eq. (6.4). The resulting estimate of the multijet backgrounds
in CR-1 is show in Figure 6.7 for the τeτhad channel as a function of the tau pT (pτhad-vis

T ). The
corresponding distributions for the τµτhad channel are shown in Figure 6.7. The multijet
component is labeled as (QCD) in the plot. The non-multijet backgrounds are, at this stage,
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6.3 Background estimation

estimated from simulation. Without the data-driven estimate of the non-multijet background,
mis-modelling of the data is seen in high pT tails. The uncertainties shown are only statistical
so the effect seen here is exaggerated.
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Figure 6.7 Distributions of τhad-vis pT for the (a) b-veto and (b) b-tagged categories in the
τeτhad CR-1 [207]. The multijet background (QCD) is estimated using the lepton fake-factors
on events in CR-2. The only uncertainties shown are the statistical uncertainties of the
sample.

6.3.1.1.2 Calculation of the multijet fraction In order to predict rQCD, the fraction
of events that arise from multijet, a prediction of the multijet background contribution is
performed in CR-1. The rQCD fraction is then determined as a function of the pτhad-vis

T ,
separately for b-tagged and b-veto categories, as well as for the τeτhad and τµτhad channels.
For the calculation of this fraction, simulation is used to predict the number of events with a
true τhad, and the lepton fake-factor data-driven method is used to predict the contribution of
multijet events. In each bin of the two paramaterizing variables (pT and number of tracks), the
factor is defined as in Eq. (6.6). Uncertainties from the fL factor used to derive the multijet
estimation in CR-1 are propagated into uncertainties on rQCD. Additionally, the uncertainties
from the statistics and MC systematics in the data and simulation in CR-1 are also included.
The combination of all sources of uncertainties to rQCD are symmetrized, and are constrained
to so that 0 ≤ rQCD ≤ 1. The rQCD factors are shown in Figure 6.8 as a function of the pτhad-vis

T

for the τeτhad channel, along with their respective envelope uncertainties.

6.3.1.1.3 Calculation of the multijet fake-factor The multijet fake-factor is measured
in the MJ-FR, which has an inverted lepton isolation criteria that of the signal region. The fMJ
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rQCD, CR-1, τeτhad, b-veto

(a)

rQCD, CR-1, τeτhad, b-tagged

(b)

Figure 6.8 Distribution of the multijet factor, rQCD, as a function of the pτhad-vis
T for the (a)

b-veto and (b) b-tagged categories in the τeτhad channel, along with the total up and down
shifts for the uncertainties [207].

factor is determined with Eq. (6.7), much in the same way as was outlined for the calculation
of fL. The fake-factors here are parametrized in terms of the number of prongs and the pT

of the tau candidate (as with rQCD). The parameterisation is also split into 2015 and 2016
data periods. This is due to the isolation requirement in lepton trigger in 2015 being more
loose than their 2016 counterparts, whereby the data failing the offline lepton isolation will
be higher. Additionally, different pileup conditions between 2015 and 2016 lead to different
fake-factors. As such, the composition of multijet fakes can be different in each case, in
which case an inclusive fake-factor would bias the background estimation.

The uncertainties on fMJ are attributed to the MC subtraction of non-multijet backgrounds
in the MJ-FR. This background contributes very minimally to this region. The normalisation
of the background is varied by 50% with respect to the nominal MC estimation. This is a
conservative approach, and is used since the modelling of leptons failing isolation (as in
MJ-FR) are not as robustly studied as events that pass lepton isolation. An additional source
of uncertainty is derived by estimating the fake-factors when varying the lepton anti-isolation
criteria used to define MJ-FR. A CR where the τhad-vis and lepton have the same sign (SS)
charge is used to calculate fake-factors with varying lepton anti-isolation definitions. The
difference between these fake-factors and the nominal fMJ is taken as an uncertainty on
fMJ. An additional variation on the multijet fake-factor is also determined in a SS CR with
events passing the nominal lepton isolation. A 20% uncertainty on the nominal distribution
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6.3 Background estimation

is considered as the uncertainty of the fMJ, which is found to envelop approximately 68% of
the variations.

Since fMJ is parameterised as a function of pτhad-vis
T only, due to the limited statistics,

it could lead to imperfections in the modelling some other variables in the SR. A closure
test is performed by applying fMJ back to the same MJ-FR where it has been derived, and
a trend is observed in the angular separation between the τhad-vis candidate and the Emiss

T .
Figure 6.9 shows the distribution in |∆φ(τ1,Emiss

T )| for the ratio of events passing over failing
the medium τhad-vis identification after applying fMJ in MJ-FR for the b-veto category. A
trend in the fake-factors for low pT taus (pT < 60 GeV) is visible in Figure 6.9. The same
closure test performed for high pT taus shows a consistency with unity (within uncertainties).
Additionally, the b-tagged region is also consistent with unity. Therefore, a correction is
applied to fMJ in b-veto events with low pτ1

T by weighting events in bins of |∆φ(τ1,Emiss
T )|.

The uncertainty on this correction is taken by halving the correction. This uncertainty is
also applied to the b-tagged, and high pT b-veto, region, although no correction is applied to
these cases.

) (anti-iso)
T

E,τ(φ∆

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
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1.5

1.6
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high_tauPt

bveto, inclusive channelMJ-FR, τlepτhad, b-veto

Figure 6.9 Distribution in b-veto events of the ration of taus passing over failing the τhad-vis
identification in the MJ-FR as a function of |∆φ(τ1,Emiss

T )| after applying fMJ [207]. A trend
is visible in events with low pT τhad-vis (pT < 60 GeV).
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6.3.1.2 Backgrounds with only jet → τhad-vis fakes (non-multijet)

The background from non-multijet sources (W+ jets in b-veto and tt in b-tagged), are studied
in the fakes region W-FR. This is defined with the same selection as the τlepτhad SR with some
differences (see Figure 6.5): Firstly, for the τhad-vis candidate the very-loose identification
criteria are used, i.e., wtau-id-bdt > 0.35, introducing a higher level of contamination from
jet → τhad-vis fakes. Secondly, a selection on the transverse mass is applied, 60(70) GeV <

mT(ℓ,Emiss
T ) < 150 GeV in the τµτhad (τeτhad) channel. The low end of the mT selection

increases the purity of real lepton backgrounds: multijet contamination, where jet → ℓ fakes
are prominent, is reduced. The high end of the mT selection is to reduce the contribution
from sources of true τhad-vis backgrounds from top quarks, which dominates at high mT. The
selection is summarised in Table 6.3.

Figure 6.10 show the background composition in W-FR for the τeτhad channel as a fuc-
ntion of mT(ℓ,Emiss

T ). Contributions of each physics process are presented: all true τhad-vis

and jet→ τhad-vis fakes are modelled with MC simulation, while the multijet contribution is
estimated using the fake-factors technique described in Section 6.3.1.2. Shown are both
b-tagged and b-veto categories, as well as the distributions before and after applying the
medium τhad-vis identification. Several features relating to the background composition are
displayed, and are discussed here with relation to the τeτhad channel, with the same conclu-
sions holding for the τµτhad channel. In Figure 6.10 (a) it is shown that the composition of
background in the b-veto category is largely attributed to W+ jets with jet→ τhad-vis fakes.
Although all backgrounds are substantially reduced after applying the medium τhad-vis identi-
fication (Figure 6.10 (b)), the jet→ τhad-vis fakes contribution remains dominant. Additionally
the contribution from the true τhad-vis tt background is relatively increased. In the b-tagged
category in Figure 6.10 (c) the contribution from W+ jets events becomes minor, both true
and fake τhad-vis backgrounds being predominantly attributed to tt. After applying the medium
τhad-vis identification (Figure 6.10 (d)) the jet→ τhad-vis fakes from tt are largely reduced, and
the dominant background can be attributed to tt events with a real τhad-vis. In all distributions
shown, there is large disagreement between data and MC prediction. In particular, after
applying medium τhad-vis identification, which is a selection which is close to the τlepτhad SR,
there is and evident mis-modelling, showing that one should not rely on simulation for the
fake τhad-vis background.

The non-multijet fake-factors ( fW) are derived from events in the W-FR. The multijet
fake-factor method described in the previous section is performed in the high mT region to
derive the multijet background in this region. Backgrounds from true ℓ and τhad-vis events are
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Figure 6.10 Distribution of mT(ℓ,Emiss
T ) in the W-FR τeτhad channel [207] in the b-veto

category (a) before and (b) after applying the medium τhad-vis identification, and the b-tagged
category (c) before and (d) after applying the medium τhad-vis identification. All backgrounds
are estimated from simulation, with the exception of multijet (here reffered to as QCD) which
is derived used the multijet data-driven method described in Section 6.3.1.2.

estimated using simulation. The fW fake-factor is calculated as,

fW =
NW-FR, pass-τ-id

data −NW-FR, pass-τ-id
other bkg.

NW-FR, fail-τ-id
data −NW-FR, fail-τ-id

other bkg.

, (6.8)

where NW-FR, pass-τ-id
data (NW-FR, pass-τ-id

other bkg. ) and NW-FR, fail-τ-id
data (NW-FR, fail-τ-id

other bkg. ) are the number of
events from data (simulation and data-driven estimates) that pass and fail the τhad-vis iden-
tification. They are parametrized in terms of τ1-prong and τ3-prong, and pτhad-vis

T . As with the
multijet fake-factor, the composition of fakes can be dependent of the number of associated
b-tagged jets in the selection. Therefore, fW is determined separately in b-tagged and b-veto
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Figure 6.11 |∆φ(τ1,Emiss
T )| distribution when applying fW factors back into the W-FR for

(a) τeτhad and (b) τµτhad in the b-veto category [207]. The resulting uncertainties displayed
are statistical.

categories. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.10 (d), the b-tagged category passing the
τhad-vis identification suffers from very low statistics after the subtraction of the real and
multijet background components. The determination of a pT dependent fake-factor in this
region is therefore not possible, as it would be plagued by very large uncertainties. Instead,
the pτhad-vis

T shape in the b-tagged category is extracted from the b-veto estimate, with the
normalisation of this estimate determined in a single bin distribution in the b-tagged region.
The b-tagged correction factor is determined to be 0.8±0.10 and 0.66±0.17, for τ1-prong

and τ3-prong, respectively, with the uncertainties taken as half of the respective correction.
As with multijet fake-factors, a correction is derived in |∆φ(τ1,Emiss

T )| in order to correct
mis-modelling in distributions which are not used to calculate the fake-factors. Figure 6.11
shows the resulting |∆φ(τ1,Emiss

T )| distribution when applying fW factors back into the W-FR,
and illustrates the need for this correction. As with fMJ, this correction is only found to be
needed in b-veto events, and is not applied in the b-tagged category. The |∆φ(τ1,Emiss

T )|
correction is divided into different tau pτhad-vis

T bins and the difference between the pT binned
and nominal corrections is used to determine the uncertainty of the correction, found to be
approximately 30%.

The definition of W-FR assumes that the fake-factors calculated in the high-mT(ℓ,Emiss
T )

region can be used, as they are, for the low-mT(ℓ,Emiss
T ) signal region. This assumption

is tested in a validation region which lies between the SR and W-CR in mT: 40 GeV <

mT(ℓ,Emiss
T ) < 60(70) GeV in the τµτhad (τeτhad) channel. The disagreement between the

modelling and data in the pτhad-vis
T distribution is taken as an extrapolation uncertainty into the

SR.
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6.3.1.3 The combined fake-factor for jet→ τhad-vis fakes

The final estimate of jet → τhad-vis in the τlepτhad SR is determined by applying a combined
fake-factor to all data events in CR-1 after MC subtraction. The combined fake-factor takes
into account the expected fraction of multijet events, determined as rQCD in CR-1. The final
combined fake-factor f combined

fake τ
is given as,

f combined
fake τ = fW × (1− rQCD)+ fMJ × rQCD. (6.9)

The final multijet and non-multijet fake-factors used in the analysis are summarised in
Figure 6.12
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Figure 6.12 The multijet and W+ jets (non-multijet) fake-factors for jet → τhad-vis fake
background (a) and b-veto |∆φ(τhad-vis,Emiss

T )| correction (b) in the τlepτhad channel[1]. All
uncertainties are included. Only the 2016 multijet fake-factors are shown.

6.3.2 τhadτhad background estimation

In the τhadτhad channel, the dominant background is multijet, that has a cross-section several
orders of magnitude higher than the signal processes. Despite the big suppression of this
background due to the event selection, a sizeable contribution remains. Multijet events in
the SR are attributed to events where two jets are misidentified as τhad-vis. This background
is estimated using a data-driven method similar to the one described in the τlepτhad fake-
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Table 6.4 Definition of signal, control and fakes regions used in the τhadτhad analysis. The
symbol ℓ represents the selected electron or muon candidate and τ1 (τ2) represents the leading
(sub-leading) τhad-vis candidate.

Channel Region Selection

τhadτhad SR τ1 (trigger, medium), τ2 (loose), q(τ1)×q(τ2)< 0, |∆φ(τ1,τ2)|> 2.7

CR-1 Pass SR except: τ2 (fail loose)
DJ-FR jet trigger, τ1+τ2 (no identification), q(τ1)×q(τ2)< 0, |∆φ(τ1,τ2)|> 2.7

pτ2
T /pτ1

T > 0.3
W-FR µ (trigger, isolated), τ1 (no identification), |∆φ(µ,τ1)|> 2.4

mT(p
µ

T ,E
miss
T )> 40GeV, b-vetocategory only

T-FR Pass W-FR except: b-tagging category only

factors. Fake-factors are derived in a di-jet fakes region (DJ-FR) and applied to a anti-tau
identification CR (CR-1). This technique is described in detail in Section 6.3.2.1.

The remaining backgrounds are all estimated using MC techniques. A significant and irre-
ducible background contribution arises from Z/γ∗ → ττ . Due to the lepton veto, Z → ℓℓ de-
cays have a very minor contribution. A background contribution comes from W (→ τν)+jets
events, where one of the additional jets is misidentified as a τhad-vis. Other backgrounds
from W decays arise when the muon or electron and one additional jet in W (→ ℓν)+jets are
misidentified as hadronically decaying tau leptons. Due to the electron and muon veto this
background is highly suppressed. Both tt̄ as well as single top-quark production can pass the
event selection with real and fake τhad-vis objects. Both W (→ τν)+jets and tt backgrounds
comprise jet → τhad-vis fakes. This happens when both top quarks in tt̄ have true τhad-vis

final-states or due to misidentified leptons or jets. There is also a fraction from di-boson
production, in which true and misidentified τhad-vis can also emerge. The contamination of
non-multijet backgrounds with a jet → τhad-vis fake in the SR amounts to ∼ 1.6%(∼ 7.0%) in
the b-veto (b-tagged) channel, and does not require a dedicated fake-factor method. In order
to estimate the non-multijet fake background contribution, MC events with a fake τhad-vis are
weighted by corrections derived in a W+ jets fakes region (W-FR) for b-veto and tt fakes
region (T-FR) for b-tagged channel. This technique is detailed in Section 6.3.2.2. Table 6.4
shows the definitions of the SR, CR and fakes regions in the τhadτhad channel. An additional
region where the multijet fake-factor method is validated, is defined in the same way, but
requiring that the two tau candidates have same sign charge (SS).
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6.3.2.1 Data-driven QCD background estimation

To estimate the amount of multijet background in the τlepτhad signal region, a control re-
gion CR-1 is defined. CR-1 has the same selection as the SR except that the loose tau
identification requirement on the τ2 candidate is inverted, i.e., τ2 must fail the loose tau iden-
tification. The multijet estimate in the SR is derived from events in CR-1, after subtraction
of non-multijet background, multiplied by the di-jet fake-factors ( fDJ). The fDJ factors are
derived in the DJ-FR. The DJ-FR is designed to be close to the SR, while having relatively
low τhad-vis contamination. Events are selected by requiring any of the following single
jet triggers [112, 206]: HLT_j460, HLT_j440, HLT_j420, HLT_j400, HLT_j380, HLT_j360,
HLT_j320, HLT_j300, HLT_j260, HLT_j200, HLT_j175, HLT_j150, HLT_j110, HLT_j85,
HLT_j60. The pτ1

T candidate must exceed the online pT thresholds by at least 10%. Events
are required to contain at least two tau candidates with pT > 65 GeV. The leading tau is
defined as the tag and the sub-leading as the probe. The tag is required to have pT > 85 GeV.
The tag and probe jet have to be back-to-back (∆φ > 2.7). The transverse momentum of the
probe jet has to be at least 30 % of the pT of the tag jet. The fDJ factors are defined as the
number of probe-jets that pass the loose identification, Npass τ−ID, divided by the number
that fail, Nfail τ−ID, parametrized in terms of the pτ2

T and number of tracks (Nτ2
track),

fDJ =
Npass τ−ID(pτ2

T ,Nτ2
track)

Nfail τ−ID(pτ2
T ,Nτ2

track)
. (6.10)

All backgrounds (Z + jets, W+ jets, single top-quark, tt and di-boson) are subtracted before
computing the fake-factors to avoid possibles biases in the estimation. The dominant non-
multijet backgrounds in the DJ-FR are attributed to tt, in the b-tagged, and W+ jets, in the
b-veto region.

Several sources of uncertainties enter in the calculation of fDJ. Firstly the statistical
uncertainty of the data and MC simulations are propagated through the calculation of the
fake-factors. The fraction of background contamination is found to be largest for events
with τ3-prong tau candidates and ranges up to 7.4%. The total statistical uncertainty on the
background is smallest in the τ1-prong opposite sign pass-ID region for the b-veto category
(6.6%) and is largest for the τ1-prong same sign fail-ID region b-veto category (33.7%).
Additionally, the systematic uncertainties from the experimental nuisance parameters are
derived from the recommended MC uncertainties. The uncertainties are generally small
when compared to the statistical components and the total systematic uncertainty is used,
derived by adding individual components in quadrature. In order to reduce the impact of
the choice of binning, a linear interpolation of nominal values and uncertainty bands is
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used. The fake-factors are derived and compared for b-tagged and b-veto, as well as an
inclusive category (no selection on the number of b-tagged jets). The fDJ factors do not show
large differences in most pT regions between the b-tagged and b-veto, therefore the final
fake-factors are derived in the inclusive b-jet region. This reduces the large uncertainties in
the b-tagged fake-factors, caused due to lack of statistics in the category.

In Figure 6.13 the fake-factors are shown (for τ1-prong and τ3-prong) in the b-veto and
b-tagged categories, both of which are just the inclusive region fake-factors, with the b-tagged
fake-factors having an additional uncertainty. This additional systematic uncertainty is
derived from the difference of the nominal fake-factors between the inclusive and b-tagged
regions, to account for the fact that the fake-factors used in the b-tagged region are heavily
based on statistics from the b-veto region. Also shown are the different components to the
total uncertainty. In general the largest impact on the total uncertainty is coming from the
data statistics, although the MC statistical uncertainty in some high pT-bins is larger. In
the low pT-bins in the b-tagged region, there is a large uncertainty attributed to using the
inclusive fake-factors. The multijet fake-factor method is validated in the SS signal region,
which is predominantly multijet background, and is found to provide good modelling, as
shown in Figure 6.14.

6.3.2.2 Modelling of fake taus in MC backgrounds

The contribution from MC background with at least one jet → τhad-vis fake is non-negligible
in the SR. However, unlike in the τlepτhad channel, this background is sufficiently suppressed
to not require a fake-factor method. Instead, data-driven corrections on non-multijet MC
backgrounds with jet → τhad-vis fakes are applied. The main contributions for this background
are from single top-quark, tt and W (→ τν)+jets. In general the quark/gluon-induced jet
fraction for the W+ jets and top backgrounds are different, with a higher fraction of gluon-
induced jets expected in the W+ jets compared to top backgrounds. The rate at which
jet → τhad-vis fakes occur in either background are therefore different. The modelling of fake
tau rates from non-multijet background is checked in two fakes regions, one for selecting top
(T-FR) and one for W (W-FR) backgrounds. Both regions are defined by selection events
that pass a single lepton trigger HLT_mu50, with exactly one offline muon with pT > 55GeV
and medium identification that is matched to the trigger. The muon is required to pass the
gradient isolation, in order to reduce multijet background. Additionally to the baseline
criteria described for the τhadτhad channel, the requirement on the pT of tau candidates is
increased to 50GeV. No identification criteria is applied to the tau candidate, avoiding biases
on the fake rate. Only events with at least one τhad-vis candidate are considered. As with the
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Figure 6.13 Multijet fake-factors as a function of ptτ2 and Nτ2
track [208]. Shown is the

comparison of b-tagged, b-veto and inclusive fake-factors (top). The fake-factors for the
b-veto (middle) and b-tagged (bottom) are displayed, both of which use the inclusive fake-
factors, but the b-tagged has an additional uncertainty applied. Statistical and systematic
uncertainties are added in quadrature to derive the total uncertainties of the method.

τlepτhad channel, a selection on the mT distribution of the lepton and Emiss
T further reduces

the multijet contribution, and increases the W+ jets and tt purity: mT(pppµ

T ,E
miss
T )> 40GeV.
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Figure 6.14 mtot
T distributions in the same-sign control region of the (a) b-veto and (b) b-tag

category [208].

To obtain a similar kinematic region as for the SR, a selection on ∆φ(µ,τ)> 2.4 is applied.
Finally, the W-FR (T-FR) is defined by requiring zero (at least one) b-jets in the event.
The selection results in a purity of 92% for W (→ µν)+jets in the W-FR and 82% for top
background in the T-FR. The MC from other sources is subtracted in each region before
calculating the fake-rates.

The data-correction to non-multijet MC in the SR is performed by applying fake-rates
for the leading and sub-leading τhad-vis candidate. The fake-rate for the sub-leading τhad-vis

is derived in the W-FR (rτ2
W) or T-FR (rτ2

T ) as the ratio of the number of τhad-vis candidates
that pass the loose tau identification, over the total number of τhad-vis candidates. Similarly,
the fake-rate for the leading τhad-vis is derived in the W-FR (rτ1

W) or T-FR (rτ1
T ) as the ratio

of the number of τhad-vis candidates that pass the medium tau identification and are matched
to a single tau trigger (from Table 6.2), over the total number of τhad-vis candidates. The
fake-rates which are applied to top backgrounds (tt and single top-quark) are calculated in
the T-FR, while those applied to non-top (i.e., W (→ τν)+jets and others) are derived in the
W-FR. The fake-rates are measured using the leading τhad-vis candidate in the fakes region
and are parametrized in terms of pτ1

T and Ntrack.

The correction of MC in the SR proceeds as follows. Any MC event which passes
the τhadτhad and which does not contain a truth matched τhad-vis candidate is applied the
corresponding fake-rate. MC events which do not contain a truth matched τhad-vis candidate
and fail the either tau identification or the trigger requirement (pT and matching) are not
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discarded. This increases the statistics of these fake backgrounds and allowing for a more
precise description, especially in the high pT tails of the distributions. In the case that
the leading tau is not truth matched, the medium τhad-vis identification and trigger match
requirement are dropped, and the event is multiplied by the corresponding fake-rate: rτ1

W or
rτ1

T . In the case that the sub-leading tau is not truth matched, the loose τhad-vis identification
is not used, and the rτ2

W or rτ2
T rates are applied as an event weight. Figure 6.15 shows the

fake-rates for the leading and sub-leading τhad-vis used in the OS and SS SR. The fake-rates
are all derived from data, and are found to have good compatibility with the same fake-rates
when derived from MC events. The exception is in the case of the τ3-prong OS top fake-rate,
which is calculated in a region which is very limited in data statistics. In this case, the
fake-rates derived in data are not compatible with those in MC. Some of the fake-rate bins in
data where observed to be zero, an observation which is not trusted to reflect the expected
fake-rate. In this case, fake-rates derived in MC are instead used.
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Figure 6.15 Fake-rates measured in the W-FR and T-FR for the leading (rτ1) and sub-leading
(rτ2) τhad-vis candidate in terms of the τhad-vis pT and number of prongs [208]. Uncertainties
shown are due to data and MC statistics.

6.4 Systematic Uncertainties

Uncertainties from statistical limitations, detector effects, MC modelling, and data-driven
background estimations, are propagated into the final mtot

T distributions as nuisance parameters
(NPs). Each uncertainty will contribute to the total uncertainty in the workspaces used in the
final fits in Section 6.5, which are generally considered to both affect the normalisation and
shape of a particular sample in the mtot

T distribution: the normalisation effect is attributed to
the variation in the total number of events, while for the shape effect, the variation histograms
are renormalised to the nominal number of events, and a ratio of the variation over the
nominal describes the shape of the distribution. Shape histograms are further smoothed,
in order to reduce the effect of statistical fluctuations: neighbouring bins are merged until
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two bins are left, describing the trend of the shape effect on the distribution. Many of the
uncertainties propagated to the final distribution turn out to be inconsequential in the final
fit, and NPs with negligible contributions are pruned in order to improve the performance
of the fitting machinery. This is done for normalisation uncertainties which have a total
uncertainty less than 1%, and for shape uncertainties which have no single bin with > 1%
uncertainty. The different sources of uncertainties are summarised in this section. The
data-driven uncertainties have already been discussed in the previous section, where the
more detailed discussion of these uncertainties is presented, but are again summarised here
for completeness. The final pre-fit uncertainties (before fitting to data) are summarised in
Tables 6.7–6.12 for each of the four τlepτhad and two τhadτhad SRs. The tables for the τlepτhad

T-CR are found in Appendix B.1.

6.4.1 Experimental uncertainties

Uncertainties related to the detector simulation are included for signal and for backgrounds
that are estimated using simulated samples. These systematics include uncertainty associated
with:

• the pileup reweighting procedure

• the τhad reconstruction and identification efficiencies,

• the τhad trigger scale factor,

• the electron and muon trigger, reconstruction and identification efficiencies,

• jet, electron, muon and τhad energy scales,

• jet energy resolution,

• calibration of the Emiss
T ,

• jet flavour tagging systematics,

• jet vertex tagging scale factor systematics.

The naming conventions used for the different sets of detector related uncertainties can be
deduced form Tables 6.7–6.12. Any systematic effect on the overall normalisation or shape of
the mtot

T distribution in the signal region and control regions is considered. These uncertainties
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are also taken into account for simulated samples that are used in the development of data-
driven methods. The tau reconstruction and identification uncertainties contain additional
high-pT uncertainties. ATLFASTII [133] simulation has been used for the detector simulation
of the bbφ samples and corresponding detector uncertainties have been used.

6.4.2 Background cross-section and modelling uncertainties

An uncertainty on the integrated luminosity (ATLAS_LUMI) of 3.2% is applied to all signal
and background processes [168], with the exception of data-driven backgrounds. The cross-
section uncertainties for tt, single top-quark and di-boson production are taken from the
working group recommendations as 6%, and applied to events modelled with MC. The
W+ jets cross-section uncertainties are negligible in the τhadτhad channel, while the W+ jets
samples are not used in the τlepτhad channel, so no cross-section uncertainty is used on the
W+ jets samples.

For the Z/γ∗+jets backgrounds, mass dependant correction k-factors [209] are used to
correct NLO Z/γ∗+jets to NNLO . The uncertainties on the k-factors (ATLAS_LPXKFACTOR)
include PDF, PS modelling, and αS- and EW-scale choice. An additional uncertainty
on the Z/γ∗+jets background is considered to originate from potential mis-modelling of
heavy flavour jets, the effect of which is checked by applying a very large uncertainty on
Z/γ∗+jets MC events. A normalisation uncertainty on the Z/γ∗+jets background of +100

−50 %
is considered, and observed to only impact the final limit by 0.48% in the most extreme case
(at the 400 GeV mass point). Since the impact is very small, the additional uncertainty is not
introduced to the statistical model.

In Figure 6.16 the W+ jets background modelling is checked in the τhadτhad channel
W-FR and T-FR at with pµ

T > 110 GeV, to increase the purity of W+ jets, and shows good
modelling of the data. An additional check is performed by assessing the impact of adding
a 20% uncertainty to the W+ jets samples. This uncertainty is motivated by a study with
8 TeV W → τν Sherpa samples, where PDF and renormalisation and factorisation scales
are varied and found to yield an uncertainty of ∼ 15% [210]. The 20% uncertainty used is
therefore slightly conservative, and is found to impact the final result by ∼ 0.5%, so it is not
included in the analysis.

Uncertainties related to tt modelling are associated with the hard-scatter, hadronisa-
tion, and PS modelling. In order to assess their impact, variation samples are generated
and compared to the nominal tt MC. The uncertainty in the hadronisation modelling is
assessed by comparing tt events generated in POWHEG-BOX 2 interfaced with Herwig++
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Figure 6.16 Distributions for tau pT (a) and mtot
T (b) in the W-FR+T-FR in the τhadτhad

channel, with pµ

T > 110 GeV, for checking W+ jets modelling. Fake rates have not been
applied. The uncertainty band includes statistical uncertainties only.

or PYTHIA 6 for the PS. The hard-scatter uncertainties are estimated by comparing sam-
ples generated with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO or POWHEG and interfaced with Herwig++
showering. The generator and showering uncertainties are enveloped into a single varia-
tion (ATLAS_TTBAT_SHOWERGEN) and shown in Figure 6.17 (a). Radiation uncertainties are
assessed by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales, and varying the hdamp
parameter in POWHEG-BOX which controls the amount of radiation produced by the PS
(ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION). The resulting radiation uncertainties are shown in Figure 6.17
(b). In the τhadτhad channel, these uncertainties are not found to have shape effect, and are
applied as a flat uncertainty on the normalisation. Additionally, the low statistics of tt in
the τhadτhad b-veto channel yields uncertainties which are very statistically limited. A 50%
(and 100%) normalisation uncertainty is introduced to the tt MC to assess the impact of
additional uncertainties on the tt modelling in the τhadτhad channel, shown in Table 6.5. The
impact on the final cross-section limits (as calculated in Section 6.5.2) is observed to be
small for mφ < 1 TeV. The impact on the limit is non-negligible for larger mass points
(∼ 1.5%). However, when the τhadτhad is fit including the T-CR, designed to constrain tt
uncertainties, the impact on the expected limit is less than 1%. An additional uncertainty on
the tt normalisation is therefore not included.
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Figure 6.17 mtot
T distribution of top background with uncertainties related to (a) parton

shower and hard-scatter modelling, and (b) radiation modelling in the τlepτhad T-CR.

6.4.3 Uncertainties on signal modelling

The signal modelling uncertainties are determined for three components: the QCD scale,
the tune of the generator, and the PDF set used. To estimate the uncertainties related to
factorisation and renormalisation scales, the scales are varied by a factor of two in either
direction, including correlating and anti-correlating the variations. These are implemented at
the ME level, for aMC@NLO for bb̄φ and POWHEG for ggF, and stored as event weights
in the sample, to be later used to determine the uncertainty. The largest deviation in each
direction of the nominal is taken as the final scale uncertainty.

To estimate the uncertainty due to PDF in ggF, weights for every PDF in PDF4LHC15_-
nlo_100 [211] are generated. For bb̄φ the LHAPDF [212] package was used to determine
weights for each PDF in the PDF4LC15_nlo_nf4_30 [211] set. To estimate uncertainties
due to UE, initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state radiation (FSR) modelling, PYTHIA 8
A14 [213] and AZNLO [214] tune variations are used for bb̄φ and ggF, respectively.

A truth level selection is applied to the generated samples in order to assess the uncertainty
on the signal acceptance after applying the weight variations. The uncertainty due to a
particular variation is estimated by comparing the weighted number of events before or
after the selection. For the τhadτhad channel the event must have at least two τhad-vis with
pT > 40GeV with opposite sign charge. The leading τhad-vis must have pT > 85GeV with
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sub-leading τhad-vis pT > 65GeV. Both τhad-vis candidates must be back-to-back: ∆φ > 2.7.
A lepton veto is applied on the event. The single tau trigger weighting scheme is applied to
emulate the running time of the lowest un-prescaled trigger. For the τlepτhad channel an event
must have at least one τhad-vis with pT > 25GeV, and exactly one muon or one electron with
pt > 30GeV. The tau lepton candidate must be back-to-back (∆φ > 2.4), opposite charge
and satisfy the mT and mvis selection of the signal region. Overlap removal is applied to
both channels as implemented in the signal selection. Weights are applied to each event
corresponding to their probability to be b-tagged.

None of the acceptance uncertainties discussed here caused significant shape effect on
the mtot

T distribution and are considered as normalisation uncertainties only. All of the total
up and down variations of the groups (scale, tune, or PDF) are summed in quadrature. The
resulting up and down variations are then symmetrised. The uncertainties are determined for
three representative mass points, and a conservative parameterisation is used to interpolate or
extrapolate to different mass points. The resulting uncertainties are shown in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6 Acceptance uncertainties on ggF and bb̄φ signal samples in percent [%]. Mea-
sured uncertainties are determined as described in the text. The uncertainties applied are
parameterised in terms of the sample mφ (divided by 1 GeV).

gluon fusion production

b-veto b-tagged

mA 200 GeV 500 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV 200 GeV 500 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV

τlepτhad
measured [±%] 4.22 2.21 1.48 - 15.70 7.33 7.36 -

applied [±%] 4.91−0.00343×mφ 1.0 17.79−0.0104×mφ 7.0

mA 400 GeV 700 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV 400 GeV 700 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV

τhadτhad
measured [±%] 1.22 1.32 1.08 - 9.41 7.51 8.48 -

applied [±%] 1.5 10

b-associated production

b-veto b-tagged

mA 200 GeV 500 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV 200 GeV 500 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV

τlepτhad
measured [±%] 2.72 1.34 1.46 - 3.87 2.0 1.04 -

applied [±%] 3.04−0.00158×mφ 1.4 4.58−0.00354×mφ 1.0

mA 400 GeV 700 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV 400 GeV 700 GeV 1 TeV > 1 TeV

τhadτhad
measured [±%] 1.70 1.30 0.79 - 2.04 1.28 0.94 -

applied [±%] 2.23−0.00133×mφ 0.9 2.73−0.00183×mφ 0.9
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6.4.4 Uncertainties on data-driven background estimations

In the τlepτhad channel, the data-driven uncertainties are described in detail in Section 6.3.1.
Uncertainties which impact the multijet and W+ jets fake-factors are implemented as ATLAS_-
Fakes_shape_QCD and ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets, respectively, and are parameterised
in terms of the fake-factor distributions and decorrelated for the τµτhad and τeτhad chan-
nels. The uncertainty on the rQCD (ATLAS_Fakes_shape_rQCD) and |∆φ(τ1,Emiss

T )| cor-
rection (ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi) are also decorrelated into τµτhad and τeτhad channels. An
uncertainty related to using the b-inclusive W+ jets fake-factor in the b-tagged channel
(ATLAS_Fakes_shape_WJetsBtag) is correlated amongst the τlepτhad channels.

In the τhadτhad channel, several sources of uncertainty enter in the calculation of the fDJ

factor, discussed in Section 6.3.2. In order to account for the statistical limitation in the
DJ-FR, QCDFF_stat uncertainties are introduced, which are decorrelated into tau prong and
pT bins, in which the fake-factor is derived. The uncertainties from the detector systematic
effects are fully propagated into the estimation (QCDFF_sysmc), but are pruned since they
do not have sufficient shape effects. The additional uncertainties with respect to using the
b-inclusive fake-factors being used in the b-tagged SR (QCDFF_BTAG_syst) are implemented.
An extrapolation uncertainty from CR-1 to the SR is derived in the SS region, shown in
Figure 6.18, where a 6% normalisation uncertainty (ATLAS_QCDFF_EXTRAPO) on multijet
background is applied to cover the difference between the distributions. The uncertainties on
the fake-rates (HHFAKERATE) are dominated by data statistics in the W-FR.

Figure 6.18 Ratio of data minus MC in the in the CR-1 over the SR as a function of the BDT
score of the sub-leading tau candidate in the SS τhadτhad channel [208]. The data minus MC
distributions are compared for the SR and CR-1, but with the SS charge, selection. Events in
the final bin fall into the numerator of the fake-factors, where a 6% difference is observed.
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Table 6.7 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τeτhad b-veto

SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets DYZ Diboson Fakes Top bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±2.57 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±3.88

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS ±2.58 ††† ±2.56 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF ±3.80 ±3.72 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPI ††† - - - - - -
ATLAS_LUMI ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - ±6.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - - - ±6.00 - -

Data driven

ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_QCD_eh - - - ±2.45 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_Wjets_eh - - - ±3.15 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_QCD_eh - - - ±5.13 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_eh - - - ±2.90 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_rQCDehad - - - ±2.00 ††† - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±3.00 -
ATLAS_TAUIDHighPt ††† - - - - - -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal ±5.87 - ±5.49 - ±5.62 ±5.83 ±5.86
ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±5.00 -
ATLAS_TAURECOEleEleOLR - ±1.83 - - - - -
ATLAS_TAURECOHighPt ††† - - - - - -
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLR ††† - - - ±1.06 ±1.31 ±1.27
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLRAFII - - - - - ±2.23 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal ±4.02 ††† - ±3.11 - ±2.92 ††† ±2.52 ††† ±2.52
ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - ±3.79 ††† -
ATLAS_TESDETECTOR ††† - +3.92

−2.73 - +3.04
−2.42 ±3.14 ±3.06

ATLAS_TESINSITU ±4.43 ††† - ±1.06 ††† - ±1.71 ††† ††† -
ATLAS_TESMODEL ±1.57 - - - - - -

b-tagging
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 - - - - ±8.54 ±2.36 -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_1 - - - - ±1.75 ††† - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_2 - - - - ±1.06 - -

Top (excl. XS) ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION - - - - ±4.81 ††† - -
ATLAS_TTBAR_SHOWERGEN - - - - ±6.71 ††† - -

Other

ATLAS_EGRESO - - - - - ††† -
ATLAS_EGSCALE_ALLCORR - ††† - - - - -
ATLAS_JERNP1 ±1.09 ±1.65 ±2.17 - - ±2.31 ±1.70
ATLAS_JETNP1 ±2.60 ††† +2.42

−1.91 - - +2.86
−1.81

+3.89
−1.86 ††† ±2.57

ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPara - ±1.12 ††† - ±1.78 ††† - ±1.11 †††
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPerp - ††† ††† - ††† ††† †††
ATLAS_METSoftTrkScale - ±1.32 - - - ††† -
ATLAS_PRW +5.17

−4.02 ††† +3.76
−2.72

+3.12
−1.75 - +1.94

−1.08 ††† ††† †††
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Table 6.8 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τeτhad b-tagged

SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets DYZ Diboson Fakes Top bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±3.52 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±14.67

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS ±2.58 ±2.45 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF ±3.82 ±3.63 - - - - -
ATLAS_LUMI ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - ±6.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - - - ±6.00 - -

Data driven

ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_QCD_eh - - - ±4.67 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_Wjets_eh - - - ±1.59 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_QCD_eh - - - ±3.85 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_WjetsBtag - - - ±9.18 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_eh - - - ±5.70 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_rQCDehad - - - ±1.52 ††† - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±3.00 -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal ±5.82 - ±5.55 - ±5.59 ±5.82 ±5.81
ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±5.00 -
ATLAS_TAURECOEleEleOLR - ±1.71 - - - - -
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLR - - - - - ±1.36 ±1.09
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLRAFII - - - - - ±2.29 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal ±4.13 - ±2.70 - ±2.92 ±2.53 ±2.39
ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - +7.08

−5.34 -
ATLAS_TESDETECTOR - - - - +3.83

−3.24 ††† +4.87
−2.81 -

ATLAS_TESINSITU +8.59
−5.30 - +35.29

−2.28 - ±1.36 ††† - -
ATLAS_TESMODEL - - - - ±1.41 - -

b-tagging

ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 ±5.53 ±4.26 ±2.10 - ±2.61 ±5.78 ±5.39
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_0 ±9.69 ±12.57 ±18.26 - - - ±7.94
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_1 ±3.23 ±4.46 ±4.16 - - - ±2.77
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_2 ±1.49 ±2.48 ±1.75 - - - ±1.03
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_0 ±4.20 ±5.00 ±8.33 - - - ±3.05
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_1 - - ±2.00 - - - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_2 - - ±3.89 - - - ±1.21
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_3 ±1.37 ±1.49 ±2.26 - - - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_4 - ±1.05 - - - - -

Top (excl. XS) ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION - - - - ±4.55 ††† - -
ATLAS_TTBAR_SHOWERGEN - - - - ±6.68 ††† - -

Other

ATLAS_EGRESO ±1.23 - - - - - -
ATLAS_JERNP1 ±14.99 ±1.76 ±19.45 - - ±2.82 ±4.43
ATLAS_JETNP1 - +13.02

−2.68 - - ††† - -
ATLAS_JETNP2 - ±1.56 - - - - -
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPara - ±2.37 - - ††† - ±5.84
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPerp - ±1.48 ±3.85 - ††† ±2.23 -
ATLAS_PRW ±5.60 - +8.31

−5.29 - ††† ±2.90 +15.12
−3.01
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Table 6.9 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τµτhad b-veto

SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets DYZ Diboson Fakes Top bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±2.57 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±3.88

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS ±2.58 ††† ±2.65 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF ±3.78 ±3.86 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPI ††† - - - - - -
ATLAS_LUMI ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - ±6.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - - - ±6.00 - -

Data driven

ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_QCD_mh - - - ±4.85 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_Wjets_mh - - - ±1.35 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_QCD_mh - - - ±2.42 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_mh - - - ±5.62 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_rQCDmuhad - - - ±1.32 ††† - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±3.00 -
ATLAS_TAUIDHighPt ††† - - - - - -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal ±5.87 - ±5.48 - ±5.79 ±5.83 ±5.84
ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±4.99 -
ATLAS_TAURECOHighPt ††† - - - - - -
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLR ††† - - - - ±1.25 ±1.20
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLRAFII - - - - - ±2.22 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal ±3.94 ††† - ±3.23 - ±2.92 ±2.58 ±2.60 †††
ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - ±3.71 ††† -
ATLAS_TESDETECTOR ††† - ±2.17 - ±1.48 ±2.69 ††† ±2.40 †††
ATLAS_TESINSITU ±3.34 ††† - ±1.56 ††† - ±1.11 ††† -
ATLAS_TESMODEL ±1.76 - ±1.41 - - ††† †††

b-tagging ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 - - - - ±7.89 ±2.12 ††† -

Top (excl. XS) ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION - - - - ±1.04 - -
ATLAS_TTBAR_SHOWERGEN - - - - ±2.24 - -

Other

ATLAS_JERNP1 ±1.74 - ±1.70 - ±13.60 ±1.14 ±1.06
ATLAS_JETNP1 ±2.74 ††† ±2.91 ††† - ±1.26 ±2.69 ±1.62 †††
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPara - ±2.37 ††† ††† - ±1.23 ††† †††
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPerp - ±2.60 ††† ††† - - ††† †††
ATLAS_METSoftTrkScale - +2.82

−2.28 - - - - -
ATLAS_MUONID - - - - - ††† -
ATLAS_MUONTRIGEFFSTAT ††† - - - ±1.00 ±1.23 ±1.27
ATLAS_PRW +3.70

−2.37 ††† - +3.51
−1.84 - +5.41

−4.34 - +3.42
−1.88
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Table 6.10 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τµτhad b-tagged

SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets DYZ Diboson Fakes Top bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±3.52 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±14.67

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS ±2.54 ±2.67 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF ±3.74 ±3.88 - - - - -
ATLAS_LUMI ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - ±6.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - - - ±6.00 - -

Data driven

ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_QCD_mh - - - ±5.74 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_Wjets_mh - - - ±1.24 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_QCD_mh - - - ±3.13 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_WjetsBtag - - - ±10.48 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_mh - - - ±6.02 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_rQCDmuhad - - - ±1.63 - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±2.99 -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal ±5.87 - ±5.84 - ±5.58 ±5.83 ±5.88
ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±4.99 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLR - - ±1.42 - - ±1.21 ±1.24
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLRAFII - - - - - ±2.20 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal ±3.93 - ±2.90 - ±3.08 ±2.60 ††† ±2.47
ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - ±3.87 ††† -
ATLAS_TESDETECTOR - - - ††† ±2.42 ††† ±1.83 -
ATLAS_TESINSITU +6.06

−3.53 - - - ±1.58 - -
ATLAS_TESMODEL +5.31

−1.72 - - - ±1.57 - -

b-tagging

ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 ±4.96 ±3.58 ±1.46 - ±2.56 ±5.90 ††† ±1.72
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_0 ±7.90 ±6.21 ±13.95 - - - ±12.87
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_1 ±2.66 ±2.43 ±1.13 - - - ±2.67
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_2 ±1.18 ±1.57 - - - - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_0 ±8.49 ±16.02 ±14.29 - - - ±20.18
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_1 ±1.60 ±3.31 ±3.78 - - - ±4.25
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_2 ±1.24 ±4.24 ±5.19 - - - ±4.34
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_3 ±1.15 ±1.06 ±4.14 - - - ±1.88
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_4 ±1.26 ±2.92 ±1.08 - - - ±1.89
ATLAS_btagEffSfextrapolation_charm - - ±2.07 - - - -

Top (excl. XS) ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION - - - ††† ±2.92 ††† - -
ATLAS_TTBAR_SHOWERGEN - - - ††† ±4.81 ††† - -

Other

ATLAS_JERNP1 - ±4.51 ±36.65 - - ±2.13 ±7.35
ATLAS_JETNP1 ±3.70 ±10.72 - - - ±1.06 -
ATLAS_JETNP2 +2.77

−1.73 - - - ††† - -
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPara ±2.07 ±5.89 - - - - -
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPerp ±1.69 ±3.04 ±8.06 - ††† - -
ATLAS_MUONTRIGEFFSTAT - - ±2.00 - ±1.33 ±1.31 ±1.23
ATLAS_PRW ±4.42 +15.92

−10.54 - - - - +9.97
−6.22
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Table 6.11 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τhadτhad b-veto

SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Multijet Others Top Wtaunu Ztautau bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±1.83 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±1.50

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS - - - - ±1.14 - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF - - - - ±3.48 ††† - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPI - - - - ±1.38 ††† - -
ATLAS_LUMI - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - ±6.00 - - - -

Data driven

ATLAS_QCDFF_EXTRAPO ±6.00 - - - - - -
HHFAKERATE - ±4.39 +9.89

−9.33 ±7.72 ††† - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin1 ±2.17 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin2 ±1.73 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin3 ±1.77 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin4 ±1.93 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin5 ±1.37 - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_3p_bin1 ±1.13 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_3p_bin2 ±1.24 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_3p_bin3 ±1.12 ††† - - - - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±5.05 -
ATLAS_TAUIDHighPt - - ±1.09 - ±1.70 ††† - -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal - +6.78

−3.82
+8.73
−4.99

+5.04
−2.95

+10.46
−5.83

+10.74
−5.98

+10.75
−6.01

ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±10.24 -
ATLAS_TAURECOHighPt - - - - ††† - -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal - ±2.82 ±3.64 ±2.22 ±4.39 ±4.80 ±4.78
ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATDATA2015 - ±12.64 ±16.93 ±7.07 ††† ±19.71 ††† ±18.84 ±19.09
ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATDATA2016 - +16.23

−15.70
+21.55
−20.87 ±8.56 ††† +25.16

−24.34 ††† ±22.45 ††† ±22.80 †††
ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATMC2015 - ±2.50 ±3.45 ±1.31 ±3.88 ††† ±3.58 ††† ±3.68
ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATMC2016 - ±3.82 +5.26

−4.66 ±2.07 +5.88
−5.23 ††† +5.56

−5.02 ††† +5.69
−5.13

ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSYST2015 - ±4.07 +5.78
−5.20 ±2.41 +6.43

−5.83
+7.12
−6.38

+7.25
−6.48

ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSYST2016 - ±3.97 ±4.93 ±2.08 ±6.34 ††† ±5.72 ±5.66
ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - ±16.60 -
ATLAS_TESDETECTOR - +8.63

−6.44 ±11.95 ±7.16 +9.61
−9.00 ††† ±14.13 ±14.10

ATLAS_TESINSITU - - - ††† ††† - †††
ATLAS_TESMODEL - - +3.52

−1.84 - ††† ±1.13 ±1.38

b-tagging ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 - - ±8.07 - - ±2.47 -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_1 - - ±1.76 - - - -

Other
ATLAS_JERNP1 - - ±2.18 - - ±1.63 -
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPerp - - - ††† - - -
ATLAS_PRW - +3.50

−2.32 - ††† - ±1.13 ††† †††
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6.4 Systematic Uncertainties

Table 6.12 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τhadτhad b-tagged

SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Multijet Others Top Wtaunu Ztautau bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±2.18 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±10.00

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS - - - - ±1.19 - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF - - - - ±3.53 - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPI - - - - ±1.33 - -
ATLAS_LUMI - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - ±6.00 - - - -

Data driven

ATLAS_QCDFF_EXTRAPO ±6.00 - - - - - -
HHFAKERATE - ±2.75 ±9.67 ±7.16 - - -
QCDFF_BTAG_syst +40.53

−16.07 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin1 ±2.35 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin2 ±1.73 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin3 ±1.58 - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin4 ±1.84 - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_1p_bin5 ±1.36 - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_3p_bin1 ±1.30 ††† - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_3p_bin2 ±1.17 - - - - - -
QCDFF_stat_data_3p_bin3 ±1.06 - - - - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±5.05 -
ATLAS_TAUIDHighPt - ±5.26 ±1.10 - ±1.76 - -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal - +8.72

−5.16
+8.70
−4.95

+5.18
−3.02

+10.27
−5.78

+10.74
−5.99

+10.74
−5.98

ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±10.23 -
ATLAS_TAURECOHighPt - ±3.08 - - - - -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal - ±3.94 ±3.65 ±2.23 ±4.37 ±4.74 ±4.82
ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATDATA2015 - ±17.18 ±16.68 ±10.77 ±18.81 ±19.35 ±19.43
ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATDATA2016 - +24.01

−22.64
+21.36
−20.69 ±13.60 +23.69

−23.04
+23.81
−23.30 ±23.85

ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATMC2015 - ±3.54 ±3.33 ±2.16 ±3.69 ±3.73 ±3.65
ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSTATMC2016 - +4.80

−4.30
+5.10
−4.53 ±3.22 +5.65

−5.05
+5.77
−5.17

+5.88
−5.25

ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSYST2015 - ±4.95 +5.46
−4.93 ±3.69 +6.35

−5.74
+6.85
−6.17

+6.51
−5.88

ATLAS_TAUTRIGEFFSYST2016 - +7.61
−6.90 ±5.07 ±3.40 ±5.87 ±5.96 ±5.43

ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - +18.61
−16.22 -

ATLAS_TESDETECTOR - - ±10.73 ±6.09 ±6.38 ±14.14 ±11.61
ATLAS_TESINSITU - - - - - ††† -
ATLAS_TESMODEL - - - ±1.10 - +2.57

−1.77 ±1.28

b-tagging

ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 - - ±2.49 ±3.31 ±3.81 ±5.74 ±4.38
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_0 - ±4.31 - +7.49

−6.65 ±8.96 - ±12.20
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_1 - - - ±2.35 ±1.86 - ±3.10
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_0 - ±22.76 - ±7.03 ±9.94 - ±3.33
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_1 - ±2.55 - ±1.10 ±1.83 - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_2 - ±12.78 - - - - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_3 - ±8.86 - ±1.81 ±1.30 - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_4 - ±3.42 - - - - -
ATLAS_btagEffSfextrapolation_charm - - - - ±1.11 - -

Top (excl. XS) ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION - - +22.42
−21.39 - - - -

ATLAS_TTBAR_SHOWERGEN - - +87.52
−45.58 - - - -

Other ATLAS_JERNP1 - - - ±3.50 - ±2.44 ±8.55
ATLAS_PRW - +15.39

−1.25 - - +3.41
−1.86 - +16.34

−3.68
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6.5 Results

6.5.1 Analysis of the statistical model

The statistical model for the di-tau analysis is based on a binned likelihood function with a
parameter of interest (POI) µ which scales the signal strength. Uncertainties in the model
are implemented as nuisance parameters (NPs) in the function, the set of which is described
in the previous section. More precisely, µ scales the combination of bb̄φ and ggF signal
histograms, which have each been normalised to represent the Higgs production with a
cross-section of 1 pb. Normalisation factors Norm_ggH and Norm_bbH are applied to ggF and
bb̄φ histograms, respectively, such that there respective sum Norm_ggH+Norm_bbH= 1.

The combined statistical model consists of six signal regions (SRs): b-veto and b-tagged
for each τeτhad, τµτhad and τhadτhad; and two control regions (CRs): CR-T in the τeτhad and
τµτhad channels. All NPs are fully correlated between regions unless otherwise stated in
Section 6.4. The likelihood functions can be defined independently in each region, as well
as in several combinations, in order to test the modelling in the different channels, as well
as decouple the sensitivity from the different channels on the final result. The fits studied
here include the CR-T only fit, the τhadτhad only fit, the fit with CR-T and the τlepτhad region
combined (τlepτhad + CR-T), and the fit with all regions included (CR-T, τlepτhad and τhadτhad),
referred to as the combined fit. In order to test the likelihood model on the background-only
hypothesis, conditional µ = 0 fits are performed to both the data and Asimov (generated with
µ = 0) datasets. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 shows the NP pulls (see Section 5.5.2) for several fits
to Asimov and observed datasets, respectively, in order of most constrained uncertainties.
Figure 6.21 shows the correlations of sets of NPs for the combined fit to the observed data,
where only correlations greater than 25% are plotted. Additional correlation plots and the
corresponding correlation plots for the Asimov data fits, which show very similar correlations,
and are documented in Figures B.1 and B.2 of Appendix B.1. The corresponding fit and
correlation plots where the τlepτhad and τhadτhad channels are further split into b-tagged and
b-veto fits are shown in Appendix B.1. The subsequent discussions will make reference to
these plots as needed.

6.5.1.1 Fit in the top control region

The CR-T is pure in tt events, and designed to constrain NPs which are large for this
background. Table 6.13 shows the pre-fit and post-fit yields and uncertainties in the CR-T
(τµτhad+τeτhad) only fit. It shows that CR-T is ∼ 89% (86%) pure pre-fit (post-fit) in tt and
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(a) CR-T

(b) τhadτhad

(θ̂ −θ0)/∆θ [σ ]

(c) τlepτhad + CR-T

(d) combined

Figure 6.19 Nuisance parameter pulls for fits in different di-tau regions to the Asimov
(µ = 0) dataset. NPs are ordered in terms of the amount by which they are constrain. Pink
(blue) bands show the area within 1σ (2σ ) of the nominal.
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(a) CR-T

(b) τhadτhad

(θ̂ −θ0)/∆θ [σ ]

(c) τlepτhad + CR-T

(d) combined

Figure 6.20 Nuisance parameter pulls for fits in different di-tau regions to the observed
dataset. NPs are ordered in terms of the amount by which they are constrain. Pink (blue)
bands show the area within 1σ (2σ ) of the nominal.
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(a) Data fit, combined

Figure 6.21 Nuisance parameter correlations for fits in the combined di-tau regions to
the observed dataset. Only pairs of NPs with a correlation greater that 25% are shown.
Correlations for additional regions can be found in Figure B.1.

single top-quark contributions. Additionally, the total uncertainty on the top backgrounds
is constrained from ∼ 16% to ∼ 2%. Figures 6.19 (a) and 6.20 (a) show the pulls from
the fit to Asimov data and observed data, respectively, with only the CR-T included. The
tt radiation, showering and generator NPs are shown to be constrained to around 40%
of their nominal uncertainty, and are found to be highly anti-correlated (∼ 85%). This
behaviour is expected in the CR-T due to the large fraction of true τhad-vis background
from tt. To a lesser degree, uncertainties related to the tt normalisation, tau reconstruction
and ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_Btag, which in CR-T is used to correct the jet → τhad-vis

fakes normalisation, are also constrained. These NPs are pulled in the fit to data in order to
correct for normalisation and shape in the mtot

T distribution. Figure 6.22 shows the post-fit
plots for the τeτhad and τµτhad channels in CR-T, where the total pre-fit distributions are
shown in red. The total statistical and post-fit uncertainties are also shown. Both channels
show good modelling post-fit. Comparing the pre-fit and post-fit histograms to data shows
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that the uncertainties on the top background are used to correct normalisation and shape
mis-modelling in the high mtot

T bins. Uncertainties in the modelling of the fakes background
are used in the low mtot

T bins (specifically the 2nd and 3rd bins) where this background
can correct any residual mis-modelling. In particular, ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_Btag,
which is treated as a normalisation uncertainty on the fake background of approximately
10% (shown in Table B.1), is pulled up by 1σ of its nominal value. This corresponds to the
∼ 10% increase in the fakes background seen post-fit.

Table 6.13 Pre-fit and post-fit event yields and total uncertainties in CR-T. Post-fit results
quoted are with regards to the CR-T only, background-only (µ = 0), fit to data.

CR-T Events in τµτhad Events in τeτhad
Sample Pre-fit Post-fit Pre-fit Post-fit
Diboson 15.01 ± 4.25 15.52 ± 4.21 14.55 ± 3.20 14.80 ± 3.11
Jet → τ fake 699.08 ± 99.25 776.01 ± 92.66 640.93 ± 83.77 759.78 ± 81.72
Z/γ∗ → ll 1.80 ± 0.67 1.78 ± 0.65 3.28 ± 1.78 3.30 ± 1.80
Z/γ∗ → ττ 11.34 ± 4.40 11.27 ± 4.01 4.15 ± 0.99 4.28 ± 0.96
Top 5594.69 ± 894.94 5371.44 ± 115.03 5221.88 ± 917.88 4881.86 ± 98.38
Total 6321.92 ± 880.55 6176.01 ± 73.16 5884.79 ± 899.50 5664.01 ± 68.46
Data 6205 ± 78.77 5653 ± 75.19

Global Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (ElHad TCR)

(a) τeτhad CR-T

Global Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (MuHad TCR)

(b) τµ τhad CR-T

Figure 6.22 Post-fit mtot
T distributions for the combined τhadτhad + τlepτhad conditional (µ = 0)

background-only fit in the (a) τeτhad and (b) τµτhad CR-T. The pre-fit histogram is shown in
red and contains the total pre-fit background-only.
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6.5.1.2 Combined fit results

A combined fit with all the SRs and the CR-T is used to extract the final result. A conditional
fit with µ = 0 is performed to assess the compatibility of the SM background modelling to
the data. Table 6.14 shows the pre-fit and post-fit yield and total uncertainties for different
samples in the τhadτhad channel after the combined fit. Figure 6.23 shows the corresponding
post-fit plot for the combined background-only fit in the τhadτhad channel, with the total
post-fit uncertainties propagated, and the pre-fit distributions shown by the red histogram. In
the b-tagged τhadτhad region the largest contributions are from multijet and top backgrounds
with real τhad-vis. Due to the lack of statistics, this channel does not have large constraining
power, and only the QCDFF_BTAG_syst (multijet) and TTBAR_SHOWERGEN (top background)
are observed to be significantly constrained in the b-tagged τhadτhad only fit (Figures B.3 (a)
and (b)). The NPs are pulled to correct the over-estimation of the multijet background pre-fit,
as well as some shape mis-modelling. The top related background is increased by ∼ 20%
by pulling the TTBAR_SHOWERGEN NP by51 −0.07σ . The corresponding TTBAR_SHOWERGEN
value in the combined fit is close to this, −0.1σ , suggesting that TTBAR_SHOWERGEN is still
primarily correcting the top modelling in this region.

In the b-veto τhadτhad channel the largest contributions are from the multijet and Z/γ∗ →
ττ backgrounds. The pre-fit modelling is in general good, although the total normalisation
uncertainty is initially large, on the order of 10%. This is reduced to 2% post-fit, predom-
inantly though the constraint of several multijet fake-factor NPs which are shown to be
constrained in the pull plots in Figures 6.19 (b) and 6.20 (b), and correct both the shape
and normalisation mis-modelling in multijet. They are found to have some 25% correlation
amongst themselves. Also constrained are single tau trigger NPs which have large initial
uncertainties on the Z/γ∗ → ττ MC (∼ 24%) and which affect both shape and normalisation
of this sample. These NPs are ∼ 30% correlated among themselves, and are both found to be
pulled in the combined fit. The τhadτhad b-veto channel is observed to have a slight deficit in
data in the mtot

T range of 200–300 GeV, directly followed by a small excess in the range of
300–400 GeV range. The excess of data in these bins is partly corrected by the increase in
the Z/γ∗ → ττ backgrounds by pulling tau trigger and reconstruction NPs. However, some
residual mis-modelling remains, which will translate to stronger than expected cross-section
limits on ggF production for the 200 GeV and 250 GeV mass points, and weaker limits at 52

around 500GeV. In the hMSSM parameter space this results in a reduced exclusion limit at

51The sign of the pulls are arbitrary since the direction of the uncertainties are not always indicative of the
effect on the normalisation.

52The mass of the reconstructed boson in mtot
T is systematically lower than its true value.
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Table 6.14 Pre-fit and post-fit event yields and total uncertainties in the τhadτhad channel.
Post-fit results quoted are with regards to the combined background-only (µ = 0) fit to data.

Events in b-veto Events in b-tagging
Channel Process pre-fit post-fit pre-fit post-fit
τhadτhad Multijet 3040±240 3040± 90 106± 32 85± 10

Z/γ∗ → ττ 610±230 770± 80 7.5±2.9 8.6±1.3
W (→ τν)+jets 178± 31 182± 15 4.0±1.0 4.1±0.5
tt and single top-quark 26± 9 29± 4 60± 50 74± 15
Others 25± 6 27.4±2.1 1.0±0.5 1.1±0.4

SM Total 3900±400 4050± 70 180± 60 173± 16
Data 4059 154

around tanβ = 10 and mA = 500 GeV. When scaling the signal cross-section to the respec-
tive value at hMSSM tanβ = 10 and mA = 500 GeV, the unconditional fit corresponds to a
µ̂ = 1.02+1.10

−0.75, consistent with the signal hypothesis. It is however worth noting that the same
signal hypothesis has a µ̂ = 0.58+0.71

−0.41 in the combined τhadτhad fit, and a µ̂ =−0.07+0.33
−0.30 in

the final combined fit. Furthermore, the merging of bins in the mtot
T range of 200–400 GeV

was tested and found to eliminate the mis-modelling due to the down and up fluctuations in
data cancelling each other.

Global Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (HadHad b-veto)

(a) τhadτhad b-veto

Global Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (HadHad b-tag)

(b) τhadτhad b-tagged

Figure 6.23 Post-fit mtot
T distributions for the combined τhadτhad + τlepτhad conditional (µ = 0)

background-only fit for the four τhadτhad SRs. The pre-fit histogram is shown in red and
contains the total pre-fit background-only.
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Table 6.15 shows the pre-fit and post-fit yield and total uncertainties for different samples
in the τlepτhad channel (τeτhad+τµτhad) after the combined fit. Figure 6.24 shows the corre-
sponding post-fit plots in each of the four regions. In both the τeτhad and τµτhad distributions,
the pre-fit histogram is found to be below the data in the region at low mtot

T . In this region
there are considerable contributions from tt, Z/γ∗ → ττ , and the fakes backgrounds. Both
the Z/γ∗ → ττ and the fakes background contributions are increased to compensate for the
difference. The top NPs are predominantly constrained in CR-T, in which the tt contribution
was reduced. Therefore they are not used to correct for the excess in data in the τlepτhad

channel. The most constrained NPs in the b-tagged region are related to the tt modelling,
TES and the W+ jets fake-factors. The post-fit modelling of the background-only fits are
shown to be in good agreement with the data. In the b-veto region there is a considerable
contribution from Z/γ∗+jets and fakes background. The pre-fit modelling is in general
already shown to be good in both τeτhad and τµτhad. After performing the combined fit, all
background contributions are increased. The uncertainties on Z/γ∗ → ττ are considerably
constrained, from ∼ 12% to ∼ 2%. The largest constraint is on the ATLAS_TES_INSITU
NP which is used to fix both the shape and normalisation of the Z/γ∗ → ττ background.
The reason for the large constraint of this NP is related to it being applied only to τhad-vis

candidates with pT < 70 GeV. As such, the in situ component of the TES uncertainty only
impacts the low mtot

T region, which is relatively pure in Z/γ∗ → ττ events. In particular, it
is found to constrain the shape of the Z/γ∗ → ττ distribution, as it is not constrained when
applied as a normalisation uncertainty only.

Table 6.15 Pre-fit and post-fit event yields and total errors in the τlepτhad channel. Post-fit
results quoted are with regards to the combined background-only (µ = 0) fit to data.

Events in b-veto Events in b-tagging
Channel Process pre-fit post-fit pre-fit post-fit
τlepτhad Z/γ∗ → ττ 92000±11000 96400±1600 670±140 690± 70

Di-boson 880± 100 920± 70 6.3± 1.7 6.5± 1.4
tt and single top-quark 1050± 170 1090± 130 2800±400 2680± 80
Jet → τ fake 83000± 5000 88800±1700 3000±400 3390±170
Z/γ∗ → ll 15800± 1200 16200± 700 86± 21 89± 16

SM Total 193000±13000 203400±1200 6500±600 6850±120
Data 203365 6843

The final post-fit plots used in the analysis are shown in Figure B.8 in the τhadτhad

and τlepτhad channels, where the τeτhad and τµτhad channels have been merged into τlepτhad

distributions. The plot for the CR-T distribution can be found in Figure B.4. The binning has
undergone some minor modifications needed to combine the distributions. The combined
prediction for A and H bosons with masses of 300, 500 and 800 GeV at tanβ = 10 in the
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Global Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (ElHad b-veto)

(a) τeτhad b-veto

Global Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (ElHad b-tag)

(b) τeτhad b-taggedGlobal Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (MuHad b-veto)

(c) τµ τhad b-veto

Global Combined Conditional Mu0 Fit (MuHad b-tag)

(d) τµ τhad b-tagged

Figure 6.24 Post-fit mtot
T distributions for the combined τhadτhad + τlepτhad conditional (µ = 0)

background-only fit for the four τlepτhad SRs. The pre-fit histogram is shown in red and
contains the total pre-fit background-only.
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hMSSM scenario are superimposed. The statistical significance per-bin in the data with
respect to the model and post-fit uncertainties is evaluated as described in Ref. [215], with
the expected significance from the signals also shown. The data in each bin is found within
the 2σ significance band. The post-fit plots are also evaluated for other representative
distributions, shown in Appendix B.2.

6.5.2 Cross-section limits

The data is found to be in good agreement with the background-only hypothesis post-
fit. Exclusion limits on the signal cross-section are set using the frequentist CLs method
described in Section 5.2.2. They are calculated using the test statistic q̃µ under the asymptotic
approximation described in Section 5.3. The limits are calculated for two model-independent
scenarios: a gluon-fusion or b-associated produced scalar resonance decaying to a pair of
tau leptions. For the limits on gluon-fusion, the Norm_ggH normalisation factor is set to
unity, while that of Norm_bbH is set to zero, and vice versa for the b-associated limits. The
95% CL upper limit on the scalar boson production times branching ratio to ττ is shown
in Figure 6.26, for both τlepτhad and τhadτhad. The observed cross-section limits are shown
for several mass points, with the median, 1σ and 2σ expected limits determined from fits to
Asimov data. The median expected limits that are placed when the channels are split into
b-tagged and b-veto categories are also shown. Comparisons to the respective expected limits
from Ref. [216] are overlaid, where the shaded area shows the direction of the exclusion. In
both the τhadτhad and τlepτhad gluon-fusion limits, the b-tagged channel provides a negligible
contribution to the total limit. The τhadτhad cross-section limit is observed to be weaker than
expected, and is outside the 2σ confidence interval for the 400 GeV mass point. This is
caused by the slight excess observed in the b-veto τhadτhad mtot

T distribution in the two bins
between 300–400 GeV, as shown in Figure 6.23 (a). The observed limit is also stronger than
expected for the 250 GeV mass point, attributed to the over-estimation of background in the
bins between 200–300 GeV. Both effects are removed if the bins between 300–500 GeV
are merged. Furthermore, when combined with the τlepτhad channel, the observed limits are
within 2σ of the expectation. For the b-associated limits, the b-tagged region is found to
provide competitive limits, at the level of, or stronger than, those from the b-veto channel.
For the τhadτhad channel the contribution from the b-veto channel still results in a stronger
limit outside 2σ of the expected limit at the 250 GeV mass point, although the effect is
reduced. The observed τlepτhad limits are all within the 2σ of the expected.

The combined cross-section limits in gluon-fusion and b-associated production are
shown in Figure 6.27 and are found to be in the range 0.78–0.0058 pb (0.70–0.0037 pb) for
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Figure 6.25 Final post-fit distributions of mtot
T for the combined fit in the τlepτhad and τhadτhad

for b-tagged and b-veto categories [1]. Signal histograms are normalised to their respective
cross-sections from tanβ = 10 in the hMSSM scenario. Shown are the per-bin statistical
significance calculated as recommended in Ref. [215].
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Figure 6.26 The 95% CL upper limit on the production times branching ratio to ττ of a single
scalar boson produced via gluon-fusion or b-associated production for 36.1 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity at 13 TeV. Observed limits for channels split into b-tagged and b-veto categories,
and a comparison to the expected limits from Ref. [216], are shown. Each category is shown
separately.
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gluon-fusion (b-associated production) for a resonance with mass between the 200 GeV
and 2.25 TeV mass points, respectively. The small downward fluctuation is observed for
mass points lower than ∼300 GeV in both limits. A small excess is present in the gluon-
fusion limits. The model-independent limits are also explored with different mixtures of
gluon-fusion and b-associated production. Figure 6.28 shows 2D scans of the observed
and expected 95% CL upper limits as a function of the fractional contribution from b-
associated production (σbb/[σbb +σgg]) and the scalar boson mass. The limits are extracted
by scanning the σbb/[σbb + σgg] ratio in steps of 10%, and linear interpolation is used
between points. Contour lines are shown for fixed values of the cross-section times branching
fraction to di-tau, σ × B(φ → ττ). Additionally, the best fit point with regards to σbb

vs σgg is extracted for each mass point. Figure 6.29 shows the 2D likelihood scans of
gluon-fusion cross-section times branching fraction vs the b-associated production cross-
section times branching fraction, for each signal point. For each mass point, 104 points are
scanned, building a 2D grid of the likelihood function where the binned likelihood function

is minimised. At each point in the scan the test statistic tµ = −2log L (µµµ, ˆ̂
θθθ)

L (µ̂µµ,θ̂θθ)
is calculated,

where µµµ = (σbb,σgg), and µ̂µµ is the global minimum at that mass point. Using the asymptotic
approximation, p-values are extracted53 via Eq. (5.24) and 95% and 68% CL contours
are extracted. Each point shows a best fit value consistent with the SM expectation (i.e.,
σbb×B(φ → ττ) = σgg×B(φ → ττ) = 0). The 400 GeV mass point has the largest deviation
from the SM, with a best fit value at σgg×B(φ → ττ) = 66 fb (with σbb×B(φ → ττ) = 0).

6.5.3 Impact of uncertainties on the result

The impact of systematic uncertainties on the results are extracted by comparing the expected
exclusion limits when including different sets of uncertainties in the model. The impact
from different sources of uncertainties is determined separately for both the gluon-fusion
and b-associated productions, and at each signal mass point. The expected 95% CL limits
are calculated for the case where no NPs are included in the fit (µ95

stat), and compared to the
limit calculated when introducing a group of systematic uncertainties (µ95

i ). Figure 6.30
shows the impact of different groups of NPs on the limit as a function of the hypothesised
boson mass. The major groups of uncertainties that are found to affect the limit performance
are the TES, hadronic tau efficiency, and data-driven uncertainties. All other uncertainties
are grouped into the other category. The impact of using the full set of NPs is also shown.
In the low-mass range, where the sensitivity from the combined limits is dominated by the

53Under the asymptotic approximation, tµ is χ2 distributed with 2 DOF.
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Figure 6.27 The combined 95% CL upper limit on the production times branching ratio to ττ

of a single scalar boson produced via gluon-fusion or b-associated production for 36.1 fb−1

of integrated luminosity at 13 TeV [1]. Observed limits for channels split into b-tagged and
b-veto, and τlepτhad and τhadτhad categories, and a comparison to the expected limits from
Ref. [216], are shown.
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Figure 6.28 The (a) observed and (b) expected 95% CL upper limit on the production cross-
section times branching fraction as a function of the fractional contribution from b-associated
production and the boson mass [1]. Contours represent fixed values of cross-section times
branching fraction.
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contribution from the τlepτhad channel, the dominant uncertainty comes from the data-driven
background estimation in the τlepτhad channel. The TES quickly becomes dominant in the
intermediate mass range, while at the high-mass range the tau identification uncertainty
for high pT τhad-vis becomes dominant. The uncertainties on top backgrounds are found to
contribute little to the final result, due to them being considerably constrained in CR-T.
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Figure 6.30 Impact of major groups of systematic uncertainties on the 95% CL cross-section
limits as a function of the scalar boson mass, separately for the (a) gluon-fusion and (b)
b-associated production [1].

6.5.4 Interpretation in the MSSM

The limits set on the cross-section of a scalar boson decaying to di-tau can be reinterpreted
in the context of the MSSM scenarios introduced in Section 2.3.1. For each case, the total
cross-section times branching ratio,

σ
MSSM
tot ×BMSSM

φ→ττ = (σMSSM
bb̄H +σ

MSSM
gg→H )×BMSSM

H→ττ +(σMSSM
bb̄A +σ

MSSM
gg→A )×BMSSM

A→ττ , (6.11)

is determined from the prediction, and compared to the 2D expected and observed 95%
CL limits from Figure 6.28. If the predicted cross-section from the MSSM scenario is
larger than the corresponding cross-section limit, the point is excluded. An example of the
total hMSSM cross-section times branching fraction of the heavy Higgs bosons decaying
to ττ is shown in Figure 6.31, calculated as described in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. The
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cross-section times branching fraction for σggA/H ×B(φ → ττ) and σbb̄A H ×B(φ → ττ) are
also shown. The b-associated production is shown to dominate the cross-section at high
tanβ , while the gluon-fusion becomes dominant over the whole mass range at tanβ ≲ 5. A
local minima is observed for the gluon-fusion production, with a sharp increase at 2×mt

coming from an enhanced gg → A cross-section. It is more pronounced at lower tanβ values
where gluon-fusion dominates. The total cross-section times branching ratio in the mmod+

h
scenario (σmod+

tot ×Bmod+(φ → ττ)) at the same value of tanβ is overlaid. The predicted
cross-section times branching ratio in the mmod+

h scenario is weaker than that of the hMSSM
due to allowed Higgs decay modes to SUSY particles in mmod+

h , which drops the heavy
Higgs di-tau branching ratio. The local minima from gg → A in still observed, but to a very
reduced degree.
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Figure 6.31 Predicted hMSSM total cross-section of the heavy Higgs bosons decaying to
ττ at fixed tanβ values (a) 5 and (b) 9 as a function of mA. Also shown are the b-associated
production and gluon-fusion components to the total cross-section times branching fraction,
as well as the total mmod+

h cross-section times branching fraction.

The cross-section limits are interpreted in terms of the MSSM scenarios hMSSM, mmax
h ,

mmod+
h and mmod−

h described in Section 2.3.1. The interpretation assumes the widths of the
A and H Higgs bosons are too narrow to be resolved in the final discriminant. Figure 6.32
shows the relative width of the signal hypothesis in the hMSSM model. From these plots it
can be seen that the width is generally less than 6% of the Higgs boson mass, which is less
than the resolution of the final discriminant, mtot

T , and further off-shell effects on the signal
samples can be ignored. Other MSSM scenarios are found to also be consistent with this
conclusion.

Figure 6.33 shows the regions in the mA–tanβ plane that are excluded at 95% CL by the
cross-section limits. The limits are in general stronger for the hMSSM scenario due to the
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Figure 6.32 The relative width of (a) H and (b) A for the hMSSM model as a function of
tanβ and mA.

allowed SUSHI decays in the other scenarios. The hMSSM exclusion plot shows the overlaid
constraints from the SM Higgs coupling measurements54 from Ref. [17]. A comparison to
the result from Ref. [216], as well as the contributions from the individual channels, are also
shown. The exclusion contours for mmax

h , mmod+
h and mmod−

h are close to identical. In these
scenarios the SM-like Higgs boson mass is not required to be at 125.09 GeV, and the mh

contours are overlaid to show the corresponding predicted mass at a particular mA–tanβ

point. Large portions of the phase-space consistent with a mh = 125 GeV still remain to be
excluded at large values of mA.

The final results in the di-tau analysis placed strong limits on the cross-section and
branching fraction of a heavy resonance decaying to di-tau. While the results are interpreted
here in the context of the MSSM, they are not limited to this interpretation. The analysis also
placed limits on heavy Z′ gauge bosons, which appear in many extensions of the SM [217–
221]. The details are documented in the original publication [1] and are not repeated here.

54This was the state of the most up to date ATLAS constraint from the Higgs coupling measurement at the
time of publication. They are now superseded by results presented in this thesis, in Section 8.3.2.
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Figure 6.33 The observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on tanβ as a function of
mA in the (a) hMSSM, (b) mmax

h , (c) mmod−
h and (d) mmod+

h scenarios [1]. Dashed red and
blue contours corresponding to constant values of the predicted mh and mH are shown for
non-hMSSM scenarios: mmax

h , mmod−
h and mmod+

h .
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Chapter 7

Search for a charged Higgs boson
decaying to a tau lepton and a neutrino

The observation of a charged Higgs boson (H±) would immediately point to BSM physics.
Charged Higgs bosons are a prediction of many BSM theories with extended Higgs sectors,
such as the MSSM, and more generally 2HDMs, described in Section 2.4.3. In a Type-II
2HDM the production of the charged Higgs in pp collisions is dependant on the relationship
between its mass and the mass of the top-quark. For light charged Higgs bosons with
mH± < mt the production is driven by the decay of the top-quark as t → bH+ (t̄ → b̄H−). In
this case, the dominant decay mode of the charged Higgs is through a tau and a neutrino55,
H+ → τ+ντ . By contrast, if H± has a mass greater than the top mass, mH± > mt , the
dominant production is in association with a single-resonant top-quark, gg → H+t̄b (H−tb̄).
This is also the dominant production mode for the MSSM at the decoupling limit, with
m±

H ≳ 200 GeV. In both the 2HDM and MSSM the decay of a heavy charged Higgs is
determined by the particular parameters of the model, where H+ → τντ becomes important
for large values of tanβ , as shown in Figure 2.10. When performing cross-section calculations
in the intermediate mass range, i.e., m±

H ∼mt , non-resonant top-quark effects become relevant
and need to be considered, as done in Ref. [92].

During Run-1 of the LHC, with 7–8 TeV centre-of-mass energy pp collisions, ATLAS
and CMS performed searches for charged Higgs bosons below the top mass decaying to
τντ and cs [97, 222–227], and above the top mass decaying to τντ or tb [97, 225, 228].
Additionally, searches for a charged Higgs boson decaying to H+ →WZ were performed at

55The following process is also implied for the charge conjugate Higgs and its decay, i.e., H− → τ−ν̄τ . The
charge conjugate process is implied by this notation in what follows.
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√
s = 8 TeV and 13 TeV [229, 230]. Recent searches for a charged Higgs boson with data from√
s = 13 TeV collisions were performed in several decay modes by both ATLAS and CMS:

H+ → ℓµµ with 15 GeV≤mH± ≤ 75 GeV [231], H+ → τν̄τ with 90 GeV≤mH± [232, 233],
H+ → tb with 300 GeV ≤ mH± [234]. No evidence for a charged Higgs boson was observed
in any of these searches.

This chapter presents the search documented in Ref. [2] for a charged Higgs boson in the
mass range of 90 GeV ≤ mH± ≤ 2000 GeV decaying to τντ in 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data
at
√

s = 13 TeV recorded with the ATLAS detector. Only hadronically decaying tau leptons,
τhad, are considered. The analysis is split into two channels depending on the decay mode
of the associated W± boson, i.e., either τhad+jets where W → qq̄, or τhad+lepton where the
W decays into an electron or muon and neutrinos. The analysis places model-independent
limits on the cross-section of a charged Higgs boson, which are interpreted in the context of
the hMSSM model described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.3.

This analysis shares several similarities with that of the di-tau search described in Chapter
6. In order to avoid duplication the subsequent sections are summarised briefly and only
those areas of the analysis where the author made significant contributions are expanded
upon. For additional details on the analysis, beyond what is described here, the reader is
referred to the original publication [2].

7.1 Event samples

The analysis makes use of a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1

at
√

s = 13 TeV [168]. The dataset is a collection of luminosity blocks recorded during 2015
and 2016 data-taking, filtered by the GRL to ensure good quality data for physics analyses.
Backgrounds from calorimeter noise and non-collision sources are removed using the jet
cleaning tool [141].

Signal events for the charged Higgs boson are generated differently for three distinct mass
ranges. In the mass range below the top-quark mass (90–150 GeV) and for the intermediate-
mass range (160–180 GeV) MADGRAPH 5 is used. In the low-mass range, tt events with a
single top decaying to a charged Higgs and a b-quark are generated at LO. The corresponding
contribution from single top-quark decay is negligible. In the intermediate-mass range the
full pp → H±W∓bb̄ process is generated at LO, as described in Section 2.4.3. For the
high-mass range (200–2000 GeV), associated top-quark production of the charged Higgs is
generated at NLO using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO. In all cases PYTHIA 8.186 is used for
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the PS with the A14 tune of parameters. The NNPDF2.3 PDF set is used for ME and PS
generators. A total of 31 samples at different masses are generated, summarised in Table 7.1.
Samples are grouped into different BDT training sets used to train the final BDT discriminant
described in Section 7.2.3.

Table 7.1 The masses for which the charged Higgs boson MC samples are generated. The
samples are grouped into sets of samples used the training of the final BDT discriminant.

Mass range BDT set mH+ [GeV]

low-mass
1 90, 100, 110, 120,
2 130, 140, 150, 160

intermediate-mass 3 160, 165, 170, 175, 180

high-mass
4 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 350,400,

5
500, 600, 700, 800, 900,

1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000

The primary sources of SM background to the analysis is from tt events for the low- and
intermediate-mass ranges, and multijet for the high-mass range. Additional backgrounds
come from single top-quark production, W+ jets, Z + jets and di-boson production. All back-
grounds arising from a quark- or gluon-initiated jet misidentified as a τhad-vis ( j → τhad-vis)
are modelled via a data-driven technique described in Section 7.3.1, while backgrounds with
real τhad-vis candidates are modelled by MC simulation. This is also the case for events where
a lepton is misidentified as a τhad-vis candidate, referred to as e/µ → τhad-vis fakes.

Background events from top-quark sources are generated with a set-up identical to
that used in Section 6.1. Z + jets and W+ jets samples are generated using up to NLO
matrix-elements with COMIX [183] and OPENLOOPS [184], and are generated using the
SHERPA 2.2.1 [185, 186] event generator. The PS is modelled with SHERPA using the
ME+PS@NLO recommendation [187]. Di-boson samples are generated at NLO using the
CT10 PDF set [173] with the POWHEG-BOX 2 [169–172] event generator, interfaced with
PYTHIA v8.186 [174, 175] and using the AZNLO [176] tune and the CTEQ6L1 [177] PDF
set for the PS model.

All simulated events are overlaid with minimum-bias events generated using PYTHIA 8
in order to model the effect of pileup. The resulting simulated events pass through the full
detector simulation using GEANT 4 [132].
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7.2 Analysis strategy

The analysis is split into two categories, τhad+leptons and τhad+jets, depending on the targeted
decay mode of the associated final-state W boson. The baseline selection of objects in both
categories is identical56 to that described in Section 6.2.1. The corresponding signal regions
are described below.

7.2.1 Event selection in the τhad+jets channel

Events in the τhad+jets channel are selected by Emiss
T triggers with varying thresholds depend-

ing on the data-taking period: 70 GeV (2015), 90 GeV (2016) and 110 GeV (2016), all of
which are seeded by a 50 GeV Emiss

T L1 trigger57. The trigger efficiencies are measured in
data and are used to reweight MC events [232]. Events passing these triggers are required to
also pass the selection criterion detailed below.

Each event must have at least one τhad-vis candidate passing the medium identification
criterion with pT > 40 GeV. Any event with at least one lepton (electron or muon) with
pT > 20 GeV and passing the loose identification is vetoed. The event must have at least
three jets, each with pT > 25 GeV, of which at least one must be b-tagged. Events with
Emiss

T > 150 GeV are selected in order to reduce the multijet background. The transverse
mass (mT) of the highest pT τhad-vis candidate and the direction of Emiss

T is determined as
defined in Eq. (6.2) on page 107. In the absence of detector resolution effects, mT < mW for
W → τν background events and mT < mH± for signal events. The signature of the signal is
the decay of H± into τhad and ντ with back-to-back trajectories. The signal region therefore
selects events with mT > 50 GeV. This selection is used to reject events with mismeasured
Emiss

T and W+ jets events, both of which have the τhad-vis candidate nearly aligned with the
direction of the Emiss

T . The mT distribution in the τhad+jets signal region is shown in Figure 7.1
using the 200–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The dominant background at low mT is from
tt and single top-quark events, while at intermediate values of mT the multijet background
becomes important. Other backgrounds are less prominent. W+ jets background events at
low mT have been removed by the selection criterion on mT. Di-boson and eµ → τhad-vis

backgrounds are small.

56Objects such as electrons, muons, taus and b-jets are all selected with the same working points, except that
the electron and muon isolation uses the loose working point instead of the gradient.

57The full trigger names are: HLT_xe70_tc_lcw in 2015 data, HLT_xe90_mht_L1XE50 in 2016 for periods
A-D3 and HLT_xe110_mht_L1XE50 in 2016 data for periods D4-L.
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Figure 7.1 Post-fit plot of the mT distribution in the τhad+jets channel using the 200–400 GeV
BDT post-fit result. The total statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained
by the fit, are shown. The normalisation of the signal distributions has been scaled to the
background normalisation for illustration purposes.

The expected and observed numbers of events in the τhad+jets SRs are quoted in Table 7.2,
along with the total statistical and systematic uncertainties for the SM prediction. The total
event yields are found to be compatible with the SM prediction within uncertainties. The
predicted charged Higgs boson event yields for the hMSSM benchmark scenario at tanβ = 40
is shown for H± = 170 GeV and H± = 1000 GeV.

7.2.2 Event selection in the τhad+leptons channel

Unprescaled single lepton triggers (electron or muon triggers) are used in the τhad+leptons
channel with thresholds dependant on the data-taking period. They are identical to the
ones used in the τlepτhad channel of the di-tau analysis (see Table 6.1 on page 109). The
τhad+leptons channel is further split into the τhad-vis+electron and τhad-vis+muon sub-channels
based on the trigger passed.

Events are selected with exactly one lepton with pT > 30 GeV matched to the single-
lepton trigger object. This lepton is required to pass the tight identification criterion.
Exactly one τhad-vis candidate passing the medium identification criterion is selected with
pT > 30 GeV and with opposite electric charge compared to the lepton candidate. At least
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Table 7.2 Event yields in the τhad+jets channel for the SM prediction and charged Higgs
signal with a mass of 170 GeV and 1000 GeV in the hMSSM scenario with tanβ = 40 [2].
The total statistical and systematic uncertainties are quoted.

.

Sample τhad-vis+jets
Events (stat.) (sys.)

tt̄ 6900 ± 60 ±1800
Single top-quark 750 ± 20 ± 100
W+ jets 1050 ± 30 ± 180
Z + jets 84 ± 42 ± 28
Di-boson 63.2 ± 4.6 ± 7.2
e, µ → τhad-vis 265 ± 12 ± 35
jet → τhad-vis 2370 ± 20 ± 260
All backgrounds 11500 ± 80 ±1800
Data 11021
H+ (170 GeV), hMSSM tanβ = 40 1400 ± 10 ± 170
H+ (1000 GeV), hMSSM tanβ = 40 10.33 ± 0.06 ± 0.78

one b-tagged jet with pT > 25 GeV is required. The event is required to have Emiss
T > 50 GeV

to reject multijet events. The post-fit Emiss
T distribution in the τhad-vis+electron channel using

the 200–400 GeV BDT post-fit result are shown in Figure C.7. The dominant background is
tt followed by multijet.

The expected and observed number of events in the τhad+leptons SRs are quoted in
Table 7.3, along with the total statistical and systematic uncertainties of the SM prediction
and predicted number of charged Higgs events in the hMSSM. The total event yields are
found to be compatible with the SM prediction within uncertainties.

Table 7.3 Event yields in the τhad+leptons channel for the SM prediction and charged Higgs
signal with a mass of 170 GeV and 1000 GeV in the hMSSM scenario with tanβ = 40 [2].
The total statistical and systematic uncertainties are quoted.

Sample τhad-vis+electron τhad-vis+muon
Events (stat.) (sys.) Events (stat.) (sys.)

tt̄ 16000 ± 80 ±2500 14600 ± 80 ±2400
Single top-quark 1260 ± 20 ± 110 1260 ± 20 ± 110
W/Z+jets 433 ± 27 ± 80 352 ± 48 ± 43
Di-boson 39.3 ± 2.1 ± 4.5 32.3 ± 1.7 ± 3.6
e, µ → τhad-vis 626 ± 27 ± 59 454 ± 16 ± 27
jet → τhad-vis 5640 ± 40 ± 450 5460 ± 40 ± 410
All backgrounds 24000 ±100 ±2600 22200 ±100 ±2500
Data 22645 21419
H+ (170 GeV), hMSSM tanβ = 40 850 ± 12 ± 65 852 ± 11 ± 66
H+ (1000 GeV), hMSSM tanβ = 40 0.82 ± 0.02 ± 0.07 1.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.09
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Figure 7.2 Post-fit plot of the Emiss
T distribution in the τhad-vis+electron channel using the

200–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The total statistical and systematic uncertainties, after
being constrained by the fit, are shown. The normalisation of the signal distributions has
been scaled to the background normalisation for illustration purposes.

7.2.3 Final discriminant

The analysis employs a multivariate BDT discriminant as the final discriminant for the
statistical analysis. Different BDTs are trained depending on the signal mass, the number
of tracks of the τhad-vis candidate, and the channel considered. Signal samples are split into
one of five BDT training sets, summarised in Table 7.1. Each set is designed to have signal
samples with similar kinematic distributions for the input variables of the BDT. The samples
in each set are normalised to the same event yield, in order to not bias the training, and
combined into a single training sample. Different BDTs are trained for events in the τhad+jets
and τhad+leptons channels, and for events where the τhad-vis candidate has one (τ1-prong) or
three (τ3-prong) charged tracks.

Each BDT is trained using the FastBDT [235] library via the TMVA toolkit [236] with a
k-fold method for training and evaluation. The BDTs are trained to optimise the separation
of the charged signal samples from the estimated background samples. The list of variables
used as input to the BDT training is shown in Table 7.4. For low-mass signals the kinematics
of t → bH+ and t → bW+ are similar, and the polarisation of the τhad-vis is employed as a
handle to discriminate against the background. For τ1-prong the polarisation of the τhad-vis
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candidate can be measured by the asymmetry of the energy carried by the charge and neutral
pions in its decay. The analysis uses the variable ϒ defined in Ref. [237] for τ1-prong as,

ϒ = 2
ptrack

T
pτ

T
−1. (7.1)

where pτ
T and ptrack

T are the transverse momentum of the τhad-vis candidate and the track of the
τ1-prong candidate, respectively. The variable ϒ is employed as an input variable to the BDT
training for both the τhad+jets and τhad+leptons channels and is ranked as the variable with
highest discriminating power for low-mass signals. It however becomes less important for
high-mass signals, and is removed from the training of the 500–2000 GeV signal set. This set
is therefore trained inclusively for τ1-prong and τ3-prong. The ϒ distribution the τhad-vis+electron
channel using the 200–400 GeV BDT post-fit result is shown in Figure C.8. The distributions
of some key variables used in the BDT are documented in Appendix C.

Table 7.4 List of kinematic variables used as input to the BDT in the τhad-vis+jets and
τhad-vis+lepton channels [2]. The ϒ variable is not included for the BDT trained in the
500–2000 GeV mass range.

BDT input variable τhad-vis+jets τhad-vis+lepton

Emiss
T ✓ ✓

pτ
T ✓ ✓

pb-jet
T ✓ ✓

pℓT ✓

∆φ(τhad-vis, Emiss
T ) ✓ ✓

∆φ(b-jet, Emiss
T ) ✓ ✓

∆φ(ℓ, Emiss
T ) ✓

∆R(τhad-vis, ℓ) ✓

∆R(b-jet, ℓ) ✓

∆R(b-jet, τhad-vis) ✓

ϒ ✓ ✓
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Figure 7.3 Post-fit plot of the ϒ distribution in the τhad-vis+electron channel using the 200–
400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The total statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being
constrained by the fit, are shown. The normalisation of the signal distributions has been
scaled to the background normalisation for illustration purposes.

7.3 Background estimation

The sources of backgrounds can be categorised according to the object that is identified as
the τhad-vis candidate. Events in which the τhad-vis candidate is a real τhad, or is a misidentified
lepton58, the backgrounds are estimated with simulation and normalised according to their
predicted SM cross-sections. However, in the case of the tt background the normalisation is
determined in a CR dominated by tt events, where the tt normalisation factor is left floating
in the combined statistical fit59.

Simulated events where the τhad-vis candidate is as a result of a misidentified jet are
removed from the background samples. Instead, a data-driven fake-factor method is employed
to determine the jet → τhad-vis fakes contribution as described below.

58Electrons faking τhad-vis candidates are not guaranteed to be well modelled in simulation. The modelling
was checked in a dedicated CR enriched in Z → ee events. The modelling of electrons faking a τhad-vis candidate
after applying the recommended e → τhad-vis scale factors is found to be satisfactory [238].

59This is identical to what was done in the di-tau analysis, except that here a single bin CR is used, without
any shape effect considered.
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7.3.1 Backgrounds with jet → τhad-vis fakes

Events that contain quark- or gluon-initiated jets can enter the SR if one of these jets is
reconstructed and identified as a τhad-vis candidate. In the SR these events are predominantly
from multijet and W+ jets backgrounds, each with different proportions of quark- and gluon-
initiated jets. The contribution from jet → τhad-vis fakes is estimated in the SR by using a
fake-factor method. A control region (CR-1) is defined with the same event selection as
the SR, except that the τhad-vis candidate is required to pass the anti-τhad-vis selection. The
anti-τhad-vis selection requires the τhad-vis candidate to fail the loose tau identification, with
a lower threshold on the tau identification BDT score that keeps the kinematics of the τhad-vis

candidate close to that of the SR.

The fake-factors are measured in two CRs. The first is the multijet CR, which utilises
the same selection used in the τhad+jets category with some exceptions: it is triggered by
multijet triggers, has a veto on b-jets, and requires Emiss

T < 80 GeV. The second is the W+ jets
CR, which has the same selection as the τhad+leptons category, except that it has a veto on
b-jets, has no requirement of Emiss

T , and is defined in the region of 60 GeV < mT(ℓ,Emiss
T )<

160 GeV.

The fake-factors are defined as the number of events in a particular CR that pass the
medium τhad-vis identification (NCR

τ−id), over the number that pass the anti-τhad-vis selection
(NCR

anti−τ−id),

FF =
NCR

τ−id

NCR
anti−τ−id

, (7.2)

where the fake-factors are measured separately for one and three track τhad-vis candidates,
and are parameterised as function of the pT. The fake-factors measured in the multijet and
W+ jets CRs are shown as a function of the pT of the τhad-vis in Figure 7.4 (a).

The relative proportions of the quark- and gluon-initiated jets from each fake-factor is
determined using a template-fit approach, based on variables sensitive to the relative jet
composition. For τ3-prong candidates, the tau identification BDT score is used. For τ1-prong

candidates, the τhad-vis width is used, defined as,

wτ =
∑
[
ptrack

T ×∆R(τhad-vis, track)
]

∑ ptrack
T

(7.3)

for tracks satisfying ∆R(τhad-vis, track)< 0.4. Templates, denoted as fmultijet and fW+jets, of
these distributions are obtained for anti-τhad-vis candidates in the multijet and W+jets CRs,
respectively. Templates are built for different bins of pT and number of associated tracks. The
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Figure 7.4 Fake-factors parameterised as a function of pτ
T and the number of charged τ decay

products, as obtained (a) in the multijet and W+ jets CRs, and (b) combined in the τhad-vis
+jets and τhad-vis +lepton channels after reweighting by αMJ [2].

templates are combined in a linear combination as f (αMJ) = αMJ× fmultijet(x)+(1−αMJ)×
fW+jets(x), where αMJ is a free normalisation factor which scales the respective contribution
of the multijet background and is anti-correlated with the W+ jets bacground normalisation.
The αMJ parameter is measured in CR-1 by varying this parameter in a χ2 fit to data while
the simulated background contributions remain fixed.

From the best-fit values of αMJ, combined fake factors can be determined as,

FFcomb(i) = αMJ(i)×FFmultijet(i)+ [1−αMJ(i)]×FFW+jets(i),

where the index i refers to each bin in the parameterisation of the fake-factors, and where
FFmultijet and FFW+jets indicate the fake-factors calculated in the two respective control
regions. The combined fake-factors, used in the τhad-vis+jets and τhad-vis+lepton channels,
are shown in Figure 7.4 (b). The final background estimation in the SR is determined by
applying the combined fake-factor to events in CR-1 after subtracting contributions from
simulation.

Finally, the ϒ distribution is found to have some residual shape mis-modelling in a
validation region after applying the fake-factors. This is due to differences in the shape of ϒ

following each of the τhad-vis and anti-τhad-vis selection criteria. A shape correction for ϒ is
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derived from the distributions, after applying the τhad-vis and anti-τhad-vis selection criterion
in the fake-factor CRs, and applied to the ϒ distribution in CR-1 following the technique
described in Ref. [239]. The correction is only used for events with τ1-prong candidates, as ϒ

is not used in the BDT for τ3-prong.

7.3.2 The top control region

The analysis incurs large uncertainties from the overwhelmingly large contribution of the tt
background in the SR. In order to control the systematic uncertainties from this background,
a CR pure in tt events is defined. The top CR adapts the same selection as the τhad+leptons
channel, except that it requires an e+ µ pair in the final-state (instead of a τ + µ or τ + e
pair). Each lepton is required to have a pT greater than 30 GeV. This region is pure in tt and
single top-quark events, with the sub-dominant di-boson background contributing less than
0.5%. The top CR has ∼ 55k events in data is included in the combined fit as a single bin in
the distribution, used both to determine the normalisation of the tt sample and constrain the
tt uncertainties.

The normalisation factor for the tt background is extracted from the combined background-
only fit in the five BDT sets. Since the normalisation factor is also included in the SRs,
statistics from the BDT distributions in the SRs will also constrain the normalisation of the tt
background. The tt normalisation factors in the five BDT sets, measured with background-
only fits, are: 0.98 (set 1), 1.01 (set 2), 0.98 (set 3), 0.99 (set 4), 0.99 (set 5). They are
compatible with the nominal normalisation used in the samples. The uncertainty on each
normalisation factor is ∼ 3%.

7.4 Systematic uncertainties

The sources of systematic uncertainties to the analysis are summarised in this section. Ta-
bles 7.5–7.8 show the pre-fit uncertainties for the three SRs and the top CR which are included
the fit for the 200–400 GeV BDT distribution. Some representative shape distributions are
shown in Appendix C.2.

The theoretical uncertainties on the signal acceptance are evaluated for a few represen-
tative signal points. In each case, the uncertainty is determined by comparing the resulting
SR distribution to the nominal case. The scale uncertainty is estimated by varying the
factorisation and renormalisation scales by either a multiple of 0.5 (down) or 2.0 (up), for
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a total of eight combinations (including combinations with nominal values). The largest
uncertainty up or down for each mass point is symmetrised. Different PDF sets are used
in the signal generation, in order to estimate the uncertainty on the signal acceptance from
the choice of PDFs set, following the prescription from Ref. [211]. The uncertainties due to
varying the PS and UE tunes are also evaluated and their resulting uncertainties are added in
quadrature. The largest value determined from each or the three sources of signal acceptance
uncertainty are added in quadrature to estimate a conservative signal acceptance uncertainty
per mass point. The values are parameterised as a function of mH± giving a conservative
uncertainty of ∼ 10× emH±/20 (in percent), where mH± is in units of GeV. This translates
to an uncertainty of ∼ 11% and ∼ 30% for the 90 GeV and 2 TeV mass points, respectively.
The signal acceptance uncertainty is denoted as ATLAS_AU_Hp in the fit.

There are several sources that contribute to the uncertainty of the data-driven background
estimation of Section 7.3.1. An uncertainty from the definition of the anti-τhad-vis candidate
selection (Systau_ff_bdt) is determined by varying the lower threshold used on the tau
BDT score, thereby varying the proportions of quark- and gluon-initiated jets. The uncertainty
associated with the subtraction of MC background in CR-1 (Systau_ff_mcsub) is evaluated
by varying the normalisation of the MC samples by 50%. The statistical uncertainties
entering into the calculation of the fake-factors (Systau_ff_stat) and statistical and fit
uncertainties in the determination of αMJ (Systau_ff_alpha_MJ_L1) are propagated to the
final distributions. An additional uncertainty on using the fake-factor inclusively for light-
and heavy-flavour initiated jets is determined from the difference in the distributions of
their fake-factors (tau_ff_HF_L1). An uncertainty in the shape correction applied to the
ϒ distribution is included by comparing this distribution in the multijet and W+ jets CRs
(Sysupsilon).

Uncertainties affecting the normalisation and shape of MC samples are determined
from generator-level studies. The uncertainties related to the modelling of tt events follow
identical to those described in the di-tau analysis is Section 6.4.3, determined for scale
(Systtbar_model), PDF (Systtbar_model), and PS and UE (Systtbar_psue) sources of
uncertainty. Uncertainties on the W+ jets (30%) and Z + jets (40%) MC normalisation are de-
termined from studies varying the scales in the SHERPA generator. Uncertainties related to the
modelling of heavy-flavour jets in W+ jets and Z + jets samples (Syswj_generator) are eval-
uated by comparing to predictions using the MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO generator interfaced
with PYTHIA 5 and found to be 6% in the τhad+jets and 14% in the τhad+leptons channels.
A conservative uncertainty of 50% is applied to di-boson samples (Syswj_generator)
motivated from inclusive cross-section uncertainties [240].
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An uncertainty of 2.1% is used for the integrated luminosity and is applied directly to the
event yields of all simulated events [168]. All instrumental sources of systematic uncertainty,
as described in the di-tau analysis in Section 6.4.1, are propagated through the analysis.
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Table 7.5 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT distribution
in the τhad-vis+electron SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning.
Shown are the total normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is
also considered. The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 0.5%, while
shape effects are pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets e/µ → τhad-vis Diboson H± (200GeV) single top-quark tt jet→ τhad-vis
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_Hp200 - - - ±11.30 - - -

XS

ATLAS_LUMI ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 - -
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - ±50.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Z ±40.00 - - - - - -
SysSingleTopNorm - - - - ±5.40 - -
Syszj_generator ±13.92 ††† - - - - - -

Data driven

Systau_ff_alpha_MJ_L1 - - - - - - ±4.19 †††
Systau_ff_bdt - - - - - - †††
Systau_ff_mcsub - - - - - - ±6.38
Systau_ff_stat - - - - - - ±1.67 †††
Sysupsilon - - - - - - †††
tau_ff_HF_L1 - - - - - - ±5.00

Tau

SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_DETECTOR - - ±0.67 ††† ††† - †††
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_INSITU ±3.17 - ±2.58 ±1.17 ††† ±3.63 ††† ±3.73 ††† ±0.63 †††
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_MODEL - - - ††† ±0.86 ±0.90 ††† -
Systau_eleolr_el - ±2.29 ††† - - - - -
Systau_eleolr_tauhad ±0.99 ††† - ±1.11 ††† ±1.10 ±1.02 ††† ±0.95 ††† -
Systau_id_highpt ††† - ††† - ††† ††† -
Systau_id_total ±5.85 - ±5.82 ±5.85 ±5.84 ±5.85 ±0.78 †††
Systau_reco_highpt ††† - - - - - -
Systau_reco_total ±3.17 ††† - ±3.17 ††† ±2.82 ††† ±3.20 ††† ±3.25 ††† -

b-tagging

SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_0 ±1.98 ††† ±2.56 ††† ±1.28 ††† ±3.18 ±2.73 ††† ±2.05 ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_1 ±0.68 ††† ±0.57 ††† ††† ±0.86 ±0.94 ††† ±0.66 ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_2 - - - ±0.61 - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_0 ±0.99 ††† - ±0.73 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_1 ±1.03 ††† - ±1.71 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_2 ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_0 ±3.85 ††† ±1.91 ††† ±5.88 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_1 ±0.72 ††† ±1.22 ††† ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_10 - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_2 ††† ††† ±0.76 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_3 ††† - ±1.17 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_5 ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_6 - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_7 ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_8 - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_9 - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_extrapolation ††† - - - - - -
SysFT_EFF_extrapolation_from_charm - - ±0.59 ††† - - - -

Top (excl. XS)
Systtbar_model - - - - - ±6.33 ††† -
Systtbar_psue - - - - - ±6.15 ††† -
Systtbar_scale - - - - - ±10.80 ††† -

Other

SysEG_RESOLUTION_ALL ††† ††† - - - - -
SysEG_SCALE_ALLCORR - ††† - ††† - ††† -
SysEG_SCALE_LARCALIB_EXTRA2015PRE - - - - ††† - -
SysEL_EFF_ID_TOTAL_1NPCOR_PLUS_UNCOR ±0.61 ±0.66 ±0.79 ±0.64 ±0.75 ±0.71 -
SysJET_EtaIntercalibration_NonClosure ±1.33 ±2.41 - ±0.62 ††† - - -
SysJET_GroupedNP_1 +13.02

−11.94 ††† ±4.65 ††† ±5.56 ††† ††† ±2.14 ††† ±2.58 ††† †††
SysJET_GroupedNP_2 +3.86

−2.16 ††† ††† ††† - ††† ††† -
SysJET_GroupedNP_3 +6.91

−4.49 ††† ††† ††† ††† ††† ††† -
SysJET_JER_SINGLE_NP ±4.29 ±2.95 ±0.87 ±1.04 ††† ±0.54 ±0.87 ††† -
SysJET_JvtEfficiency_central_jets ††† - ††† - - - -
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPara ±1.82 ††† ±1.43 ††† ±0.62 ††† ††† ††† ††† †††
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPerp ±4.19 ††† ±1.28 ††† ††† ±1.38 ††† ††† ††† †††
SysMET_SoftTrk_Scale ±4.45 ††† ±2.06 ††† ††† ††† ††† ††† †††
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Table 7.6 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT distribution in
the τhad-vis+muon SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown
are the total normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also
considered. The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 0.5%, while shape
effects are pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample W+ jets Z + jets e/µ → τhad-vis Diboson H± (200GeV) single top-quark tt jet→ τhad-vis
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_Hp200 - - - - ±11.30 - - -

XS

ATLAS_LUMI ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 - -
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - - ±50.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_W ±35.00 - - - - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Z - ±40.00 - - - - - -
SysSingleTopNorm - - - - - ±5.40 - -
Syszj_generator - ±8.48 ††† - - - - - -

Data driven

Systau_ff_alpha_MJ_L1 - - - - - - - ±4.19 †††
Systau_ff_bdt - - - - - - - ±0.68 †††
Systau_ff_mcsub - - - - - - - ±5.76
Systau_ff_stat - - - - - - - ±1.67
Sysupsilon - - - - - - - †††
tau_ff_HF_L1 - - - - - - - ±5.00

Tau

SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_DETECTOR - ±1.13 - - ††† - ††† -
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_INSITU - ±0.93 - ±2.62 ±1.54 ††† ±3.36 ±3.69 ††† ±0.61
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_MODEL - - - - ††† ±0.93 ±0.82 -
Systau_eleolr_el - - ±2.00 ††† - - - - -
Systau_eleolr_tauhad ±1.15 ±0.84 ††† - ±0.98 ††† ±1.26 ±1.01 ††† ±0.94 ††† -
Systau_id_highpt - ††† - ††† - ††† ††† -
Systau_id_total ±5.61 ±5.90 - ±5.85 ±5.77 ±5.83 ±5.85 ±0.72
Systau_reco_highpt - ††† - ††† - ††† - -
Systau_reco_total ±4.61 ±3.08 ††† - ±3.06 ††† ±2.76 ††† ±3.20 ††† ±3.27 ††† -

b-tagging

SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_0 ±2.30 ±2.04 ††† ±2.26 ††† ±1.34 ††† ±3.05 ±2.78 ††† ±2.16 ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_1 ±0.98 ±0.75 ††† ±0.65 ††† ††† ±0.59 ±0.81 ††† ±0.69 ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_2 ±1.11 ††† - - ±0.55 ††† - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_3 - ††† - - - ††† - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_0 - ±0.91 ††† ††† ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_1 - ±1.37 ††† - ±1.49 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_2 - ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_0 ±0.50 ±1.48 ††† ††† ±6.38 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_1 - ††† ††† ±1.07 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_11 - - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_13 - - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_2 - ±2.81 ††† ††† ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_3 - ±2.98 ††† - ±1.26 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_5 - ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_6 - ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_7 - ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_8 - ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_9 - ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_extrapolation - ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_extrapolation_from_charm - - - ±0.94 ††† - - - -

Top (excl. XS)
Systtbar_model - - - - - - ±6.10 ††† -
Systtbar_psue - - - - - - ±9.30 ††† -
Systtbar_scale - - - - - - ±11.53 ††† -

Other

SysJET_EtaIntercalibration_NonClosure - ±0.82 - ±0.97 - ††† - †††
SysJET_GroupedNP_1 - +3.45

−2.68 ††† ±3.62 ††† ±1.41 ††† ±0.96 ††† ±2.18 ††† ±2.07 ††† †††
SysJET_GroupedNP_2 - ††† ±0.54 ††† ††† ††† ††† ††† -
SysJET_GroupedNP_3 - ±0.98 ††† ±1.31 ††† ††† ††† ±0.50 ††† ††† †††
SysJET_JER_SINGLE_NP - ±6.29 ±2.78 ††† ±1.25 ±1.69 ††† ±0.69 ††† ††† †††
SysJET_JvtEfficiency_central_jets - ††† - - - - - -
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPara - ±3.44 ††† ±0.69 ††† ††† ±0.67 ††† ††† ††† †††
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPerp - ±2.23 ††† ††† ††† ±0.58 ††† ††† ††† †††
SysMET_SoftTrk_Scale - ††† ±0.64 ††† ††† ††† ††† ††† †††
SysMUON_EFF_SYS ±1.89 ±1.08 ±1.18 ±1.25 ±1.18 ±1.22 ±1.19 -
SysMUON_EFF_TrigStatUncertainty ±1.49 ±0.58 ±0.55 ±0.58 ±0.53 ±0.58 ±0.56 -
SysMUON_EFF_TrigSystUncertainty - ±0.95 ±0.94 ±0.93 ±0.93 ±0.93 ±0.93 -
SysMUON_ID - ††† ††† - ††† ††† - -
SysMUON_MS - ±0.69 ††† ††† - ±0.80 ††† ††† - -
SysMUON_SAGITTA_RESBIAS - - ††† ††† ††† - ††† -
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Table 7.7 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT distribution in
the τhad-vis+jets SR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown
are the total normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also
considered. The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 0.5%, while shape
effects are pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample W+ jets Z + jets e/µ → τhad-vis Diboson H± (200GeV) single top-quark tt jet→ τhad-vis
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_Hp200 - - - - ±11.30 - - -

XS

ATLAS_LUMI ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 - -
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - - ±50.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_W ±35.00 - - - - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Z - ±40.00 - - - - - -
SysSingleTopNorm - - - - - ±5.40 - -

Data driven

Systau_ff_alpha_MJ_L0 - - - - - - - ±7.23
Systau_ff_bdt - - - - - - - ±1.62 †††
Systau_ff_mcsub - - - - - - - ±7.03
Systau_ff_stat - - - - - - - ±1.61
Sysupsilon - - - - - - - †††
tau_ff_HF_L0 - - - - - - - ±5.00

Tau

SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_DETECTOR - ±1.90 - ±0.52 ±0.74 ††† ±0.89 ††† ±0.74 †††
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_INSITU ±4.60 ††† ±2.77 - ±2.68 ±4.72 ††† ±3.74 ††† ±4.95 ††† ±0.68
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_MODEL ±0.73 - - ±1.09 ±1.22 ††† ±0.89 ††† ±0.98 ††† -
Systau_eleolr_el - - ±2.21 ††† - - - - -
Systau_id_total ±5.87 ±5.86 - ±5.75 ††† ±5.80 ±5.85 ±5.87 ±0.85 †††
Systau_reco_total ±2.67 ††† ±2.63 - ±2.62 ±2.80 ±2.65 ††† ±2.77 -

b-tagging

SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_0 ±1.45 ††† ±1.31 ††† ±1.44 ††† ±1.30 ††† ±2.49 ±2.20 ††† ±1.94 ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_1 - ±0.55 ††† ±0.71 ††† ††† ±1.14 ††† ±0.97 ±0.74 ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_2 - - ††† - - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_3 - - ††† - - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_0 ±0.85 ††† ±2.53 ††† - ††† - - ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_1 ±1.71 ††† ±1.64 ††† ††† ±2.00 ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_2 ††† ±0.62 ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_0 ±4.80 ††† ±4.02 ††† ±0.99 ††† ±4.08 ††† - ††† ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_1 ††† ±0.99 ††† ††† ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_10 ††† - - - - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_11 - - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_2 ±0.61 ††† ±0.53 ††† ††† ±0.51 ††† - - ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_3 ±0.70 ††† ††† ††† ±1.06 ††† - - ††† -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_5 ††† ††† - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_6 ††† - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_7 ††† - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_8 ††† - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_9 - - - ††† - - - -
SysFT_EFF_extrapolation ±0.52 ±0.62 ††† ††† ±0.51 ††† - ††† - -
SysFT_EFF_extrapolation_from_charm - ±2.84 ††† - ±1.10 ††† - - - -

Top (excl. XS)
Systtbar_model - - - - - - ±13.25 ††† -
Systtbar_psue - - - - - - ±14.02 ††† -
Systtbar_scale - - - - - - ±2.05 ††† -

Other

SysJET_EtaIntercalibration_NonClosure - ±1.18 - - ±0.91 ±0.88 ††† ±0.73 ††† -
SysJET_GroupedNP_1 ±12.41 ††† ±3.19 ††† ±10.25 ††† +7.99

−5.99 ††† ±9.17 ††† ±8.86 ††† ±9.66 ††† ±1.67 †††
SysJET_GroupedNP_2 ±1.13 ††† ±3.63 ††† ±0.95 ††† ††† ±1.15 ††† ±1.30 ††† ±1.91 ††† †††
SysJET_GroupedNP_3 +3.42

−2.56 ††† ±1.79 ††† ±1.48 ††† ††† ±1.52 ††† +2.35
−1.84 ††† ±1.98 ††† †††

SysJET_JER_SINGLE_NP ±6.10 ††† ±5.32 ±1.84 ±0.90 ±2.45 ±5.20 ††† ±4.26 ±0.73 †††
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPara ±1.65 ††† ±1.62 ††† ±1.50 ††† ±1.25 ††† ±1.09 ††† ±2.08 ††† ±1.30 ††† †††
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPerp ±0.87 ††† ±3.02 ††† ±1.60 ††† ††† ††† ±1.78 ††† ±1.39 ††† †††
SysMET_SoftTrk_Scale ±1.01 ††† ±0.92 ††† ±0.68 ††† ††† ††† ±1.48 ††† ±1.58 ††† -
Sysjet_sf_NOMINAL_central_jets_global_effSF_JVT ±0.68 ±0.65 ±0.78 ±0.63 ±0.74 ±0.69 ±0.78 -
Sysjet_sf_NOMINAL_central_jets_global_ineffSF_JVT ††† - - - - - - -
Sysjet_sf_NOMINAL_global_effSF_MVX ±0.63 ††† ±0.81 ††† ††† ±0.62 ††† - ±0.56 ††† - -
Sysjet_sf_NOMINAL_global_ineffSF_MVX - - - ††† - ††† - -
Systhree_jets_trig_eff - ±0.59 ††† ±0.67 - ±0.60 ±0.53 ††† ±0.63 -
Syswj_generator ±6.40 ††† - - - - - - -
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Table 7.8 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT distribution
in the top CR, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown
are the total normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also
considered. The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 0.5%, while shape
effects are pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets Diboson H± (200GeV) single top-quark tt
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_Hp200 - - ±11.30 - -

XS

ATLAS_LUMI ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 ±2.10 -
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - ±50.00 - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Z ±40.00 - - - -
SysSingleTopNorm - - - ±5.40 -
Syszj_generator ±26.76 - - - -

b-tagging

SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_0 ±2.14 ±1.51 ±3.64 ±2.80 ±2.18
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_B_1 ±0.78 - ±1.06 ±0.85 ±0.70
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_0 ±0.67 ±1.26 - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_C_1 ±1.37 ±1.78 - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_0 ±1.17 ±6.72 ±1.52 - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_1 ±0.96 ±1.93 - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_2 ±0.85 - - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_3 ±0.63 ±0.68 - - -
SysFT_EFF_Eigen_Light_5 - ±0.53 - - -

Top (excl. XS)
Systtbar_model - - - - ±1.67
Systtbar_psue - - - - ±2.55
Systtbar_scale - - - - ±3.16

Other

SysEL_EFF_ID_TOTAL_1NPCOR_PLUS_UNCOR ±0.76 ±0.85 ±0.62 ±0.73 ±0.68
SysJET_EtaIntercalibration_NonClosure ±0.80 - ±0.55 - -
SysJET_GroupedNP_1 ±12.93 ±5.75 ±2.58 ±2.09 ±1.79
SysJET_GroupedNP_2 - ±0.58 - - -
SysJET_GroupedNP_3 ±3.67 - ±0.79 - -
SysJET_JER_SINGLE_NP ±1.01 ±1.70 ±5.59 - ±0.52
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPara ±4.95 ±0.76 - - -
SysMET_SoftTrk_ResoPerp ±4.27 ±0.79 ±0.66 - -
SysMET_SoftTrk_Scale ±2.21 ±0.90 - - -
SysMUON_EFF_SYS ±1.08 ±1.27 ±1.14 ±1.20 ±1.18
SysMUON_EFF_TrigStatUncertainty ±0.59 ±0.54 ±0.59 ±0.57 ±0.56
SysMUON_EFF_TrigSystUncertainty ±0.92 ±0.93 ±0.93 ±0.93 ±0.93
SysMUON_MS ±1.38 - ±0.69 - -
SysMUON_SAGITTA_RESBIAS - ±0.50 ±0.61 - -
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7.5 Results

The statistical analysis is based on a binned likelihood function with a parameter of interest
(POI) µ which scales the signal strength. The signal strength corresponds to the normalisation
of each signal sample such that µ = 1 corresponds to a signal cross-section of 1 pb. The
combined statistical model consists of the τhad+jets, τhad-vis+electron and τhad-vis+muon SRs
and the top CRs. All NPs are fully correlated between regions. The statistical analysis
involves the combined simultaneous fit of the likelihood functions in each region to the data,
where µ is allowed to float as a free parameter. The final discriminating variable used in
the SRs is the BDT score, the binning of which is optimised prior to looking at the data by
comparing the effect of different binning schemes on the expected cross-section limits.

In order to test the background-only modelling, the BDT distribution in each mass range
is fit to data while µ = 0 is fixed. The BDT distributions in the five mass ranges considered
in the analysis are shown in Figure 7.5 (τhad-vis+jets), Figure 7.6 (τhad-vis+electron), and
Figure 7.7 (τhad-vis+muon). The data are found to be consistent with the background-only
hypothesis. Table 7.9 shows the compatibility of each mass point with the SM, where the
p0-values (Eq. (5.27)) are quoted for each mH± point. The smallest p0-value is 0.28 for both
the mH± = 350 GeV and mH± = 400 GeV mass points.

Table 7.9 p0-values for each mH± point.

mH+ [GeV] p0-value mH+ [GeV] p0-value mH+ [GeV] p0-value
90 0.92 175 0.66 600 0.77

100 0.83 180 0.62 700 0.80
110 0.96 200 0.54 800 0.82
120 0.97 225 0.50 900 0.82
130 0.61 250 0.38 1000 0.82
140 0.55 275 0.33 1200 0.81
150 0.66 300 0.34 1400 0.81
160 0.72 350 0.28 1600 0.81
165 0.69 400 0.28 1800 0.80
170 0.63 500 0.60 2000 0.79

Exclusion limits are set at the 95% confidence level (CL), by using the frequentist
CLs method described in Section 5.2.2, on the total cross-section times branching fraction,
σ(pp → tbH+)×B(H+ → τν), for the full mass range investigated. Figure 7.8 (a) shows
the expected and observed exclusion limits as a function of the H+ mass hypothesis. A
comparison to results obtained with the Run-1 data at

√
s = 8TeV [97] is also shown. The

observed limits range from 4.2 pb to 2.5 fb over the mass range considered. Direct cross-
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Figure 7.5 Post-fit BDT score distributions in the τhad-vis+jets SR from the combined
background-only fit to data for the five mass ranges used in the BDT training [2]. Ratio plots
shown the comparison of the observed data versus the SM background prediction, with the
total post-fit uncertainties. The signal normalisation has been scaled for illustration purposes.
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Figure 7.6 Post-fit BDT score distributions in the τhad-vis+electron SR from the combined
background-only fit to data for the five mass ranges used in the BDT training [2]. Ratio plots
shown the comparison of the observed data versus the SM background prediction, with the
total post-fit uncertainties. The signal normalisation has been scaled for illustration purposes.
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Figure 7.7 Post-fit BDT score distributions in the τhad-vis+muon SR from the combined
background-only fit to data for the five mass ranges used in the BDT training [2]. Ratio plots
shown the comparison of the observed data versus the SM background prediction, with the
total post-fit uncertainties. The signal normalisation has been scaled for illustration purposes.
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Figure 7.8 Observed and expected 95% CL exclusion limits on (a) σ(pp → tbH+)×
B(H+ → τν) and (b) B(t → bH+)× B(H+ → τν) as a function of the charged Higgs
boson mass in 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data at

√
s = 13 TeV [2]. Direct cross-section limits

in the intermediate mass (160–180 GeV) range are placed for the first time. A comparison to
previously observed exclusion limits on B(t → bH+)×B(H+ → τν) from Ref. [97] and on
σ(pp → tbH+)×B(H+ → τν) from Ref. [232] are shown.

section limits in the intermediate mass (160–180 GeV) range are placed for the first time. The
limits are interpolated between the signal points. The interpolation was tested at the boundary
of each mass bin, where the alternative BDT distribution was used. The cross-section limits
are found to be consistent with the default limit in each case. For the mass range between
90 and 160 GeV, the total cross-section limits can be used to extract limits on the branching
fraction B(t → bH+)×B(H+ → τν) while assuming that the charged Higgs production
cross-section is from tt events. Assuming the tt cross-section has the SM prediction, limits
are set on B(t → bH+)×B(H+ → τν), shown in Figure 7.8 (b). The observed branching
fraction limits range between 0.25% and 0.031% for the aforementioned masses, respectively.

The impact of systematic uncertainties on the result is extracted by comparing the
expected exclusion limits when including different sets of uncertainties in the model, as
was done for the di-tau analysis in Section 6.5.3. The impact from different sources of
uncertainty is determined for two representative mass points and shown in Table 7.10. The
expected 95% CL limits are calculated for the case where no NPs are included in the fit
and compared to the limit calculated when introducing a group of systematic uncertainties.
The largest impact on the result for low-mass points is from the uncertainties related to the
data-driven background estimation (∼ 20%), followed by reconstruction and identification
related uncertainties (∼ 17%). For the high-mass region the dominant uncertainties are
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Table 7.10 Impact of systematic uncertainties on the expected 95% CL limit on σ(pp →
tbH+)×B(H+ → τν), for two H+ mass hypotheses: 170 GeV and 1000 GeV [2]. The
impact is obtained by comparing the expected limit considering only statistical uncertainties
(stat. only) with the expected limit when a certain set of systematic uncertainties is added in
the limit-setting procedure.

Source of systematic Impact on the expected limit (stat. only) in %
uncertainty mH+ = 170 GeV mH+ = 1000 GeV
Experimental

luminosity 2.9 0.2
trigger 1.3 <0.1
τhad-vis 14.6 0.3
jet 16.9 0.2
electron 10.1 0.1
muon 1.1 <0.1
Emiss

T 9.9 <0.1
Fake-factor method 20.3 2.7
ϒ modelling 0.8 −
Signal and background models

tt̄ modelling 6.3 0.1
W/Z+jets modelling 1.1 <0.1
cross-sections (W/Z/VV/t) 9.6 0.4
H+ signal modelling 2.5 6.4

All 52.1 13.8

related to statistical sources. The systematic uncertainties are therefore not as relevant, and
the largest impact is from the uncertainty on the signal acceptance (∼ 6%).

The category “All” in Table 7.10 is the difference of evaluating the charged Higgs cross-
section limits with only statistical uncertainties, compared to applying all statistical and
systematic uncertainties. It should be noted that the impacts are on the expected limit of the
cross-section, and not on the signal strengths parameter itself. Due to correlations between
nuisance parameters, the row “All” is not the trivial sum of individual contributions. In the
case where statistical uncertainties dominate and there are no correlations between the groups
of uncertainties, the row “All” would be approximately obtained by summing individual
contributions in quadrature. In the same case, but with statistical uncertainties dominating, the
row “All” would be approximately obtained by summing the individual contributions linearly.
The correlation matrices between systematic uncertainties are shown in Appendix C.2, where
large correlations between groups are seen, in particular with tt generator uncertainties.
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7.5 Results

The cross-section limits are interpreted in the context of two MSSM models. Figure 7.9
(a) and (b) show the 95% CL exclusion limits on tanβ as a function of the charged Higgs
boson mass in the context of the hMSSM and the mmod-

h benchmark scenarios, respectively.
The cross-section predictions are determined as described in Section 2.4.3. The results
are compared to the exclusion limits based on the previous Run-2 result with 3.2 fb−1 of√

s = 13TeV data [232].
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Figure 7.9 95% CL exclusion limits on tanβ as a function of mH+ , shown in the context of
the (a) hMSSM and the (b) mmod−

h benchmark scenarios, for the regions in which reliable
theoretical predictions exist (1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 60) [2]. As a comparison, the red curves show
the observed and expected exclusion limits based on the dataset collected in 2015 at

√
s =

13TeV [232].
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Chapter 8

BSM interpretation of SM Higgs
Couplings

The measurement of the Higgs boson production and decay rates are vital for probing the
mechanism behind EWSB in the SM. As described in Section 1.4, there are a vast number
of production and decay modes at the LHC which offer sensitivity to measurements of
the 125 GeV Higgs boson. As such, there are several analyses targetting measurements of
different Higgs boson topologies. The precision measurement of the Higgs boson fiducial and
differential cross-sections are dependant not only on the individual analysis measurements,
but benefit substantially from the combination of individual measurements. In particular, the
combination of Higgs cross-section measurements gives a more powerful global statement
on the state of Higgs measurements by probing their combined compatability with the SM.

One such combined measurement is that of the total inclusive cross-section (or signal
strength) of the Higgs boson, which can be measured globally across all sub-channels in the
combination. Another approach is to measure the total cross-sections of the dominant Higgs
boson production and decay modes individually, which can be done inclusively as measure-
ments of the production cross-section times branching fraction of individual processes. Yet
another measurement is related to the compatability of the combined measurement to the
expected SM coupling strengths, done in the so called κ-framework (detailed in Section 8.2),
in which Higgs boson production cross-sections and branching fractions are parameterised in
terms of the Higgs boson coupling strength to SM (and BSM) particles. The coupling strength
measurements can be reinterpreted in the context of BSM models which have predefined
Higgs gauge and Yukawa coupling predictions, as is the case with the 2HDM and MSSM
introduced in Chapter 2.
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One such combination of ATLAS and CMS analyses was performed with the full Run-1
datasets [31]. The combination measured the Higgs boson production cross-sections, decay
rates, and couplings. More recent measurements are performed by the ATLAS experiment
when combining measurement of Higgs cross-section analyses using up to 79.8 fb−1 of
Run-2 data [241]. The most up to date ATLAS cross-section measurements using up to
79.8 fb−1 of Run-2 data are detailed in Ref. [3] and are presented here.
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Figure 8.1 Definition of the simplified template cross section (STXS) measurement regions
used in Ref. [3]. For each Higgs boson production process, the object selection for each
region is shown, with regions nearer the top taking precedence in the case of overlap.

Input channels to the combination are constructed using the STXS regions as defined in
Ref. [36]. The STXS regions serve as inputs to combined measurements of the total Higgs
signal strength, production mode cross-sections and branching ratios, and the κ-framework
interpretations. They are also measured in their own right. The STXS regions are defined
in terms of the kinematics and topology of the Higgs production processes and decays
such that: they maximise the sensitivity to deviations from the SM; they avoid large theory
uncertainties with respect to the corresponding SM predictions; they approximately match
the experimental acceptance so as to minimise model-dependent extrapolations. In light
of this final criteria all regions are defined with the Higgs boson rapidity, yH , satisfying
|yH |< 2.5, which corresponds to the region of experimental sensitivity. STXS regions are
partitioned in terms of the Higgs boson transverse momentum, the number of associated jets,
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and the transverse momentum of associated vector-bosons if present. Figure 8.1 shows the
definition of the regions used in Ref. [3] with further details in the reference.

The regions included in the combined measurements are targetting the most prominent
Higgs production modes (see Section 1.3) at the LHC: ggF, VBF, V H, and tt̄H. The decay
modes (Section 1.4.2) targeted are H → γγ , H → ZZ∗, H →WW ∗, H → ττ , and H → bb̄.
The H → µµ analysis is also considered: since it is not yet sensitive to Higgs boson signal at
the level of the SM prediction, it is only combined with other channels in the κ-framework
measurement, and excluded from other measurements. A summary of the analyses included in
the Higgs cross-section combination, along with the integrated luminosity of their respective
Run-2 datasets [168], is given in Table 8.1.

Results from the inclusive Higgs signal strength measurement and Higgs production cross-
sections and decays are summarised briefly in Section 8.1. The κ-framework is introduced in
Section 8.2 along with the results for the parameterisation assuming a SM structure. The main
focus in this section is on the results presented in Section 8.3 related to the reinterpretation
of the κ-framework measurements in the context of 2HDMs and the MSSM. With each
parameterisation considered, its compatability with the SM is quantified using the p0-value
from Eq. (5.27). The notation used in Ref. [3] is pSM and is adopted here for consistency
with the figures. The resulting pSM approaches unity when the best fit values align with the
SM prediction, i.e., the measurement is SM-like.

Table 8.1 Analyses included in the Higgs cross-section combination in Ref. [3] with up to
80fb−1 of Run-2 data.

Analysis Integrated luminosity (fb−1) Refs.
H → γγ 79.8 [33, 242]
H → ZZ∗ → 4ℓ 79.8 [33, 243]
H →WW ∗ → eνµν 36.1 [244]
H → ττ 36.1 [164]
V H,H → bb̄ 79.8 [245]
VBF,H → bb̄ 24.5-30.6 [246]
tt̄H, H → bb̄ and tt̄H multilepton 36.1 [33, 247, 248]
H → µµ 79.8 [249]
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8.1 Higgs signal strength and cross-section measurements

8.1.1 Measurement of the Higgs global signal strength

The measurement of the global signal strength is performed within the combination of Higgs
cross-section measurements described above. For a specific Higgs production process i, with
cross-section σi, and decay mode f , with branching fraction B f , the Higgs signal yield may
be expressed in terms of the signal strength µi f ,

µi f = µi ×µ f =
σi

σSM
i

× B f

BSM
f

, (8.1)

were µi and µ f are the signal strengths associated with production process i and decay mode
f , respectively. Here σSM

i and BSM
f are the SM predictions for σi and B f , respectively. It

follows that the SM expectation corresponds to µi f = 1.

In order to extract the global Higgs signal strength µ an unconditional fit is performed
with every µi f = µ . The likelihood function profiled against µ is shown in Figure 8.2. The
observed signal strength is measured to be,

µ = 1.11+0.09
−0.08 = 1.11+0.05

−0.05 (stat.)+0.05
−0.04 (exp.)+0.05

−0.04 (sig. th.)+0.03
−0.03 (bkg. th.), (8.2)

which is consistent with the SM with a two-sided p-value of pSM = 18.0%. The uncertainty
of the result is decomposed into its component sources: statistical uncertainties (stat.),
experimental systematic uncertainties (exp.), and theory systematic uncertainties affecting
background (bkg. th.) and signal (sig. th.) processes. This is done following the prescription
outlined in Section 5.5.2 for the uncertainty breakdown. Here groups of uncertainties are
fixed to their post-fit values, without replacement, and the fit is performed again to extract the
uncertainty of that group. The order in which the groups are fixed is first background theory,
then signal theory, and finally experimental systematic uncertainties, at which point one is
left with only the statistical component. This process is detailed in Figure 8.2 where the
likelihoods are shown with groups of NPs fixed, and the −2logλ = 1 crossing corresponds
to the uncertainties in Eq. 8.2.

The breakdown of groups of uncertainties60 is extracted as described in Section 5.5.2
and is presented in Table 8.2. The up and down uncertainties are symmetrized into a single
number, and the uncertainties are presented as relative to the measured signal strength ∆µ/µ

60A list of the categories assigned to each NP in the workspace can be found in the internal documentation in
Ref. [250] and has been excluded here for brevity.
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Figure 8.2 Negative log-likelihood scan of µ on the observed data [3]. Different lines show
the effect of of removing different groups of uncertainties from the fit.

in percent. The corresponding ranking plot of the top 20 systematic uncertainties is shown
in Figure 8.3. The pre-fit and post-fit impact ∆µ̂/∆µ̂tot of each NP on µ̂ is obtained from
Eq. (5.38), while their pull is obtained from Eq. (5.37). The total statistical uncertainty is
around 4.4%, comparable to the total experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The largest
source of systematic uncertainty is attributed to the Higgs signal theoretical uncertainty which
by itself is around 4.2%. This can be attributed primarily to QCD scale uncertainties related
to ggF, as evident from the highest (and 4th highest) ranked NP in the ranking plot. The
most important source of experimental uncertainty can be attributed to uncertainties in the
luminosity calculation (the luminosity NP is 2nd highest rank), and sources of uncertainties
attributed to electrons and photons (NP with the 3rd highest rank).
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Table 8.2 Breakdown of sources of uncertainties for the inclusive Higgs boson µ measure-
ment [3].

Uncertainty group ∆µ/µ [%]
Total 7.62
Statistical uncertainties 4.42
Systematic uncertainties (w/o MC stat.) 5.95

Experimental uncertainties 4.06
Bkg. modelling 1.55

Luminosity 2.00
Flavor tagging 1.08

Jets, Emiss
T 1.40

Electrons, photons 2.19
Muons 0.24

Taus 0.39
Other 1.58

Theoretical uncertainties 4.78
Signal 4.15

Background 2.57
MC stat. uncertainties 1.67

8.1.2 Higgs production cross-section measurements

Inclusive Higgs production cross-sections are measured directly from a fit to data where
all Higgs branching fractions are fixed to their SM values. The production cross-sections
considered are ggF, VBF, WH, ZH (including ggZH), and the combination of tt̄H and tH
(tt̄H + tH) referred to here as tt̄H. The relative fractions of tt̄H and tH are fixed to their SM
expectation. Similarly, the ggF cross-section includes a small contribution from bb̄H, the
proportion of which is set to the SM prediction. The five parameters of interest summarised
in Table 8.3 are simultaneously profiled in an unconditional fit of the likelihood function.

Table 8.3 Parameters of interest for the measurement of production cross-sections.

POI Name in workspace Description
ggF r_ggF cross-section for ggF and bb̄H
VBF r_VBF cross-section for VBF
ttH r_ttH cross-section for tt̄H and tH
WH r_WH cross-section for WH
ZH r_ZH cross-section for ZH and ggZH
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The best fit values of the production cross-sections, as well as their uncertainties and SM
predictions, are shown in Table 8.4. The results are summarised in Figure 8.4 with the cross-
sections normalised to their SM predictions. The significance of rejecting the H0 hypothesis
(no SM Higgs) in favour of HSM are calculated with the prescription presented in Eqs. (5.27)
and (5.30), using the µ ′ = 0 Asimov dataset for the expected significance61. The VBF process
has an observed (expected) significance of 6.5σ (5.3σ ). The observed (expected) significance
of the combined V H measurement is 5.3σ (4.7σ ), while for individual modes WH and ZH
are 3.5σ (2.7σ ) and 3.6σ (3.6σ ), respectively. The observed (expected) significance for tt̄H
production is 5.8σ (5.4σ ). The compatability with the SM is calculated using Eq. (5.27)
with 5 DOFs and has a p-value of pSM = 76%.

Table 8.4 Results from the Higgs production cross-section measurements [3]. Shown are the
total cross-section and uncertainty for each process in [pb]. The uncertainties are broken
down into their statistical, experimental and theoretical components, as described in the text.
The most recent theoretical predictions are shown for comparison.

Cross-section [pb]
Measured SM Predicted

Production total tot. unc. stat. exp. th. bkg. th. total tot. unc.
ggF 46.5 4.0 3.1 2.2 0.9 1.13 44.7 2.2
VBF 4.25 +0.84

−0.77
+0.63
−0.60

+0.35
−0.32

+0.42
−0.32

+0.14
−0.11 3.515 0.075

WH 1.57 +0.48
−0.46

+0.34
−0.33

+0.25
−0.24

+0.11
−0.07 0.20 1.204 0.024

ZH 0.84 +0.25
−0.23 0.19 0.09 +0.07

−0.04 0.10 0.797 +0.033
−0.026

tt̄H 0.71 +0.15
−0.14 0.10 0.07 +0.05

−0.04
+0.08
−0.07 0.586 +0.034

−0.049

The production cross-section fits are studied extensively in order to validate the fitting
procedure. The correlations between POIs, and ranking plots of the most relevant NPs, are
documented in Appendix D.1 and discussed here. The correlations between the measured
cross-sections are summarised in Figure D.1, showing a 15% anti-correlation between the
ggF and VBF cross-sections attributed to non-negligible contamination of ggF in VBF signal
regions. The symmetrised breakdown of systematic uncertainties is presented in Table 8.5
for each production mode. The ranking results for the measurement of the five production
cross-sections are presented in Figures D.2 and D.3. With the exception of ggF, the highest
ranked uncertainties all come from theoretical sources. Sources of theory uncertainties
related to the Higgs signal affect the VBF result at a level of approximately 9%. The highest
ranked systematic in the VBF result is attributed to uncertainties in the underlying event

61The ggF process is well established and has an arbitrarily large significance (over 10 σ ). It is not quoted in
the result.
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Crosssection normalized to SM value
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Figure 8.4 Summary of likelihood scan results for the Higgs production cross-section
measurement [3].

parton shower (UEPS). Theory uncertainties related to background processes dominate in
V H and tt̄H at a level of approximately 13% and 10%, respectively. Both WH and ZH have
their highest ranked uncertainties related to the kinematics of the vector boson in background
processes. Similarly the highest ranked tt̄H uncertainty is related to tt background modelling.

Alternative parameterisations for the cross-section results are presented in Ref. [3]. Those
details are not relevant to the discussion of the κ-framework that follow but their results are
briefly summarised in Appendix D.2.
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8.2 Higgs cross-section in the κ-framework

Table 8.5 Breakdown of groups of uncertainties for the Higgs production cross-section [3].

Uncertainty group ∆σggF
σggF

[%] ∆σV BF
σV BF

[%] ∆σWH
σWH

[%] ∆σZH
σZH

[%] ∆σttH
σttH

[%]

Total 8.86 18.90 30.02 28.65 20.93
Statistical uncertainties 6.36 14.55 20.97 22.89 14.17
Systematic uncertainties (w/o MC stat.) 5.97 11.04 19.74 15.42 14.79

Experimental uncertainties 5.01 6.49 9.93 9.56 9.20
Bkg. modelling 2.50 2.19 4.69 2.90 5.68

Luminosity 2.14 1.81 1.75 1.76 3.05
Flavor tagging 0.94 1.27 7.85 7.95 1.76

Jets, Emiss
T 0.90 5.38 2.97 3.26 4.02

Electrons photons 2.52 1.73 1.78 1.51 3.77
Muons 0.39 0.29 0.11 0.20 0.51

Taus 0.21 1.34 0.32 0.14 2.44
Other 2.49 1.19 0.28 1.08 0.80

Theoretical uncertainties 3.36 9.18 14.43 13.89 11.93
Signal 2.01 8.68 5.81 6.71 6.26

Background 2.66 3.03 13.20 11.94 10.03
MC stat. uncertainties 1.55 4.80 8.77 7.85 4.35

8.2 Higgs cross-section in the κ-framework

The κ-framework is used to express the SM Higgs cross-sections in terms of multiplicative
modifiers which effectively scale the SM Higgs cross-section and width. In this context the
cross-section times branching fraction of a particular Higgs process (initial-state production i
to final-state decay f ) can be parameterised as [38],

(σ ×B)i f = κ
2
i σ

SM
i

κ2
f ΓSM

f

κ2
HΓSM

H
, (8.3)

where σSM
i is the SM Higgs production cross section via the initial process i, ΓSM

H and ΓSM
f

are the respective SM values for the total Higgs width and the partial width into final-state f ,
and κi, f ,H are their multiplicative modifiers defined as,

κ
2
i =

σi

σSM
i

, (8.4)

κ
2
f =

Γ f

ΓSM
f

, and (8.5)

κ
2
H = Σ f BSM

f κ
2
f . (8.6)
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Both κ f and κi can be expressed as an effective coupling parameter κX related to the tree-level
couplings of the Higgs boson to the respective SM particles. Under a SM like structure this
results in a parameterisation of the Higgs production cross-sections in terms of modifiers
related to the coupling of the Higgs to the SM particles. The total Higgs width is in effect
also parameterised in the same way.

There are several processes in the parameterisation that arise as loop processes, the most
important of which are the Higgs couplings to gluons (Hgg) and photons (Hγγ). Under SM
assumptions one can relate their respective couplings to the other κX coupling modifiers.
For example, t-quark and b-quark loops enter the effective coupling Hgg introducing an
explicit dependence on κt and κb (the effects of lighter quark loops are generally considered
negligible). Similarly the Hγγ coupling is dependant on κW and κt through the decay
loops in H → γγ (see Figure 1.11 on page 24). In both cases interference effects should
be considered. Alternatively these couplings can be assigned their own effective modifiers
(κg and κγ ) thereby dissociating the loop κ parameters from their SM dependencies. An
additional parameter BBSM can also be introduced to describe the effects of BSM on the
total Higgs width from the branching fraction of Higgs to invisible decays and final-states
that are currently undetected. The undetected states include decays into final-states that are
undetectable by ATLAS, not covered in the Higgs cross-section combination, or have not
been directly meassured as of yet. The BBSM parameter directly affects the total Higgs width
as

ΓH =
ΓSM

H
1−BBSM

, (8.7)

which relates the Higgs boson width ΓH to its SM value ΓSM
H , with BBSM = 0 under nominal

SM assumptions. In the results presented in Ref. [3], BBSM is decomposed further into Higgs
to invisible Binv. and Higgs to undetectable Bundet. branching fractions, such that,

BBSM = Binv. +Bundet., (8.8)

and

ΓH =
ΓSM

H
1− (Binv. +Bundet.)

, (8.9)

where Binv. ≥ 0 and Bundet. ≥ 0. The measurement of the κ parameters are then performed
under several assumptions pertaining to BBSM. The nominal case assumes a SM structure to
the coupling parameterisation with no BSM contribution to the Higgs width, i.e., BBSM = 0.
To probe the contribution from Higgs to invisible decays in the κ-framework three analyses
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8.2 Higgs cross-section in the κ-framework

targetting Higgs to invisible 62 [251–253] are correlated to Binv., with Bundet. allowed to
vary or fixed to zero. Alternatively one can use the Higgs off-shell measurement63 of
H∗ → ZZ [254] to constrain the Higgs total width and BBSM.

Table 8.6 Parameterisation of Higgs boson production cross-sections in the κ-framework
under SM assumptions [36, 38].

Production Parameterisation

µ(σggF) 1.04κ2
t +0.002κ2

b −0.04κtκb

µ(σV BF) 0.73κ2
W +0.27κ2

Z

µ(σqq/qg→ZH) κ2
Z

µ(σgg→ZH) 2.46κ2
Z +0.46κ2

t −1.90κZκt

µ(σWH) κ2
W

µ(σttH) κ2
t

µ(σtHW ) 2.91κ2
t +2.31κ2

W −4.22κtκW

µ(σtHq) 2.63κ2
t +3.58κ2

W −5.21κtκW

µ(σbb̄H) κ2
b

A parameterisation scheme assuming a SM structure of the loop processes and no BSM
contributions is assumed in what follows. Results from alternative parameterisations where
the effective κγ and κg, and/or BBSM(Binv.,Bundet.) parameters are varied, are documented
in Ref. [3]. Tables 8.6 and 8.7 show the signal strengths of Higgs boson cross-sections and
Higgs boson decay widths, respectively, parameterised in terms of κX modifiers under SM
assumptions as defined in Ref. [38] with updates from Ref. [36]. Here the parameters κW and
κZ are the modifiers of Higgs couplings to the W± and Z, respectively. Fermionic coupling
modifiers κt ,κb,κτ ,andκµ are defined, where κt and κb are for the b-quarks and t-quarks,
respectively, and κt and κb are the respective modifiers for the τ and µ leptons. The couplings
to all first generation fermions have no effect on the subsequent measurement due to the lack
of current sensitivity in the direct measurement of their κ’s and are all fixed to 1. Coupling
modifiers to second generation quarks are set to their respective third generation values, i.e.,
κc = κt and κs = κb. The cross-section signal strength µ(σi) for Higgs cross-section process

62Each Higgs to invisible analysis is performed with 36.1fb−1 of Run-2 data collected with the ATLAS
experiment.

63The Higgs off-shell measurement of H∗ → ZZ is performed with 36.1fb−1 of Run-2 data collected with
the ATLAS experiment.
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Table 8.7 Parameterisation of Higgs decay partial and total widths in the κ-framework under
SM assumptions [36, 38].

Partial decay width Parameterisation

µ(Γγγ) 1.59κ2
W +0.07κ2

t −0.67κW κt

µ(ΓZZ) κ2
Z

µ(ΓWW ) κ2
W

µ(Γττ) κ2
τ

µ(Γbb) κ2
b

µ(Γµµ) κ2
µ

µ(Γgg) 1.11κ2
t +0.01κ2

b −0.12κtκb

µ(ΓZγ) 1.12κ2
W −0.12κW κt

Total width Parameterisation

µ(ΓH)
0.58κ2

b +0.22κ2
W +0.08κ2

g +0.06κ2
τ +0.03κ2

Z +0.03κ2
c

+0.0023κ2
γ +0.0015κ2

(Zγ)+0.0004κ2
s +0.00022κ2

µ

i is given as
µ(σi) =

σi

σSM
i

, (8.10)

while the Higgs width signal strength for the decay mode f is,

µ(Γ f ) =
Γ f

ΓSM
f

. (8.11)

Tables 8.6 and 8.7 are calculated in terms of the LO κ-framework which: uses SM input
parameters as defined in Ref. [36] for Higgs cross-sections and branching fractions calcula-
tions, including a Higgs mass of mh = 125.09 GeV; uses the state of the art QCD corrections
for a particular process (next-to-next-to-next-leading-order (N3LO)/NNLO/NLO/LO); and
neglects EW corrections which are not assumed to factorise for κs. As an example, the
calculation of σggF in Table 8.6 in terms of the κ-framework is presented in Appendix D.3.

No invisible or undetectable contributions are assumed to contribute to the total Higgs
width such that BBSM = 0 is fixed. The results from a global fit to data from the cross-section
measurements performed in the κ-framework under SM assumptions are shown in Table 8.8.
All parameters are assumed to be positive in the fit. Since no direct evidence of the Hµµ

coupling was observed and 95% CL upper limit on the coupling modifier are set for κµ :
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8.2 Higgs cross-section in the κ-framework

the observed (expected) limit is found at 1.51 (1.79). The combined SM p-value of the
measurement is found to be pSM = 78%, computed for a model with 6 DOFs, and compatible
with the SM predictions.

Table 8.8 Fit results in the κ-framework with a SM structure [3]. Parameters, κZ , κW , κb, κt ,
κτ and κµ , are all defined to be unity in the SM.

Parameter Result

κZ 1.10±0.08

κW 1.05±0.08

κb 1.06+0.19
−0.18

κt 1.02+0.11
−0.10

κτ 1.07±0.15

κµ < 1.51 at 95% CL

When taking into account the effect of the mass of the SM particle on its effective
coupling strength to the Higgs boson, one can rewrite the coupling modifiers as reduced
coupling strength modifiers κF

mF
v , for fermions (F = t,b,τ,µ), and

√
κV

mV
v , for gauge

bosons (V =W,Z), where v = 246GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field.
The SM prediction is given by m/v for which κF,V → 1. Figure 8.5 shows the linear
dependence of the reduced coupling strengths as a function of the particle mass, which is in
accordance with the SM expectations.
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Figure 8.5 Measurement of reduced coupling strength modifiers κF
mF
v for fermions (F =

t,b,τ,µ) and
√

κV
mV
v for weak gauge bosons (V =W,Z) as a function of their masses mF

and mV , respectively, and the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field v = 246GeV [3].
The SM prediction for both cases is also shown (dotted line).

8.3 Reinterpretation of κ framework for BSM models

The coupling modifiers in the κ-framework presented in Section 8.2 offer a method to probe
the SM-like (125 GeV) Higgs coupling strength to SM (and BSM) particles. As was shown
in the result from Figure 8.5, all measured Higgs couplings scale with respect to the coupled
particle mass in accordance with the SM expectation. Furthermore, the direct measurement of
the κ’s in Table 8.8 show good agreement of Higgs coupling modifiers under SM assumptions.
While these results give a general status of the measured Higgs couplings and their agreement
with the SM, more direct statements can be made with respect to BSM physics by probing
particular models. Constraints on BSM physics via Higgs boson couplings were placed with
the full Run-1 ATLAS dataset covering several BSM models [17]. These include constraints
on 2HDM and MSSM models, which were discussed in Section 2.5, each of which have
predefined Higgs coupling strengths. The coupling strength parameters (κ’s) can therefore
be reparameterised in terms of the free parameters of the BSM model. The results from the
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8.3 Reinterpretation of κ framework for BSM models

reparameterisation of the κ-framework in Section 8.2 in the context of the 2HDM and the
MSSM are presented in Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2, respectively. Since both models predict
additional Higgs bosons, the earlier convention where h denotes the 125 GeV Higgs, while
H is the heavy CP-even Higgs, is used in the remainder of the chapter.

8.3.1 Two Higgs doublet model

The Higgs sector in 2HDMs as described in Section 2.2 has well-defined Higgs couplings
which are dependant on the level of mixing and vacuum expectation values of the two
Higgs doublets. Following the same conventions established, we can consider the Yukawa
couplings of the SM-like Higgs to be Y h

f =
√

2m f ξ h
f /ν , where h is the SM-like Higgs boson,

ν = 246 GeV, m f is the mass of the desired fermion, and ξ h
f is a scale factor for the coupling

strength. The scaling factor is relative to the expected SM Yukawa coupling ξ h
f =

Y h
f

Y H, SM
f

.

Within the four different types of 2HDMs without FCNCs, the Yukawa coupling to up-type
quarks, down-type quarks and leptons are affected in different ways. The coupling factors
are therefore grouped as ξ h

up, ξ h
down, and ξ h

ℓ for up-type quarks, down-type quarks, and
leptons, respectively. Additionally, a scaling factor ξ h

V for the SM-like Higgs couplings to
vector bosons is introduced. The four types of 2HDMs without FCNCs (Type-I, Type-II,
Lepton-specific and Flipped) are characterised by their couplings in the fermion sector (see
Table 2.1 on page 29). All four 2HDMs have Higgs sectors defined by the free parameters
tanβ and α . The SM-like Higgs boson coupling scaling factors for the four different 2HDM
types are summarised in Table 8.9.

Table 8.9 Relative coupling strength factors of the SM-like (h) 2HDM Higgs-fermion Yukawa
couplings and vector boson couplings with respect to the SM [40].

Coupling factor Type-I Type-II Lepton-specific Flipped
ξ h

V sin(β −α)
ξ h

up cosα/sinβ

ξ h
down cosα/sinβ -sinα/cosβ cosα/sinβ -sinα/cosβ

ξ h
ℓ cosα/sinβ -sinα/cosβ -sinα/cosβ cosα/sinβ

8.3.1.1 Reparameterisation for 2HDM

The coupling scaling factors in Table 8.9 are directly compatible with the coupling modifiers
of the κ-framework in Section 8.2. This allows the reparameterisation of the POIs in the
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κ-framework workspace such that they are expressed in terms of the free parameters tanβ

and cos(β −α). For example, both κZ and κW can be parameterised such that κZ = κW =

ξ h
V = sin(β −α). Similarly κt = ξ h

up, κb = ξ h
down and κτ = κµ = ξ h

ℓ . The code used to
parameterise the coupling modifiers is documented in Appendix D.4. The SM structure
assumed in Section 8.2 is considered here, with the observed Higgs boson being identified
with the light CP-even neutral scalar h predicted by 2HDMs, and its accessible production
and decay modes are assumed to be the same as those of the SM Higgs boson.

The parameterisation of the couplings in Table 8.9 are only approximate, and do not take
into account BSM processes and various higher order corrections related to new physics.
These effects may contribute substantially in the cross-section and branching fraction cal-
culations of the SM-like Higgs boson. For example, the h → γγ decay loops which are
parameterised to include SM particles in Table 8.7 do not take into account the interference
from non-SM particles like H+ found in 2HDMs. Additionally, the effect from the heavy
Higgs to h coupling, Hhh, could enhance the SM-like Higgs cross-section. In the context
of 2HDMs both of these effects could become important. The proposed parameterisation
is validated by comparing the predicted SM-like Higgs boson cross-sections and branch-
ing fractions to direct calculations. This allows us to make a statement on the validity of
the parameterisation without testing the effects of charged and heavy Higgs contributions
directly.

Tables 8.10 and 8.11 show these differences a for Type-I 2HDM at different values
of tanβ and cos(β −α) assuming64 mA = 1 TeV. The corresponding study for a Type-II
2HDM is documented65 in Tables D.1 and D.2. Here the h cross-sections via ggF (σggF )
and b-associated production66 (σbbh) are calculated using the program SUSHI [66] and the
Santander matching [82] procedure described in Section 2.4.2, while its total width (Γh) and
branching ratios (Bi for decay mode i) have been calculated with 2HDMC[255]. At the SM
alignment limit, cos(β −α) = 0, the differences are below a few percent level. Generally
the differences are within the theoretical uncertainties from a SM Higgs boson with mh =

125.09 GeV, which are O(10%) for ggF, around 20% for b-associated production, and on the
order of a few percent for branching fractions67. Exceptions are found at values in |cos(β −
α)|→ 1 where Higgs couplings can vanish and the total cross-section becomes small. In these

64The parameterisation for the 2HDM generally assumes that all the additional Higgs bosons are heavy.
However, even if the mA is chosen to be 300 GeV the differences are qualitatively the same.

65Lepton-specific and Flipped models are special cases of Type-I and Type-II and do not require an indepen-
dent study.

66Only shown for a Type-II where the contribution can be sizeable.
67The branching fraction with the largest theoretical uncertainty comes from BZγ and is approximately

6% [36, 38].
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cases the effect of radiative corrections which are not present in the parameterisation make
sizeable contributions to the small total cross-section. These effects are however constrained
to regions in the 2HDM parameter space sufficiently far away to those where the limits are
set, and their impact on the exclusion contours will be marginal. The parameterisation is
considered adequate for the purpose of setting exclusion limits on 2HDM models.

Table 8.10 The differences between the parameterised production cross sections and branch-
ing ratios of the SM-like Higgs compared to precision calculations using SUSHI and 2HDMC
for 2HDM Type-I with mA = 1000 GeV [250]. All the differences are quoted in percent.

tanβ cos(β −α) σ ∆σggF BZZ BWW Bbb Bττ
Γh

ΓSM
h

[pb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

0.5 -0.800 42.87 7.47 -1.02 -1.02 -1.02 -1.02 1.03

0.5 -0.300 6.21 -7.01 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 -0.81

0.5 -0.100 29.46 -1.18 -0.52 -0.52 -0.52 -0.52 0.52

0.5 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

0.5 0.100 65.36 0.66 -0.99 -0.99 -0.99 -0.99 1.00

0.5 0.300 109.45 1.64 -1.19 -1.19 -1.19 -1.19 1.21

0.5 0.800 216.04 3.21 -1.40 -1.40 -1.40 -1.40 1.42

1.0 -0.800 1.52 21.21 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.35 -1.34

1.0 -0.300 20.11 -2.06 -0.28 -0.28 -0.28 -0.28 0.28

1.0 -0.100 37.11 -0.57 -0.68 -0.68 -0.68 -0.68 0.68

1.0 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

1.0 0.100 55.06 0.32 -0.91 -0.91 -0.91 -0.91 0.91

1.0 0.300 71.74 0.98 -1.06 -1.06 -1.06 -1.06 1.07

1.0 0.800 88.10 2.49 -1.33 -1.33 -1.33 -1.33 1.34

2.0 -0.800 2.01 -8.15 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 -1.11

2.0 -0.300 30.04 -0.90 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 0.59

2.0 -0.100 41.27 -0.32 -0.74 -0.74 -0.74 -0.74 0.75

2.0 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

2.0 0.100 50.24 0.13 -0.86 -0.86 -0.86 -0.86 0.87

2.0 0.300 55.86 0.52 -0.96 -0.96 -0.96 -0.96 0.97

2.0 0.800 45.30 1.70 -1.22 -1.21 -1.21 -1.21 1.23
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Table 8.11 (continued from Table 8.10) The differences between the parameterised pro-
duction cross sections and branching ratios of the SM-like Higgs compared to precision
calculations using SUSHI and 2HDMC for 2HDM Type-I with mA = 1000 GeV [250]. All
the differences are quoted in percent.

tanβ cos(β −α) σ ∆σggF BZZ BWW Bbb Bττ
Γh

ΓSM
h

[pb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

5.0 -0.800 9.07 -1.65 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 0.24

5.0 -0.300 36.96 -0.38 -0.71 -0.71 -0.71 -0.71 0.71

5.0 -0.100 43.87 -0.17 -0.78 -0.78 -0.78 -0.78 0.78

5.0 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

5.0 0.100 47.46 0.00 -0.83 -0.83 -0.83 -0.83 0.84

5.0 0.300 47.28 0.18 -0.89 -0.89 -0.89 -0.89 0.90

5.0 0.800 26.39 0.85 -1.08 -1.08 -1.08 -1.08 1.09

10 -0.800 12.55 -0.75 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 0.39

10 -0.300 39.42 -0.23 -0.73 -0.73 -0.73 -0.73 0.73

10 -0.100 44.75 -0.13 -0.78 -0.78 -0.78 -0.78 0.79

10 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

10 0.100 46.55 -0.04 -0.83 -0.83 -0.83 -0.83 0.84

10 0.300 44.58 0.05 -0.88 -0.88 -0.88 -0.88 0.88

10 0.800 21.21 0.44 -1.05 -1.05 -1.05 -1.05 1.06
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8.3.1.2 Results for 2HDM

Exclusion limits are produced for 2HDM models by parameterising the κ-framework
workspace in terms of tanβ and cos(β −α) as described in Section 8.3.1.1. For each 2HDM
type, a 2D grid of conditional likelihood fits in the parameter space of tanβ ∈ [0.1,10.0]
and cos(β −α) ∈ [−1.0,1.0] is produced, resulting in a grid of negative log-likelihood
values, − logL (tanβ ,cos(β −α), ˆ̂

θθθ). The global minimum of the log-likelihood function
is determined by performing an unconditional fit where tanβ and cos(β −α) are allowed to
vary freely. In order to speed up the minimisation the unconditional fit can be constrained to
a region of phase-space motivated by the minimum points in the conditional fits. The 2D grid
of the test statistic tµ , is built and interpolation is used to predict interstitial points. Using
the asymptotic approximation p-values are extracted via Eq. (5.24) with a χ2 distribution
with 2 DOF. Exclusion contours at 95% CL are set by applying a threshold value pµ = 0.05,
corresponding to tµ = 5.99.

Figure 8.6 shows the 95% CL exclusion limits, where regions of the (cos(β −α), tanβ )

plane are excluded for each of the four types of 2HDMs. The expected exclusion limits in
the SM hypothesis are also overlaid, determined from fits of the Asimov dataset (κκκ = 111).
The data is consistent with the alignment limit at cos(β −α) = 0, in which the couplings
of h match those of the SM Higgs boson. The allowed regions also include narrow, curved
petal regions at positive cos(β −α) and moderate tanβ in the Type-II, Lepton-specific, and
Flipped models. These correspond to regions with cos(β +α)≈ 0, for which some fermion
couplings have the same magnitude as in the SM, but the opposite sign. The best fit values
are shown in Table 8.12 for each 2HDM type, along with their respective coupling modifier
values. The compatability with the SM is expressed in terms of the p-value pSM and also
shown. They are pType-I

SM > 99%, pType-II
SM = 67%, pType-III

SM > 99%, and pType-IV
SM = 71%. In

all cases large deviations from the SM limit would imply a suppression of κV which is
disfavoured by the data. Noticeably, Type-I and Type-III have a much better agreement
with the SM prediction than Type-II and Type-IV. This is due to the best fit values of Type-
I and Type-III found very close to the SM alignment limit, while those of Type-II and
Type-IV are further away. The source of this difference is caused by correlations between
coupling modifiers introduced in the parameterisation. All 2HDMs have the same κV and
κup parameterisation, with κV ≤ 1. However, the κdown is parameterised in the same way as
κup in Type-I and Type-III, while κdown is anti-correlated with κup in Type-II and Type-IV.
This difference results in both Type-I and Type-III having high compatibility with the SM,
while Type-II and Type-IV less so.
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Figure 8.6 Regions of the (cos(β −α), tanβ ) plane of four types of 2HDMs excluded by
fits to the measured rates of Higgs boson production and decays [3]. Contours at 95% CL,
are shown for both the data and the expectation for the SM Higgs sector. The cross in each
plot marks the observed best-fit value. The alignment limit at cos(β −α) = 0, in which all
Higgs boson couplings take their SM values, is indicated by the dashed red line.
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Table 8.12 Best fit values in cos(β −α) and tanβ for the different types of 2HDM models
with their respective coupling modifiers, as defined in Table 8.9. Their compatability with
the SM are represented with the p-values pSM defined in Eq. (5.27)

2HDM cos(β −α) tanβ κV κup κdown κℓ pSM[%]
Type-I -0.01 5.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 > 99
Type-II 0.036 1.67 1.00 1.02 0.96 0.96 67
Type-III -0.00 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 > 99
Type-IV 0.02 3.00 1.00 1.01 0.95 1.01 71

8.3.2 Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

As discussed in Section 2.3.1 the hMSSM is different to other MSSM benchmark models in
that it is not dependant on SUSY parameters that can drive the importance of certain radiative
corrections. When only considering dominant radiative corrections primarily involving
top quarks and stops, these corrections can be expressed in terms of mA and tanβ when
assuming mh = 125.09GeV. This approximation is limited as the hMSSM is not valid for
low tanβ values (O(1) or lower). Furthermore, the missing radiative corrections also lower
the precision of the approximation at high tanβ values (O(10) or larger) where bottom-quark
corrections can become substantial. Due to the lowest order mass relation among the MSSM
Higgs bosons the approximation breaks completely for low mA and low tanβ . However,
assuming the above assumptions are valid, SM-like Higgs boson couplings to vector bosons
(κV ), up-type fermions (κup), and down-type fermions (κdown), relative to the corresponding
SM predictions are expressed as functions of tanβ , and the masses of the CP-odd scalar
(mA), the Z boson (mZ), and mh,

κV = sd(mA,tanβ )+tanβ su(mA,tanβ )√
1+tan2 β

κup = su(mA, tanβ )

√
1+tan2 β

tanβ

κdown = sd(mA, tanβ )
√

1+ tan2 β ,

(8.12)

where the functions su and sd are given by:

su =
1√√√√1+

(m2
A+m2

Z)
2

tan2 β

(m2
Z+m2

A tan2 β −m2
h(1+tan2 β))

2

sd =
(m2

A+m2
Z) tanβ

m2
Z +m2

A tan2 β −m2
h(1+tan2 β)

su.

(8.13)
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8.3.2.1 Reparameterisation for hMSSM

The parameterisation in Eq. (8.12) is directly comparable to the coupling modifiers in the
κ-framework. However, when reparemeterising the κ-framework workspaces, it is useful
to rewrite the parameterisation so that the coupling modifiers are explicitly dependant on
m−1

A . The likelihood scan becomes dependant on parameters that converge to a certain
value (κi → κSM

i as m−1
A → 0) at the SM limit, providing better closure and stability to the

likelihood scan68. The exact parameterisation used is documented in Appendix D.4.

As with the discussion on the 2HDM parameterisation in Section 8.3.1.1, the hMSSM
parameterisation in Eq. (8.12) is approximate and does not take into account several effects
which could contribute to differences in the SM-like Higgs cross-sections and branching
fractions. The parameterisation is validated against state of the art calculations of the SM-like
Higgs boson cross-sections and branching fractions. Here the h cross-sections via ggF (σggF )
and b-associated production (σbbh) are calculated using SUSHI and the Santander matching
procedure described in Section 2.4.2, while its total width (Γh) and branching ratios (Bi

for decay mode i) have been calculated with the program HDECAY[256]. As with the
2HDMs, hMSSM effects to both H → hh production and h → γγ branching fractions are
not considered in the parameterisation. The parameterisation is compared to the hMSSM
prediction, studied in Appendix D.6, where the parameterisation is found to not be sensitive
to these effects in the region where the limits are set. Additionally the comparison of precise
cross-section calculations and the parameterisation for some indicative mA and tanβ values
are studied in Appendix D.6, and are found to be sufficiently compatible. An additional
comparison is performed by comparing directly the Higgs boson couplings from SUSHI to
the parameterised couplings. Table 8.13 shows a comparison of the SM-like Higgs couplings
from SUSHI versus the parameterisation. The study has been performed for the top- and
bottom-quark couplings, which are the most relevant in this model. The differences are of
the order of 7% (3%) for the top (bottom) coupling at mA > 200GeV and are within 1% in
the mass range where the hMSSM limits are set.

68For example, calculating phMSSM
SM can be done by evaluating the likelihood function at either mA = ∞ or

m−1
A = 0. The former requires an arbitrarily large value to be used in the computation, while the latter avoids

any ambiguity.
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8.3 Reinterpretation of κ framework for BSM models

Table 8.13 Largest difference per mA between κ values calculated with SUSHI versus the
simplified MSSM parameterisation.

top-quark coupling

mA[GeV] tanβ κSusHi
t κ

paramet.
t ∆κ [%]

130.0 10.0 0.443 0.426 3.915

140.0 2.8 0.295 0.308 4.396

150.0 1.3 0.091 0.133 46.280

160.0 1.3 0.222 0.265 19.387

170.0 1.3 0.333 0.375 12.739

180.0 1.3 0.424 0.465 9.561

190.0 1.3 0.500 0.538 7.633

200.0 1.3 0.563 0.598 6.316

210.0 1.3 0.615 0.648 5.351

220.0 1.3 0.658 0.689 4.612

230.0 1.3 0.695 0.723 4.029

240.0 1.3 0.726 0.752 3.557

250.0 1.3 0.752 0.776 3.168

260.0 1.3 0.775 0.797 2.844

270.0 1.3 0.795 0.815 2.569

280.0 1.3 0.812 0.831 2.335

290.0 1.3 0.827 0.845 2.132

300.0 1.3 0.841 0.857 1.956

310.0 1.3 0.852 0.868 1.802

320.0 1.3 0.863 0.877 1.666

330.0 1.3 0.872 0.886 1.546

340.0 1.3 0.881 0.893 1.439

350.0 1.3 0.888 0.900 1.342

360.0 1.3 0.895 0.907 1.256

370.0 1.3 0.902 0.912 1.178

380.0 1.3 0.907 0.917 1.107

390.0 1.3 0.912 0.922 1.043

400.0 1.3 0.917 0.926 0.984

bottom-quark coupling

tanβ κSusHi
b κ

paramet.
b ∆κ [%]

6.4 6.041 6.250 3.449

2.8 2.767 2.846 2.840

1.3 1.558 1.631 4.668

1.3 1.539 1.603 4.179

1.3 1.510 1.566 3.695

1.3 1.477 1.525 3.249

1.3 1.442 1.483 2.857

1.3 1.409 1.444 2.517

1.3 1.377 1.408 2.227

1.3 1.348 1.374 1.979

1.3 1.321 1.344 1.768

1.3 1.297 1.317 1.588

1.3 1.275 1.293 1.433

1.3 1.255 1.271 1.299

1.3 1.237 1.252 1.183

1.3 1.221 1.234 1.082

1.3 1.206 1.218 0.993

1.3 1.193 1.204 0.915

1.3 1.181 1.190 0.846

1.3 1.169 1.179 0.784

1.3 1.159 1.168 0.729

1.3 1.150 1.158 0.680

1.3 1.142 1.149 0.635

1.3 1.134 1.141 0.595

1.3 1.127 1.133 0.559

1.3 1.120 1.126 0.526

1.3 1.114 1.120 0.496

1.3 1.108 1.114 0.468
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8.3.2.2 Results for hMSSM

Exclusion limits are produced for the hMSSM by reparameterising the κ-framework workspace
in terms of tanβ and mA

−1 as described in Section 8.3.2.1. A 2D grid of conditional like-
lihood fits in values of the parameter space tanβ ∈ [1.0,10.0] and m−1

A ∈ [0.0,0.05] GeV−1

(mA ∈ [200.0,∞) GeV) is produced. The global minimum of the negative log-likelihood
function is determined by performing an unconditional fit where tanβ and m−1

A are allowed
to vary freely. The 2D grid of the test statistic tµ is built and interpolation is used to predict
interstitial points. Using the asymptotic approximation p-values are extracted via Eq. (5.24)
with a χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. Exclusion contours at 95% CL are set
by applying a threshold value of pµ = 0.05, corresponding to tµ = 5.99. Figure 8.7 shows
the regions of the hMSSM parameter space that are excluded by the measurement of the
Higgs boson production and decay rates. The observed (expected) lower limit at 95% CL
on the CP-odd Higgs boson mass is mA > 482 GeV (403 GeV) for 2 ≤ tanβ ≤ 10, with the
limit increasing to 534 GeV (451 GeV) for tanβ < 2. The observed limit is stronger than
expected since the measured rates in some channels, including the h → ZZ∗ → 4ℓ channel69,
are higher than predicted by the SM. The hMSSM parameterisation has a physical boundary
κV ≤ 1 so the vector boson coupling cannot be larger than the SM value.

Table 8.14 The MSSM coupling modifier values for different particle types from points in
tanβ and mA from the expected and observed limits.

tanβ mA [GeV] κV κup κdown
exp obs exp obs exp obs exp obs

1.0 450.6 533.9 0.9968 0.9984 0.9172 0.9422 1.0765 1.0546
2.0 412.6 492.7 0.9979 0.9990 0.9655 0.9768 1.1274 1.0878
10.0 402.9 481.6 0.9999 0.9999 0.9983 0.9989 1.1603 1.1088

Table 8.14 shows the coupling modifier values along the expected and observed limits. As
expected from the enhanced observed vector boson rates, κV approaches it’s upper bound at
unity. In the hMSSM κup and κdown have an upper and lower bounds at 1, respectively, where
κup → 1 (from below) and κdown → 1 (from above) as mA → ∞. There is therefore an anti-
correlation between κdown and κup which is dependant on tanβ , i.e., κdown (κup) is enhanced
(suppressed) at high tanβ . Accordingly the limit at high tanβ shown in Table 8.14 has an
observed κdown ≈ 1.11 and κup ≈ 1. At low values of tanβ less emphasis is given to the

69For example, the VBF cross-section times ZZ branching fraction measurement in Ref. [3] is 2.68+0.98
−0.83 times

the SM prediction. Similarly, the VBF cross-section times γγ branching fraction measurement is 1.39+0.40
−0.35

times the SM prediction.
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Figure 8.7 Regions of the (mA, tanβ ) plane in the hMSSM excluded by fits to the measured
rates of Higgs boson production and decays. Likelihood contours at 95% CL are drawn for
both the data and the expectation of the SM Higgs sector. The regions to the left of the solid
contour are excluded. The decoupling limit, in which all Higgs boson couplings tend to their
SM value, corresponds to mA → ∞.

down-type couplings and at the exclusion limit κdown becomes more SM-like, while the κup

is allowed to fluctuate downwards. The observed compatability with the SM is pSM > 99%
due to the best fit value being arbitrarily close to mA

−1 = 0. A detailed comparison to the
hMSSM limits to an intermediate result [241] is documented in Appendix D.7, and includes
a study of the expected limits from different Asimov datasets. The limits presented here in
the hMSSM show a compatible exclusion with that recently presented by CMS from Run-2
data in Ref. [35].
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Chapter 9

Summary of results

...the question is not whether bugs exist, but how
many there are, and how critical their positions.

PYTHIA 6.4 Physics and Manual [175]

The Higgs sector has been shown to provide a rich phenomenology for physics beyond
the Standard Model. In the analyses described in this thesis, two approaches have been taken.

The first is the search for new physics by directly searching for resonant signatures which
are compatible with Higgs bosons predicted by models with extended Higgs sectors. Two
direct searches, one for a neutral Higgs boson, and one for a charged Higgs boson, were
conducted with 36.1 fb−1 of

√
s = 13 TeV data collected with the ATLAS detector. The

data was found in each case to be compatible with the SM background prediction, and no
evidence of an additional Higgs boson was observed. Limits on the production cross-section
times branching fractions of the additional Higgs bosons are placed in each case.

The second approach documented is that of the reinterpretation of the SM-like Higgs
boson with mh = 125 GeV in the context of BSM physics. Here the compatibility of BSM
models with the various measured cross-section times branching ratios of the 125 GeV Higgs
boson is tested. The cross-section measurements are found to be compatible with the SM
prediction. The results are reinterpreted using the κ-framework for the SM couplings. The
measurements are therefore used to exclude large portions of the BSM parameter space.

All three analyses presented in this thesis have been used to place limits in the parameter
space of the hMSSM benchmark model. Figure 9.1 shows an overlay plot with the latest
exclusion limits from direct searches for additional Higgs bosons using the ATLAS detector,
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Figure 9.1 Regions of the mA–tanβ plane excluded in the hMSSM model via direct searches
for heavy Higgs bosons and fits to the measured rates of observed 125 GeV Higgs boson
production and decays [257]. Limits are quoted at the 95% CL and are indicated for the data
(solid lines) and the expectation for the SM Higgs sector (dashed lines). The light shaded or
hashed regions indicate the observed exclusions.

in the context of the hMSSM. The limits from the search for H/A → ττ in Chapter 6
and H+ → τν in Chapter 7 are shown. Also shown in Figure 9.1 are the limits from the
direct searches for: a charged Higgs boson decaying via H+ → tb; a heavy CP-even Higgs
boson decaying via either H →WW , H → ZZ or H → hh, and a heavy CP-odd Higgs boson
decaying via A → Zh. The H/A → ττ analysis places stringent limits on the neutral heavy
Higgs bosons, having excluded values above tanβ ∼ 10 for a mass mA < 700 GeV. The
analysis also places the only direct limits at intermediate values of tanβ ∼ 5 at lower mass
values, 200 ≲ mA ≲ 350 GeV. The limits are compatible with recent results by CMS [81].
The direct limit from the H+ → τν analysis excludes values greater than tanβ ∼ 20 at
mA = 200 GeV to around tanβ ∼ 35 at mA = 700 GeV. Although the limits from H+ → τν

are considerably weaker than those placed by the H/A → ττ analysis, they are currently
the strongest limits placed from a direct search of a charged Higgs boson in the mass range
considered.
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The limits from the 125 GeV couplings reinterpretation are overlaid in Figure 9.1 and
exclude mA ≲ 400 GeV in the range 1.5 ≲ tanβ ≲ 7 region, not otherwise covered by the
direct searches. However, this limit should be considered to be slightly conservative since its
confidence interval is defined by a χ2 cutoff, which is know to lead to over-coverage near
the physical boundaries of the limit. The limit is compatible with the recent limits placed by
CMS using the same approach [35].

While the limits shown in the context of the hMSSM offer a concise and elegant summary
of the current status of Higgs boson searches within the ATLAS experiment, the reader
should keep in mind that the hMSSM itself is a simplified benchmark model of an already
minimal model, the MSSM. The additional benchmark models described in Section 2.3.1
are designed to be physical over the entire phase-space in which they are defined. However,
reinterpreting the 125 GeV coupling results in these additional benchmarks becomes non-
trivial in the context of the κ-framework, and at present no simplified parameterisation of the
SM-like couplings of these models exists, such as the one that was used for the hMSSM in
Section 8.3.2.

As commented on in Section 2.3.1, the MSSM benchmark scenarios which are presented
for the interpretation of the Higgs searches will undergo updates from Ref. [53], intended to
be used for the final Run-2 searches. Improvements to the di-tau analysis can be made, in
particular by expanding the studied mass range to values of mA < 200 GeV. Including the
τlepτlep channel could improve the sensitivity in this range. Additionally, improvements to
the MSSM interpretation can be made by including the ggF Higgs pT reweighting procedure
discussed in Section 2.4.1. The current ggF signal generation does not account for the effects
from BSM couplings in the virtual ggF loops, which could affect the Higgs pT distribution.
This reweighting procedure can be used to correct the signal acceptance and final discriminant
distributions by taking into account the MSSM couplings that are currently neglected. It was
recently shown by CMS [81] that the reweighting procedure has an effect on the gluon-fusion
cross-section limits for mass points of mφ ≲ 150 GeV.

Finally, the expected exclusion limits in the hMSSM and mmod+
h benchmark scenarios

from a projection of the sensitivity of the H/A → ττ search in Chapter 6 with the expected
HL-LHC dataset, of 3000 fb−1 of

√
s = 14 TeV pp collisions, are shown in Figure 9.2 [258].

The projection is performed with both systematic and statistical uncertainties being reduced,
as expected, with the increased dataset. “Unreduced sys.” uses the same systematic uncer-
tainties as the Run 2 analysis while “Stat. unc. only” represents the expected limit without
considering systematic uncertainties. The 5 σ sensitivity shows the region with potential
for the discovery of an additional Higgs boson. The full analysis details are presented in
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Ref. [258]. The projection can be compared to the results from the search presented in
Chapter 6. A considerably large portion of the MSSM phase-space will become available at
large values of mA throughout the lifetime of the LHC, during which the Higgs sector will
continue to be probed, and there is still the possibility for the discovery of another Higgs
boson.
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Figure 9.2 Projection of the excluded region in the mA–tanβ plane of the (a) hMSSM and (b)
mmod+

h benchmark models from the H/A → ττ analysis with an expected HL-LHC dataset
of 3000 fb−1 [258]. The nominal exclusion uses a reduced systematic uncertainties scenario.
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Appendix A

Theory appendix

A.1 Gluon-fusion produced Higgs pT reweighting

The gluon-fusion (ggF) produced Higgs boson generation in the MSSM is sensitive to top-
quark and bottom-quark interference effects which are sensitive to tanβ , as discussed in
Section 2.4.1. The kinematic distributions of the generated Higgs boson should therefore
be corrected. The corresponding shape effects of the interference term (e.g., on the Higgs
pT) depends only on the scalar mass (mφ ) while the relative yield of the effect is dependant
on tanβ . These effects can be taken into account by implementing resummation scheme
which takes into account the interference as pφ

T → 0. The resummation can be performed for
a generic 2HDM and re-scaled to the corresponding MSSM by using the Yukawa coupling
of the model which depends on tanβ . Gluon-fusion produced neutral Higgs boson events are
generated with POWHEG-BOX 2 [171] using the 2HDM implementation [36, 80]. matrix-
element (ME) events are generated at a particular mass mφ with tanβ = 15 for the

• top-quark-only loop contribution, σ2HDM
t , at the top-quark resummation scale, Qt(mφ ),

• bottom-quark-only loop contribution, σ2HDM
b , at the bottom-quark resummation scale,

Qb(mφ )

• top-bottom interference loop contribution, σ2HDM
int , at the interference scale, Qint(mφ ),

• top-quark-only loop contribution, σ2HDM
t , at the interference scale, Qint(mφ ),

• bottom-quark-only loop contribution, σ2HDM
b , at the interference scale, Qint(mφ ).
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Theory appendix

The resummation scales used in each case is dependant on the mass of the resonant φ

considered, and are shown in Figure A.1 [80]. The renormalisation and factorisation scales
are chosen at half the Higgs pole mass (mφ/2). The resummation, and renormalisation
and factorisation, scales are varied to half and two-times their nominal values, and event
weights for the variations are stored in the ME output. The ME events are interfaced
with PYTHIA 8 [174] for the PS and the resulting Higgs pT distribution is extracted. The
components histograms (top-only, bottom-only, and interference) are normalised to their
total cross-section as determined from the event generation and summed to extract the total
pT

φ distribution. The distributions are summed as,

σ
2HDM
total = σ

2HDM
t (Qt)+σ

2HDM
b (Qb)+

interference︷ ︸︸ ︷
σ

2HDM
int (Qint)−σ

2HDM
t (Qint)−σ

2HDM
b (Qint) .

(A.1)
An example pH

T distribution is shown in Figure A.2 where the top-only, bottom-only and
interference histograms are shown. The resulting total distribution, as well as the scale
uncertainties are shown. The final scale uncertainties would be taken as the envelope of the
uncertainties.
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Figure A.1 Gluon-fusion resummation scales as determined in Ref. [80]
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Figure A.2 pT distribution of a 2HDM Higgs (H) with mass mH = 120 GeV when taking
into account the top-bottom loop interference effects. Shown are the top-only, bottom-
only and interference histograms, as well as the total distribution with corresponding scale
uncertainties. µresum and µR,F are the resummation, and renormalisation and factorisation
scales, respectively.
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Appendix B

Appendix for the di-tau analysis

B.1 Fit diagnostics

The pre-fit uncertainty tables of the τlepτhad CR-T are shown in Tables B.1 and B.2 Addi-
tional pull and correlation plots for the individual fits in the di-tau analysis, as discussed in
Section 6.5.1 are shown in Figures B.1–B.3.
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B.1 Fit diagnostics

Table B.1 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τeτhad CR-

T, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets DYZ Diboson Fakes Top bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±3.52 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±14.67

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS ±1.16 ±1.82 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF ±3.34 ±3.24 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPI ±1.40 - - - - - -
ATLAS_LUMI ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - ±6.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - - - ±6.00 - -

Data driven

ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_QCD_eh - - - ±1.41 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_Wjets_eh - - - ±3.23 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_QCD_eh - - - ±3.81 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_WjetsBtag - - - ±9.47 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_eh - - - ±5.88 ††† - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_rQCDehad - - - ±1.45 - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±3.00 -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal ±5.82 - ±5.65 ±1.50 ±5.69 ±5.73 ±5.82
ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±5.01 -
ATLAS_TAURECOEleEleOLR - ±1.14 - - - - -
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLR ±1.18 - ±1.53 - ±1.05 ±1.18 ±1.07
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLRAFII - - - - - ±2.63 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal ±2.83 - ±2.86 - ±3.16 ±3.11 ±2.74
ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - ±10.96 -
ATLAS_TESDETECTOR - - - - - +10.11

−7.93 -

b-tagging

ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 ±2.47 ±2.67 ±2.22 - ±2.55 ±4.61 ±3.16
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_0 ±10.76 ±16.47 ±9.58 - - - +7.73

−7.07
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_1 ±1.23 ±2.96 ±1.09 - - - ±3.22
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_2 - ±1.62 - - - - ±2.20
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_0 ±11.73 ±5.89 ±13.41 - - - ±15.56
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_1 ±2.63 ±1.86 ±2.58 - - - ±4.33
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_2 ±4.73 ±1.91 ±2.08 - - - ±10.93
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_3 ±1.42 - - - - - ±4.83
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_4 ±1.42 ±2.82 - - - - ±2.47

Top (excl. XS) ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION - - - ±2.37 ±9.11 ††† - -
ATLAS_TTBAR_SHOWERGEN - - - ±2.94 ±11.24 ††† - -

Other

ATLAS_ELEISO - - - - ††† - -
ATLAS_JERNP1 ±3.69 ±50.79 ±3.95 - - ±3.50 ±12.23
ATLAS_JETNP1 +15.22

−12.55 - ±2.85 - ±1.74 ±7.18 ±1.64
ATLAS_JETNP2 - - +1.89

−1.12 - - - -
ATLAS_JvtEffSf - - - - - - ±1.01
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPara ±1.11 - - - ††† ±3.08 -
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPerp ±1.09 - - - ††† - -
ATLAS_PRW - - ±1.38 - - - +10.72

−1.27
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Appendix for the di-tau analysis

Table B.2 Pre-fit uncertainty (in [%]) of NPs for the mtot
T distribution in the τµτhad CR-

T, as they are in the final workspace after smoothing and pruning. Shown are the total
normalisation uncertainty, with ††† representing that a shape uncertainty is also considered.
The normalisation effect is pruned if the uncertainty is below 1%, while shape effects are
pruned if they do not have sufficient variations in neighbouring bins.

Sample Z + jets DYZ Diboson Fakes Top bbH300 ggH300
Type NP [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Signal ATLAS_AU_bbH300 - - - - - ±3.52 -
ATLAS_AU_ggH300 - - - - - - ±14.67

XS

ATLAS_LPXKFACTORALPHAS ±1.91 ±1.89 - - - - -
ATLAS_LPXKFACTORPDF ±3.24 ±3.19 - - - - -
ATLAS_LUMI ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20 - ±3.20 ±3.20 ±3.20
ATLAS_xsec_Diboson - - ±6.00 - - - -
ATLAS_xsec_Top - - - - ±6.00 - -

Data driven

ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_QCD_mh - - - ±1.56 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_Dphi_Wjets_mh - - - ±2.64 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_QCD_mh - - - ±3.13 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_WjetsBtag - - - ±10.64 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_Wjets_mh - - - ±6.14 - - -
ATLAS_Fakes_shape_rQCDmuhad - - - ±1.59 - - -

Tau

ATLAS_TAUIDAFII - - - - - ±3.00 -
ATLAS_TAUIDTotal ±5.63 - ±5.62 ±1.80 ±5.70 ±5.72 ±5.61
ATLAS_TAURECOAFII - - - - - ±5.00 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLR ±1.23 - - - - ±1.18 ±1.27
ATLAS_TAURECOTauEleOLRAFII - - - - - ±2.64 -
ATLAS_TAURECOTotal ±4.04 - ±2.98 ±1.17 ±3.28 ±3.23 ±3.59
ATLAS_TESAFII - - - - - +9.59

−6.93 -
ATLAS_TESDETECTOR - - ±1.30 - - +6.70

−4.55 -

b-tagging

ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_B_0 ±3.11 ±1.04 ±1.58 - ±2.55 ±5.01 ±1.20
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_0 ±2.82 ±34.76 ±20.21 - - - ±18.23
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_1 - ±6.58 - - - - ±3.44
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_2 - ±3.85 ±1.58 - - - ±2.71
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_C_3 - ±2.19 - - - - ±1.48
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_0 ±21.24 - ±6.74 - - - ±15.88
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_1 ±4.93 - - - - - ±3.55
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_2 ±9.92 - - - - - ±4.32
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_3 ±2.55 - ±1.41 - - - ±1.64
ATLAS_btagEffSfEigen_Light_4 ±4.23 - - - - - ±1.74

Top (excl. XS) ATLAS_TTBAR_RADIATION - - - ±2.00 ±7.52 ††† - -
ATLAS_TTBAR_SHOWERGEN - - - ±2.70 ±9.74 ††† - -

Other

ATLAS_JERNP1 ±7.40 - ±10.67 - - ±9.46 ±31.93
ATLAS_JETNP1 ±21.69 - ±4.56 - ±1.94 ±2.33 -
ATLAS_METSoftTrkResoPara ±5.78 - - - - ±3.88 -
ATLAS_METSoftTrkScale - - - - - ±2.07 -
ATLAS_MUONEFFSYS - - ±1.07 - - - -
ATLAS_MUONSAGITTARESBIAS - - - - - ±1.22 -
ATLAS_MUONSAGITTARHO - - - - ††† - -
ATLAS_MUONTRIGEFFSTAT ±1.15 ±4.16 ±1.64 - ±1.64 ±1.71 ±1.41
ATLAS_PRW - - +5.92

−1.24
+1.59
−1.02 - +3.09

−1.49 ±7.67
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B.1 Fit diagnostics

(a) Data fit, CR-T (b) Data fit, τhadτhad

(c) Data fit, τlepτhad + CR-T (d) Data fit, combined

Figure B.1 Nuisance parameter correlations for fits in different di-tau regions to the observed
dataset. Only pairs of NPs with a correlation greater that 25% are shown.
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Appendix for the di-tau analysis

(a) Asimov, CR-T (b) Asimov, τhadτhad

(c) Asimov, τlepτhad + CR-T (d) Asimov, combined

Figure B.2 Nuisance parameter correlations for fits in different di-tau regions to the Asimov
dataset. Only pairs of NPs with a correlation greater that 25% are shown.
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B.1 Fit diagnostics

(a) Asimov, τhadτhad b-tagged (b) Data, τhadτhad b-tagged

(c) Asimov, τhadτhad b-veto (d) Data, τhadτhad b-veto

(e) Asimov, τlepτhad b-tagged (f) Data, τlepτhad b-tagged

(g) Asimov, τlepτhad b-veto (h) Data, τlepτhad b-veto

Figure B.3 Nuisance parameter pulls for fits in different di-tau regions to the Asimov and
data dataset. NPs are ordered in terms of the amount by which they are constrain.
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B.2 Post-fit plots of additional variables

The fit results obtained from the fit in the mtot
T distributions in Section 6.5.1.2 are applied

to templates in additional representative distributions. Since the fits are performed in mtot
T ,

they are not expected to accurately model additional distributions. These distributions are
however useful reference material when studying areas where mis-modelling might still be
present post-fit.
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Figure B.4 Final post-fit distributions of mtot
T for the combined fit in the CR-T [1]. Signal

histograms are normalised to their respective cross-sections from tanβ = 10 in the hMSSM
scenario. Shown are the per-bin statistical significance calculated as recommended in
Ref. [215].
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Figure B.5 Final post-fit distributions of additional variables for the combined fit in the
τlepτhad, τhadτhad and CR-T for the τlepτhad b-tagged and b-veto categories [1]. Signal his-
tograms are normalised to their respective cross-sections from tanβ = 10 in the hMSSM
scenario. Shown are the per-bin statistical significance calculated as recommended in
Ref. [215].
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Figure B.6 Final post-fit distributions of additional variables for the combined fit in the
τlepτhad, τhadτhad and CR-T for the τlepτhad b-tagged and b-veto categories [1]. Signal his-
tograms are normalised to their respective cross-sections from tanβ = 10 in the hMSSM
scenario. Shown are the per-bin statistical significance calculated as recommended in
Ref. [215].
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Figure B.7 Final post-fit distributions of additional variables for the combined fit in the
τlepτhad, τhadτhad and CR-T for the τhadτhad b-tagged and b-veto categories [1]. Signal
histograms are normalised to their respective cross-sections from tanβ = 10 in the hMSSM
scenario. Shown are the per-bin statistical significance calculated as recommended in
Ref. [215].
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Figure B.8 Final post-fit distributions of additional variables for the combined fit in the
τlepτhad, τhadτhad and CR-T for the τhadτhad b-tagged and b-veto categories [1]. Signal
histograms are normalised to their respective cross-sections from tanβ = 10 in the hMSSM
scenario. Shown are the per-bin statistical significance calculated as recommended in
Ref. [215].
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Appendix C

Appendix for the charged Higgs analysis

C.1 Input distributions for the multivariat discriminant

The post-fit results from the fit in the 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT distribution is applied to
variables used in the training of Section 7.2.3. Post-fit results for variables used in the BDT
training are show in Figures C.1 to C.8.
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Figure C.1 Plot of pT of leading b-jet using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The
total statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown.
The normalisation of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation
for illustration purposes.
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Figure C.2 Plot of pT of leading τ-lepton using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The
total statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown.
The normalisation of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation
for illustration purposes.
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Figure C.3 Plot of pT of leading e/µ-lepton using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result.
The total statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown.
The normalisation of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation
for illustration purposes.
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Figure C.4 Plot of ∆φ(b− jet,Emiss
T ) using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The

total statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown.
The normalisation of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation
for illustration purposes.
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Figure C.5 Plot of ∆φ(τ,Emiss
T ) using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The total

statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown. The
normalisation of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation for
illustration purposes.
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Figure C.6 Plot of ∆φ(ℓ,Emiss
T ) using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The total

statistical and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown. The
normalisation of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation for
illustration purposes.
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Figure C.7 Plot of Emiss
T using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The total statistical

and systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown. The normalisation
of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation for illustration
purposes.
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Figure C.8 Plot of ϒ using 200 GeV–400 GeV BDT post-fit result. The total statistical and
systematic uncertainties, after being constrained by the fit, are shown. The normalisation
of the signal distributions has been scaled to the background normalisation for illustration
purposes.
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C.2 Fit studies

Shape distributions of systematics

Some representative shape uncertainty distributions are shown in this section related to
data-driven (Figure C.9), Z + jets (Figure C.10) and tt (Figure C.11) modelling.
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Figure C.9 Effect of systematic variations on the BDT score in the H+ mass range 130–
160 GeV for the τhad-vis +jets signal region: (a) lower cut of the τhad-vis BDT score, (b) HF→ τ

fakes uncertainty, (c) prompt-τ contamination in the anti-τ control region, (d) error on αMJ
in the template-fit method. The dashed area in the ratio plots comes from the statistical error
in every bin of the BDT score.
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Figure C.10 Effect of systematic variations on the final BDT shape of the Z + jets background
for the τhad-vis +muon signal region, for 4 different BDT variables, due to the modelling. The
dashed area in the ratio plots comes from the statistical error in every bin of the BDT score.
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Figure C.11 Effect of systematic variations on the final BDT shape of the tt background for
the τhad-vis +jets signal region due to (a) scale, (b) ME, and (c) PS and UE. The dashed area
in the ratio plots comes from the statistical error in every bin of the BDT score.
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C.2 Fit studies

Correlation matrices

Correlation matrices are shown in Figures C.12 and C.13 for the Asimov µ = 0 fit and the
unblinded fit, respectively. Only correlations which are greater than 10% are kept.
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Figure C.12 Systematic covariance matrix for the BDT-based fit trained for the mass ranges
(a) 160–180 GeV and (b) 500–2000 GeV (left) using the Asimov dataset. Only correlations
which are greater than 10% are kept.
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Figure C.13 Systematic covariance matrix for the BDT-based fit trained for the mass ranges
(a) 160–180 GeV and (b) 500–2000 GeV (left) using the Asimov dataset. Only correlations
which are greater than 10% are kept.
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Appendix for the charged Higgs analysis

Fit diagnostics

Pull plots for the 170 GeV combined fit in the charged Higgs analysis is shown in Figure C.14,
determined as discussed in Section 6.5.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure C.14 Profiling of the NPs in the (a) Asimov data and (b) the observed data for H±

mass of 170 GeV in combined signal region with control region top CR, showing only the
most constrained NPs. The tt normalisation factor is highlighted, and is constrained to ∼3%.
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C.2 Fit studies

The pull results demonstrated several pulled NPs related to tt and τhad-vis uncertain-
ties. In order to validate the fitting model, the results are cross checked against a fit with
additional DOFs. Each channel is given an independed transfer factor from the Top CR
to the signal region. Additionaly, the following TES and Top theory NPs were decorre-
lated between the signal regions: Systtbar_psue, Systtbar_model, Systtbar_scale,
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_DETECTOR, SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_INSITU, and
SysTAUS_TRUEHADTAU_SME_TES_MODEL.

Figure C.15 shows the comparison of the expected and observed limits using the nominal
fit model and model with decorrelated nuisance parameters. The small difference was
observed in the first BDT training bin (90–120 GeV). The limits for the tested model are
slightly higher (worse). Nevertheless, the difference is small and the observed limits are
within experimental uncertainties with respect to expected limits. For higher BDT training
bins, the difference is negligible. It is therefore concluded that dicorrelating the pulled
NPs would have negligable impact on the result, and the fit is maintained with the default
configuration.
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Figure C.15 Comparison of the observed and expected 95% CL combined exclusion limits
on σ(pp → [b]tH+)×B(H+ → τν) for charged Higgs boson production as a function of
mH± for (a) nominal fit model and (b) model with decorrelated nuisance parameters.
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Appendix D

Appendix for the coupling combination

D.1 Fit diagnostics for the production cross-section mea-
surement

Correlation between POIs (Figure D.1), and ranking plots of the most relevant NPs (Fig-
ures D.2 and D.3), for the Production cross-section measurement of Section 8.1.2, following
the discussion on page 199.
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D.1 Fit diagnostics for the production cross-section measurement
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Figure D.2 Ranking of systematic uncertainties for the (a) ggF, (b) VBF, (c) WH and (d) ZH
Higgs production cross-section from the Higgs production cross-section fit.
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Figure D.3 Ranking of systematic uncertainties for the tt̄H Higgs production cross-section
from the Higgs production cross section fit.
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D.2 Additional cross-section measurement results

D.2 Additional cross-section measurement results

Additional parameterisations for the cross-section results in Section 8.1.2 are presented in
Ref. [3]. Their subsequent description here is brief, and the presentation of their results
have been limited to only quoting their respective compatability with the SM predictions. A
parameterisation in terms of the products (σ ×B)i f for each Higgs production process i times
branching fraction to final-state f is considered. The WH and ZH production modes are
merged into V H due to their lack of sensitivity. The model has 20 DOFs70 and is compatible
with the SM with a p-value of pSM = 71%. An additional parameterisation is considering
the ratio of Higgs cross-sections and branching fractions. The products (σ ×B)i f can be
expressed in terms of a reference process, chosen to be gg → H → ZZ∗, as,

(σ ×B)i f = σ
ZZ
ggF × σi

σggF
× B f

BZZ
, (D.1)

where σZZ
ggF represents the gg → H → ZZ∗ cross-section. Considering the ratios σi

σggF
and

B f
BZZ

allows us to decouple the cross-sections and branching fractions in the measurement.
This feature was not available in the preceding prameterisations, which either measured
cross-sections and branching fractions inclusively, or directly fixed the Higgs branching
fractions to SM predictions. The likelihood model has 9 POIs defined as σZZ

ggF , σi
σggF

where

i∈ (VBF, ZH,WH, tt̄H), and B f
BZZ

where f ∈ (γγ,WW, ττ, bb). The measured compatability
with the SM corresponds to pSM = 93%. Finally, the STXS introduced at the start of
Section 8 measures the Higgs production cross sections in granular bins defined from the
Higgs production kinematics and topology. Similar to the previous parameterisation, the
Higgs branching fractions are decoupled from the cross-section bins. The products (σ ×B)i f

can be expressed in terms of the Higgs production cross-section in STXS region i times the
branching fraction of H → ZZ∗, (σ ×B)i,ZZ , and the ratio of Higgs branching fractions B f

BZZ
,

(σ ×B)i f = σi,ZZ ×
B f

BZZ
. (D.2)

The resulting STXS model has 19 DOF and is compatible with the SM prediction corre-
sponding to pSM = 88%.

70The list of measured POIs is: ggF, H → γγ; ggF,H → ZZ∗; ggF, H →WW ∗; ggF, H → ττ; VBF, H →
γγ; VBF, H → ZZ∗; VBF, H → WW ∗; VBF, H → ττ;VBF, H → bb̄; V H, H → γγ; V H, H → ZZ∗; V H,
H → bb̄; tt̄H, H → γγ; tt̄H, H →VV∗; tt̄H, H → ττ; and tt̄H, H → bb̄.
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D.3 Example parameterisation in the κ-framework

As an example the calculation of σggF (Table 8.6) in terms of the κ-framework is presented.
The σSM

ggF cross-sections are calculated at N3LO QCD [259]. The total inclusive ggF cross-
section σggF is dependant on individual contribution of cross-sections from the top loop,
bottom loop, and top-bottom loop interference, denoted as σtt , σbb and σtb, respectively.
Additional corrections to the ggF cross-section from c-quark related loops are present, with
σcc, σtc and σbc as the cross-sections of ggF via charm loops, and the top-charm and bottom-
charm loop interference, respectively. The total ggF cross-section, ignoring EW and light
quark contributions, is therefore,

σggF = σtt +σbb +σtb +σtc +σbc +σcc. (D.3)

Making the substitution in Eq. (8.4) into Eq. (D.3) leads to,

σggF = κ
2
t σ

SM
tt +κ

2
b σ

SM
bb +κtκbσ

SM
tb +κtκcσ

SM
tc +κbκcσ

SM
bc +κ

2
c σ

SM
cc . (D.4)

Under the SM the subsequent ggF cross-sections at 13TeV pp collisions with N3LO QCD are
σSM

tt = 47.94 [pb], σSM
bb = 0.10 [pb], σSM

tb =−1.73 [pb], σSM
cc = 0.0009 [pb], σSM

tc =−0.22
[pb] and σSM

bc = 0.02 [pb]. Substituting the SM cross-sections into Eq. (D.4) yields,

σggF = 47.94κ
2
t +0.10κ

2
b −1.73κtκb −0.22κtκc +0.02κbκc +0.0009κ

2
c . (D.5)

The NLO EW contribution to the total ggF cross section, σSM
EW , is determined to be σSM

EW =

2.39 [pb] so that the total ggF cross-section is σSM
ggF , incl. EW = 48.50 [pb]. However, as

mentioned above, one ignores EW corrections in the LO κ-framework which leads to a total
ggF cross-section of σSM

ggF = 46.11 [pb]. Taking the ratio σggF

σSM
ggF

, and ignoring contributions

from charm quark loops, the expression in Table 8.6 is recovered,

µ(σggF) =
σggF

σSM
ggF

= 1.04κ
2
t +0.002κ

2
b −0.04κtκb. (D.6)

D.4 Higgs cross-section reparemeterisation

Reparameterisation code snippets for the BSM κ-framework in Section 8.3 are shown in
Listing D.1, Listing D.2, Listing D.3, Listing D.4 and Listing D.5 for MSSM and 2HDM
type I, type II, type III, and type IV models, respectively. The reference cards are written
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in XML code and used to build a new PDF from the Higgs couplings workspace with the κ

parameters paremetrized in terms of tanβ , and mA or cos(β −α). The model is represented
using RooStats classes and the coupling modifiers are represented in the code as CW, CZ,
Cto, Cb, Cta, and Cmu for κW , κZ , κt , κb, κτ , and κµ , respectively.

Listing D.1 MSSM parameterisation card
<!DOCTYPE Organization SYSTEM ’Organization.dtd’> <Organization
InFile="WS.root" OutFile = "MSSM−WS_v8.root" ModelName = "MSSM−WS"
POINames = "mAinv,tanB" > <!−− Set POI MA^−1 for closure in global
fit−−> <Item Name="mAinv[0.002,0.,0.005]"/> <Item
Name="tanB[5.0,0.0,1000.0]"/> <!−− Use 125.09 GeV as Higgs mass
where possible −−> <Item Name="mZ[91.1876]"/> <Item
Name="mh[125.09]"/> <!−− MSSM parameterisation −−> <Item
Name="prod::mAinv2(mAinv,mAinv)"/> <Item
Name="prod::tanB2(tanB,tanB)"/> <Item Name="prod::mZ2(mZ,mZ)"/>
<Item Name="prod::mh2(mh,mh)"/> <!−− These lines where the previous
parameterisation and did not converge as ma−>inf −−> <Item
Name="expr::shu(’1/sqrt(1+pow(1+@0*@2,2)*@1/pow(@2*@0+@1−@3*@0*(1+@1),2))’,mAinv2,

tanB2,mZ2,mh2)"/>
<Item
Name="expr::shd(’(1+@0*@2)*@4/(@2*@0+@1−@3*@0*(1+@1))*@5’,mAinv2,tanB2,mZ2,mh2,

tanB,shu)"/>
<!−− Vector boson couplings −−> <Item
Name="expr::CV_MSSM_reduced(’sqrt(1/(1+@0))*@2+@1*sqrt(1/(1+@0))*@3’,tanB2,tanB,shd,shu)"/

>
<!−− Up type quarks −−> <Item
Name="expr::Cu_MSSM_reduced(’sqrt(1+@0)/@1*@2’,tanB2,tanB,shu)"/>
<!−− Down type fermions −−> <Item
Name="expr::Cd_MSSM_reduced(’sqrt(1+@0)*@1’,tanB2,shd)"/> <!−− PDF
−−> <Item Name="EDIT::NEWPDF(OLDPDF, CW=CV_MSSM_reduced,
CZ=CV_MSSM_reduced, Cto=Cu_MSSM_reduced, Cb=Cd_MSSM_reduced,
Cta=Cd_MSSM_reduced, Cmu=Cd_MSSM_reduced,)"/> </Organization>

Listing D.2 2HDM type I parameterisation card
<!DOCTYPE Organization SYSTEM ’Organization.dtd’> <Organization
InFile="WS.root" OutFile = "THDM−I−WS_v8.root" ModelName =
"THDM−I−WS" POINames = "cosBmA,tanB" > <Item
Name="cosBmA[0.0,−1.0,1.0]"/> <Item Name="tanB[5.0,0.0,200.0]"/>
<Item Name="expr::sinBmA(’sin(acos(@0))’,cosBmA)"/> <Item
Name="expr::cotB(’1/@0’,tanB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cu_reduced(’@0+@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,cotB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cd_reduced(’@0+@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,cotB)"/>
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<!−− PDF −−> <Item Name="EDIT::NEWPDF(OLDPDF, CW=sinBmA, CZ=sinBmA,
Cto=Cu_reduced, Cb=Cd_reduced, Cta=Cd_reduced, Cmu=Cd_reduced ,)"/>
</Organization>

Listing D.3 2HDM type II parameterisation card
<!DOCTYPE Organization SYSTEM ’Organization.dtd’> <Organization
InFile="WS.root" OutFile = "THDM−II−WS_v8.root" ModelName =
"THDM−II−WS" POINames = "cosBmA,tanB" > <Item
Name="cosBmA[0.0,−1.0,1.0]"/> <Item Name="tanB[5.0,0.0,200.0]"/>
<Item Name="expr::sinBmA(’sin(acos(@0))’,cosBmA)"/> <Item
Name="expr::cotB(’1/@0’,tanB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cu_reduced(’@0+@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,cotB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cd_reduced(’@0−@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,tanB)"/>

<!−− PDF −−> <Item Name="EDIT::NEWPDF(OLDPDF, CW=sinBmA, CZ=sinBmA,
Cto=Cu_reduced, Cb=Cd_reduced, Cta=Cd_reduced, Cmu=Cd_reduced ,)"/>
</Organization>

Listing D.4 2HDM type III parameterisation card
<!DOCTYPE Organization SYSTEM ’Organization.dtd’> <Organization
InFile="WS.root" OutFile = "THDM−III−WS_v8.root" ModelName =
"THDM−III−WS" POINames = "cosBmA,tanB" > <Item
Name="cosBmA[0.0,−1.0,1.0]"/> <Item Name="tanB[5.0,0.0,200.0]"/>
<Item Name="expr::sinBmA(’sin(acos(@0))’,cosBmA)"/> <Item
Name="expr::cotB(’1/@0’,tanB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cu_reduced(’@0+@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,cotB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cd_reduced(’@0+@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,cotB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cl_reduced(’@0−@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,tanB)"/>

<!−− PDF −−> <Item Name="EDIT::NEWPDF(OLDPDF, CW=sinBmA, CZ=sinBmA,
Cto=Cu_reduced, Cb=Cd_reduced, Cta=Cl_reduced, Cmu=Cl_reduced, )"/>
</Organization>

Listing D.5 2HDM type IV parameterisation card
<!DOCTYPE Organization SYSTEM ’Organization.dtd’> <Organization
InFile="WS.root" OutFile = "THDM−IV−WS_v8.root" ModelName =
"THDM−IV−WS" POINames = "cosBmA,tanB" > <Item
Name="cosBmA[0.0,−1.0,1.0]"/> <Item Name="tanB[5.0,0.0,200.0]"/>
<Item Name="expr::sinBmA(’sin(acos(@0))’,cosBmA)"/> <Item
Name="expr::cotB(’1/@0’,tanB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cu_reduced(’@0+@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,cotB)"/> <Item
Name="expr::Cd_reduced(’@0−@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,tanB)"/> <Item
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Name="expr::Cl_reduced(’@0+@1*@2’,sinBmA,cosBmA,cotB)"/>

<!−− PDF −−> <Item Name="EDIT::NEWPDF(OLDPDF, CW=sinBmA, CZ=sinBmA,
Cto=Cu_reduced, Cb=Cd_reduced, Cta=Cl_reduced, Cmu=Cl_reduced ,)"/>
</Organization>

D.5 Parameterisation validation tables for Type-II 2HDM
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Table D.1 The differences between the parameterised production cross sections and branching
ratios of the SM-like Higgs compared to precision calculations using SUSHI and 2HDMC
for 2HDM Type-II with mA = 1000 GeV [250]. All the differences are quoted in %.

tanβ cos(β −α) σ ∆σggF ∆σbbh BZZ BWW Bbb Bττ
Γh

ΓSM
h

[pb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

0.5 -0.800 47.96 3.20 -8.98 -0.07 -0.07 1.62 -0.07 0.07

0.5 -0.300 6.43 -7.57 -4.45 -0.36 -0.35 0.21 -0.35 0.36

0.5 -0.100 29.33 -1.00 -2.84 -0.64 -0.64 -0.44 -0.64 0.64

0.5 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -1.94 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

0.5 0.100 65.64 0.53 -0.93 -0.99 -0.99 -1.20 -0.99 1.00

0.5 0.300 110.96 1.14 1.72 -1.39 -1.39 -2.15 -1.39 1.41

0.5 0.800 223.31 1.99 59.83 -2.42 -2.42 -9.90 -2.42 2.48

1.0 -0.800 3.89 -10.06 -6.09 -0.41 -0.41 0.54 -0.41 0.41

1.0 -0.300 20.06 -1.84 -3.73 -0.63 -0.63 -0.23 -0.63 0.63

1.0 -0.100 36.98 -0.43 -2.63 -0.74 -0.74 -0.59 -0.74 0.74

1.0 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -1.94 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

1.0 0.100 55.12 0.48 -1.09 -0.88 -0.88 -1.07 -0.88 0.89

1.0 0.300 72.71 0.50 1.66 -1.08 -1.08 -1.83 -1.08 1.09

1.0 0.800 92.21 0.89 -25.10 -1.23 -1.23 5.79 -1.23 1.24

2.0 -0.800 4.79 -17.97 -5.27 -0.65 -0.65 0.11 -0.65 0.65

2.0 -0.300 29.96 -0.66 -3.74 -0.76 -0.76 -0.36 -0.76 0.76

2.0 -0.100 41.11 -0.15 -2.73 -0.79 -0.79 -0.62 -0.79 0.80

2.0 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -1.94 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

2.0 0.100 50.53 -0.07 -0.74 -0.81 -0.81 -1.07 -0.81 0.81

2.0 0.300 57.05 -0.21 6.80 -0.69 -0.69 -2.41 -0.69 0.69

2.0 0.800 50.33 -1.66 -8.98 -0.27 -0.27 1.41 -0.27 0.27
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Table D.2 (continued from Table D.1) The differences between the parameterised production
cross sections and branching ratios of the SM-like Higgs compared to precision calculations
using SUSHI and 2HDMC for 2HDM Type-II with mA = 1000 GeV [250]. All the differences
are quoted in %.

tanβ cos(β −α) σ ∆σggF ∆σbbh BZZ BWW Bbb Bττ
Γh

ΓSM
h

[pb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

5.0 -0.800 21.24 -15.78 -5.26 -0.70 -0.70 0.05 -0.70 0.70

5.0 -0.300 37.69 -0.67 -4.30 -0.79 -0.79 -0.27 -0.79 0.80

5.0 -0.100 43.51 0.36 -3.25 -0.83 -0.83 -0.54 -0.83 0.84

5.0 -0.000 46.11 -0.08 -1.94 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

5.0 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -1.94 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

5.0 0.100 48.15 -0.49 2.21 -0.59 -0.59 -1.45 -0.59 0.59

5.0 0.300 50.67 -2.00 -11.69 0.16 0.16 2.59 0.16 -0.16

5.0 0.800 43.27 -11.32 -6.37 -0.52 -0.52 0.50 -0.52 0.53

10 -0.800 61.14 -21.80 -5.38 -0.69 -0.69 0.09 -0.69 0.69

10 -0.300 44.34 -2.88 -4.77 -0.76 -0.76 -0.13 -0.76 0.77

10 -0.100 44.68 0.11 -3.83 -0.83 -0.83 -0.41 -0.83 0.84

10 0.000 46.11 -0.08 -1.94 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

10 -0.000 46.11 -0.08 -1.94 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 -0.81 0.81

10 0.100 48.28 -1.23 -88.76 0.11 0.11 0.00 0.11 -0.11

10 0.300 54.68 -5.69 -7.25 -0.34 -0.34 0.90 -0.34 0.34

10 0.800 79.17 -21.58 -5.92 -0.60 -0.60 0.31 -0.60 0.60
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D.6 Additional details of the validation of the hMSSM pa-
rameterisation

Additional studies to validate the hMSSM parameterisation as discussed in Section 8.3.2.1
are documented. The easiest effect that can be checked is the effect of the di-Higgs boson
production in the hMSSM. The fraction of the gluon-gluon fusion H → hh production can
be compared to the Higgs boson production that the parameterisation takes into account. In
Figure D.4 (a) this comparison is shown and it is clear that for the region relevant for the limit
(mA > 400GeV) the effect is well below the theory uncertainties. The effect of the charged
Higgs boson can be best seen by comparing the Higgs boson to γγ branching ratio results of
the parametrized values against the precision HDECAY calculated values. This is shown in
Figure D.4 (b), where it is shown that the effect is at the few % level.

(a) (b)

Figure D.4 From Ref. [250]: (a) Fraction of the hh production versus single Higgs boson
production in the hMSSM scenario. In the parameterisation that is employed here effects
from hh production are ignored. (b) The difference between the parameterised h → γγ

branching ratio versus HDECAY calculations for the hMSSM scenario. The difference is
sensitive to the charged Higgs boson, the effect of which is ignored in the parameterisation.

The comparison of precise calculations and the hMSSM parameterisation for some
indicative mA and tanβ values are shown in Table D.3. The differences are found always to
be below 6% for ggF, whereas for the b-associated production and the branching ratios the
differences are at a few % level at most, all of which are within their respective theoretical
uncertainties. An additional comparison is performed by comparing directly the Higgs boson
couplings from SUSHI to the parameterised couplings, discussed in Section 8.3.2.1.
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Table D.3 The differences between the parameterised production cross-sections and branch-
ing ratios of the SM-like Higgs compared to precision calculations using SUSHI and HDE-
CAY for the hMSSM scenario (Ref. [250]). All the differences are quoted in %.

tanβ σ [pb] ∆σ ∆σggF ∆σbbh BZZ BWW Bbb Bττ
Γh

ΓSM
h

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

mA = 200 GeV

1.0 11.13 -5.99 -6.44 -0.90 0.42 2.31 -0.02 -2.48 1.03

1.5 20.48 -1.52 -1.61 -0.01 -0.12 1.84 -0.05 -2.43 1.58

2.0 27.15 -0.75 -0.80 0.10 -0.08 1.85 -0.06 -2.43 1.59

4.0 39.11 0.02 0.01 0.20 -0.08 1.84 -0.08 -2.42 1.59

6.0 42.66 0.17 0.16 0.22 -0.08 1.83 -0.08 -2.42 1.55

10.0 44.83 0.09 0.09 0.12 -0.08 1.84 -0.09 -2.42 1.55

20.0 45.72 0.27 0.28 0.24 -0.08 1.83 -0.09 -2.42 1.62

mA = 300 GeV

1.0 29.64 -1.42 -1.47 0.70 0.27 2.19 -0.12 -2.29 1.21

1.5 36.06 -0.34 -0.37 1.08 0.12 2.02 -0.11 -2.26 1.39

2.0 39.48 -0.16 -0.19 1.13 0.11 2.04 -0.11 -2.24 1.39

4.0 44.00 0.05 0.03 1.19 0.13 2.06 -0.12 -2.23 1.39

6.0 45.04 0.10 0.08 1.20 0.13 2.08 -0.11 -2.23 1.39

10.0 45.63 0.08 0.06 1.18 0.14 2.05 -0.11 -2.23 1.38

20.0 45.86 0.13 0.11 1.21 0.13 2.04 -0.11 -2.22 1.39

mA = 500 GeV

1.0 40.34 -0.47 -0.50 1.61 0.32 2.26 -0.11 -2.11 1.19

1.5 42.85 -0.15 -0.18 1.74 0.28 2.20 -0.11 -2.10 1.24

2.0 44.05 -0.10 -0.12 1.77 0.26 2.23 -0.10 -2.09 1.24

4.0 45.50 -0.03 -0.05 1.79 0.25 2.21 -0.10 -2.09 1.24

6.0 45.81 -0.02 -0.04 1.79 0.27 2.21 -0.10 -2.08 1.23

10.0 45.98 -0.02 -0.04 1.78 0.28 2.23 -0.09 -2.09 1.23

20.0 46.05 -0.00 -0.03 1.79 0.28 2.19 -0.11 -2.08 1.24
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D.7 hMSSM comparison to intermediate result

Ref. [241] provides a preliminary combination of the SM Higgs cross-sections, referred
to here as the ICHEP combination. The main difference between the ICHEP result and
the result presented in this section is the addition of data for VBF and V H channels in the
latter. A comparison of the hMSSM limits compared to previous ICHEP result is shown in
Figure D.5. Noticeably, the ICHEP result has stronger observed limits, while the expected
limits remain comparable. The cause of this feature is studied via fits to Asimov datasets
with injected signal strengths.

The observed hMSSM limit is found to be closer to the expected limit with comparison
to the ICHEP result. The decrease in the observed limit exclusion can be explained by an
increase in the observed bottom quark coupling, which has increased by 5% with respect
to ICHEP result. This difference is directly attributed to the addition of data from H → bb
channels targetting VBF and V H production. As alluded to earlier, the hMSSM has increased
down-type fermion couplings at low mA and high tanβ . Since κdown → 1 from above as
mA → ∞, the higher observed bottom coupling pushes the limit to lower values of mA. The
effects of the SM couplings on the observed limit is studied by creating datasets with injected
signal strengths. The datasets are created by profiling the NPs while all particle couplings are
set to 1. The coupling of interest is then set to 1.1 (an additional 10%) and the pseudo-data
is extracted. Exclusion limits at 95% CL are extracted from the pseudo-data and shown in
Figure D.671. When compared to the expected limit, they show the effect of having data that
pulls the relative SM couplings up by 10%. Clearly shown is the effect of fitting a dataset
with increased κb coupling, which pushes the limit to lower values of mA as expected from
the preceding discussion.

71The expected and observed limits shown are created with a close to final version of the workspace used
in Ref. [3]. Although not an exact match, the limits (and conclusions derived) are practically the same.
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Figure D.5 Comparison of the hMSSM limits to the intermediate (ICHEP) result from
Ref. [241].
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Figure D.6 Comparison of the expected and observed hMSSM limits and limits created from
fits to signal injected Asimov data sets. Asimov datasets are created where a particular POI
(κW , κZ , κt , κb, or κτ ) is increased by 10% from its nominal value.
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